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Executive Summary
The concept of an international strain gauge balance symposium was advocated in a technology
assessment entitled "'A White Paper on Internal Strain Gauge Balances." An internal document
published by NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) staff members in March 1995, this white
paper was based on an international survey of internal strain gauge balances conducted under
contract in 1994-1995 (ref. I). The conclusions of the white paper were presented to a peer review
panel on wind tunnel testing technology, composed of selected leaders from major commercial and
government aeronautical facilities, held in July 1995 at LaRC. The panel strongly endorsed the
proposed international strain gauge balance symposium, which was the first of its kind.
Based on the 1995 peer review endorsement, the first International Symposium on Strain Gauge
Balances was sponsored under the auspices of the LaRC during October 22-25, 1996. Held at the
LaRC Reid Conference Center, Hampton, Virginia. the Symposium provided an open international
forum for presentation, discussion, and exchange of technical information among wind tunnel test
technique specialists and strain gauge balance designers. The Symposium also served to initiate
organized professional activities among the participating and relevant international technical
communities. The program included a panel discussion (summarized in the Appendix), technical
paper sessions, tours of local facilities, and vendor exhibits.
Over 130 delegates from 15 countries were in attendance, including Australia, Canada, China,
Finland, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Israel, the Netherlands, Russia, South Africa, Sweden,
United Kingdom, and the United States. The program opened with a panel discussion, followed by
technical paper sessions, and guided tours of the National Transonic Facility (NTF) wind tunnel, a
local commercial balance fabrication facility, and the LaRC balance calibration laboratory. Vendor
exhibits were also available.
The opening panel discussion addressed "Future Trends in Balance Development and
Applications." The nine panel members included eminent balance users and designers representing
eight organizations and five countries. Formal presentation of papers in technical sessions
followed the panel discussion. Forty-six technical papers were presented in 11 technical sessions
covering the following areas: calibration, automatic calibration, data reduction, facility reports,
design, accuracy and uncertainty analysis, strain gauges, instrumentation, balance design, thermal
effects, finite element analysis, applications, and special balances. A general overview of the past
several years' activities of the AIAA/GTTC (Ground Testing Techniques Committee) Internal
Balance Technology Working Group was presented. At the conclusion of the Symposium, a
steering committee representing most of the nations and several US organizations attending the
Symposium was established to initiate planning for a second international balance symposium, to
be held in 1999 in the UK.
A Summary Report of the First International Symposium on Strain Gauge Balances, by John S.
and Ping Tcheng, NASA LaRC, was presented at the 81 st Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium on
Advanced Measurement Technology held in Seattle, Washington, USA, 22-25 September 1997.
This paper is attached as an appendix to these symposium proceedings.
Also attached are a group photograph taken during the symposium, an index of authors, and a
roster of names and addresses of the registered delegates to the symposium.
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A WATER-COOLED SIX.COMPONENT INTERNAL BALANCE
Liao, Li Xin and Tao, Yu
Beijing Institute of Aerodynamics
SUMMARY
The design, calibration and use of a water-cooled six-component internal balance
are described in detail, and some improvement had been gotten on the computation
and heat protection methods of balances. The calibration and testing rest, Its indicate
that the design of this balance is successful.
INTRODUCTION
Strain gage balances have been used widely in aerodynamic testing of various
wind tunnels. The working environments of subsonic, transonic and supersonic wind
tunnels are suitable for them because the flow temperature is regular. But in hyper-
sonic wind tunnels, the flow temperature is higher than the standard case, then a series
of problems may arise, such as the temperature effects of strain gage, thermocouple
effects between strain gage and electrical leads, thermal strain effects of the structure,
etc., all of these interfere the output signals of balances. When the environmental tem-
perature is excessively high. the strain gages can not work normally, or be broken. In
order to solve the heat protection problems, some exploratory works had been done
(ref.[l,4]). In the early stage, the balance was put outside of the testing section to
avoid the high-temperature environment. But the structure of this kind of bahmces was
very complex; its performance was not satisfied. Later, various heat protection schemes
of internal balances were tested, such as temperature compensation, heat protection
coating, vacuum package, balance rapid injection, water cooling, etc., in which the
effect of water cooling method was the best. In this paper, a water-cooled six-
component balance will be introduced.
SYMBOLS
x axial force x
Y normal force N
Z side force ,'_"
M z rolling moment N-,r,
My yawing moment N-m
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Mz
M
Po
To
Y
E
G
F
h, hl, h2, h 3
b, bt, b2, b 3
L
l, Ii, 12
tl
n!
9
pitching moment
Mach number
stagnation pressure
stagnation temperature
angle of attack
yawing angle
rolling angle
modulus of elasticity
a nondimensional function of section of beam
modulus of elasticity in torsion
rolling angle
thickness of beam
width of beam
distance between median and front (rear) beam
length of beam
number of main beam
number of auxiliary beam
radius of curvature
N-rrt
MPa
'C
degree
de_ee
degree
N/ram 2
N /rnm 2
de_ee
mm
mm
mm
BALANCE
1. The design loading
X' __1000N, Y: __I500N, Z: _+400N
M_,: +_8N-m, M_,"+12N-m, Mz: +_60N-m
2. The structure (Fig.l)
The balance has the typical compound stahacture, which includes front, median and
rear sections. The structures of the front and rear section are the same kind of beams,
which are used for measuring five components, Y, z, Mz, M r and Mz. The median sec-
tion has been built by multi-parallel beams, which are arranged at forward, median and
aft positions of the median section respectively; these beams are perpendicular to the
beams of the front and rear sections, as shown in Fig.2. The median beams, used for
measuring axial force (X), are called main beams, and other beams called auxiliary
ones are used for supporting main beams. There are two main beams and eight auxili-
ary beams which are arranged symmetrically to the main beams.
The diameter of balance is 28mm, the length is 120ram, in which the length of
forward and aft cones are not included.
3. The measuring principle and electrical circuits (Fig.2-3)
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The measurement of every component is achieved by the correspondent element
and its strain gage bridge. For a certain measuring element, it should be sensitive only
to the specific one, and insensitive to the other five ones, although six components
(three forces and three moments) act on it simultaneously. But the nonspecified signals
can not be avoided. By arranging the bridges elaborately, the mare part of the
nonspecified signals can be erased, the rest part is called "interference" and can be pro-
cessed during the calibration. Generally, the interference of the balances with enough
rigidity is much smaller than the main signal and its linear character is perfect. The
electrical circuits are shown in Fig.3
4. The computation of elements strain (Fig.4)
The calculations of balance measuring elements are as following (Fig.2-4):
(1) The strain of axial force element:
30Xl I
ez- Enbh 2 tllhl_'l/3t.,. •
l+--
nbh 3l 3
(2) The strain of normal force element:
120Y LHy
Ey = E (2h_b3+h_b2)
(3) The strain of side force element:
120Z L H..
E (2b _h3+249_b 3h3+b_h2)
(4) The strain of rolling moment element:
3h3M_xl03
_--- r 2
- "Lo3lz - _. 3
h_ 3 I
(5) The strain of yawing moment element:
12My H_ ×1() 3
= 3 _ 2 _h2)_'_ E (2b h 3+-4103 b 3h 3+b
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f6) The strain of pitching moment element:
12M,/-/y × 10 3
_M, = E(2b3h3+b2h3 )
5. The structure analysis (Fig.5)
The median section is the most fragile one in the three-section structure. In order
to get clear signal of the axial force, the main beams must supply enough deformation
when the axial force acts on the balance; at the same time, adequate rigidity must be
assured. These two conditions are contradictory requirements. To solve this problem,
the original cross section which is changed from circular section to semilunar section
is not used (Fig.5), while uses T-shape cross section which can stiffen the structure
and produce satisfied deformation, (ref.[2])
The computation method is improved, instead the original method, the optimiza-
tion method is used for detemaining the size of the beams. For example, the computa-
tional formula for the axial force element is as following:
30Xl 1
_x = Enbh 2 nlgl/,,l/3_,,. (l)
l+--
nbh 3l 3I
Where l, b and h are the parameters of the structure size of the element. Based
on the size of strain gage and the configuration requirement of the balance, two of
them may be given, then another one could be determined. In general, the parameter
h, which has obvious influence on rigidity, is chosen as the parameter to be deter-
mined.
The Eq.(1) can be written as
n Ih iI 3 30 Xl
h-nh 3 (2)h?-eb ,
'SWhich represent the iso-strain curve of h_ depending on h, as shown in Fig.&
It can be seen that the F point is the optimum value for h_ and h required.
Suppose
f(h) = 30 X._____/h nh._
Eb_
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df(h) = o
dh
So
30 XI
=0
E b G-3 n h 2
30 xl (3)h = he = E n b G
Put Eq.(3) into Eq.(2), we have
I i ( 2rib )v3
hlr = hF T nlbl
(4)
HEAT PROTECTION
Using water-cooling method to solve the heat protection problem, there are two
main manners to arrange the water-cooling package's position. The first is placing the
water cooling package as shown in Fig.7; in this case, the water-cooling package is a
part of the model. It is difficult to avoid its interference with the force transfer,
because the water supply tube will absorb some parts of forces and some additional
forces will be induced by unsteady water flow, it is impossible to eliminate all of these
interference during calibration.
Another method is adopted in the design of this balance, which is shown in Fig.8.
The water-cooling package is set on the sting of the balance and it is a part of that.
This method overcomes those above shortages, because the water-cooling package
does not take part in the force transfer: besides that, the water-cooling package
strengthens the sting of the balance. This method makes it easy to manufacture the
water-cooling package.
I't can be seen that there is a gap between the package and the balance (as shown
in Fig.8), this gap must be large enough, otherwise the balance will touch the package,
at the same time. it should be as small as possible in order to decrease the diameter of
the package.
There is another gap located between the model bottom and the sting of the bal-
ance. This gap should be large enough to guarantee that the model does not touch the
sting, while it should be as small as possible to lessen the quantity of high temperature
flow which will enter the cavity of the model through this gap. In order to suit
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different loadingcondition, severalringswhich cansatisfythesetwo requirementshad
beenpreparedfor this balance(ref.[3]).
A interim cage is assembledbetweenthe model and the water-coolingpackage.
The contact area betweenthe interim cage and the model is very small: the cavity
between them is full of stagnantair whoseheatconductivity rate is very low; the
attachmentof the balanceand the interim cageis protectedby a plastic sleeverein-
forced with glass fiber, so the heat flux transferredto the balance is limited to
minimum.
The electrical leadsare protectedwell becausethe sting is cooled by the water-
cooling package.
The water-coolingpackagehasa two-layerstructurewhich consistsof inner and
outer sleeves.The double-line spiral _ooves arecut on inner sleeve,usedas water
passage.The outer sleeveis a circle oneand it is assembledtightly on innersleeveto
ensurethe separationbetweenwater in and out. The small amountof leakagebetween
waterpassagesis allowedand it is alsobeneficialto cool thoseplaceswithout grooves.
The structure is very simple and practical.The surfacecoveredby swirl water
flow is large,thecooling effect is uniform,andhydrodynamiclossesaresmall.
CALIBRATION OF THE BALANCE
The calibration of the balanceis performed on a balancecalibration rig with
ground-axescoordinatesystem;it hastheloadingcapacityof positiveor negativeload.
The deviationof loading coordinatesystemto the balanceis not corrected,which will
causea systemerror, but in our case,this error is muchsmalldueto the adequaterigi-
dity of the balance.
1. The balance formula
The balance formula is gotten from the component loading, also includes the
interaction loading of 1st and 2nd terms.
During the calibration, the outpt, t 6n (voltage) of each component depends on
the component load itself, and the interaction output from other five components, for
example, the output of Y component can be written as (ref.l5]).
Anx =[" (Y ,Mz ,X ,Mz ,Z ,My)
It is a multivariable function, it can be written as
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,, c)f c)f
An,= _. r+_---_zM,Z .....+ _----_y,',4y+
I :_2f r:+ _:f M,2+ + _ my2
"2 "_y2 _ .......aM,
'02f Y M z + °_2f Z My) (5)
+ _ Y c)M-'--'_ ....... + o3Zc)My
where, all values of the derivatives are determined for a given balance, after transfor-
mation, it can be gotten:
Y=KyAn_,+_ _ M, + ..... + _' My+K:2y2+ ....
KM_2 2 y Mz Z MyMy +Ky Y M_ + ...... Ky Z My+ (6)
Eq.(6) is a balance formula up to 2nd terms, and it includes 27 terms totally. The
coefficients K are determined by the balance calibration, which are listed in Table 1.
2. The accuracy of the balance
Y: 0.10%, X: 0.41%, Z: 0.28%
M_,: 0.28%, My: 0.43%, Mz: 0.07%
3. The elastic deflection of the balance
c_ = 0.0003451 N + 0.008708 M z (°)
13= -0.00_468 Z + 0.01080 My (°)
v, = 0.02075 M, (°)
On the condition of full range, ct, 13, _' are 0, 9 °, 0.04 °, 0.17 ° respectively.
results of calibration show that the balance has a satisfied accuracy and rigidity.
The
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WIND TUNNEL TESTING OF THE BALANCE
The cone model was tested at Mach number 5 and 8 to check the heat protection
effect and repeatability accuracy of the balance. The testing conditions are:
M = 5. To= IO0°C, Po =2MP*_
M = 8, To = 500°C, Po = 4MPn
The testing data in table 2 to table 4 indicate that the repeatability accuracy is
perfect. The results show that there is no obvious temperature effect, as shown in table
5 to table 6. Three sets of data recorded at time 0, 20 and 70 seconds respectively are
essentially same, the difference among them are in the error band of measured data.
The temperature differences between in and out water are within 3°C (for M=8 case).
These show good heat protection effect.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Using improved cross section of the beams and the optimization calculation
method, the rigidity of the balance is enlarged, and its performance is improved. It
also provides the condition to decrease the gap between the model bottom and the
sting.
2. The testing at M = 5 and 8 were done. The heat protection effect of the water-
cooling package is very obvious.
3. Although the water-cooling package arranged on the sting can strengthen the
sting, but it also increases the diameter of sting and the interference to base flow of
model. These unfavorable effects ,are not serious problems relating to heat protection
problems, the interference on base drag can be processed during experimental data pro-
cessing.
4. In order to know the detail condition of heat protection system, it is necessary
to measure the surface temperature during the wind tunnel testing. This will be done in
the near future.
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Table !. The main and interference coefficients of balance K,
Y
Mz
X
Z
My
y2
Mz2
M)
X 2
Z 2
YMz
YM_
YX
YZ
YMy
MzMx
MzX
MzZ
Mz My
M_ X
Mzz
Mz Mr
XZ
XMy
ZM_
Y Mz Mx X Z My
+. 1947E+03 -.8558E-04 +.3351E-04 +.8508E-01 -.8176E-02 -. 1305E-03
+.312 IE+00 +. I007E+02 -.3064E-02 +.2958E+00 -. 1309E-01 +.9269E-02
-.7578E+00 -.431 IE-01 +.4777E+01 -.4296E+00 +.5672E+O0 +.6983E-01
+.1219E-02 +.3201E-04 +.1665E-03 +.1780E+03 -.1626E-03 +.5179E-0a
+.3576E-02 +.3409E-03 -.3502E-02 -.2960E-01 -. 1241E+03 +.6032E-03
+.3392E+00 -.2091E-01 -.1189E+00 +.0000E+00 -.7078E+00 +.8449E+01
+.0000E+O0 +.7760E-07 -.1865E-07 +.0000E+00 +.0000E+O0 +.O000E+00
+.0000E+00 +.0000E+00 +.0000E+O0 -. 1933E-03 +.0000E+00 +.0000E+00
+.0000E+00 +.0000E+00 +.0000E+00 +.0000E+00 +.00OOE+O0 -. 1-_42E-03
+.0000E+00 +.0000E+00 +.0000E+O0 +.0000E+00 -. 1836E-06 -. 1206E-07
+.5234E-05 +.0000E+00 +.0000E+00 +. 1489E-04 +.0000E+O0 +.0000E+00
+.0000E+O0 +.0000E+O0 +.0000E+00 +.O000E+00 +.0000E+O0 +.O000E+00
+.0000E+00 +.6393E-06 +. 1988E-06 +.7256E-04 +.00(_E+00 +. l 176E-05
+.0000E+00 +.0000E+00 +.5583E-05 +.O000E+00 +.2013E-03 +.7648E-05
-.7133E-05 -.1357E-06 -.1823E-07 +.2246E-05 -.2009E-06 -.2242E-07
+.0000E+00 +.5433E-07 +.4937E-07 +.O000E+00 -.6046E-06 6271E-07
+.0000E+00 +.0000E+00 -.6198E-05 +.O000E+00 +.0000E+O0 -. 1714E-05
+.0000E+00 +.0000E+00 -. 1729E-04 +.0000E+00 -. 1404E-02 -. 14 IOE-03
-.8666E-04 +.3708E-05 +.0000E+00 +.O000E+00 -.6762E-05 +.2747E-06
+.0000E+O0 -.1855E-05 -.8615E-06 +.0000E+00 +.0000E+00 -.1354E-05
+.0000E+00 +.0000E+00 -. 1505E-03 +.0000E+00 +.0000E+O0 +.9157E-05
+.0000E+00 +.0000E+00 +.5119E-05 +.0000E+00 -.2250E-04 +.0000E+00
-.4313E-03 +.0000E+00 +.4133E-05 +.0000E+O0 +.0000E+O0 +.8156E-05
+.0000E+00 +.00_E+00 +.0000E+O0 +.0000E+00 +.0000E+00 +.0000E+00
+.0000E+00 +.0000E+00 -. 1843E-07 +.0000E+00 -. 1396E-04 +. 1641E-06
+.0000E+00 +.0000E+O0 +.3650E-06 +.O000E+00 +. I 107E-03 +.3022E-05
+.0000E+00 +.0000E+O0 -. 1719E-05 +.O000E+00 +.7190E-04 -.4456E-05
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Table 2. M=5 Normal force coefficient Cy
Run No.
_5 °
-0.1620
-0.1627
0_
0.0024
-0.0020
o
0.1624
0.1643
Angle of attack
8_
0.2624
0.2654
15° 20 _
0.5253 0.7119
0.5227 0.7138
3 -0.1642 0.0005 0.1635 0.2656 0.5218 0.7141
4 -0.1607 -0.0006 0.1636 0.2661 0.5216 0.7141
5 -0.1638 0 0.1610 0.2635 0.5290 0.7131
0
0.2646
10" 12°
0.3380 0.4122
0.3356 0.4073
0.3351 0.4068
0.3340 0.4085
0.3358 0.4062
0.3357 0.40820.1630-0.1627 0.5246 0.7134
25*
0.9094
0.9031
0.9072
0.9135
0.9039
0.9074
Table 3. M=5 Axial force coefficient C_
Run No.
1
2
3
4
5
_5 °
0.1477
0.148l
0.1483
0.1468
0.1470
0.1476
05
0.1442
O.1456
°
0.1488
0.1481
Angle of attack
°
0.1522
0.1529
15: i 20 °
0.1785 ! 0.2047
0.1789 0.2058
0.1448 0.1480 0.1541 0.1782 0.2070
0.1434 0.1463 0.1539 0.1775 0.2052
0.1436 0.1473 0.1528 0.1782 0.2055
0.1473 0.1532
10 ° 12=
0.1580 0.1656
0.1578 0.1653
0.1595 0.1661
0.1581 0.1641
0.1581 0.1650
0.1583 i 0.1652
I [
0.1443 0.1783 0.2057
25 °
0.2379
0.2388
0.2400
0.2382
0.2389
0.2388
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Table 4. M=5 Pitching moment coefficient C.,,
Run No.
-5 ° 0* 5*
1 -0.1120 0.0016 0.1118
2 -0.1123 -0.0014 0.1132
3 -0.1136 0.0003 0.1127
4 -0.1111 -0.0004 0.1128
5 -0.1132 0 0.1110
_C,,_
-0.1124 0.1123
Angle of attack
o
0.1810
0.1830
I 0.1836
0.1838
15°10' 12°
0.2333 0.2845
0.2317 0.2813
0.2317 0.2812
0.2305 0.2821
0.2321 0.2808
0.2319 0.2820
0.3626
20'
0.4910
0.3610 0.4922
0.3605 0.4930
0.3603 0.4928
0.1820 0.3655 0.4922
0.1827 0.3620 0.4923
25 °
0.6265
0.6225
0.6256
0.6297
0.6232
0.6255
Table 5. M=5, _=0 ° each component output (my)
0 sec
20 sec
70 sec
X Y
1.3129 0.7699
1.3229 0.7605
1.3217 0.7620
i
Z
0.4397
0.4791
0.4385
-8.1255 0.7156
-8.1206 0.7010
-8.1240 0.7208
Z
3.6301
3.6225
3.6231
Table 6. M=8, ct=0 ° each component output (my)
0 sec
20 sec
70 scc
X Z
0.7899 0.8188 0.4ll9 -8.1749
0.7916 0.8182 0.4136 -8.1755
0.7920 0.8219 0.4132 -8.1743
0.7263
0.7260
I 0.7286
q
J
m z
I 3.6892
3.6891
3.6867
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Fig.1 Construction of six-component balance
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Fig.2 Installation of strain gages on the balance
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Fig.4 Dimension of the measuring units of balance
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Fig.5 Modified notch section
Fig.6 [so-strain curve
water package bellows
balance
Fig.7 Construction of the heat protection of the balance
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Fig.8 Construction of the heat protection of the balance
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SINGLE LOAD AND MULTICOMPONENT BALANCE CALIBRATION
SYSTEM (SL&MBCS) OF PIEZOELECTRIC BALANCE
IN SIlOCK TUNNEL
Liu Hongshan Lu Zhiguo Qi Xuequn
China Aerodynamics Research and Development Center
Mianyang, Sichuan P.R.of China
SUMMARY
This paper describes a new type balance calibration system (SL&MBCS) in HAI
(Hypervelocity Aerodynamics Institute) of CARDC and shows that its principle is
remarkable, and its application in shock tunnel is very successful.
INTRODUCTION
YD type piezoelectric balance has been successfully used in shock tunnel in CAR.DC.
For improving the ability and accuracy of piezoelectric balance calibration, SL&MBCS had
been developed. And now, it is operating routinely in shock tunnel in CARDC The main
performance of shock tunnel and typical piezoelectric balances are shown in Table 1 and
Table 2.
Type
YD3-20B
YD3-30A
YD6-25A
Table 1
Component
X
Typical Piezoelectric Balances
Range
2000N
Y 240N
Mz 530N.m
X 6000N
Y
Mz
X
1500N
2000N.m
3000N
Y 800N
Z 250N
Mx 30N.m
My
Mz
560N.m
1200N.m
Sensitivitv
j,
100pc/N
250pc/N
20000pc/N.m
65pc/N
160pc/N
12600pc/N.m
96pc/N
96[)c/N
2500pc/N
420000pc/N.m
II0000pc/N.m
5130pc/Nm
Accuracy (%)
0.85
0.76
1.1
0.52
0.2
0.4
0.17
0.21
0.18
0.19
0.23
0.16
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Table 2. Main Performances of Shock Tunnel
Content Performance
Driver Pressure _80MPa
MachNumber 6 to 24
Reynolds Number
Running Time
10 4 to l0 s 1/m
4 to 20ms
PRINCIPLE AND FABRICATION OF SL&MBCS
Principle
Counting for the fact that the aerodynamic force acts on model can be taken as a space
force vector in the model coordinate system in wind tunnel test. Ifa space force is applied to
the balance in balance calibration, it is much better to simulate the real state of balance test.
Secondly, the high resistance feature of piezoelectric balance demands the load which apply
to balance should be in very short time. It is not easy to apply a few loads to balance
simultaneously as strain-gauge balance calibration. Following this, SL&MBCS had been
built. Its principle is described below(See Figure 1).
l.Balance 2.Load-sheath 3.Steelwir¢ 4.Pullcydcvice 5.Wcights
Figure I. Principle diagram of SL&MBCS.
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In a space coordinate system, a space force vector which does not across any
coordinate axis can be decomposed into 3 force components and 3 moment components of
balance. So if a balance is located in a coordinate axis in a space coordinate system, every
component of balance will output its signal by applying a space force, a steel wire is
installed from load- sheath to a pulley device which has 2 degrees of freedom, at the end of
the steel wire, some weights hung by. If the coordinates of B and C point and the weights
can be measured accurately the forces and moments which apply to the balance components
can be calculated by loading formulas. For the different location of pulley device and
different weights, a series of equations aider loads and balance outputs are acquired by the
way of mathematics, the calibration results come up.
Fabrication
SL&MBCS contains 2 subsystems: Load Measurement System, Data Acquisition &
Processing System. See Figure 2.
I PiezoelectricBalan e
Load
Measurement
System
I
Computer
Data
Acquisition
&Processing
System
Coordinate Measurement Device I
Loading Device [
Change Loads Device I
Instrument [
A/D Device l
Output Device ]
Figure 2. Block Diagram ofSL & MBCS.
Load Measurement System
The main measurement device is a digital display machine tool which has 3 degrees of
freedom. Its coordinates distinguishably is 5_tm, measurement accuracy is 20/am. In the
course of measurement,balance and pulley device was installed on the tool platform,
measuring tool is installed on tool post. Moving platform and tool post, when the tool-point
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contact with steel wire, the digital display device displays the point coordinates.
In order to improve the accuracy measurement, the measuring tool designed specially.
The location of steel wire changed by a pulley device which has 2 degrees of freedom.
So there are different kinds of space forces act on the balance. All loads cover the full-scale
4
range of the balance. When the load is not too large, loading is in manual mode.
Data Acquisition & Processing System
The system contains: computer, charger amplifier, high speed A/D and other
instrument output devices. Every component output of balance will be managed by SSMDT
software (developed by CARDC). The calibration reports are last results.
MAIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF SL&MBCS
a. To fit balance calibration in shock tunnel,
b. Loading accuracy" 0.5%;
c. Load ranges: Force 2-1000N;,
Moment 0.05-30N.m.
ACCURACY ANALYSIS OF SL&MBCS
Loading Accuracy
a. About dead weight and pulley friction:
• Weight accuracy: 0.001%;
• Pulley friction accuracy: 0.1%.
b. About space force decomposing accuracy:
After calculating, if the distance between B and C point (see Figure 1) is longer than
100mm, if the distance between moment vector and moment reference point is longer than
20ram, then force and moment decomposing errors are less than 0.4%.
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RepeatabilityAccuracy
• Measuring tool accuracy: 0.01%;
• Force decomposing accuracy: 0.1%;
• Moment decomposing accuracy: 0.2°/,.
Data Processing Technique
Data processing technique all in SSMDT software. Main technique are:
Make Loading Table
For the needs of covering balance full-scale range in calibration, loading table must be
made before operation. The table will provide some loading information, such as: how to
change pulley device, what is the weight to load, and so on.
Pre-proeessing Output Signal
The output signal of balance .is not theoretical signal, it is always affected by other
periodic signals. For insuring measurement accuracy, some special data processing
techniques are used.
Calibration Equation
The balance formula used in this paper is following:
6 6 6
Q, = K,F, + Z K,o,F_ + Z Z K,,..,?F..,Fj
i.: I ,.,,:,t, r-I j=l
(:)
where: Qi-- component i output value;
Fi-- component ] load value;
Ki: coefficient.
In order to solve the equation accurately and efficiently, Regression Analysis Method
was used.
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APPLICATIONOFSL&MBCS
SinceSL&MBCSbuilt, it hasbeensuccessfully used in multicomponent balance
calibration in shock tunnel in CARDC. Take a balance (Type:YD3-A) as an example, the
application of SL&MBCS is described below.
Results of Calibration
All the results show that the main coefficients of balance components are much more
marked, and the interaction coefficients are also show accurately. What appear in calibration
equations are reasonable(See Table 3 and 4). Comparing the results which from the
SL&MBCS with the results from SL&SBCD (Single Load and Single-Component Balance
Calibration Device) shows that SL&MBCS is much better than SL&SBCD in accuracy and
efficiency.
Table 3. Linear Interaction Calibration Equations
Component
X
Y
My
Calibration Equation (Linear Interaction)
V(X)_-0.02585-0.5689X-0.00932My
V(Y)=-0.00219-0.00363 X+0.17923 Y-0.0148M),
V(My)=-0.01735+0.00499X-0.01753 Y-0.1264My
Component
X
Y
My
Table 4. Nonlinear Interaction Calibration Equation
Calibration Equation (Nonlinear Interaction)
V(X)=0.0032-0.5653X+O.0063Y-0.0093My-0.006Y _ +0.0014MyY-
0.007My 2
V(Y)=0.0002-0.0037X+0.1794Y-0.0149My-0.0006Y z +0.00003MyY
V(My)=-0.0098-0.1266My+0.0006X 2 -0.0027XY
Wind Tunnel Results Comparison Between SL&MBCS and Calculation
The standard model (B-2) test in shock tunnel shows that the aerodynamic coefficient-
attack angle curves are good.
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CONCLUSION
By the application of SL&MBCS, the conclusion are reached as following:
a. SL&MBCS is a new-type balance calibration system in China. To piezoelectric
balance, SL&MBCS is suitable and its application is much better than SL&SBCD.
b. SL&MBCS has its good characteristics, such as calibration principle, fabrication,
software and so on.
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FREE OSCILLATION DYNAMIC STABILITY BALANCE SYSTEM
Peter A. Parker
Force Measurement Engineer
Modem Machine and Tool Company Incorporated
Newport News, Virginia USA
ABSTRACT
A dynamic stability balance system has been designed and implemented using a
large amplitude free oscillation technique to determine the damping characteristics of a wind
tunnel model containing a moving payload which causes changes in the center of gravity
during flight. The ceiling mounted system consists of a dynamic stability balance, a
variable angle of attack tunnel interface plate, a model strut which passes into the tunnel test
section, and a remote operation control panel. The balance consists of four load carrying
flexures and one measurement flexure. Two full strain gage bridges, a foil resistive strain
gage bridge and a piezoresistive strain gage bridge, were installed on the measurement
flexure. Angular deflection is collected from the foil strain gage bridge and dynamic
response data is recorded from the piezoresistive bridge. The dynamic stability balance
was designed with removable load carrying flexures which allows the system spring
constant to be changed for transonic and subsonic testing of a model. A removable inertial
disk is used in conjunction with the removable flexures to change the frequency and
damping time constant of the balance oscillation. The nominal angle of attack of the model
is set using the tunnel interface plate which allows for plus and minus ninety degree
rotation. Operation of the balance is accomplished by remotely cocking and latching the
balance to an initial angle of five degrees and then releasing the latch to begin oscillation.
The damping time, frequency and amplitude are recorded with the model subjected to
controlled aerodynamic conditions. Comparison of the data obtained at the various
aerodynamic conditions yields the damping characteristics of the model.
INTRODUCTION
Design of a free oscillation dynamic stability balance system was requested for the
testing of aerodynamic models with moving payloads which causes changes in the center of
gravity during flight. Large amplitude (greater than 5 °) free oscillation was determined to
be the test technique utilized [1]. The balance system was designed and fabricated as a
completely self contained subsystem to be incorporated into an existing transonic wind
tunnel facility (figure 1). Ceiling mounting of the balance system was required in the
design. A model strut which passes through a clearance hole in the ceiling of the test
section and thereby into the freestream flow was also required. The model is suspended in
the center of the test section by the model strut when the system is fully assembled and
installed in the tunnel test section (figure 6).
Design of the balance system presented many challenging requirements. The
system was to be completely self-contained and operate without hydraulic, electric, or
pneumatic power. It was required to have a transonic and subsonic set of removable
flexures which would provide two different system spring constants and balance oscillation
characteristics. Another set of flexures was provided with a partially machined flexure area
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which can be sized for future spring constant requirements. Overall size of the system was
tightly constrained due to the minimal space available in the existing transonic tunnel
plenum area. Model attachment was required to be simple and yet rigid enough to not
effect the balance performance. An interchangeable inertial disk was incorporated into the
design to allow the researcher to vary the frequency and damping time for specific model
oscillation conditions. The entire balance system can also be rotated plus and minus ninety
degrees in the yaw plane to provide the capability of inf'mite adjustment of the initial model
angle of attack.
Strain gage requirements included two independent strain gage bridges which
simultaneously measure the strain induced due to the applied yaw moment. A foil resistive
strain gage bridge was provided for static deflection data and a piezoresistive strain gage
bridge for dynamic data. Both of the strain gage bridges were installed on the same
measurement flexure which was used for the transonic and subsonic configurations of the
balance system.
Calibration requirements included the need to characterize the balance static
deflection and dynamic response. Static calibration was required to measure the actual
spring constant of the system. The static calibration was performed by deflecting the
balance while recording the change in strain gage bridge outputs and measuring the
deflection of the balance shaft relative to the tunnel interface plate. Weights were applied of
appropriate magnitude to deflect the balance shaft in one and one quarter of a degree
increments through the range of plus and minus five degrees in the yaw plane (figure 4). A
dynamic calibration was performed to provide the natural frequency and the damping time
of the balance system without the influences of a model attached.
This paper will focus primarily on the design and calibration of the balance. It will
also address in general the fabrication and strain gaging of the free oscillation dynamic
stability balance system.
BALANCE SYSTEM DESIGN
The design of the balance included a number of challenging areas which will now
be discussed in detail. Those areas included a single optimized measurement flexure, a
removable flexure system, frequency and damping time adjustment, a self contained
manual operating system, an initial angle of attack adjustment, a model attachment strut,
and an oscillation limit safety stop.
The measurement flexure is a single monolithic beam fabricated from hardened 17-
4PH stainless steel (figure 2) [2]. The load path includes four load carrying flexures which
can be removed to vary the system spring constant and a single strain gaged measurement
flexure. The five load carrying flexures are attached to the balance housing on the non-
metric end and to the balance shaft on the metric end. The balance shaft and balance
housing are also monolithic components fabricated from hardened 17-4PH stainless steel
[2]. Balance housing and shaft deflections were considered to be very small compared to
the flexures and therefore they were considered to be infinitely rigid for the purpose of
theoretical deflection analysis. It was therefore assumed in the analysis that all of the
system deflection occurs due to the deflection of the five flexures (four load carrying
flexures and one measurement flexure). Design of the measurement flexure needed to be
optimized for the resolution of the strain gage bridge output and the load proportion of the
measurement flexure relative to the entire system in both the transonic and subsonic
configurations. Measurement flexure design also needed to be within the allowable stress
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including an adequate factor of safety for possible unknown dynamic responses of a wind
tunnel model.
The transonic configuration of the system is designed for a system spring constant
of 41.4 in-lb per degree of yaw moment deflection. The flexure system installed for this
configuration consists of four .099" thick, 4.00" long, and 1.000" high, load carrying
flexures. The dimensions of the single measurement flexure are; .060" thick, 4.00" long
and .600" high. In this condition the measurement flexure carries 3.2% of the total yaw
moment load applied to the entire system. The sensitivities of the foil and piezoresistive
bridges in this configuration are 1.375 mV/5V per degree and 97.564 mV/5V per degree
respectively. It should be noted that although this design did not optimize the load
proportion carried by the measuring beam it still obtained acceptable resolution from the
strain gage bridges. The other four load carrying flexures were required due to the
aerodynamic forces in the axial and side directions. These forces translated into large
moments on the balance flexures due to the long transfer distance of model strut. These
other forces became a predominate factor in the design thickness of the flexures [3]. The
five flexures (four load carrying flexures and one measurement flexure) are mounted in a
cross flexure arrangement and are distributed along the vertical axis of the balance. Flexure
arrangement is designed such that the deflection of the balance is very small in all other
axes except yaw which is of primary interest. Significant balance oscillation is thereby
isolated to the primary component of yaw.
The subsonic configuration of the system also consisted of four load carrying
flexures and the one measurement flexure. The design spring constant for this system is
3.55 in-lb per degree of yaw moment deflection. Subsonic load carrying flexure
dimensions are; .025" thick, 4.00" long and 1.000" high. In this condition the
measurement flexure carries 67.5% of the total yaw moment load applied to the entire
system. The sensitivity of the foil and piezoresistive strain gage bridges are 1.527 mV/5V
per degree and 107.973 mV/5V per degree respectively. In this configuration the load
proportion of the measuring beam increased to an optimum percentage for balance
measurement flexure design.
Design and installation of removable flexures presented another challenge due to the
complex assembly and the cross flexure arrangement of the system which allows the
balance shaft to rotate relative to the balance housing (figure 2 & 4). The non-metric end of
each flexure (measurement flexure and load carrying flexures) is mounted to the balance
housing with two socket head cap screws. Metric end attachment is accomplished with
three socket head cap screws which firmly clamp the flexures to the balance shaft To
remove the balance shaft assembly, the non-metric end screws securing each of the five
flexures are removed. Then the balance shaft with the flexures still attached at the metric
end is removed by carefully lifting it vertically out of the balance housing. This removal
technique required tight fabrication tolerances and a low rms surface finish in the channels
which locate the flexures inside of the balance housing.
It was also a requirement of the researcher to have the ability to change the damping
time and frequency of the balance while the system remained installed in the test section.
To accomplish this the balance was designed with an interchangeable inertial disk which
could be removed or replaced with an inertial disk of different mass or polar moment of
inertia (figure 2 & 3) [4]. When the top cover of the balance is removed, the inertial disk is
readily accessible. Four socket head cap screws secure the inertial disk to the top of the
balance shaft. After the inertial disk is removed or replaced the balance can be operated
again without the removal of the model or any access to the tunnel test section.
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One of the most challenging areas of the design was the manual cocking and release
mechanism requirements (figure 3 & 4). It was required that the balance would have a
remote control system which could be operated from the tunnel control room. The control
system could not utilize hydraulic, pneumatic or electric power. Therefore; a system which
included manual levers and cables was designed. A seventy pound force was required at
the moment arm to cock the balance shaft to an initial angle of five degrees in the transonic
configuration. Due to this large force on the moment arm attached to the top of the balance
shaft and due to the maximum allowable diameter of the balance cover, a unique shape of
the cocking arm was required to achieve a suitable mechanical advantage necessary to
minimize the input force from the operator (figure 2). The pivot point of the cocking arm
was positioned to maximize the ratio of the input lever to the output lever on the cocking
arm. A roller bearing cam follower was installed on the end of the cocking arm to minimize
frictional effects which would increase the input force required from the operator. After the
balance shaft is cocked to an initial angle of five degrees it is latched in place with a
cylindrical pin which slides within an oil impregnated bronze bearing. After latching the
moment arm the cocking arm is moved to a clear position and a rapid release of the latch
will begin the balance oscillation. The control unit was designed such that minimum
operator input force and motion would result in a clean and rapid release to begin the
oscillation of the balance. To further encourage this release, a spherical end was machined
and polished on the end of the latching pin. The latching pin and moment arm were
fabricated from oil hardened tool steel to minimize wear from repeated operation of the
balance. Both the cocking and the latching mechanism are operated from a single control
unit which incorporates further mechanical advantage such that a minimal force is required
by the operator. The cabling allowed remote operation of the balance in the tunnel control
room which was twenty feet from the balance installation in the tunnel test section.
Infinite adjustment of the initial model angle of attack was required in the design.
This requirement was accomplished by machining a cylindrical boss on the bottom of the
balance housing which locates and maintains the axis of rotation. The boss engages a
counterbore in the top of the tunnel interface plate. A pointer protrudes from the maximum
diameter of the balance housing and aligns with the engraved angle divisions on the tunnel
interface plate. The engraved angle divisions are provided in two degree increments and
extend for plus and minus ninety degree rotation. Four socket head cap screws fLrmly
clamp the balance housing to the tunnel interface plate after the desired model angle of
attack is set. The tunnel interface plate was fabricated from 6061-T6 aluminum to minimize
the possibility of galling of the rotating balance housing. Aluminum also provided an
added benefit of weight reduction of the entire system.
The model strut which passes into the tunnel test section has a long tapered
cylindrical shape which minimizes the disturbance of the freestream flow near the model
(figure 2 & 6). Its design is also axis symmetric which maintains this cross sectional shape
for any angle of attack. Model attachment is accomplished with a cylindrical fit and a set
screw to lock the model onto the model strut. This simple attachment method was
preferred due to the desire to move the point of attachment on a model forward and aft
during a single tunnel entry.
Due to the unknown response of the wind tunnel model, it was required that the
oscillation of the balance would be limitexl to plus and minus six degrees of yaw deflection.
This safety system was accomplished with two solid dowel pins installed in the top of the
balance housing. If the moment arm, which is attached to the oscillating balance shaft,
exceeds six degrees of deflection it will foul into these dowels pins resulting in the limiting
and damping of the balance oscillation. Stress analysis verified that the flexure system
could be subjected to six degrees of deflection without a structural or strain gage failure.
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Below is a summary of the design requirements of the balance system:
• Single optimized measurement flexure
• Removable load carrying flexures
• Removable inertial disk
• Manual cocking and release mechanism
• Initial angle of attack adjustment of :k90 ° with two degree graduation marks and
capability of being locked at any angle within this range.
• Amplitude of yaw oscillation of +-5°
• Normal force capacity of +__500pounds
• Axial force capacity of 500 pounds
• Transonic configuration stiffness of 41.4 in-lb per degree
• Subsonic configuration stiffness of 3.55 in-lb per degree
• Input voltage of 5.000 VDC
• Foil strain gage bridge with nominal output of 1.5 mV/V at 5° yaw deflection
• Piezoresistive strain gage bridge with nominal output of 100 mV/V at 5 ° yaw
deflection
• Safety stops that will limit oscillation to +6 °
BALANCE LABORATORY CALIBRATION
A laboratory static force calibration of the balance system was completed in order to
develop the relationship between the strain gage bridge output and the deflection in the yaw
plane. The balance was mounted to a vertical plate which simulated the actual wind tunnel
interface (figure 4). A calibration moment arm used for load application was mounted on
the end of the balance shaft. The moment arm attachment simulated the actual wind tunnel
attachment of the model strut to the balance shaft. A level was placed on the calibration
moment ann to ensure the continued level attitude of the arm and thereby the orthogonal
relationship of the applied load to the balance shaft. An inclinometer was positioned on the
tunnel interface plate to measure the relative deflection of the balance shaft to the interface
plate. Both positive and negative yaw moments were loaded with an incremented axial
force applied at distances of 10.5" and 5.0" from the balance moment center. The effect of
the axial force used to generate the desired moment and thereby the required deflection was
removed from the calibration data. A calibration matrix was derived using a least square
regression technique [5]. It was apparent from the static calibration plots of the lransonic
and subsonic balance configurations that there is a significant high order non-linear
relationship of deflection versus strain gage output. Due to this non-linear behavior a third
order calibration matrix was derived. Calculated system accuracies for the transonic and
subsonic configurations were 4.2% and 1.0% respectively. Better accuracies could have
been achieved by increasing the order of the polynomial used to derive the calibration
coefficients, but the stated accuracies were deemed acceptable to the researcher. Equation
(1) is used to calculate the balance deflection from the recorded strain gage signals.
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5 = kl (0) + k2 (0 2 ) + k3 (0 3 ) (1)
where:
= calculated deflection in degrees
0 = strain gage bridge output in mV/5V
kl, k2, and k3 are the calibration coefficients
The frequency and damping time of the balance system without the influence of a
model installed was also measured in a dynamic laboratory calibration prior to ttmnel
installation. The balance system was mounted in the upright position similar to that of the
actual tunnel installation. The piezoresistive strain gage bridge was monitored using a real
time analog data acquisition system which provided a time based plot of the bridge signal
(figure 5). The balance was cocked and latched using the remote control unit and then
released to begin its free oscillation. The frequency and damping time was measured for
both the transonic and subsonic configurations. It was also measured for both
configurations with and without the inertial disk installed. Balance oscillation frequency
and damping time were consistent with the design requirements. The logarithmic decay of
the balance oscillation amplitude indicated a condition of free oscillation without any other
mechanical damping or fouling occurring within the balance system. Dynamic calibration
techniques and results proved to be acceptable to the researcher.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The free oscillation dynamic stability balance system was successful in meeting or
exceeding all of the design criteria. The system has been installed in the transonic wind
tunnel and aerodynamic data has been successfully collected (figure 6). The system
requires only minor maintenance due to its completely mechanical operation. This
maintenance includes periodic lubrication and inspection of all moving parts. The
installation of the free oscillation dynamic stability balance system has increased the
capability and productiveness of dynamic stability wind tunnel testing techniques.
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SUMMARY
Overloads generated at the start and stop of airflow in the DREV Indraft Wind Tunnel
necessitated the development of strong and still sensitive aerodynamic balances. Semiconductor
strain gages were considered for instrumenting the sensing structures but concerns were expressed on
their sensitivity to temperature and implementation of necessary compensating circuits. A computer
simulation tool was developed by Martec Ltd. to conduct statistical predictions of the effect of
temperature on Zero-load balance outputs and on the sensitivity of bridges taking into account
tolerances provided by component manufacturers. It can compute temperature effect compensating
circuits and predict resulting performance.
INTRODUCTION
The DREV trisonic wind tunnel Fig. 1 is an intermittent indraff type operating between
atmospheric pressure (atm) and vacuum. The Mach Number is continuously controllable between 0.2
and 1.5 and can take discrete supersonic values, through the use of sets of nozzle blocks, up to 4.0.
The forces acting on the model are then maximum at Mach 1.4 where the dynamic pressure is 0.43
arm and minimum at Mach 4 with a pressure of 0.074 atm. A ratio of six then exists between the
loads generated at these two regimes of operation. The aerodynamic balances used to measure model
aerodynamic coefficients have to operate over a large range of forces and moments.
The dynamic load expected during a test must take into account not only the + 10 to 15 °- swept
angle during the flow but also the flow starting and stopping load transients. Indeed when the valve
controlling the flow is closed, a shock wave travels upstream with asymmetric characteristics capable
of inducing efforts on our typical models which can reach values of several times those encountered
during steady flow. A similar phenomenon, although less severe, occurs at the opening of the valve.
Because of the physical characteristics of the DREV wind tunnel and the high aspect ratio of tested
models, overloads in yawing moments are dominant. A number of balance failures were experienced
in spite of the number of precursor runs conducted to determine the amplitudes of possible overloads.
In some cases balances are used at 10% of rated capacity during steady flow. This results into poor
resolution of measurements at minimum loading. The shock loading drives the model/sting assembly
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into resonancemodeswhichaddeffortsdueto inertia. It is thenessentialthat thebalancebestrong
enoughto withstandthestarting/stoppingtransientsandbesensitiveenoughto measuretheforces
andmomentsatminimumof loadingduringsteadyflow conditions.
VACUUM
TEST SECTION TANK
0.6 x 0.6 m THROTTLE 889 m3
\ VALVE
//////'////_//////////""") " SE'I-I'LING
CHAMBER
WITH SCREEN
Figure 1. DREV Trisonic Wind Tunnel
Balances currently used at DREV are instrumented with metallic gages and are designed for a
high level of stress at rated loads. This approach is necessary because this type of gage produces a
low electrical output which must be amplified and filtered in the process of data display. At low level
the signal is degraded by the electronic noise and suffers of poor resolution. The design strain level is
usually selected at some 2000 microstrain (_t tr ) and offers little tolerance to overloads. Advantage of
the full gage deformation range, which is in the order of 30,000 lae, cannot be taken because of its
incompatibility with the elasticity limits of the steel alloys used to manufacture balances. Even if it
was possible to use higher elastic limits, it would not be desirable since the balance would become too
flexible. The current concepts of floating frame balances use several articulated components linked by
pivots, pins and screws and by design minimize interaction between effort component outputs. This
further degrades the signal reliability at low level of loading because of mechanical
microdisplacements and hysteresis in load transfer to sensing structures.
DREV Balance Design
It was then decided to design a 6 Degree-of-Freedom (DOF) wind tunnel balance that would be
more adequate for the DREV applications. To meet most of our current needs it had to be 0.500 inch
in diameter and satisfy the following specifications:
Normal Force (lb)
Side Force (lb)
Pitching Moment (in-lb)
Yawing Moment (in-lb)
Axial Force (lb)
Rolling Moment (in-lb)
Rated Load
15
10
15
10
Safe Overload
100
6O
100
50
50
15
Limit
150
9O
150
75
75
25
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Thedesigninvolvedconsiderationon material properties, the sensing structures and the
instrumentation of sensing elements.
MATERIALS CONSIDERED
A high modulus of elasticity is required to achieve a high resonant frequency of the balance/model
assembly, minimizing the chance that it can be excited under the overload transients. Good thermal
conductivity is essential to allow dissipation of the heat generated at the instrumented sites. The heat
generated on the small instrumented structures could cause material distortion and measurement
errors. Good thermal characteristics would minimize temperature gradients in the balance assuring a
constant temperature across the arms of load sensing bridges. Errors due to temperature gradients
are difficult to trace and to compensate for. Other characteristics such as response linearity and
absence of creep and hysteresis can be controlled by operating the balance at very low level of
deformation and will be discussed later.
Once materials having undesirable characteristics have been eliminated, a short list of candidates
remained. The properties of those found on top of the list are in Table I.
BALANCE STRUCTURE
For the best repeatability of the balance outputs, the response of its sensing elements must show
no or negligible hysteresis. This was achieved through the manufacturing of the balance from a single
piece of material and through the design for small deformations at rated loads. Joints made of
welding, bonding and screws have been avoided. Mechanical connections are sources of
displacements and friction, therefore of hysteresis and non-linearity. Welding can cause metallurgical
effects decreasing resistance to fatigue. A foreseeable consequence of the monopiece construction is
the increase of interference between loading components. Because of inherent non-linearity effects, a
loading component will produce a significant output at non-intended bridges. However, this can be
taken into account as long as a unique load condition can be computed for all possible vectors of
balance outputs.
A schematic drawing of the new design is shown in Fig. 2. The balance is made of an
instrumented core fitted on the tunnel sting through a conical attachment. The load is transmitted to
the core through a covering outer shell fitting tightly into the test model.
As forces and moments are applied to the model the effort is taken by instrumented elements built
into the centre core of the balance. The small yet measurable deformations measured with strain
gages must be uniquely related to the 6 components of the load. As depicted on the schematic (Fig.
2) a hollow cruciform structure is machined at the forward and aft ends of the core, on which strain
gages are intended to be mounted. Symmetry in deformations is used to build four-active-arm
Wheatstone bridges making each bridge sensitive to the intended load component and rejecting the
effects of the other components.
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Figure2. MonopieceWindTunnelBalanceSensingStructures
Theforwardcruciform structure senses forward normal and side forces whereas the aft
counterpart provides signals proportional to the aft normal and side forces. This structure can give a
relatively large local strain for a small displacement.
The third sensing structure of the core is an H-beam section sensitive to axial force and rolling
moment. The axial force is determined from the axial deformation of the web and the rolling moment
from the shear deformation of the flange of the beam. In the latter case gages at 45 ° to the centreline
are mounted in a bridge to have additive contribution in the rolling mode and destructive contribution
in the tension and bending modes.
Design for Overload Protection
Protection against overload is implemented by designing the sensing elements with a large safety
factor with respect to the yield strength, cr w, of the material. Current transducer design uses a
safety factor of 2 coupled with an overload capacity of 100% of rated load. For the present design
an overload capacity of 1000% was selected. If this approach is applied to the retained list of
materials, the following strain levels are obtained for the rated loads:
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Material Yield Strength(psix 10 3)
Ferro-Tic
Design Strain (e)
_m/m
Steel E4340 210 350
Stainless Steel 17-4PH 185 323
Stainless Steel PH 15-7Mo 220 380
250 284
One balance of each type of stainless steel was manufactured using Electrical Discharge Machining
(EDM). The centre core and the outshell were heat treated. Grinding of the conical ends was
required to meet conical fixation specifications.
INSTRUMENTING THE SENSING STRUCTURES
Two types of strain gages are available for transducer instrumentation: the metallic type and the
semiconductor type. It is interesting to compare their maximum elongation to the maximum
elongation (or R/E) of a commonly used steel or its commonly accepted linear range that is 50% of
the elastic range:
Material
Metallic gage
Semiconductor gage
Typical Steel
Gage Factor (G)
2
50-200
N/A
Maximum Strain (_rrgm)
30,000
3,000
3,550 (linear range)
It is obvious from the above that the elongation range of the metallic gage is not well adapted with
the steel, being 10 times its linear range. However, the semiconductor gage is better adapted. It's
elongation range is of the same range as the steel linear range.
However, the overload protection of an instrumented structure must be computed from the lower
elongation permitted by the instrumenting gage and the support structure. For comparison purposes,
we can compute the rated bridge output for both types of gages bonded on a steel balance. We
suppose here that the resistance of each gage be 350fl and heat dissipated be lmW per gage.
Gage Resistance
Metallic 350
Semiconductor 350
Heat Dissipated
(mW)
1
G
2
130
Strain Design Rated Output
(mV)
355 0.84
300 46
The gain of using semiconductor gages is obvious and is particularly important if we consider
that DREV balances are often used at less than 1% of their rated loads e.g. at Mach 4.0 and at zero
angle-of-attack. The metallic gage would then give 8.41aV. At this signal level the signal to noise
ratio is degraded. The amplifier manufacturer specifies the noise voltage be of 1_tV at a bandwidth of
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10Hz. In thewindtunnelenvironment involving long lengths of cables this figure is multiplied by a
small factor.
Simulation of Temperature Effects
Opting for semiconductor gages raised a lot of concerns about their response to temperature. A
compromise between sensitivity and stability must be selected.
There are two basic thermal effects which apply to semiconductor strain gages: the Thermal
Coefficient of Resistance (TCR) and the Thermal Coefficient of Gage Factor (TCGF). Additional
thermal effects include those due to gage-substrate thermal expansion coefficient mismatch and gage
self heating.
The TCR describes the change in strain gage resistance with temperature. For a full Wheatstone
bridge, Fig. 3, to be balanced, the resistance, K, of each of the four arms must be equal or satisfy the
condition:
RIR3 =R2R4 (1)
EXCITATION
R_R3
Figure 3. Wheatstone Bridge Nomenclature
If the arms of the bridge are subjected to a temperature change, the bridge will exhibit some zero-
load shill unless the TCR of each arm is identical, or obeys the condition:
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over the operating temperature range. Manufacturers of semiconductor gages use computer matching
to produce sets of four semiconductor gages with nearly identical resistance and TCR. However, it is
difficult to bond a set of four gages to a material and ensure that each gage resistance and TCR are
identical. Therefore any practical bridge will display some zero-load output and thermal null shift.
The thermal coefficient of gage factor (TCFG) describes a semiconductor strain gage's variation
in sensitivity with temperature. The gage factor, G, and the TCGF of a semiconductor gage are
determined by the doping level of the semiconductor crystal. Unfortunately, the TCGF increases with
gage factor (i.e. the greater the sensitivity of the gage the greater variation in gage sensitivity with
temperature). For example, a semiconductor gage with a gage factor of 175 at 70°F will show a
variation in gage factor of approximately -23%/100°F while a gage with a gage factor of 55 will
exhibit a variation of approximately -2%/100°F [ 1].
The bonded TCR and TCGF of the semiconductor strain gages will depend on the properties of
the material to which they are bonded and can be significantly different from the unbonded values.
The bonded TCR of a gage can be estimated using:
ab = a + (Cm-Cg)G
where a_ and a are the bonded and unbonded TCR of the gage, and Cm and Cg are the thermal
expansion coefficients of the material and the gage respectively. The bonded TCGF of a gage can be
approximated using the relationship:
13b= 13+_'
where 13band 13are the bonded and unbonded TCGF of the gage, and y is the temperature coefficient
of Young's Modulus (also known as the "thermoelastic coefficient").
The above equations show that the properties of the balance material will have to be considered
in the simulation.
The heat, P, generated by a strain gage, is dependent on the applied voltage, V, or the applied
current, I, and the resistance of the gage, R:
P = V 2 / R = I2R
The excitation voltage or current will be limited by self-heating considerations and therefore
dependent on the surface area of the gage, the effectiveness of the balance as a heat sink, and the gage
resistance.
Computer Simulation
Under contract, Martec Limited developed a computer model to simulate the semiconductor
gages and accompanying circuitry required for temperature compensation of zero-load shift and
sensitivity shift. The model can be used to select the strain gages and compensation circuitry
necessary to meet the balance performance characteristics over the ambient temperature range. The
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strain gage instrumentation must also be compatible with the existing transducer conditioning
amplifiers at DREV.
The strain gage system was modeled using The MathWorks Inc. Software MATLAB with the
SIMULINK toolbox [2]. SIMULINK was used to model the semiconductor strain gage systems of
the balances with the MATLAB package used to analyze and present the results of the simulations.
The computer simulation of the bridge circuitry takes into account the gage characteristics, the
capabilities of the existing signal processing equipment at DREV, and the effect of transient
temperature. The following factors are included in the models:
- Variation in gage resistance with temperature (TCR);
- Variation in gage factor with temperature (TCGF);
- Balance material (coefficient of thermal expansion, thermoelastic coefficient);
- The effect of resistive compensation circuits (zero-load and sensitivity shifts);
- Strain gage linearity;
- Strain gage resistance;
- Gage prestrain developed by curing the adhesive;
- Strain gage property tolerances;
- Compensation resistor characteristics (discrete values and TCR); and
- Excitation (constant current or constant voltage).
The model inputs include gage resistance, TCR, and TCGF, material coefficient of thermal
expansion, gage prestrah% material strain at each gage location, temperature of each gage, and
excitation magnitude. For each temperature step, the model outputs bridge sensitivity to strain, the
zero-load and maximum strain output voltages, and the power dissipation for each gage. The model
also outputs other bridge variables such as the applied bridge excitation, measured strain, total bridge
resistance, and the individual gage TCR, TCGF, gage factor, resistance and temperature. The outputs
that are monitored are the effective zero load bridge resistance (thermal null shiN), bridge null, and
gage heat output. The output data was used to calculate zero load shift, sensitivity shift, and bridge
sensitivity to strain.
Two models were produced; one to simulate a full Wheatstone Bridge using constant voltage
excitation; and a second simulating constant current excitation. The two computer models allow for
null and zero-load shift compensation by either of two compensation methods: the method using
parallel and series resistors; and the method using a pair of parallel resistors only [1,3,4]. The models
also allow for three types of sensitivity compensation: one using a resistor with zero TCR [1,3,4]; a
second using a resistor in parallel with a thermistor [1,3,4]; and a third using a resistor with zero TCR
in series with another resistor in parallel with a thermistor [3]. For details on compensation methods
the reader should consult the references.
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StrainGageSelection
Thesoftwarewasappliedto thenewbalancedesignusingthefollowingspecificationonthe
resultingeffectsof temperature:
OperatingTemperature Range (TR):
Zero-load output shift over TR:
Sensitivity shill over TR:
Effect of compensating circuit on
bridge sensitivity to unintended load components
60 to 90°F (15 to 32°C)
<0.1% of rated load output
<0.5% of rated sensitivity
<5% of maximum strain output
The semiconductor gage family selected for the analysis was a series of Kulite Semiconductor
Products. Properties of this series of gages and manufacturing tolerances are given in Table 2.
Simulation runs were performed to determine strain gage performance over the Operating
Temperature Range. The runs were performed on both the constant current and constant voltage
models in order to compare the performance of the two excitation techniques. Runs were conducted
using the properties of AISI 4340 steel, Ferro-Tic and Stainless Steel 17-4PH to determine the effect
of material properties. Material Properties of Table I were used.
The first step in the analysis was to determine the range of bridge performance without any
compensation when the gage parameters were varied over their tolerance ranges. The variables tested
during the simulation runs included gage factor, TCR, TCGF, linearity, gage resistance, average
balance temperature, material strain, and magnitude of the excitation. All of the parameters
mentioned have been varied over their tolerance ranges for the individual gages within a bridge. From
these runs it was possible to determine the gage parameter values which gave the worst case
situations with respect to zero-load shift and sensitivity shift. The next step in the analysis was to
simulate combinations of the two zero-load shift compensation methods and the three sensitivity
compensation methods to determine bridge performance for the worst case situations.
The results of the simulation runs were also used to determine the probability of not being able to
compensate for thermal effects to within the required specifications based on the range of gage
tolerances. This analysis assumed that the gage parameter values are evenly distributed over tolerance
ranges.
Several assumptions were made during the simulation runs. First, the maximum strain in the
balance was assumed to be 300 microstrain for the calculation of null shift and sensitivity shift.
Second, prestrain in the gages was calculated based on an adhesive cure temperature of 350°F. Third,
no temperature gradients exist between gages in a bridge.
Zero-load shift was determined for each 10°F temperature increment as a percentage of the
average bridge output at maximum strain of 300 microstrain. Sensitivity shift over the ambient
temperature range was calculated as the change in bridge output per unit strain as a percentage of the
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averagebridgeoutputoverthehalf thetemperaturerange(thisassumesthatthebalanceswouldbe
calibratedat themiddleof theambientemperaturerange). ThetemperatureCompensationCircuit
Interference(CCI)wascomputedas:
CCI= Output with destructive strain effects
Output with additive strain effects
MODEL ANALYSIS RESULTS
Some 6561 cases were studied where the parameters were individually varied. For all cases
temperature compensation circuits were simulated and zero-load output and sensitivity drifts were
computed. Table 3 gives the results of the simulations for constant voltage excitation. It can be
observed that the UDP and UEP gages have the lowest drift figures and best meet the specifications.
Similar results were obtained for constant current excitation. Although the UDP gage gives better
results than the UEP the latter is preferred because of its smaller size.
The optimum configurations were found to use constant current excitation and the zero-load shift
compensation techniques using a series and parallel resistor and the sensitivity compensation
technique using a single resistor in parallel with the bridge.
Table 4 shows the probability of zero-shill exceeding 0.1% for both the UDP and UEP gages.
is less than 0.4% when these gages are mounted on any of the selected materials. During the
simulations conducted the maximum null shift computed was 0.16%.
It
Table 5 shows the probability of sensitivity shift exceeding 0.5% for a temperature change of
15°F for the selected gages on the two types of materials. This temperature change assumes that the
balance is calibrated at 75°F and then used at temperatures over the ambient temperature range of
60°I: to 90°F. The probability of sensitivity shift exceeding 0.5% without temperature compensation
is 100% for the selected gages on the two materials and thus sensitivity compensation will be required
to reduce the sensitivity shift below 0.5% for a 15°F temperature change. From Table 5 we see that
the probability of sensitivity shift exceeding 0.5% for a 15°F temperature change is low (less than
0.8%) on the simulated materials with temperature compensation in place. Thus by placing a
compensation resistor in the circuit for all bridges it is reasonably certain that the sensitivity shift will
be less than 0.5% for a 15°F temperature change (i.e. for balance calibration at 75°F). However, as
sensitivity shitt improves, both sensitivity and power efficiency decrease. The sensitivity can be
increased by increasing the current supplied to the circuit. Table 4 gives the excitation levels required
to bring the average power dissipated by each arm of the bridge to 1 mW and the resulting sensitivity
of the bridge. Note that the sensitivity values are based on the bridge output without amplification by
the signal conditioning equipment. The signal conditioning equipment available at DREV is capable
of gains up to 2500, thus the bridge output and sensitivities can be amplified up to 2500 times the
values given (e.g. the gage bridges have a sensitivity of 0.13 mV/microstrain which can be amplified
to 2500x0.13 = 325 mV/microstrain).
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The probability of interactions due to compensating circuits being increased by 5% is 0.8%.
probability was determined using 324 simulation runs on each balance material. The maximum
interactions for the 4340 steel and Ferro-Tic balances were 6.8% and 8.7% respectively.
This
FOLLOW-ON ACTIVITIES
The new balance is being instrumented by Kulite Semiconductor Products using the UEP gages.
After resistance and TCR characteristics of individual gages are measured, Martec Limited will
compute and install the temperature effect compensating circuits. Complete calibration at two
temperatures will be necessary before sensitivity drift compensation circuit can be computed and
mounted.
So far only the sensing structures were analysed on finite element analysis tools for the balance
design. A complete analysis will be done to help to understand the expected interactions between the
loading components and to provide information that could be useful for future versions of this
balance.
CONCLUSION
The wind tunnel balances used so far in the DREV wind tunnel had to be operated during the air
flow at a low level of effort with respect to the rated loads to account for existing flow start and stop
transients. Pre-test runs were necessary before a model is tested to provide information on the
maximum loads that could be encountered. The balance signals generated by the metallic gages were
sometimes low particularly at high Mach No and low angle of attack. It is hoped that the new balance
being instrumented with gages having a sensitivity which is sixty times the ones used on the present
balances will provide a better signal-to-noise ratio and thereby better accuracy. The simulating tool
developed by Martec persuaded of this feasibility and has been useful to select suitable gage types. It
will also be used to compute resistor values required for the temperature effects compensation
circuits.
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Material
Steel
E4340
TABLE I: Material Properties
Modulus of
Elasticity (E)
psi x 10 .6
30
Yield Strength
psi x 10 -3
210
Coefficient of
Thermal
Expansion
ppm/OF
6.3
Thermal
Conductivity
BTU/in.h°F
1.8
Stainless Steel 28.5 185 6 0.94
17-4PH
Stainless Steel 29 220 5 0.76
PH 15-7Mo
Ferro-Tic 44 250 8 0.42
Gage Code
TABLE 2: Kulite Gage Characteristics
Resistance f_ Gage Factor TCR TCGF
(%lO0°F) (%100°F)
Linearity
(%)
UCP-120-090 120+ 1% 100+2% 4+ 1 -6+2 +0.5
UDP-350-160 350+1% 115+2% 3+1 -8+2 +0.5 1.4
UEP-350-060 350+ 1% 130+2°,/, 6+ 1 -10+2 + 1.0 1.4
UFP-750-090 750+ 1% 140+2% 10+ 1 -11 +2 + 1.3 1.4
UGP-1000-060 1000+ 1% 155 +2% 18+ 1 -13 +2 + 1.5 1.4
UHP-5000-060 5000+1% 175+2% 45+ 1 -23__.2 +3 1.4
ULP-120-160 120+1% 55+2% 12+1 -2+2 +0.02 3,1
Thermal
Expansion
Coefficient
(pm/°r)
1.4
TABLE 3: Constant Voltage Bridge Performance Results With Power Set to 1
Gage
Sensitivity
(mV/I.tstrain)
Null (mV)
Sensitivity
Shift (%)
Null Shift
(%)
Power (mW)
[Excitation,
vi (v)
UHP
0.66
+0.06
0.28
+0.11
UGP
0.26
+0.05
0.14
+0.06
UFP
0.21
+0.03
0.10
+0.06
UEP
0.00
+0.05
0.08
+0.05
UDP
0.00
+0.03
mW (Cm=6x 10"6/°F)
UCP ULP
0.00
+0.02
0.06
+0.05
0.04
+0,00
0.00
+0.02
0.09
+0.09
0.24 0.10 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.09
-+0.24 +0.10 +0.07 +0.06 +0.04 _+0.05 +_0.09
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
+0.15 -+0.13 +0.07 +0.16 -+0.39 ±0.05 +_0.06
6.2 3.0 3.2 3.1 4.2 1.2 0.7
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TABLE 4:
GageCode
Probabilityof ZeroLoadShiftExceeding0.1%of MaximumOutput
for a 10°FTemperatureChange
Material Probability
Null Shifb0.1%(%)
UDP-120-045 4340 Steel and
Stainless Steel
UDP- 120-045 Ferro-Tic
UEP-350-060 4340 Steel and
Stainless Steel
UEP-350-060 Ferro-Tic
0
0.4
0.4
0.4
Max. Null Shift (%)
0.08
0.13
0.11
0.16
TABLE 5: Probability of Sensitivity Shift Exceeding 0.5% and 1.0% of Sensitivity t_or a 15°F
Temperature Change (60 to 90°F) with Sensitivity Compensation (Gage Heat Output Set at 1 mW)
Gage Code Material Compensation Prob. (%) Prob. (%) Excitation, Sensitivity
UDP-120-045
UDP-120-045
UEP-350-060
Resistor
4340
Steel and
Stainless
Steel
Ferro-
Tic
4340
Steel and
Stainless
Steel
Ferro-
Tic
2O0
Sens. Shift
>0.5%
18.2
Sens. Shift
>1.0%
0.3
Ii (mA)
9.6
(mV/_e)
0.07
70 11.3 0.8 15.2 0.07
400 18.2 0.3 6.5 0.13
UEP-350-060 180 11.3 0.8 9.6 0.13
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A New Master Balance for the MK15 Calibration Rig at FFA
by G. I. Johnson
FFA (The Aeronautical Research Institute of Sweden)
Abstract
The automated MKI5 rig is used at FFA for calibration of wind tunnel balances with up to six
components and typically a normal force of up to 50 kN.
This rig is equipped with a dedicated computer for control of calibration loads and for pro-
cessing of calibration results.
For convenient production calibration the MK15 rig is optionally equipped with a master bal-
ance attached to the rig table. After an initial separate calibration of the master balance, the
wind tunnel balance, here called the object balance, is installed on the master balance,
whereby the two balances are coupled in series. Calibration loads are then applied to the
object balance for production calibration, based on common load components as indicated by
the master balance.
However, application of the master balance has implied an extension of the distance from the
object balance to the calibration rig table. Accompanying long moment arms from normal and
side force load lines to the plane of master balance sensors, may induce relatively strong inter-
actions from these components leading to impaired resolution and accuracy of the balance.
Similarly high parting forces may occur in the attachment joints as magnifications of normal
and side forces by the moment arms. This may lead to slippage and relocation of contact
forces, which would appear as hysteresis in calibration results.
It is reported here how above difficulties can be avoided by appropriate design of the master
balance, with the purpose of also maintaining calibration accuracy over an extended range of
calibration loads for a variety of object balances.
Brief Review on the Wind Tunnel Balance Concept
General
Wind tunnel testing is an important tool for flight performance prediction on any new or mod-
ified type of aeroplane. For this purpose it is essential to measure force and moment vectors
acting on the aeroplane model suspended in the wind tunnel air stream.
The wind tunnel balance (Figure 1) meets this requirement by measuring in the general case
six components, three force components and three moment components in an orthogonal
coordinate system to determine the force and moment vectors.
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Wind tunnel balances are distinguished as either external or internal according to their location out-
side or inside the model. Beside its measuring function the wind tunnel balance also serves as a link
for suspension of the model in the air stream and therefore must be safe against breakage, since such
a failure would be disastrous to the whole wind tunnel installation.
Design aspects
The wind tunnel balance design, commonly based on resistance strain gages, is a rather tricky busi-
ness particularly for internal balances because of the requirements of strength, limited space and high
strain signal output. A ratio of about 20:1 between the strongest and weakest components, usually the
normal and the axial forces, makes design of balances even more tricky. In addition there is a
demand for highest possible accuracy on the weak axial force since fuel economy of any projected
aircraft is important.
The end result of wind tunnel balance application would be complete separation for each one of three
components along given coordinate axes for resultant load vectors of the desired force and moment
respectively. This is primarily obtained by mechanical design of the balance with built-in sensors,
located to emphasize strain due to component loads.
However, due to such factors as limitations on available space, mechanical and electrical asymme-
tries, balance output signals show more or less interaction from one component to another [6].
Mechanical interactions would mean that balance strain sensors are exposed to additional loads
beside the actual load for any particular component, thereby limiting resolution and accuracy of the
result. Furthermore, detrimental effects on balance output may also occur due to temperature gradi-
ents and hysteresis.
The problem to obtain desired balance behavior is usually approached in three consecutive steps of
development:
1. Mechanically - for basic requirements on strength and component separation with low interac-
tions favored by symmetric balance design. Also sufficient sensor strain levels for high resolu-
tion and small temperature influence. For low hysteresis, careful attachment design and
whenever applicable, the one-piece balance concept, should be used.
2.. Electrically - by active and passive strain gage circuitry for further refinement of component
separation, temperature compensation and signal amplification.
3. Mathematically - by application of computer software to acquired raw wind tunnel data for final
result of separated components.
Calibration
Balance characteristics may be represented mathematically by a system of polynomials with signals
expressed as functions of loads. Corresponding polynomial coefficient matrix is obtained by calibra-
tion with known loads in a calibration rig.
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Wind Tunnel Application
Installed in the wind tunnel the balance will produce signals to be interpreted by the calibration
matrix as force and moment vectors acting on the model by the air flow.
The MK15 Calibration Rig at FFA
The FFA calibration rig, designated as MK15, is of non-repositioning type with vertical roll axis.
Built for flexible application it may be used for one to six component loads applied singly or in any
combination [2],[3].
The rig frame consists of a rigid central cage with symmetrically located outrigger beams for attach-
ment of loading devices (Figure 2).
Rig dimensions are 4x4x4 m and load capacity is typically 50 kN for normal force and 15 kNm for
roll moment.
During calibration the object balance is installed with its model end firmly attached to the center of
the cage floor. Loads are applied to the balance sting end by means of the load adapter. In this way
calibration load errors due to deflection are minimized. It is noteworthy that actual calibration loads
are the reaction loads on the balance model end (Figure 3).
Applied loads are generated by 14 pneumatic actuators, airbellows, attached to the outrigger beams
(Figure 4). These loads are determined by means of either precision transducers (Figure 5) on the
load linkage or by a master balance (Figure 6), located between the object balance and the rig frame.
Balance deflections due to applied loads are measured by eight dial indicators with digital output res-
olution of 0.001 mm, and used for load correction by computer.
Internal friction of the rig is kept to a minimum since the only force available to restore balance
deflection to zero is obtained by the balance's own elasticity. To facilitate thi_; repositioning, espe-
cially for smaller balances, the load linkage is equipped with vibrators.
Initial alignment of master and object balance coordinates to comply with the rig loading system is
obtained optically by using a central autocollimator and crosswires in the load attachment ends of the
1.7 m long hollow linkage tubes. Angular resolution is in this way 10 seconds of arc.
Computer Control System
The dedicated rig computer takes care of the following functions (Figure 7):
* Calibration load table generation
* Calibration load application
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* Acquisition of calibration load data and signals from object balance, reference balance and
deflection sensors
* Computation of load corrections
* Computation of balance matrix and statistics
* Storing of data
* Report presentation
Accuracy and Resolution
Inaccuracy of calibrations in the MK15 rig must for acceptance not exceed arelative standard devia-
tion of 0.1% referred to max load and at no point should the relative error exceed 0.5% in the calibra-
tion result.
Resolution of force is in the order of 0.5 N related to the full rig capacity of 50 kN.
Calibration Procedure
Loading tables for calibration are first generated by means of the factorial replication method to min-
imize the number of data points necessary for required accuracy [1].
The calibration matrix is computed by fitting acquired data points to a polynomial of type:
U i -
6 6 6 6 6
3
E ainPn + _ binlPnl + "_ E CinmPnPm + _ dinPn + Ui°
n= I n= 1 n= lm=n n= 1
where U i are the balance signals.
a, b, c and d are matrix coefficients.
P are components of resultant force or moment.
Absolute value terms IPI are used for detection of backlash and hysteresis in the balance system.
These terms express the quality of balance and calibration but are not included in the matrix deliv-
ered to the wind tunnel.
Calibration Time
A typical six component wind tunnel balance calibration may be completed in one day on the MKI5
rig by one man. This does not include set-up time.
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Principles of the Master Balance
Use of a master balance as an option on the calibration rig is intended for more convenient and faster
calibration [5].
In this case the separate master balance is first calibrated to the required high accuracy. This is to
some extent facilitated since the master balance is of external type without particular restrictions on
size and therefore can be made very stiff with acceptable output signals. Subsequent corrections due
to balance deflections under load are small and therefore easy to control for high accuracy of calibra-
tion results.
After this precalibration of the master balance the object balance is installed in series with the master
balance. Loads applied to the_ object balance are measured by means of the precalibrated master bal-
ance. This makes for fast production calibration since there is no need for time consuming alignment
procedure of loads on the object balance. The master balance will correctly measure calibration load
components no matter how loads are applied to the object balance.
When the object balance is coupled to a master balance, total calibration error (8i) of any balance
component (i) is obtained as the square root mean from the individual errors of master and object
balances (8 m) and (5 o) respectively.
= 2+ Sio2
Master Balance Application
The master balance in use at FFA is shown in figure 6. It is made in one piece as a cylindric shell
with a hub and end plate on the top. Cutouts in the cylinder shell provide four vertical beams which
measure normal force, side force and roll moment. Similarly cutouts in the top end plate provide hor-
izontal beams used to measure axial force and the moments of pitch and yaw [4].
The master balance is firmly attached to the calibration rig table with the object balance model end
fixed to the hub on top of the master balance (Figure 3).
Th_s arrangement, however, means a fairly long distance between the moment centers of the two bal-
ances. With vertical roll axis installation of the two balances, calibration loads, particularly normal
and side forces, may therefore generate large parting forces in the mating surfaces between the two
balances and where the master balance attaches to the rig. These parting forces are in the order of
twice the corresponding component loads and may therefore cause hysteresis in the balance output
due to slippage or relocation of loads in mating surfaces.
Similarly the master balance sensing elements are exposed high total strain loads. This would appear
as a tendency for interactions from normal and side forces to pitch and yaw moments and particularly
also to axial force. Accuracy and resolution of these components may therefore be impaired with cal-
ibrations based on the master balance.
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Above drawbacksof theexistingmasterbalancewould call for shorterdistancebetweencentersof
object andmasterbalances.
Accuracy in the MKI5 rig with master balance is exemplified by calibration results for the diam
48 mm internal balance, 1-690, as follows.
Component T C N
Load capacity (N, Nm) 1000 9000 19000
Inaccuracy rel std dev% 0.292 0.019 0.017
l
500
m n
900 500
0.055 0.071 0.093
There are certain difficulties to meet required calibration inaccuracy of < 0.1% using the present type
of master balance, particularly for the axial force component. As a way out calibrations often have to
be complemented by using axial force data from an external separate tranducer.
The New Type of Master Balance
A new type of master balance has been suggested with a design that avoids the risk of hysteresis and
high load on sensing elements. To achieve this, balance attachment to the rig table is raised to a level
near the reference center of the object balance e.g. by using a bowl shaped cylindrical master balance
surrounding the object balance and its load adapter (Figure 8). The bowl is fixed by an outside flange
on its upper rim to the calibration rig table via a cylindrical sleeve of large diameter. The object bal-
ance is fixed by its model end to the bottom of the bowl and its sting end attached to the load adapter.
Loads to the lower part of the adapter are accommodated thin holes in the sleeve and cylinder.
Sensing elements of the master balance are obtained by cutting horizontal and vertical slots in the
upper portion of the bowl cylinder adjacent to the object balance center.
Application of strain gages to corresponding horizontal and vertical beams may be distributed for the
various components in such a way that all measured strain signals are produced in bending.
Results of design computations
Computations were made for a master balance of the suggested type based on given dimensions and
load range specifications:
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New balancedata
Specifieddimensions
Diameter D = 600mm
Height H = 250
In thefollowing tableloadrangesandcomponentstrainsareshownwith distribution
onhorizontal(H) andvertical (V) typesensorbeams.
!Component T C N t m n
Loadrange[N, Nm] + 1000 2000 5000 500 500 500
Sensor strain [10 "6] + 350 1050 1160 330 1160 1160
Sensor type H V V V H H
Discussion
Mechanical sensor strain levels are relatively low for axial force and rolling moment considering that
the projected new master balance has a rather high T/N ratio. However, since total strain load for
each sensor would be generally reduced by about 50 % due to absense of long moment arms and
related interactions from normal and side forces, output signal levels may be raised by appropriate
strain gage circuitry to acceptable resolution.
For the manufacturing of this balance relatively simple machining operations like turning, milling
and drilling would suffice. The simplified design of the suggested master balance therefore means it
would cost less to make. Because of large diameter and relatively low reaction forces at the rim, it
may with special design precautions even be possible to make the balance in separate parts for the
cylindric and bottom portions, which would considerably reduce the manufacturing cost. In similar
cases with large diameter balances the experience at FFA has been that hysteresis can be avoided by
concentrating the attachment bolt loads in mating surfaces to limited raised areas encircling the bolt
holes.
Separate parts for bottom and cylinder would also have the advantage of fitting a broader range of
object balances requiring different bottom attachments.
Since methods of calibration may differ, it would be of general interest to set up a round robin test on
wind tunnel balance calibration for international comparison of results.
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Conclusions
Expected advantages of the new master balance
* Reduced moment arms
- lower interactions from normal and side forces
- improved accuracy and resolution particularly for axial force, pitch and yaw moments
- lower parting forces in attachment surfaces
- less risk for hysteresis
* Closeness between balance centers
- reduced errors in load transformation
* New master balance flexibility
- more applicable to different object balances
- extended use of theMK15 calibration rig
* Simplified design
- lower manufacturing cost.
Above aspects would help to widen the applicability of MK15 calibrations, particularly into the
range of smaller balances with requirements on high accuracy and resolution of the axial component.
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Figure 1. Various types of wind tunnel balances.
Figure 2. The MK15 calibration rig.
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Figure 3. Principle of load system on the MK15 calibration rig with master balance.
Figure 4. Pneumatic loading mechanism on the MK15 rig.
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Figure 6. Master balance
Figure 5. Load linkage with transducer.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A FIVE COMPONENT BALANCE
AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF A CONTROL SURFACE
Naresh R. Patel
Modem Machine & Tool Co., Inc.
Newport News, VA
SUMMARY
A five component balance has been designed, manufactured and calibrated at Modem Machine &
Tool Co., Inc.. The balance is used to measure aerodynamic forces on wind tunnel test models. The
balance was designed to measure Normal Force, Axial Force, Pitching Moment, Rolling Moment and
Yawing Moment generated on a horizontal stabilizer of a wind tunnel test model. A unique feature of the
balance is that the load carrying strain gaged flexures were machined as an integral part of the control
surface due to space limitations. This was accomplished by using the electrical discharge machining
process. The integral design eliminates mechanical joints and greatly reduces errors due to hysteresis.
The five component integral control surface balance has demonstrated performance comparable to wind
tunnel balances used currently in the aerospace industry.
INTRODUCTION
Historically multicomponent strain gage balances have been designed and used to measure
aerodynamic loads on wind tunnel test model control surfaces. Typically on a horizontal control surface,
Normal Force (vertical shear), Pitching Moment (torsional moment) and Rolling Moment (bending
moment) are measured by a balance as an integral or non-integral part of the control surface. The
requirements of the subject balance included the capability to measure Axial Force and Yawing Moment
in addition to the other three components normally measured. Side Force is not usually measured on
horizontal control surfaces. Due to physical constraints, it was not possible to install a separate balance
into the control surface. Therefore, the balance had to be designed as an integral part of the test model.
Measurement of a light Axial Force in the presence of other high loads also created a challenge for the
designer. The challenge was to create a flexure arrangement in a very limited space with flexures being
capable of resolving all forces accurately. The unique design features, use of high strength nickel steel,
electrical discharge machining, precision strain gage installation and accurate calibration have resulted in a
balance meeting all design requirements with very high accuracy.
This paper will discuss the design, fabrication, strain gaging, calibration and data evaluation of the
five component integral control surface balance. This balance was designed to measure the aerodynamic
forces generated on a horizontal stabilizer of a wind tunnel test model (Figure 1). Balance requirements
for the wind tunnel tests are shown in Table 1.
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DESIGN
Figure 2 shows details of the five component balance. This balance consists of a spindle with dutch
teeth, flexures instrumented with strain gages, lead wires from strain gages, cover plates and mountings
for a calibration fixture. The horizontal stabilizer was assembled to the fuselage by four bolts located on
the clutch plate of the spindle. Clutch teeth on the spindle allowed angle of attack adjustment of the
horizontal stabilizer. Cover plates blending with the mold line were designed and installed to protect the
strain gage circuitry and allowed smooth air flow over the horizontal stabilizer. Precisely machined
counter bores for mounting of tooling balls during fabrication were later used for mounting of the
calibration fixture.
In order to provide a rigid joint and to minimize the influence of mounting stresses on flexures, the
moment center of the flexure system was located 2.00 inches away from the root of the horizontal
stabilizer. Also the balance moment center instead of being in line with the spindle center line was shifted
aft to achieve clearance under the cover plates. Balance design loads were recomputed with reference to
the balance moment center.
The most demanding challenge of this balance was to design the flexure arrangement in a very limited
space and to resolve relatively high loads. Another challenge was to accurately measure 40 lb. of Axial
Force in the presence of 250 lb. of Normal Force. For the design and analysis of flexures, a custom
iterative computer program was developed. The dimensions of the flexures were entered into the
program to compute stresses due to each component at critical points, spring constants in all directions,
deflection in each direction, load sharing among flexures due to each component, stresses at strain gage
locations and maximum combined stress. After analyzing these results logically, one or more dimensions
of the flexures were modified and the results re-computed. This iterative process was repeated until the
design met all requirements. Also, after each iteration the design was checked to verify that the
machining of the flexures, strain gaging and wire routes were still possible to obtain. These computations
produced an optimum balance design with a total of 22 flexures arranged as shown in Figure 3. All
flexures were located symmetrically from the balance moment center in an area 2.9400 inches wide and
0.5200 inch high. The 20 central flexures were 0.0550 inch wide and 0.2200 inch high. The two outer
flexures were 0.1400 inch wide (including a 0.070 inch stress riser) and 0.5200 inch high. All flexures
were 1.0000 inch long. There were 0.0400 inch vertical and 0.0800 inch horizontal slots between
flexures. All flexures were designed with sufficient radii at the end of flexures to reduce the stress
concentration factors. The 20 central flexures were designed as load carrying flexures (secondary
flexures) and the two outer flexures were designed as load measuring flexures (primary flexures).
Secondary flexures were split in the middle to maximize the Normal Force load carried by the primary
flexures. This design yielded 147% more Normal Force stress on the primary flexures. This stress at the
primary flexures was high enough to mount strain gages to measure Normal Force. For Axial Force
measurement, a unique design of stress risers was implemented. The primary flexures were designed with
small additional area (0.0700 inch x 0.0700 inch) on the outside of the primary flexures and close to the
horizontal centerline. These small areas are typically known as stress risers. With the implementation of
stress risers, the design yielded the following results compared to one without the stress risers:
• Normal Force stiffness and stresses were virtually not affected.
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• Thebalancewas49%morestifferin axialdirection,therebyloweringthebalancedeflection
dueto Axial Force.
• Primaryflexurescarried22%moreAxial Force.
• Theelasticsectionmodulus( I/C ) of theprimaryflexuresin theaxialdirectionwaslowerby
7.4%andthereforeexhibitedhigherstressdueto Axial Force.
• Thenetresultof thestressriserswasanAxialForcegagestress(output)82*4higherwithout
significantlyaffectingothermeasurements.
The geometry and positioning of the primary and secondary flexures provided an optimum design
which met requirements. Gage stresses for all components except Yawing Moment were between
8,900 psi (61 MPa) and 32,240 psi (222 MPa). The measurement of Yawing Moment was least
important and used only to correct any interaction effect on other prime components. Yawing Moment
gage stress was 840 psi (6 MPa).
Maximum stress in the control surface balance was calculated to be 85,000 psi (586 MPa). In order
to provide a safety factor greater than 2.0, it was necessary to use high strength alloy steel heat treated to
a yield strength of 190,000 psi (1,310 MPa).
FABRICATION
The material selected for the balance was ARMCO PH 13-8 Mo, a martensitic precipitation-hardened
stainless steel. After being heat treated to H1000 condition, the material had an excellent combination of
high strength, high fracture toughness, good transverse properties and high corrosion resistance. The
simple one-step heat treatment to condition HI 000 resulted in a material with an ultimate tensile strength
of 205,000 psi (1,413 MPa). The cover plates were fabricated using 7075-T6 aluminum.
The fabrication of the balance as an integral part of the horizontal stabilizer was vital to attain force
measurements with the highest degree of accuracy. This was achieved by using electrical discharge
machining or EDM. This method of fabrication, completely eliminated any mechanical joints in the load
carrying portion of the balance. The fabrication process consisted of the following steps:
• Heat treating the material.
• Rough machining and some finish machining using conventional techniques like milling,
turning, grinding etc.
• Electrical discharge machining (EDM) to cut flexures, slots and pockets.
• Hand polishing of flexures to a achieve a surface finish in the range of 16 to 32 _in. RMS.
The electrodes used for the EDM process of this balance are shown in Figure 4. A great deal of
creativity was used in the preparation of these electrodes. All electrodes were made out of a copper-
graphite composite material. By use of electrodes, the deep, thin flexures; multiple slots and pockets of
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complex configurations were machined into the solid, hardened balance material. Some of these slots
were cut through and others were blind slots, but all of these cuts were critical in size, shape and location
to obtain flexures capable ofyie!ding force and moment measurements with the highest degree of
accuracy. The composite electrodes shown in Figure 4 were used to cut multiple narrow slots
simultaneously. Flushing the cut was also a major consideration during the design and fabrication of
these electrodes. As shown in Figure 4, the thin slotted electrodes were built using a diagonal groove for
flushing. The diagonal grooves were machined in two different directions (one direction per side) on the
thin electrodes to retain the electrode strength and to give molten particles an avenue to escape. Flushing
during the EDM process is as important as having a sharp cutting tool during a conventional machining
process. The combination of accuracy and creativity in making electrodes made it possible to machine
the intricate flexure arrangement efficiently and with an accuracy of 0.0005 inch (0.013 mm).
STRAIN GAGING
All strain gages were precisely located on the two primary flexures as shown on Figure 5. The
location of all strain gages were carefully determined so that the strain gages measured the component
they were intended to measure and canceled or minimized the measurement (interactions) due to other
components. All strain gages used were transducer quality and were custom made by the measurement
group. These strain gages were manufactured from Karma alloy and the self temperature compensation
(STC) was matched with thermal elongation properties of the balance material which minimized the no
load output due to change in temperature (apparent strain output). The change in gage factor (EMC) of
this gage was nearly equal and opposite to the change in modulus of PH 13-8 Mo, thereby correcting the
thermal sensitivity change. These strain gages had 350 ohms resistance. The balance excitation was set
at 5.0000 volts DC. All strain gages were wired using AWG #32 Teflon insulated and color coded wires.
The adhesive selected for bonding the strain gages was M-Bond 610, because of its capability of forming
thin, hard and void-free gluelines. It minimized creep, hysteresis and offered long term stability.
M-Coat A (air drying polyurethane) was used as a moisture proofing compound. This coating provided
excellent long-term stability by protecting the strain gages from moisture, chemical attack and mechanical
damage. Four copper-constantan thermocouples were installed to monitor temperature distribution
between the live and ground side of the balance. Thermal zero shifts of all bridges were within
0.00005 mV/V/°F. The thermal sensitivity shift also met design requirements.
CALIBRATION
As shown in Figure 6, during calibration, the spindle end (ground side) of the horizontal stabilizer was
mounted to the calibration stand. The loading side (live side) of the horizontal stabilizer was attached to
the calibration fixture by using the three pin holes machined into the stabilizer. The pin holes precisely
located the calibration fixture with reference to the balance moment center. To minimize tare weight
during calibration, the fixture was made from aluminum. There were 12 loading points machined on the
fixture for load application. Additional load points were provided to facilitate specific check loads in the
wind tunnel. To simplify assembly and check loads in the wind tunnel, the fixture was mounted on the
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lower side of the balance. The electronic level mounted on the calibration fixture allowed leveling of the
calibration fixture in the pitch and roll plane after each load application. Normal Force, Pitching Moment
and Rolling Moment were applied using precision dead weights and a hanger bar with double knife edges
or rod-end bearings. Axial Force and Yawing Moment were applied over a cable using a knife edge bell
crank assembly. The use of bell crank assemblies made it possible to load the balance with Axial Force
orthogonal to gravity and with minimal friction. The bell crank assemblies ehminated the friction
problems normally encountered in "V" groove pulley systems.
The calibration approach was based on the assumption that all possible first and second order
interaction exist on the balance, and therefore it was decided to perform a second order combined load
calibration. Because of space limitation for mounting long moment arms, a short arm loading was
considered. Primary Normal Force and its combinations with Pitching Moment and Rolling Moment
were achieved by loading Normal Force at different load points on the calibration fixture. For positive
Normal Force and its combination with Pitching Moment and Rolling Moment, the entire assembly was
inverted. Axial Force and Yawing Moment were loaded as mentioned previously. Because of the
relatively light Axial Force and Yawing Moment it was decided not to load combinations of Axial Force
and Yawing Moment with remaining components. It was assumed that the effect of these interactions on
the final accuracy would be minimal. All loads were applied full scale, ascending and descending, in 25%
increments to establish non-linearity, hysteresis and zero shift. During calibration 168 data points were
collected on each component. At the end of the calibration, a check load was performed to verify the
accuracy of the derived interactions. The check loading consisted of 35 different combinations of full
scale loads applied to the balance in a predetermined manner.
Angular deflection measured during calibration indicated a balance deflection of 8 minutes in the pitch
plane and 50 minutes in the roll plane due to full scale loads. Assembly and disassembly of cover plates
and ground side adapter did not cause any change in the balance zeros and output.
DATA EVALUATION
Least square error second order polynomials were used as a math model to evaluate the sensitivity
constants and interaction coefficients of the balance. During the calibration, the balance was swept
through a 180 degree rotation to establish the unloaded zero reference for all of the components. The
tare weight of calibration hardware and weight of the horizontal stabilizer acting on the live side of the
balance was established. The second order non-linear interactions were corrected due to tare weight.
The math model yielded a 5 x 14 interaction coefficient matrix as shown on table 2.
No balance is free of interactions. Balance interactions are both linear and non-linear. These
interactions are caused by deflections, machining tolerances, strain gage locations and variation in gage
factors. After analyzing interactions, it was assumed that part of the 5.03 % Axial Force interaction on
Normal Force was the result of being unable to locate the Normal Force gages on the neutral axis in the
Axial Force direction due to the space limitations. The 8.93% pitch x roll interaction on Axial Force was
believed to be caused by deflection due to the combination of the high Pitching and Rolling Moments.
The interactions on the Yawing Moment as a percent of full scale are high because of its lower
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381 _V/5V full scale output. The error analysis of calibration data and check loads proved that all the
interactions, regardless of high or low, were repeatable and correctable with a very high degree of
accuracy.
For each calibration data point, load was calculated using derived interaction matrix. The difference
between the true applied load on the balance and the c_Iculated load is called the error, and was referred
to as percent of full scale of the corresponding component. The data as percent full scale were plotted
versus standard loading code as shown in Figures 7 through 9. This tool gives quick view of how well
the calibration data and the mathematical model are matching. Final accuracy of calibration was
evaluated by reducing the check loads using the interaction matrix. The check loads consist of all five
components loaded simultaneously. The error as percent full scale for check loads were also plotted as
shown in Figure 7 through 9. A summary of the error analysis for calibration data and check loads is
given in Table 3. The balance demonstrated standard error between 0.10% to 0.15% of full scale for
calibration data and 0.1 I% to 0.24% of full scale for check loads for all components except yawing
moment. Considering the extremely low output for yawing moment it yielded a respectable standard
error of 0.28% full scale and 0.42% full scale for calibration data and check loads respectively. As shown
in Table 3, the balance met the design requirements with very high accuracy.
CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed the design and performance of a five component balance as an integral part
of a horizontal stabilizer. The unique design features, the creativity used during electrical discharge
machining, precision strain gage installation and accurate calibration and data evaluation have resulted in
a compact balance performing well within all accuracy requirements. The performance was comparable
to wind tunnel balances currently used in the aerospace industry. In addition the knowledge gained fi'om
this project can and will be used to design highly accurate and compact multicomponent force transducers
in the future.
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COMPONENT
RATEDCAPACITY
@ ROOTOF HORIZONTAL
STABILIZER
CALIBRATION ACCURACY
(STANDARD ERROR, %
OF FULL SCALE OUTPUT)
CHECK LOAD ACCURACY
(STANDARD ERROR, %
OF FULL SCALE OUTPUT)
OPERATING
TEMPERATURE RANGE
(DEGREES F)
THERMAL ZERO SHIFT
FROM 80 TO 160 DEG F
(MV/V / BEG F)
THERMAL SENS. SHIFT
FROM 80 TO 160 DEG F
(% OF FULL SCALE / DEG F)
EFFECT OF ASSEMBLY
& DISSASSEMBLY
(% OF FULL SCALE)
II
DEFLECTION LIMITS
UNDER COMBINED
LOADS
NORMAL
FORCE
250LB
(1,112 N)
0.80
1.60
80-160
0.00005
0.0004
0.02
AXIAL
FORCE
40LB
07s _,
o.88
1.76
80-160
0.00005
0.0004
0.02
PITCHING
MOMENT
925 IN-LB
(105 N-M)
1.62
3.24
80-160
0.00005
0.0004
0.02
ROLLING
MOMENT
1500 IN-LB
(169 N-M)
1.00
2.00
80-160
0.00005
0.0004
0.02
YAWING
MOMENT
2.50 IN-LB
(28 N-M)
6.00
12.00
80-160
0.00005
0.0004
0.02
THE ROTATIONAL AND TRANSLATIONAL
DEFLECTION OF THE HORIZONTAL
STABILIZER SHALL BE MINIMAL
TABLE 1 - BALANCE REQUIREMENTS
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INTERACTION COEFFICIENT MATRIX
Interaction
Coefficienta
Full Scale Output
(pv /_VOLT}
Sensitivity
Normal
Axial
Pitch
Roll
Yaw
Normal Squared
Axial Squared
Pitch Squared
Roll Squared
Yaw Squared
Normal • Pitch
Nomal • Roll
Axial • Yaw
Pitch • Roll
COMPONENTS
Normal Axial Pitch Roll Yaw
3,384 4,186 10,020 12,835 381
7.38733E-02 9.55545E-03 7.98361E-02 7.79147E-02 6.56365E-01
3.14237E-01
1.75250E-02
-2.17240E-02
1.32788E-03
-8.75376E-07
1.74952E-05
1.49145E-07
-2.23346E-07
7.54896E-06
7.76817E-04
1.35867E-03
-I .74222E-03
-5.01002E-04
-2.88505E-06
-7.17461E-06
5.41054E-07
-3.44517E-07
7.44524E-08
-9.86909E-03 -2.73180E-02 9.91428E-03
4.83996E-02 1.81800E-03 5.30863E-01
-2.99325E-03 -8.86830E-03
2.22903E-03 5.99979E-02
-3.59054E-03
-1.91600E-05
2.54983E-04
6.96701E--07
1.70325E-06
3.05329E-04
-9.86934E-06
- 1.68105E-04
5.65828E--07
2.92997E-06
2.13753E--06-5.12249E-05
ii/ ii iii) i_ iiiiiiiii f/i_i/ i( ii'iii i
3.78736E-06
2.44861E-04
-2.79022E-06
-5.61773E-07
-2.08121E-04
5.70118E-07 1.49467E-06 3.97871E-06 -1.71547E-07 -3.09360E--05
1.26540E-06 9.78599E-07 -8.39111E-06 -9.12903E-06 5.51769E-06
-5.99752E-05 4.30739E-06 3.28703E-04 6.37346E-05 1.29785E-03
4.69921E-06 4.46276E-06 -6.01548E-07 -4.11865E-07 -4.07710E-06
- ALL COEFFICIENTS ARE IN ENGINEERING UNITS
PERCENT OF FULL SCALE EFFECT
Full Scale Loads
fl_ ORIN-I_)
Interactkm
Coefficients
Normal
Axial
Pitch
Roll
Yaw
Normal Squared
Axial Squared
Pitch Squared
Roll Squared
Yaw Squared
Normal • Pitch
Normal • Roll
Axial • Yaw
Pitch • Roll
250 40 800 1000 250
COMPONENTS
Normal Axial Pitch Roll Yaw
5.03%
5.61%
-8.69%
0.49%
:: • •vv((.i-:): I+(H).
2.72%
-4.36%
-0.31% -0.68% 0.990/0
0.24% 0.01% 8.490/0
-0.24% -2.84%
0.28%
0.13% -0.31% -0.11%
-0.02% -0.45% 4). 15% -0.06% 0.090/0
0.01% -0.03% 0.05% -0.03% O. 16%
0.04% 0.87% 0.06% 0.04% -0.71%
-0.09% -0.86% 0.21% 0.29% -0.22%
: 24.000/0
0.01% :. :
0.19% 0.01% -0.40% 0.01%
0.05% 0.75% 0.10% 0.00%
0.13% 0.61% -0.26% -0.23%
-0.24% 0.11% 0.41%
1.50"/0 8.93% -0.06%
0.06%
-0.03%
-5.20%
-2.47%
0.55%
5.19%
-1.30%
TABLE 2 - INTERACTION COEEFICIENT MATRIX
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ERROR ANALYSIS SUMMARY OF CALIBRATION DATA
COMPONENT
MAXIMUM ERROR (%F.S.)
MINIMUM ERROR (%F.S.)
STANDARD ERROR (%F.S.)
TOTAL NO. OF DATA PTS
NORMAL
0.47%
-O.53%
0.15%
168
AXIAL
0.30%
-0.54%
0.11%
168
PITCH
0.46%
-0.37%
0.11%
168
ROLL
0.25%
-0.45%
0.10%
168
YAW
0.73%
-0.74%
0.28%
168
ERROR ANALYSIS SUMMARY OF CHECK LOAD DATA
COMPONENT
MAXIMUM ERROR (%F.S.)
MINIMUM ERROR (%F.S.)
STANDARD ERROR (%F.S.)
TOTAL NO. OF DATA PTS
NORMAL
0.12%
-0.75%
0.24%
35
AXIAL
0.46%
-0.05%
0.11%
35
PITCH
0.47%
-0.22%
0.15%
35
ROLL
0.32%
-0.31%
0.13%
35
YAW
0.28%
-1.21%
0.42%
35
TABLE 3 - SUMMARY OF CALIBRATION AND CHECKLOAD ERRORS
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DESIGN FEATURES OF SOME SPECIAL
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Professor
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_TRODUCTION
Some special strain gauge balances were designed and developed in the Department-of Aerospace
Engineering, Indian Institute of Science, Bangaiore to cater to special requirements, which could not be
met using standard type of balances. Some of the special requirements, for which special balances were
required are given below.
a) It was required to measure the forces and moments acting on the strut and oval body of revolution
mounted on the model of an aircraft in the I.I.Sc. 14'x9' low speed wind tunnel. To meet this need a
"Special 6 Component Half Model Balance" was designed and developed.
b) To obtain the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of thin slab delta wings in a 200 mm hypersonic
wind tunnel of I.I.Sc. at M=8.0, without the interference effects of balance housing on the lee-side, a
"Thin 3-Component Delta Wing Balance" was designed and developed.
c) It was found that this concept could be extended to develop a "Thin 6-Component Delta Wing
Balance" to measure the effectiveness of control flaps (both symmetric and assymmetric deflection) on
thin slab delta wings at M=8.0.
d) It was required to design a rigid 5 component balance for measuring the loads acting on the model
mounted on a rotary derivative rig installed in the 14'x9' low speed wind tunnel of the IISc so that the
natural frequency of the model balance combination was well beyond the maximum rotational
frequency of the rig. (The model was also made of carbon-fibre composite to make it light and
increase the natural frequency). To get high rigidity of the balance without unduly reducing the
sensitivity of the balance, a "Cage Type 5 Component Balance" was designed and developed.
e) There was a requirement to measure the forces acting on a body in the IISc water tunnel using a sting
type of balance. The size of the balance did not permit using encapsulated water proof gagues
Therefore an attempt was made to water proof the strain gauge bridges of a standard balance That
attempt was unsuccessful. Therefore a novel approach of enclosing the balance in a flexible rubber
bellow and filling up the space within the bellow by an insulating transformer oil was tried and found to
be successful. This balance is called "Novel Bellow Type Balance for Water Tunnel".
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In this paper, the design features of these special balances are covered. Since the "Novel Bellow Type
Balance for water tunnel" is covered in detail in another paper by my colleague in the same conference, this
would be only briefly touched upon here.
SPECIAL 6-COMPONENT HALF MODEL BALANCE
The schematic diagram of the mounting arrangement for the oval body strut combination on this
balance is shown in figure 1. It can be seen that the balance is housed within the fuselage of the aircraft
model and only the loads acting on the oval body strut combination, in the interference field of the parent
aircraft model, is measured.
Design concept
A new concept of resolving the forces and moments acting on the balance has been considered in the
design of the balance. The normal force Z, the pitching moment M and the rolling moment L acting on the
balance is resolved into three normal forces N_, N2 and Na acting through three points located at the
vertices of an equilateral triangle as shown in figure 2. The axial force X, side force Yand yawing moment
N are resolved into forces P], P2 and P3 acting along the three sides of the equilateral triangle ( figure 2 )
From space considerations, the length of the sides of the triangle was taken to be 50 mm. Further the
balance has been so designed that each of the elements measuring NI, N2, N3, P_, P2 and P3 are primarily
subjected to their respective loads so that the interaction between elements is minimised. The manner in
'°,.,,°,, t / \
fib_ ¢0_ _ \ coverp, at_s
metol flanges _'_ _ -X
c
support system
Z
_. normal t
force T yawing
_._N moment Y_
1N2 M pitching
"--....T force,y
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of model
mounting
Figure 2. Resolution of force and
moments
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which this kind of near isolation or independence of each of the elements has been achieved, is illustrated in
the isometric view of the schematic balance shown in figure 3. As illustrated in figure 3, the forces and
moments acting on the top plate of the balance (which is attached to the part on which the load is to be
measured) is transmitted to the bottom plate through a set of three slender vertical columns and three
slender horizontal columns. The three slender vertical columns are relatively very rigid for the normal
forces N_. N2 and N3, but they are relatively very flexible for the planar loads P1, P2 and P3. In a similar
manner, the three slender horizontal columns are rigid for the planar loads P_, P2 and P3, but they are very
flexible for the normal loads N_, Nz N_. Thus, each of the slender columns transmit essentially only one
component and thus interactions are reduced to a minimum. However, interaction effects are taken into
account in calibration. Each of the forces N_. N2, N3. P_, P2 and P3 are individually measured by strain gauge
bridges mounted close to the root of the cantilever beams through which these loads are transmitted to the
bottom plate.
of
o,,-.0 r0o::,. r
to this top plate _----1F
0
L
I0. ! .
to rigid support
SECTION BB
Figure 3. Isometric view of the
schematic balance
Figure 4. Details of the element of the
balance
Balance details
To take the expected loads and moments on the oval body strut assembly, the balance was designed for
Nx = N2 = N3 = 60 kg and P, = P2-- P3 = 15 kg. Ideally, the balance should be integral with all the balance
elements machined from a single block as illustrated schematically in figure 3. Though this is, in principle,
feasible using spark erosion machining techniques, it was not possible to do it in India at that time because
of limitations in facilities and cost considerations. Therefore, it was decided to make the balance by
fabricating three elements, each of them designed for measuring one normal force and one planar force and
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then assembling the three elements between two parallel plates using dovel pins and a large number of
bolts as shown in figures 4 and 5. Since the design loads N_, N2 and Ns were the same, and the design
loads P j, P2 and Ps were the same, all the three elements of the balance could be made identical.
The design of the element to take a normal force of 60 kg and a planar force of 15 kg involves the
design of the slender columns to transmit these loads without buckling and the design of the cantilever
beams to obtain the required strains near the root so that sufficient output from the strain gauge bridges
are obtained, keeping in mind various constraints such as the space available, rigidity, etc.
A
,-.-r--
i0o-,
!!_'° 'il I only
I I JiL __ 90 elem_t3
11.17----- I I ,ho-nfor
k,[7---- I I °'°''''
--- ----- 1.5
SECTION AA
I-' 50 J 50
Figure 5. Details of the assembled
balance
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Calibration Concept
There are basically two concepts which can be used for calibrating this balance. One concept is to apply
loads N_, N2, N3, Ph P2 and P3 and determine the direct and interaction outputs in each of the bridges.
Then knowing the exact locations with respect to balance reference axis at which these loads were applied
during calibration, the forces and moments acting on the balance with respect to the reference axes can be
determined. However it may be observed that it is pretty difficult to device a calibration equipment to
apply these pure loads. Also any errors in the measurement of the small distances between the balance ,
reference axes and the points of application of the loads, would result in errors in the moments referred to
the balance axes. Because of these problems an alternative concept as given below was adopted for
calibration.
The forces X, Y, and Z and moment L, M and N about the reference axes are applied using a special
calibration body. The calibration rig had arrangements for mounting the balance with this calibration body
in the desired orientation to enable application of the desired loads and moments. Then a logical
combination of outputs from NI, N2, N3, Ph P2 and P3 bridges as given below are taken as the
corresponding outputs for the forces and moments. We denote the outputs corresponding to any
generalised load or moment by the subscript 'o' attached to the symbol for the load.
Xo = P2o- Plo; Y0 = P30 - 0.5 (P1 + P2); Zo = N_o + N2o + N3o
Lo = Nl0 - N2o ; Mo = 2 N2o - (Nlo + N3o) ; No = Plo + P2o + P3o
With the above definitions, it is easily seen that Xo, Y0, Z0, Lo, Mo and No are primarily proportional to
X, Y, Z, L, M, and N but there may be small contributions due to the others from interactions which
cannot be completely eliminated. We can express the relation between the outputs Xo, Y0, Z0, L0, Mo, No
and X, Y, Z, L, M and N by the following matrix.
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A typical term Czoz represents the out put Z0 = CN1o + N2o + N30) in milli volts/volt of excitation for a
unit load in the z direction. Similarly C,o, represents the output Mo = (2 N2o - CNlo + N3_,)) in miili
volts/volt of excitation for a unit moment N about z axis.
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During the calibration it was found that the outputs were quite linear with respect to applied loads and
moments and interaction effects were quite small. Some combination of loads were applied and from the
output, work back loads were computed and it was found that we could get the work back loads within
1%.
THIN THREE-COMPONENT DELTA WING BALANCE
Details of the thin three-component balance (reference 1) which was specially designed for this study
are shown in figure 7. This balance, having a thickness of only 2.5 mm, can be housed inside a model of
axial force flexures
26 P----_.,._r21 i 1 (0.5 thick)9 '. -"
• j I ' I
j _ for Ni,ond NZ
t 26 t
I
T:'- : _ "-3 ' : _I I
12oi _,,-'I_' 120]_ 50 i 35 "II--4 j'- T 7-dimensionsin mm
Figure 7. Details of thin three
component balance
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Figure 8. Details of a typical slab delta
wing model with lee-side body
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Figure 9. aerodynamic characteristics
with and without lee-side body
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thickness 4 mm though the delta wing thickness used in the present investigation was 8 mm (figure 8).
Aerodynamic data for wing alone and wing with different lee-side bodies could be obtained. The rear
axial force flexures were gauged to obtain a four-arm active bridge. The normal force and pitching
moment were measured as equivalent normal forces N1 and N2 acting at the two stations shown in the
figure (N_ force location is in front and N2 force location is at the rear). The location of the balance in the
delta wing was such that the 2/3 chord point, which is close to the centre of pressure for the delta wing
was located at the centre of the forward and rear axial force flexures, so that the axial force flexures are
not subjected to excessive twising moment. The balance was designed for a full normal force of 2 kg.
This low-load design enabled accurate measurement of forces at low incidences and allowed the balance to
be housed inside the delta wing. Therefore, incidence range of the test was restricted to about 12°.
It was found that the balance being flexible, second-order interaction terms in the balance calibration
was important and had to be considered. The linear and non-linear second-order calibration coefficients
were obtained by following the simple method of least squares given in reference 2. KnoWing the bridge
outputs, to determine N1, N2 and A an iterative technique was used. Converged values N_, N2 and A were
obtained in 4 or 5 iterations. To check the accuracy of the calibration, typical combinations of N_, N2 and
A were applied and from the outputs, the loads were calculated using the above iterative procedure. It
was found that the calculated loads were within 1% of the applied loads. During tests, incidence
correction due to deflection of the balance was applied.
Typical results and discussion
The present experiments were carried out in the 200 mm hypersonic tunnel of IISc at M=8.0.
Boundary layer trip was not used in these experiments. The Reynolds number based on chord was one
million. The boundary layer is therefore expected to be laminar.
Variation of the normal force coefficient C_ with incidence for the basic delta wing and for the wing
with the lee-side body is shown in figure 9. It may be pointed out that lee-side body goes into
aerodynamic shadow at an angle of 6.5 °. It is obvious from fgure 9a, that even at oc = 12°, which is well
beyond 6.5 °, CN for the delta wing with the lee-side body is lower than that for the delta wing alone by
about 8%. Of course, the interference is much higher at lower incidence. Variation of the pitching
moment Cm about 2/3 chord point with incidence is shown in figure 9b. As expected, Cm for the wing
with lee-side body is positive (nose up) at zero incidence and is opposite to that of the plain wing. The
large amount of interference due to the lee-side body is obvious from this figure also. The variation of the
axial force CA with incidence is, shown in figure 9c. Increased CA due to the lee-side body is clearly seen.
It is thus obvious that the claim made by some earlier workers that the lee-side balance housing body
has no effect once it is in the aerodynamic shadow of wing is not at all correct and without the special
balance, there is no way of getting proper data for delta wing alone at low incidences.
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THIN 6-COMPONENT DELTA WING BALANCE
Details of the Thin 6-Component Balance are shown in figure. 10. This balance is made of maraging
steel.. This balance was designed with the objective of measuring the effectiveness of trailing edge flaps on
delta wings. Therefore the design loads viz. N.F.=I0 kg and axial force = 8 kg, were higher than that for
the 3 component balance. Therefore the thickness of this balance was increased to 4mm Also, sufficient
width was necessary to form the side force $1 and $2 bridges. This increased thickness also helps in
improving the rigidity for the rolling moment. The rolling moment is measured by using the asymmetric
bending of the forward lateral beam. The arrangement for measuring N_, N2 and A is very similar to that
of the 3 component balance, but with the following modifications. The thickness of the flexures was
increased to 1ram. and the axial force flexures were located in between the N_ & S_ and N2 & $2 load
locations. This is expected to reduce the interaction on the axial force output due to normal and side
forces. In order to further reduce the interaction of the normal force and side force loads on axial bridge
output, the strain gauges forming the axial force bridge were located on both the flexures as shown, with
the hope, that opposite type of flexing of the two flexures due to either normal force or side force would
tend to cancel and reduce the interaction.
Here only pure loads were applied and it was found, that both direct and interaction outputs were all
very linear. Since facility for combined loading for 6-component balance was not available and since the
variation of output with load was linear for all cases, only a simple 6x6 matrix for linear coefficients which
can be directly inverted to get the loads was used. Here also some typical combinations of loads were
applied and the work back loads from the outputs was calculated. It was found that the work back loads
were within 1% of the applied loads.
+ AF zx N1 ra N2 ,k S1 <) $2 c, RM
A 8
-I: =l= _= =1= _-"
Figure l 0. Details of thin six-component balance.
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Model Details
Dimensional-details of the 76 ° sweep, 8 mm thick, delta wing model with trailing edge flaps are shown
in figure. 11. The arrangement for deflecting the flaps to any desired angle and clamping it in that position
is shown in figure 12. The rod on which the flap is clamped is prevented from rotating by the square head
located snugly in the corresponding recess in the main model. Note that the model design in this case is
also different from that shown in figure 7. In order to accomodate the flap, we cannot have a wide cut out
in the wing as was done for the model in conjunction with the 3 component balance. Therefore it is not
possible to introduce the 6-component balance from the back as was done in the case of the 3-component
balance. Therefore the cut-out in the model is shaped in such a manner that with the cut-out open, the 6-
component balance can be brought in from the top and fixed to the model. Afterwards, the cut-out is
covered by a cover plate and fixed by screws. In the case of the model used in conjuction with 3-
component balance, the cover plates were permanently glued to the model.
I
/ R-
I
A section AA
Figure 11. Details of slab delta wing
model with flaps.
Figure 12. Arrangement for deflecting
the flaps to desired angle
Results & discussion
The aerodynamic characteristics of this model at M=8.0 obtained in IISc hypersonic wind tunnel for
zero flap deflection, symmetric deflection of both flaps wind ward (tSf = +20 ° ), leeward (rr = -20°), and
antisymmetric, (rf = +_20°) are shown in figure 13. From this figure, the following inferences can be drawn.
The flap effectiveness increases with incidence for windward deflection, whereas its effectiveness decreases
rapidly with incidence for leeward deflection. The longitudinal characteristics with 6f = +_20°, as expected,
lies mid way between that for 5r = +20 ° and that for 5f = -20 °. The yawing moment and rolling moment
variation with incidence for antisymmetric deflection case of_f = + 20 ° is shown in figures 12d and 12e
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SPECIAL CAGE TYPE 5 COMPONENT BALANCE
A 5 component cage type balance to measure the normal force (NF), side force (SF) pitching moment
(PM), yawing moment (YM) and Rolling moment (RM), due to both aerodynamic and inertia forces,
acting on the rotating model mounted on the rotary Derivative Rig of the 14'x 9' low speed wind tunnel
has been designed. The loads for which the balance has been designed is given below.
NF=100kg, SF=50kg, PM=10kgm, YM=8kgm, RM=2kgm.
SECTION AA
Figure 14. Details of the 5 component cage type balance
The details of the balance are given in figure 14. To arrive at the dimensions of the elements of the cage
so that the output of the strain gauge bridges measuring the various loads and moments are of the same
order, several interations were required. The special feature of the design lies in the fact, that though all
the elements of the cage gets stressed due to all the components, the bridge formation to measure the
various components are so made that, when properly located as per design, the bridges are sensitive to
their corresponding components and not to the other components. This becomes obvious from figure 15,
where the direction of positive loads and moments, the gauge locations and bridge formation for various
components, the type of stresses introduced in the arms of each of the bridges for all the components are
shown. Therefore theoritically interactions have to be negligible. However, due to errors in gauge
locations, same amount of interactions were noticed duing calibration, but they were found to be small.
Both the direct and interaction outputs were found to be quite linear.
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NOVEL BELLOW TYPE BALANCE FOR WATER TUNNEL
Complete details regarding this balance are covered in another paper being presented in this conference
(reference 3). Therefore, only the main features would be touched upon.
Since water proofing of strain gauges of the balance for water tunnel application did not work and since
the size of the balance did not permit using encapsulated water proof gauges, it was thought the balance
could be covered with a flexible rubber bellow as shown in figure 16, and the hole at the rear end through
which the wires are led out is sealed so that the gauges do not come into contact with the water. If the
space between the bellow and balance contains trapped air, then as the ambient pressure outside the
balance is varied in the water tunnel, the following problems arise. If the ambient pressure is lower than
the initial pressure of the trapped air, then, the bellow bulges and touches the model in which it is mounted.
If the ambient pressure is higher than the initial trapped pressure of the air, then the bellow collapses and
may interfere with the functioning of the balance, particularly for axial force measurement. Apart from
these problems, the difference between the inside equillibrium pressure reached and the ambient pressure
results in an axial force on the balance which can be of the same order of magnitude as the axial force due
to hydrodynamic load. Also one needs to measure both the trapped air pressure and the outside ambient
pressure to account for this axial force.
Rubber bellow Metollc support cover
0il Gloncl pockin 9
'wo chonnels for filling oil
Model end Sting _nd
Figure 16. Novel bellow type balance for water tunnel
To overcome these problems, a novel idea of filling up the space between the balance and the bellow
with insuitig transformer oil was thought off Note that, since the bellow is flexible and filling it with fluid
would end to make the bellow sag, support covers as shown in figure 16 are used to limit this sagging. It
was found that these covers do not interfere with the measuring system. Because of nearly incompressible
nature of the liquid, the pressure inside will be nearly equal to that of the ambient and no significant
bulging or collapsing of the bellow would occur. It was found that, unless all the dissolved gases in the oil
was removed before it was filled into the cavity between the bellow and balance, the difference in the
pressure between inside and ambient was not small enough to be neglected. However, if proper care is
taken in removing the dissolved gases, the pressure difference was negligible and the correspondig axial
force output was less than 0.5%, being worst when the ambient conditions went to vacuum conditions of
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0.2 bar absolute. The balance output can be calibrated against the ambient pressure and perhaps, even this
small effect can be taken into account. A balance using this concept has been successfully developed. As
already stated more details of this balance are given in reference 3.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Many special balances to meet the varied requirement of special tests have been successfully designed,
and developed indigenously, at the Department of Aerospace Engineering, Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore.
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NASA LaRC STRAIN GAGE BALANCE DESIGNCONCEPTS
Ray D. R.hew
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia
ABSTRACT
The NASA Langley Research Center (I.aRC) has been designing strain-gage
balances for more than fifty years. These balances have been utilized in Langley's wind
tunnels, which span over a wide variety of aerodynamic test regimes, as well as other
ground based test facilities and in space flight applications. As a result, the designs
encompass a large array of sizes, loads, and environmental effects. Currently Langley has
more than 300 balances available for its researchers. This paper will focus on the design
concepts for internal sting mounted strain-gage balances. However, these techniques can
be applied to all force measurement design applications. Strain-gage balance concepts
that have been developed over the years including material selection, sting, model
interfaces, measuring sections, fabrication, strain-gaging and calibration will be
discussed.
BACKGROUND
A strain-gage balance is: a transducer used to measure the aerodynamic loads
encountered by a wind tunnel model during a wind tunnel test. Figure 1 is a schematic of
a typical strain-gage balance installation within a wind tunnel model. There are six
degrees of freedom that the balance has to measure and they are depicted in figure 1 with
LaRC's naming and sign convention. Although the balance's task to measure these six
degrees of freedom appears simplistic, it has proven to be one of the more challenging
transducer development technology areas. In addition, as the emphasis increases on
improving aerodynamic performance of all types of air and spacecraft the demand for
improved balances is at the forefront. This is due to the balances fundamental purpose: as
the most important and critical measurement (coupled with angle-of-attack) used to
determine the performance of a model undergoing aerodynamic characterization.
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Figure 1. Strain-gage balance location in a wind tunnel model
LaRC's long history as a leader in the aerodynamic community has been in part
due to its commitment to high quality transducers. Without quality instrumentation a
wind tunnel test result will not be very useful. Therefore, due to its importance in
aerodynamic testing results, LaRC has been designing balances and related sensors and
test equipment for many years. The earliest balances were constructed out of multiple
pieces of material and bolted, screwed and sometimes welded together in order to provide
the measurement of six degrees of freedom necessary to characterize a test article. Figure
2 displays one of LaRC's earliest internal strain-gage balances. These multi-piece designs
were state-of-the-art at the time, based on design and manufacturing techniques available,
but were susceptible to problems such as hysteresis and zero shift as a result of "slop" or
movement of the jointed regions. Figure 3 is a depiction of hysteresis and zero shifts that
occurs during calibration of a balance.
Figure 2. LaRC's First Internal Balance
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Figure 3. Example of Hysteresis and Zero Shift
One major change in the design of strain-gage balances at LaRC was the
incorporation of electrical discharge machining (EDM) into the manufacturing process.
This machining technique (circa 1958) allowed balance design to be a single piece of
material that greatly reduced the hysteresis and zero shift issues of multi-piece designs.
This is the same philosophy employed by our balance design engineers today of utilizing
a single piece of material or monolithic design at all times for a quality balance.
Additional background information that has shaped the development of balances
at LaRC is the environmental parameters imposed by LaRC test facilities, mainly
temperature and load capacity. The major facilities at LaRC that are used for force testing
have balance temperature ranges from -250°F to +250°F. In addition, the range of
balance sizes is from 0.3 in to 4.5 in. in diameter with load capacities from 1 pound to
12,000 pounds of normal force. Although many of these facilities have tests that require
special balances such as flow through types for powered model testing, this paper will
focus on typical internal balances.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most important practices of LaRC's research staff, that is highly
recommended by the balance group, is to match as closely as possible the expected loads
of a test with the full scale loads of the balance. This will ensure that the maximum
resolution of the instrument is obtained. Therefore, the best results from a test program
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will be attained from designing a balance for each particular test regime such as
performance or stability and control (two balances).
As discussed in the background section, the philosophy of our balance engineers is to
design the balance from a single piece of material. This is the starting point of the design
and the remainder of the information is provided by the researcher preparing for a test
program, or possibly by a balance engineer investigating a new design concept. Listed
below are the parameters required for designing a new balance.
1. Expected loads in all six degrees of freedom
2. Location of the balance within the model
3. Maximum balance dimensions (typically given in diameter and length)
4. Environmental parameters (temperature, pressure, moisture conditions, dynamics,
possible exposure to airflow or corrosive substances)
5. Interface requirements within the model (metric end of the balance) and to the
support structure (non-metric end of the balance)
6. Required accuracy and resolution
7. Electrical interfaces available (data signal)
8. Data acquisition system specifications
9. Data analysis software specifications
10. Special set-up and checkout equipment
Once this information is provided the actual design can begin. The initial task is to
review past designs and utilize a balance design of similar specifications. From here the
balance design engineers at LaRC utilize custom software to iterate through the design
and converge to the best solution. This software is based upon textbook mechanics of
solids as well as LaRC developed analysis methods. Finite element analysis is beginning
to be evaluated as a tool to possibly help in the areas ofreducing stress concentration
factors, improving thermal characteristics and optimizing the design. Reviews of the
design are held with the balance group, researcher, and all personnel involved in the
production of the balance to ensure a quality and timely product. The following sections
will discuss in more detail the process, and technical attributes of designing LaRC strain-
gage balances. Figures 4 and 5 are pictures of two LaRC balances with the main features
labeled.
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MATERIAL SELECTION
LaRC balances are fabricated from a select group of materials. They must exhibit
"transducer quality" characteristics. Based on supplier generated test data and our own
research programs the following materials are utilized for I_aRC balances with the
majority coming from the first three selections.
1. 17-4 PH or 15-5 PH stainless steel (H925; Rc = 40-42)
2. C-200 18% Ni maraging steel (H900; cryogenic applications; Rc = 41-45)
3. C-300 18% Ni maraging steel (H900; high capacity applications; Re = 52-55)
4. 2024-T4 Aluminum
5. 7075-T6 Aluminum
6. Beryllium Copper (Be-Cu) (extreme temperature applications)
The material selection is typically determined at the outset of the balance design.
Reviewing past designs and performing a few very simple diameter to load calculations
the strength, toughness and hence the material required for the balance can be selected.
However, there are times when some detailed analyses must be performed before final
selection when a more ductile lower strength material is preferred.
Other considerations must be given to the selection process such as the environment
(moisture, corrosive substances .... ). In addition, strain-gage application and interaction
with the material under load and test conditions must be thoroughly evaluated.
STING AND MODEL INTERFACES
The typical sting (non-metric or ground-side) interface for LaRC balances is a
tapered cylinder (taper). The advantage of this design is its ease of installation especially
if the model is required to be assembled to the balance prior to insertion into the sting. In
addition, to the taper joint securing feature, all of these joints incorporate either a double-
nut or set screw configuration for added security. The double-nut is used as the standard
and set screws are employed on balances that are either: 1) too small or lack clearance for
a threaded section; or 2) are required to operate cryogenically where the stress
concentrations imposed by the threads are not acceptable. Also, a keyway is cut into the
taper for roll load reaction. Figure 6 shows the typical configuration of tapered sting end
attachments for LaRC balances. The maximum diameter of the tapers range from 0.3125
inches to 5.0 inches.
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Figure 6. Balance taper (all tapers are linch/foot)
There are some disadvantages of the tapered sting-end attachments such as
difficulty to machine to rigid specifications and maintain due to wear and high load
requirements. Due to the recent increased demand on minimizing motion between
balance joints, the tapered keyway design is limited. One characteristic that limits its
ability to minimize roll motion is the fact that it requires some clearance for assembly
because it is a sliding fit. Also, roll motion is very difficult to control when the largest
securing factor is the key that is beating on a small area.
Difficulties associated with these tapered sting-end attachments have led LaRC to
utilize other methods when geometry of the balance/sting interface allows. One type is a
flange fit that requires a larger diameter. The majority of semi-span balances utilize this
attachment method on both the sting or support structure and model side. These joints are
easier to machine, maintain and in some instance easier to assemble. Other interface
designs are constantly being researched. However, implementation is a difficult aspect
because of the large inventory of balances and stings.
Model interfaces are typically cylindrical fits with a location securing interference
fit dowel pin. The model to balance connection is the most critical within the wind tunnel
test because this fit determines the axes of the loads to be measured relative to the
balance axis. If the balance is not aligned properly and the misalignment is not accounted
for, errors will be present. This type of interface has the advantage of providing almost no
motion between the balance and model (when properly machined and assembled). A
modification of this design is the LaRC front-end expander. The front-end expander
provides the same cylindrical fit but with a more adaptable design. By expanding a sleeve
on the balance front-end to fit the model bore, an easier installation is provided. This
expander front-end is not used for cryogenic applications or with high load to diameter
ratios for performance purposes. Figure 7 shows a typical expander front-end fit design.
The sizes of the expander front ends range from 0.625 to 3.1 inches.
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Figure 7. Typical expander front-end
There are some difficulties associated with these designs. Machining is very
critical in the areas of roundness and cylindricity as well as true position of the dowel
hole. Assembly is critical, can cause wear and requires a detailed procedure. In
conclusion, alternative methods are being researched and designs such as the flange-type
mentioned above are utilized when possible.
MEASURING SECTIONS
The measuring sections are strain-gaged areas of the balance that have been
optimized for a given balance design based on the full scale load of the balance. There
are typically three sections, one for measuring axial force and two for measuring the
other five components. A typical NTF balance is shown in figure 8 with the measuring
sections labeled. Classical strength of materials and internally generated analysis
techniques are utilized to optimize the design of the balance measuring sections. Finite
element analysis is being evaluated for use in final optimization and in some cases may
be utilized for thermal predictions. The target design criteria is 1 to 1.5 milliVolts output
voltage per Volt of input or excitation voltage. The equation below shows how this
output voltage translates into strain (or stress) on the balance. Therefore, an iterative
process is performed to produce this magnitude of strain-gage output while maintaining a
safe level of strain on the balance when all six components of load are applied
simultaneously. The ultimate goal is to produce a balance that contains strain gages
strategically located that are sensitive to the desired measurement and insensitive to all
others. This is achieved through design and proper strain-gage location as well as bridge
wiring techniques.
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Strain = I Bridge Output Voltage (Volts)
( Bridge Input Voltage IVotts/*Gage Factor of strain gagest
Note: This is/or a four-arm active strain-gage Wheatstone bridge configuration
The axial section design is centered on producing a target output voltage to assure
adequate measurement resoiution while minimizing interaction effects (outputs from the
axial strain-gage bridge caused by the other five componentsi. The features noted in
figure 8 are the measuring beam (axial slotted-T beam) which is the strain-gaged beam,
and the flex beams. This configuration provides the following benefits and many more: 1 )
Locates the measuring beam as close to the centerline of the balance as possible to
minimize moment loading effects: 2) Utilizes the slotted configuration to provide a
single bending beam effect and reduce the beams strain due to a normal force loading: 3)
Reduces the loads transferred to the measuring beam by having flex beams on either side
for support.
Figure 8. NASA LaRC NTF Balance Measuring Sections
The cage sections take on many different configurations based on the loads to be
measured and the ratios of the six components. Figure 9 shows some various designs
optimized for the loadings listed. The same philosophy for the axial section holds for
these sections, that sensitivity is maximized while interactions are minimized. The typical
cross sections of the beams are rectangular. However, notched beams as well as stress
riser beams are employed to increase sensitivity when necessary. Other techniques are
considered during the design such as stiffening end shoulders which transition the beams
to other section of the balance (the model or sting attachment sectionst to minimize
nonlineraities.
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Figure 9. Cage Sections
FABRICATION
The fabrication of LaRC balances is a delicate process requiring high precision and
patience. Since the balance is constructed from a single piece of material, it is a series
process that relies heavily on the Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) technique
(reference 1) and can be separated into the following phases.
• The material certification phase is used to certify the material and ensure it does not
contain voids over a pre-determined size for fatigue and fracture requirements. The
material undergoes a material certification and an ultrasonic inspection, which is
detailed in NASA TM 84625.
• The preliminary machining phase consists of conventional machine shop operations
such as turning, milling and grinding. An in process quality assurance (QA)
inspection is completed on the balance prior to sending it to step 3, heat treatment, to
ensure proper sizing before proceeding.
• The heat treatment phase involves heat treating the material to vendor specifications
as listed in the material selection chart. A heat treat certification is issued as well as a
hardness test (performed utilizing the Rockwell C scale).
• The final phase of machining is in the EDM process. This consists of wire and plunge
type EDM machines. The wire is utilized as much as possible in cutting flats and
through holes (typically in the cage sections and on the outline of the axial section).
Figure 10 shows a balance in the plunge EDM. Tolerances for the measuring beams
are on the order of 0.0005 inches to 0.0002 inches. Therefore, this machining process
is very time consuming and critical. The method of either the wire or plunge EDM
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requires multiple stages of machining to maintain the tight tolerances and to minimize
the EDM effects on the material which are known to reduce the fatigue life.
Consequently. there are typically three phases of cutting with the EDM. One is called
rough, which gets within approximately 0.050 in of the final dimensions and is
performed with the machine in a fast cut mode. The final two steps are called
finishing which are performed at much lower cut rates for control as stated above.
in the QA phase, inspections are performed to tolerances in the range of 0.0002
inches, which require specialized measurement tools and procedures to ensure the
measurements are performed correctly. The combination of a coordinate measuring
machine (CMM). precision height gages, bore gages, ring, plug and taper gages are
typically utilized. This is the final check before proceeding to strain-gaging and is
critical for evaluating the final product. A report of aetual dimensions verses designed
is generated and any deviations noted for review. An internal LaRC document titled
"Standardized Model Support System Assembly" lists typical manufacturing fit
tolerances and prrcedures for inspections.
Figure 10. Balance in "plunge type" EDM Machine
Strain-Gaging
Once the balance has completed the final QA inspection it moves into strain-
gaging. This step in the production of a balance is very critical to the final performance.
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Due to the attention to detail required, usually an experienced technician is required (>5
years experience in transducer quality gaging).
The strain-gaging or wiring diagram, which details the strain-gage layout on the
balance, is reviewed by the engineer and strain-gage technician for any possible
improvements. The balance undergoes a complete microscopic examination for sharp
edges, surface imperfections, and any other areas that may influence the gaging
procedures. Reference 2 details the gaging procedures utilized at NASA LaRC. Listed
below are typical strain-gages, adhesives, moisture protections and associated materials.
• Strain gages: C-891113-A or B (Micro-Measurements), 350 ohm gages
• Adhesive: M-BOND 610 (Micro-Measurements)
• Moisture Protection: GageCoat 8 (JP Technologies); M-COAT B (Micro-
Measurements)
• Solder: 361A (Micro-Measurements)
• Wire: stranded silver-clad copper wire with Teflon insulation (AWG#30 to 44)
• Temperature sensors: type J and T thermocouples, EL-700T (Hy-Cal) platinum
resistance temperature detectors
For harsh environments such as elevated temperatures or excessive moisture other
techniques are applied and detailed in reference 2.
Following the installation of the strain-gages, a QA inspection is performed to ensure
proper location and alignment. The strain-gages are then wired into a bridge
configuration as shown in figure 11.
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Thermal' /_
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Figure 11. Wheatstone bridge configuration
The bridges must be zero balanced within 0.4 mWV using Manganin wire to
offset the resistance difference between the gages. The balance bridges go through
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temperaturecompensationtominimizetheoutputdueto steadystatetemperature
changes.Nickel (andsilver-cladcopper)wire is placedin thebridge(seefigure 11) to
counteract the response of the bridge to temperature change in a constant load condition.
Figure 12 shows a typical temperature run for a balance to be used in a conventional
tunnel (80°F to 180°F to 80°F) and the accepted tolerance. Additional sensors are
installed on the balance as needed for monitoring temperature. A list of standard
temperature sensors is in the bullet list above. When possible, the lead wires are in
twisted pairs, signal and power, with a shield to ensure minimum interference and an
outer protective sleeving is installed that is nylon or fiberglass. Once the strain-gage
bridge wiring is completed, the balance is temperature cycled through its expected
operational temperature range plus 50°F where possible. This ensures that all of the
wiring has been relieved.
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Figure 12. Balance temperature compensation run (test)
Calibration
Balance calibration is the final major step before delivery to the customer. The
methods utilized are critical to characterizing the balance and the data is the only
deliverable other than the balance itself. The best calibration is achieved when the
balance is subjected to the same environmental conditions in the calibration laboratory as
the research facility or wind tunnel where the balance will be used. Currently the majority
of balances are calibrated at room temperature and to full scale balance loads. While this
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approach has been acceptable in the past, certain applications, such as cryogenic, have
required more in depth calibration at simulated tunnel conditions to improve accuracy.
This section will briefly discuss LaRC's current calibration techniques and touch on
future developments. References 3, 4, 5 and 6 discuss these techniques in more detail.
LaRC's traditional calibration approach is to use the 6x27 (matrix) second order iterative
math model (illustrated below) to characterize a balance.
Balance output (0) = kxaFs + kL2F A + kL3Mv + ...+ kt.6F v + ki.7Fr_^2+ kl.sF_FA + k_.gFNMy +
... k1._G^:
This equation is rearranged, for each component, to present the form utilized to convert
balance output to engineering units.
FN = (FN)u - (KL2FA + KL3Mv +...+ KI.6Fv + KI,FN^2 + KI.sFNFA + KLgFNMy +... KLzvFy^2)
or
Corrected Balance Load = Uncorrected Load (output*sensitivity) - X(interaction effects)
Where, FN is normal force, FA is axial force, My is pitching moment, and Fv is side force.
It is assumed that a balance has all of the possible first and second order
interaction terms prior to calibration. Therefore, the loading schedule is tailored around
this approach and contains 729 loading points with three proof loadings (2 three
component and one six component loading to verify the matrix generated from the
calibration data). The accuracy of the balance is determined by statistically analyzing
back calculated errors using two standard deviation as the result. The balances are
calibrated in manual dead weight stands (figure 13 displays a dead weight stand during
calibration). LaRC has a variety of stands ranging from a normal force capacity of 3,000
pounds to 20,000 pounds. All loadings are transferred to the balance through a double-
knife edge arrangement to minimize unwanted moments and to ensure accurate locations.
All applied moment loadings are generated using the long arm technique (whenever
possible) to minimize inaccuracies in the position of the load and isolate interaction
effects. After each loading, the balance is releveled before data is acquired. When a pure
gravity load can not be achieved, for example, loading normal force and side force
simultaneously, cable loads are applied (cable refers to what is used to transfer the load in
a plane perpendicular to gravity). Also, these cable loads are applied over a bell crank
(LaRC developed) as opposed to a pulley. The bell cranks minimize the frictional effects
that are commonly found in pulleys. The loading or calibration hardware such as fixtures,
moment arms and adapters are precision machined to state-of-the-art tolerances since this
equipment is used for ensuring proper balance performance.
Figure 13 is a typical balance calibration set-up. The data acquisition system is
made up primarily of a digital voltmeter with a custom written software operation system.
The results of a calibration are the sensitivities and interactions for all six components. In
some cases temperature loadings are performed to characterize the balance's behavior in
those environments. Resistive strip heaters and liquid nitrogen are utilized for varying
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balance temperature during calibration. Figure 13, is a cover sheet and interaction sheet
from the results of a balance calibration. The full report contains other balance related
information including all of the interaction terms.
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Figure 13. Balance dead weight stand calibration
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Figure 14. Calibration cover sheet example
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Figure 15. Calibration interaction sheet example
Recent advances in automatic balance calibration system technology have caused
LaRC to review these techniques in more detail. These systems allow balances to be
efficiently calibrated in the expected load and temperature environment of the wind
tunnel and thus provide the best calibration.
Summary
NASA LaRC strain-gage balance design concepts have been discussed from
initial balance request information to final calibration. All of these areas must be
considered during balance design to produce a state-of-the-art balance. However, once a
balance is delivered to the customer another process must be executed. This process
involves consultation, troubleshooting and maintenance to ensure the balance is used and
maintained properly. There are current projects underway or under review to make
technological advances in each of the disciplines covered.
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SUMMARY
A calibration system based on dead weight loads in a simple and relatively inexpensive calibration
rig was developed. Interactive software based on a graphical environment and running on a standard
low-cost PC plays a central role in this system. Off-the-shelf data acquisition hardware is utilised. The
system is intended for small balances with load ranges small enough to make manual handling of dead
weights practical.
The scheme used allows a full set of second-order interference terms. To account for possible
rollover errors, unsigned first order (absolute value) terms are included, as are some third order terms
to improve the handling of main non-linearity. This leads to a maximum of 39 calibration coefficients
for each component. Not all of these are of significance in all cases, and individual coefficients can be
disabled by the operator. Attention is paid to ergonomics in the user interface (visual and logical
clarity, support for correct procedures, autodocumentation). Due to the nature of the platform software,
it is easy to integrate auxiliary measurement and control functions (such as the control and
measurement of attitude angles in tunnel tests).
INTRODUCTION
An internal six-component balance is typically a relatively slender highly stressed structure.
Deformation changes the balance geometry and will introduce relatively strong higher-order
interactions between the individual components. For good accuracy the mathematical model of the
balance must include second-order calibration coefficients - and possibly even higher order terms. To
determine these the calibration must incorporate a relatively large number of combined loads.
This is easily accomplished with a computer-controlled calibration machine typically used by
larger wind runnel laboratories. Such a machine is, however quite expensive, and may not be
affordable for a small laboratory with one or a few small tunnels. Then the remaining options are to
buy a calibration service from a laboratory equipped with a suitable calibration machine or to resort to
traditional dead weight calibration. In every laboratory a certain calibration ability is desirable, as one
often wants to make a calibration check to verify that no calibration shifts have taken place e.g. due to
runnel start-up loads.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE BALANCE
A wind tunnel balance may be perceived as an array of analogue transducers. To interpret the
output signals of the balance it is necessary to calibrate them using known forces and moments. The
magnitudes of the forces or the moments are calculated from the geometry of the set-up. If the balance
behaves in a linear manner, the output signals would be
{u}=[A].{P}
where U is the signal vector (changes from the null level), A is a linear coefficient matrix (typically
6x6) and P is the load component vector. The coefficient matrix A is determined by the calibration.
Due to unavoidable signal errors in the calibration a least square method is applied to estimate the
coefficient matrix A.
The least square method is a linear estimation method, but it may be used also for the non-linear
estimation if a load combination vector is used instead of a pure load vector. For a balance with linear,
absolute, second order and third order terms this lead to a coefficient matrix with 39 coefficients for
each component. For a non-linear 6-component balance the equation (1) turns into/1/
{u} -- [z].{p}+ [c].[o]
(6xl) (6x6)(6xl) (6x33)(33xl)
(2)
where L is the linear part of the A-matrix (first 6 rows), G is the non-linear part of the A-matrix and Q
is the non-linear load combination vector.
In wind tunnel tests the signals U are measured and the loads are determined by solving the
system of equations in (I) or (2). For a linear balance the solution is
{e}--[A]-'-{u} (3)
For the non-linear balance it is not possible to solve the system of equations analytically for the
components of P, because the same components form the non-linear Q-vector. Therefore an iterative
method of successive substitutions is applied. In this method a linear approximation is first calculated.
That approximation is then corrected by the non-linear terms calculated in the previous iteration step.
Rearranging the equation (2), we get the iterative equation system
{P}n = [L]-I { U } -[L]-I[G][Q]rt-1 (4)
The first part of the equation (4) is the linear balance approximation. The non-linear load vector Qn-1
is calculated in the previous iteration step using Pn-1. The iteration converges rapidly.
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HARDWARE AND PLATFORM SOFTWARE
The Calibration Rig
The calibration rig used in this work was designed by Rollab of Sweden. For simplicity, all loads
are vertical, except for axial load. The loading procedure is described by Fristedt/2/. All components,
again except axial force, can be loaded in one direction by direct application of dead weights without
the use of pulleys. Negative loads are obtained by rolling the balance 180 degrees. Side force and
yawing moment loading is effected by turning the balance 90 ° and 270 ° for positive and negative
loading. Other roll angles will give any combination of normal force and side force. This scheme
maximises simplicity and minimises loss of accuracy due to pulley friction. Some limitations are
inherent in this scheme:
- pure moment loads are not possible, a moment load is always accompanied by a normal force
or side force.
- the weight of the calibration model (dummy) can not be balanced out and is therefore always
present as a tare load.
The dummy model is kept horizontal by means of tilting the support sting to compensate for
bending of the balance, twist is compensated by the use of the roll angle mechanism. These angle
adjustments will affect the height of the balance, thus the axial force pulleys are adjustable in height to
maintain load system orthogonality.
Data Acquisition Hardware
Since a low-cost calibration and measurement system was the goal of the work, a PC-based
measurement system was a natural choice. The LabVIEW (National Instruments) measurement
software had been successfully used earlier for other projects. Based on this experience LabVIEW was
considered very suitable for the present task. A single supplier for both the hardware and software
components was desirable in order to minimise the interface problems. Thus the measurement
hardware (data acquisition card and signal conditioning equipment) was procured from the same
vendor.
In a this PC-based measurement system a data acquisition card is the heart of the system. This
alone could be used to measure the balance signals. However, to minimise electrical noise, external
pre-amplifiers are employed. The complete hardware set-up is shown in Figure 1.
Platform Software
The sting balance software is created by using a graphic programming language LabVIEW. As a
program development environment LabVIEW differs from traditional computer languages like C or
FORTRAN in one important respect. Conventional programming languages are text-based;
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applications are created by writing blocks of code. The blocks are then compiled and linked together.
LabVIEW is based on a graphical programming language and the programs are created in the form of a
wire diagram. The code behind the diagram and its symbols is transparent to the programmer/user, but
it is compiled and linked by the environment just like any conventional source code
Programming problems are solved by expressing the relations and actions using graphical
symbols. Little programming experience is needed. LabVIEW also has efficient program development
tools for debugging etc. Many libraries of functions and subroutines for most programming tasks, e.g.
for data acquisition, data analysis and data presentation are included. An example of a LabVIEW-
program is shown in Figure 2.
LabVIEW programs are called virtual instruments (VIs) because their appearance and operation
imitate actual instruments, like meters or analysers. VIs are analogous to the functions in conventional
programming languages. VIs have both an interactive user interface and a source code equivalent, a
wire diagram.
The interactive user interface is called a front panel because it simulates the panel of a physical
instrument. Knobs, push-buttons, graphs and other controls and indicators can be included in the front
panel. Each VI receives instructions/data from other VIs as defined by the wire diagram which
describes the solution to the programming problem in a graphical form. VIs are hierarchical and
modular so it is possible to create a VI inside another VI (subVI). The subVI accepts parameters from
higher level VIs. Thus, the programming problem can be divided into several tasks, which can further
be divided into subtasks until the problem is built up from simple subtasks. Due to modularity the
efficiency of the development process increases, and since any VI can be executed alone, the
debugging becomes much easier.
STING BALANCE SOFTWARE
The Sting Balance Software is used to calibrate and use internal bending-beam wind tunnel
balances. They can have from 2 to 6 load components (degrees of freedom). The Sting Balance
Software consists of five main programs:
1. Rig Loading Program
2. Data Limiting Program
3. Matrix Calculation Program
4. Data Reduction & Matrix Checking Program
5. Wind Tunnel Measuring Program for the Balance.
The programs 1, 2, 3 and 4 are used for the calibration of the balance and programs 4 and 5 for the
wind tunnel measurement.
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Program Hierarchy
Figure 3 shows the program hierarchy and the flow of data between the program components. All
data exchange between the programs occurs via the input and output text files. By nature the programs
are interactive. However, for some data used to control calculations it turned out to be more practical to
store them in files made manually by the user.
First, the user calibrates the balance using the calibration rig and the Rig Loading Program. The
Rig Loading Program is designed for the calibration rig CAR015 by Rollab, or equivalent. This
program saves the load data and the corresponding balance signals into an ASCII-file called the
calibration load file. This file can be viewed with a text editor or a spreadsheet program.
Next, the calibration load file is read by the Matrix Calculation Program. This program calculates
calibration matrices for the balance. The program uses the least square method to determine up to 39
calibration coefficients per balance component. These include linear, absolute linear, second order and
third order terms. This program also calculates and inverts the linear matrix, which may be used to
make a first approximation of a linear balance.
The calibration matrices are then read into the Data Reduction & Matrix Checking Program. This
program also reads the calibration load file and calculates the loads from the signals in the calibration
matrices. These calculated loads are compared to the original loads and an error report is created. In the
case of a linear balance, the calculation is a straightforward matrix multiplication. In the case of a non-
linear balance an iterative method must be used.
When the user is satisfied with the calibration, the balance is ready for the wind tunnel. The Wind
Tunnel Program measures the balance signals during the wind tunnel run. The measured values are
stored into a run file as raw voltages. The run file is then fed to the Data Reduction & Matrix Checking
Program, which converts the signals into forces and moments.
Rig Loading Program
The Rig Loading Program is used to produce a calibration data file. The most important aspect of
this program is that it should minimise human errors in the calibration. It is important to be able to
monitor the balance signals during the measurement. The program should be easy to use and provide
means to detect obvious errors and to correct them.
There are two main sources of human errors in the calibration. One is the possibility to record
loads in the calibration file different from those hanging on the rig. The chance to make this kind of
mistake is minimised by the use of an interface with an appearance as similar as possible to the
physical rig (see Figure 4). The calibration weights are identified by Weight ID-numbers, which are
printed on each weight. The selection of the weights is made from a Weight ID Menu (a pre-stored
table) upon which forces and moments are calculated by the program. Thus it is not necessary to type
the exact weight into the computer eliminating clerical mistakes.
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The second type of human error is failure to re-align the balance or the axial load pulleys after a
load change. The weights are hanging from the dummy model on the balance, and the model should be
exactly level in order to have the loads acting on the balance as intended. The program reminds the
user of levelling the balance, but it has no means to verify this was actually done.
A beam type balance loaded with dead weights is very sensitive to vibrations. It is essential to
know the level of fluctuation in the signal before any average is calculated from it. Therefore, a panel
showing the fluctuation level of the signals is needed in the program (see Figure 5). Swinging load
pans cause a low frequency fluctuation of the balance signals. The fluctuation due to swinging weights
can be significant even if the movement is not readily visible. Using the signal panel it is possible to
minimise the fluctuation in the acceptable level before recording the data. The recorded values are
averages over the certain time period, typically 15 seconds.
The calibration is accomplished by loading the balance from the zero load up to a maximum range
load of one or more components. Several loads are recorded between zero and maximum. These points
(including zero and maximum values) make one half-sweep. When one half-sweep is ready, it is
viewed against the loads (Figure 6). A well-made balance should be fairly linear and any large
deviations from linearity implies an error; either a wrong load recording or a bad signal measurement.
This kind of large errors can be detected here and removed from the data before storing to the
calibration data file.
It is not possible to see a complete sweep (consisting of a positive and a negative half-sweep) in
the program, because only a half-sweep is recorded in one loading sequence. The checking of the
complete sweep (roll-over errors, non-symmetries over the zero) can be done e.g. in a spreadsheet
program. This is straight forward since the calibration data file is stored in an ASCII-text file.
Data Limiting Program
The calibration load file can be manipulated before the Matrix Calculation Program. If it is known
prior a wind tunnel run that a only limited part of the balance load envelope will be used, a limited
calibration matrix may be calculated. Before the matrix calculation, the signals and loads greater than a
given limit load are sorted out from the file. A matrix made from the limited calibration data may have
better accuracy for the small loads than the matrix which is calculated from the full data.
Matrix Calculation Program
This program is used together with the Data Reduction & Matrix Checking Program to form a
calibration matrix and a calibration report. The Matrix Calculation Program calculates the coefficient
matrix A using the least square method. The more redundant the data the higher accuracy is gained
with the matrix. This program also inverts the linear part of the A-matrix to make a B-matrix for a
linear balance approximation. This approximation may be used when some results are required before
the whole calibration work is done.
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The calculation of the matrices is controlled by control files. The program can calculate the
matrices for a balances with 2 to 6 components and 2 to 39 calibration coefficients per component.
Sometimes a smaller set of coefficients than the maximum number of 39 is required. The calculation is
controlled by a special matrix called the Balance Effect Matrix (BEM). This matrix tells the program
whether a certain coefficient or component is active or not. Inactive coefficients are set to zero. This
allows the user to choose the set of coefficients he wants to use.
Data Reduction & Matrix Checking Program
The Data Reduction & Matrix Checking Program is used to check the calibration result and for
reduction of balance data from wind tunnel tests. When the calibration checking mode is utilised, the
program prints an error report for the calibration. All measured load cases used in the calibration are
checked against the loads calculated from the corresponding signals using the calibration matrix. The
report lists a comparison table and statistics to depicting the overall accuracy of the balance and the
calibration matrix. An example of the statistics is shown in Table 1.
In the wind tunnel data reduction mode the input to this program is the run file, which includes all
the signals measured during the run. The Data Reduction Program converts the balance signals to
forces and moments. It may also convert the other signals measured during the run according to their
calibration functions (e.g. thermocouple or pressure transducer readings). The conversion to
aerodynamic coefficients may also be included in this program.
Wind Tunnel Measuring Program
The whole measurement chain is calibrated as a whole. Therefore the same hardware (cables,
preamplifiers etc.) and data files must be used in the wind tunnel to measure the balance signals as was
used to construct the calibration matrix.
The use of the programs may differ for different type of the wind tunnels. For a blow-down wind
tunnel it is necessary to use a high data acquisition rate. Usually it is not practical to make any
calculations during the run. The conversion of the signals to forces and moments is iterative and takes
some time. It may also prove necessary to limit the amount of data shown on the computer screen in
real time.
For a continuous-run wind tunnel, and especially for low-speed tunnels, it may be more important
to see some results in real time (or pseudo-real time). This leads to a slower data acquisition rate and to
the balance calculations during the run. The current work was directed primarily towards blow-down
tunnel measurements. Run time performance of the programs has not been tested.
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Conclusions
A calibration system based on dead weight loads in a simple and relatively inexpensive
calibration rig was developed. Manual dead weight loading is practical only for relatively small
balances. Universities and other operators of small wind tunnels with only occasional need for
balance calibration often find dedicated calibration machines too expensive and do not require
the greater productivity associated with such machines. Dead weight calibration is a viable option
for such operators.
Modem low-cost PC:s, associated data acquisition accessories and advanced programming tools
have been utilised in this work to make the calibration task as simple and easy as possible. Calibration
verification and readout procedures are important parts of a calibration system.
The scheme used allows a full set of second-order interference terms. To account for possible
rollover errors, unsigned first order (absolute value) terms are included, as are some third order terms
to improve the handling of main non-linearity. This leads to a maximum of 39 calibration coefficients
for each component. Not all of these are of significance in all cases, and individual coefficients can be
disabled by the operator. Recalculation of the calibration matrix takes only seconds on an up-to-date
PC; thus it is easy to experiment with different coefficient sets to find a good one for a particular test.
The software for the system was implemented in LabVIEW - a special measurement oriented
graphical programming environment. In the system the computer screen acts as a control panel for the
task in progress. Due to the nature of the platform software, it is easy to integrate auxiliary
measurement and control functions (such as the control and measurement of attitude angles in tunnel
tests).
.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 1. Statistics of the Test Results for the RoUab I6B 116 Balance
The calibration data includes 950 x 6 signals and loads. The error-% is the absolute difference
between the measured and the calculated load divided by the nominal load of the
component.The distribution of the absolute error%s:
From To
0,00 0,10
0,10 0,20
0,20 0,30
0,30 0,40
0,40 0,50
0,50 0,60
0,60 0,70
0,70 0,80
0,80 0,90
0,90 1,00
1,00 1,10
1,10 1,50
1,50 2,00
2,00 100,00
Times Times(%) Cumulative Cumulative(%)
4135 72,47 4135 72,47
897 15,72 5032 88,19
294 5,15 5326 93,34
128 2,24 5454 95,58
86 1,51 5540 97,09
44 0,77 5584 97,86
18 0,32 5602 98,18
23 0,40 5625 98,58
15 0,26 5640 98,84
7 0,12 5647 98,97
6 0,11 5653 99,07
40 0,70 5693 99,77
10 0,18 5703 99,95
3 0,05 5706 100,00
The maximum error is -2,04 in the load case 694, component C.
(_ Pentium PC
(_ Data Acquisition Card
(_ Shielded Cable
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@ Terminal Blocks
(_ Signals from balance __ k___Anal_Digital signal
® ®
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Figure 1. A schematic view of the hardware components of the data acquisition system.
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@Figure 2. An example of the LabVIEW code and the user interface panel.
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Figure 3. The Sting Balance Software general lay.out and data flow. The input and
output _es _ _s O _o_ .l
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Figure 4. Weight selection panel for the Rig Loading Program.
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Figure 5. Signal monitoring panel for the Rig Loading Program.
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Figure 6. Error detecting and sweep acceptance panel for the Rig Loading Program.
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DEVELOPMENT OF BFH SERIES STRAIN GAGES
Gu Xingruo Hu Jinqing
China Aerodynamics Research and Development Center
Mianyang, Sichuan ,P.R.of China
S_ARY
BFH-series strain gages are specially developed for wind tunnel strain gage balances. It can be
cured without being pressed so as to easy the operation of strain gage installation on wind tunnel
balance.
This article concentrates on some techniques in the development of BFH-series strain gages, the
test result and the application. The test results include the appraisal opinions and the dynamic
calibration situations of balances with BFH-series strain gages being used. All that has reached the
expected development goal.
INTRODUCTION
The structure of wind tunnel strain gage balance is considerably complex and small. As to the
resistance strain gage--sensing element of strain gage balance, miniaturization and easy installation
are required. The difficult is that the curing of common strain gage is required being pressed. To meet
the requirements of foil strain gage used in balances, BFH-series foil strain gages cured without
pressing have been developed and they are mainly used for wind tunnel balances in CARDC.
SELECTION OF RAW MATERIALS
The factors effecting quality and characteristics of foil strain gage mainly have two kinds. One is
the raw materials of strain gage element such as sensitive grid, base and adhesive. The other is the
materials such as formwork, photoetching glue and corrodent used in processing technology. The
high quality strain gage can not be produced unless these materials are selected properly.
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Sensitive Grid
Constant alloy is selected as the material of sensitive grid of BFH-series strain gages. Its
temperature coefficient of resistance is very small, and the coefficient value covers a wide range from
negative to positive through different process of heat treatment. Its machinability of photoetching is
good also. Therefore it is an excellent material of sensitive grid of the strain gage used in conventional
temperature.
Base
The base of BFI-I-series strain gages is made of adhesive called JP-M. JP-M is a solvent adhesive
of phenolic-eposy type with cyclohexanone. BFH-series strain gages need only "finger pressing" at
installing, and can be cured without being pressed. It has good self-adhesive ability so that it can used
as adhesive of BFH-series strain gages after diluting also. Its other characteristics are small
mechanical hystersis and creep, excellent forming foil performance, and low toxicity.
JP-M's curing requirement is kept 2 hours in constant temperature at 80, 140 and 170 "C ,
respectively. The recommended heating rate from room temperature to 170 "(2 is 3 "C per minute.
Photoetching Glue
The positive photoresist called BP-212 is used as photoetching glue of BFH-series strain gages.
The advantages are high distingushablity, smooth patter line after being developed, and thorough
removing glue easily, as well as being able to use a harmless alkalinity solution as developer.
Corrodent
The quality of corrosion may effect the long-term stability of strain gage, and the different
corrodent directly effects the corrosion quality. The solution of ferric chloride is used as corrodent of
BFH-series strain gages• The advantages are fast corrosion rate and no corrosion phenomenon for
photoetching glue, as well as low transverse corroding rate.
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Main Technical Measures
Surface Preparation of Foil Material
There are oil, organism, ash and moisture on the surface of the foil material. The cleaning and
surface treatment of foil are first important step in strain gage production.
The new cleaning technology and abrading treatment are put into use in development of BFH-
series strain gages. After that the peel strength between foil and base is more than 0.6N / cm:. The
sensitive grid of strain gage has no come unglued and its performance is stable through the
verification of consequent photoetching and corrosion processing.
Positive Photoetching Technique
The key to photoetching technique of BP-212 is how to control thickness and uniformity of the
glue layer, and the exposure time should be properly prolonged.
Etch Technology
Two ferric chloride solutions of different density are used for etching. The key here is to hold the
temperature and etching time of the corrodent.
Resistance Adjustment
The resistance of a batch strain gages produced scatter always. However, the resistance of strain
gages used in same Whetstone bridge must be of less difference. The method combining mechanical
way and chemical one is used in adjusting resistance's, which makes the difference less than + 0.05
f2.
Protection of Surface Adhesive
For assuring the sensitive grid of strain gage being adhered to the base firmly, there are two
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methods. One is surface treatment of the foil material before coating adhesive as mentioned above so
as to increase adhesion between them. The other is that a surface adhesive is coated on the surface of
strain gage made and making cure treatment, the sensitive grid is adhered to base depending on the
adhesion between adhesive.
The surface adhesive of BAH-series strain gages is same as base adhesive, it is appliedsoon after
diluting.
Pre-Screen for Temperature
The foil material bought is annealing state with large dispersity of temperature coefficient of
resistance. BFI-I-series strain gages must be screened for temperature, the temperature curve of each
strain gage is drawn, then the strain gages with same temperature regularity are matchedto compose
a Whetstone bridge.
Strict Quality Check
BFI-I-series strain gages are made checking at all levels before being used. The checking consists
of primary election, inspection of the weld spot and resistance, as well as self-testing by user.
TEST RESULT
Appraisal
Two samples of BFH-series strain gages have been tested by Shenyang Instrument Technology
Institute--national appraisal department. The test reports recognize that BFH-series strain gages are
products of grade A according to China Nation Standard of (( Resistance Strain Gauge ))
(GB/T13992-92). The test results are shown in Table 1.
Test Installed on Balance
The performance of strain gages used in balance is not only related to the quality of the strain
gages themselves, but also the state of the balance or wind tunnel. To measure performance three
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samples of BFH-series strain gages are installed on four balances during trial-producing. The results
are shown in Table 2.
The zero-load drift of the balances are measured at room temperature. The maximum value is
31aV in 30 minutes, this value is corresponding to 0.02% of maximum output volt at the design load
of that balance.
The thermal drift of the balances are measured in a oven. When no compensation, the maximum
value of thermal drift is 0.051.tV per volt per degree Centigrade, this is corresponding to 0.035% of
maximum output volt at the design load of that balance during working temperature.
After static calibration attaining qualified data three of these balances are calibrated dynamically
in M=l.2 and 2.0, respectively. The standard deviations of thermal drift of aerodynamic coefficients
are shown in Table 3. As to the axial force aerodynamic coefficient, one of the balances is 0.0001 in 5
minutes, the other is 0.00005 in 50 seconds.
Balance 2N6-28A and 2N6-28B have been dynamically calibrated for two periods to test long-
term stability of BFH-series strain gages, both the periods last for nine months. The tests
show that both of aerodynamic derivative curves are almost the same, which means the BFH-series
strain gages possesses excellent long-term stability. And furthermore the curves are almost the same
comparing with the curves achieved by applying other kinds of strain gages, which are shown in
Figure 1-3. There are a translation between the curves in Figure 1 and a crossing in Figure 2, which
are respectively result from the modifying error for attack angle and the measuring error for reference
center position, according to the analysis in Reference 2.
All of these measurement data meet the needs of China Nation Standards of (( Specifications of
Force-Test Precision for High and Low Speed Wind Tunnels )) (GJB1061-91) and (( Specification
for Wind Tunnel Strata Gage Balances )) (GJB2244-94).
APPLICATION
The specifications of BFH-series strain gages are listed in Table 4. They can be changed
according to user's requirements. The photograph of BFH-series strain gages is shown in Figure 4.
BFH-series strain gages have been put into batch production. They are not only applied on inside
and outside balances in CARDC, but also a few foreign ones. Until now BFH-series strain gages have
already applied on more than 100 balances.
The application result indicates the utilization factor of BFH-series strain gages in use have
reached more than 90%, and the success rate of one time installation is 100%.
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Table1. Test Report of BFH-series Strain Gages
Characteristics Explanation Samples
3FI.-I350-3AA
Tested
BFH350-4AA
Resistance Deviation ± % 0.2g 0.27 0.5
of Nominal Value
Gage Factor ± % 0.5 0.6 1
Mcchamcal Hystersis
Creep
SWain Limit
IsolationResistance
Transverse Sensitivity
Ratio
Scattering
for Average Value
at Room Temperature
1 Hour
at Room Temperature
at Room Temperature
at Room Temperature
at Room Temperature
at Room or Extreme
Operating Temperature
Deviation
for Average Value
Target of Grade A
Defined GB/T13992-92
}is/m 2.1 1 3
wJm 2.3 2.6 3
}m/m 2 x 104 2 x 104 2 _ 104
Mr2 104 104 104
±%
1.2 1.3 0.5
Fatigue Life 107
+0.g - -1.1Base Thickness
107
+0.7 - -0.6
Number of
Cycles
10 7
Table 2.
Balanos
Mark No. Y
1N5-14 1
IN3-1gA 0
IN3-18B 0
2N6-2gA 3
2N6-2gB 0
Zero and Thermal Drift of Balances Applied BFH-Series Strain Gages
Zero Drift[ _uV/3Omin]
Mz X Mx Z My
0 - 0 1 2
1 0 - - -
1 1 - - -
0 1 1 0 2
3 1 1 1 1
Thermal Drift [/_v/'u/L-']
Y Mz X Mx Z My
0.15 0.35 - 0.10 0.17 0.0g
0.16 0.53 -.20 - - -
0.01 0.1g 0.13 - - -
0.38 0.37 0.38 0.03 0.33 0.05
0.04 0.45 0.09 0.13 0.22 0.13
Table 3. Thermal drift of Balances Applied BFH-Series Strain Gages
During D]'namic Calibration Under Room Temperature
Balance
Mark No.
IN5-14
IN3-18A
2N6-2gA
Condition
M=2.0 a=12 °
v =30 ° 5 minutes
M=I.2 a ='4°
50 seconds
O cy
0.0004
0.0005
0.0001
0.0003
Slandard Deviation of Thermal Drift
0.0003
0.0001
0.0001
0.00007
O" c_t
0.0001
0.00005
0.00005
O' a_t
0
0.00006
0.0002
0.00005
0.00007
_ my
0.0001
0.00002
0.00006
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Table 4. BFH-Series Foil Strain Gages
Designation
BFH200-1AA
Resistance
[Ohms]
200
BFH350-1AA 350
BFH200-1.2AA 200
BFH300-1.2AA 300
BFH150-2AA
BFH300-2AA
BFH200-3AA
BFH300-3AA
BFH350-3AA
BFt-I600-3AA
150
300
2OO
3O0
BFH350-4AA
BFH600-4AA 600
BFH350-6AA 350
350
600
350
BFH600-6AA 600
BFH1000-6AA 1000
BFH150-0.9HA 150
BFH250-0.9HA
BFH300-1.4HA
BFH500-1.4HA
BFH250-2HA
BFH400-2HA
250
300
500
250
400
Sensitive Grid [mini
L W
1 0.8
1 0.8
1.2 1
1.2 1
2 1
2 1
3 2
3 2
3 2
3 2
4 2.5
4 2.5
6 4.2
6 4.2
6 4.2
0.9 2
0.9 2
1.4 6
1.4 6
2 4.2
2 4.2
Base Dimension [ram]
L W
3 1.5
3 1.5
3 2
3 2
4 4
4 .4
6 3
6 3
6 3
6 3
7 4
7 4
10 6
10 6
10 6
2.5 2.5
2.5 2.5
4 7
4 7
6 6
6 6
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Figure 4. The photograph of BFH-Series Strain Gages.
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Strain Gauge Balance Calibration And Data Reduction
at NASA Langley Research Center
A. T. (Judy) Ferris
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA
Abstract
This paper will cover the standard force balance calibration and data reduction techniques used at
Langley Research Center. It will cover balance axes definition, balance type, calibration
instrumentation, traceability of standards to NIST, calibration loading procedures, balance calibration
mathematical model, calibration data reduction techniques, balance accuracy reporting, and calibration
frequency.
Balance Axes
The balance coordinate systems used for force and moment measurement at LaRC are defined as shown
in Figure 1. The balance coordinate axes usually coincide with the body axes of the wind tunnel model.
Axial
drag
Yaw
Side
Roll
fNormal
lift
Pitch
Figure 1 - Balance Axes
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Balance Type
All LaRC internal strain-gage balances are custom designed to meet the load ranges, physical size,
thermal environment, and accuracy requirements for given research projects. LaRC balance design
philosophy is to use single piece construction techniques whenever possible. Multiple piece
construction is used only in unique cases such as flow-through balances. I.aRC often calibrates and uses
multi-piece "Task/Able" type balances furnished by private industrial customers. LaRC also currently
operates three external-balance systems and has several side-wall (semi-span) balances. Most LaRC
balances are of the direct-reading type. To accommodate better thermal compensation some balances
are gaged in such a manner that they require that bridge outputs must be summed and differenced.
These balances are used in extreme thermal conditions such as the cryogenic environment at the
National Transonic Facility (NTF).
All LaRC balances employ modulus-compensated transducer-quality strain-gages. Where extreme
thermal environments are anticipated, an apparent-strain gage-matching technique patented by LaRC
is used. Thermal compensation is provided by pure nickel wire placed in each balance bridge circuit to
reduce temperature effects on the bridge output to less than 0.005% FS/°F. Balance temperatures and
gradients are measured by means of thermocouples or RTD'S. These temperature measurements allow
linear corrections to be applied for thermal sensitivity shifts and second-order corrections for apparent
strain. Three types of mechanical model-to-balance attachments are employed; namely, diameter fits,
expandable diameter fits, and flange fits. Mechanical balance-to-ground attachments include tapered
fits, diameter fits, and flange fits.
Calibration Instrumentation
Balances are calibrated in an environmentaUy-controlled calibration laboratory. The calibration data are
acquired using a Hewlett-Packard 3457A Digital Multimeter with ten-channel multiplexer, Option
44492. For a typical balance 5 mV full-scale output, the meter range is set to 30 mV, with an accuracy
specification of 0.004% of reading + 3.65 gV. The multiplexer thermal offset specification is less than
3 gV. The data is transferred to a micro-computer (PC) using an IEEE 488 interface. For each of the
six balance channels the data acquisition software acquires 50 readings at approximately 30 samples
per second. To prevent corruption of the balance data by any swinging motion of the applied weights,
the peak-to-peak variations of the fifty readings are monitored. If the total variation is less than +_20 laV
the 50 readings are averaged; if the variation is out of tolerance, an additional fifty readings are taken
on every channel and the tolerance check is repeated. If the second check fails, the calibration operator
is alerted by the program to steady the weights and repeat the data point. Typically, the overall
repeatability of the instrumentation system averaged over 50 data points is about 1 gVolt. LaRC
employs a single 5 volt DC supply to power all six balance bridges. The input voltage leads for the six
bridges are paralleled at the taper (aft end) of the balance. The input voltage is monitored for each data
point. The six balance outputs are normalized to a nominal 5.000 V input voltage. The data is displayed,
printed, and then stored on magnetic media for later data reduction.
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Traceability of Standards to NIST
All of LaRC balance calibrations are performed using dead weight loadings. The laboratory calibration
weights are checked and maintained within tolerance at least every two years. Two different weight
calibration procedures are employed depending on the magnitudes of the weights. Dead weights in
excess of 1,000 pounds are calibrated against Interface Gold Standard Load Cells which have overall
accuracies of better than 0.01% FS (typically 0.006% nonlinearity and 0.002%
hysteresis.) Every five years the load cells, and the associated power supplies and digital read-out
instrumentation are sent to NIST for recalibration. Dead weights less than 1,000 pounds are calibrated
on electronic scales (models Metier PC4400, Metier H51, A&-D 60, or Metier PC30.) These scales are
maintained annually in the calibration laboratory with Tromner Class M and Class S mass standards.
Only trained calibration technicians have access to these mass standards which are calibrated by NIST
every five years.
Calibration Loading Procedures
The loading procedure for the LaRC full calibration is designed to fully determine both first and second
order interactions. The procedure includes the application of all six primary loads and all two-load
combinations. There are 82 loading sequences of nine loading steps each, as given in Table 1. For each
sequence, loadings are applied in four equal increments to full scale and are then decremented to zero.
Assorted custom designed hardware is are used for balance calibration. The calibration equipment
includes a calibration block or fixture, knife edges, symmetrical moment arms, weight hangers, and
precision levels for simple gravity loadings; cables, knife edge pivoting bell cranks, and associated cable
alignment equipment for the orthogonal loadings. The loading fixture, affixed to the balance metric end,
is precision bored and ground to allow the use of its four orthogonal faces for balance releveling. The
precision levels are Spectron electrolytic levels with a repeatability specification of 6 arc seconds. The
fixture has longitudinal knife edge grooves and a screw/dowel pattern at the moment center of each face
for the attachment of the moment arms. Double knife edges enable the load application point to be
accurately placed to within 0.0005 inch. The orthogonal loads are applied through the use of double
knife edges and a cable over a "frictionless" bell crank to a weight hanger. The alignment of the cable
for orthogonal loads is obtained by first applying a gravity loading and recording the balance output on
all components. The same load is then applied, and an iterative cable alignment is performed until the
dead weight output is duplicated on all components, indicating that the load is now orthogonal as it was
during the gravity loading. This alignment is maintained through the use of a transit and light rig to
ensure that the load is kept orthogonal to the balance during the incremental loading sequence.
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Figure 2. Multicomponent Loading
Balance Calibration Mathematical Model
The term "calibration mathematical model" used at LaRC denotes the multivariate polynomial which
represents the functional relationship between the applied loads and die observed strain-gage bridge
output voltages of the aerodynamic balance. The form of the polynomial model is specified by the
following:
1) The physical parameters selected as independent and dependent variables including
forces and moments, and output voltages;
2) The order (degree) of the polynomial;
3) The interaction terms, including quadratic terms and cross-product terms;
4) The rectangular array of muitivariate polynomial coefficients ordered into a matrix format,
typically 6 x 27; and
5) The direction of the model, i.e., the choice of independent and dependent variables.
The traditional forward model, used at LaRC, characterizes the true physical process in which the
independent variables, i.e., the applied loads, produce strains within the balance measuring beams,
which in turn manifest voltage variations in the corresponding bonded strain-gagebridges, thereby
producing the observed dependent variables, i.e., the output voltages, which vary as functions of applied
loads. The forward model has been also designated as the iterative model. Computation of the applied
loads corresponding to the observed voltage outputs requires iterative inversion of the system of
nonlinear multivariate polynomial equations.
The forward mathematical model used at LaRC is a second order muitivariate polynomial function f
of the six force-moment components including six linear terms, six quadratic terms, and 15 cross terms.
The coefficients of these terms are established by the calibration procedure described in Section G
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entitled "Calibration Data Reduction Techniques." Function f is continuous everywhere with continuous
partial derivatives. A theorem from advanced calculus shows that a unique inverse function f' does exist
in some open region R about the solution, provided that the Jacobian matrix of f is nonsingular.
Moreover, f' is also continuous with continuous partial derivatives in region R. One cannot find, in
general, a closed-form algebraic expression for f' in terms of radicals or elementary functions.
Calibration Data Reduction Techniques
The loading procedure of LaRC balances allows data reduction to be performed by grouping the
loadings to break out the data necessary to compute each sensitivity and interaction. There are 27
groupings which are arranged into sets of sensitivities, linear interactions, quadraticterms, and cross
terms respectively. For each grouping, the corresponding coefficient for each component is obtained
by second-order least-squares estimation. In most instances the interactions are linear and the initial
loads do not adversely affect the computation of the interaction. However, corrections for initial loads
are made on the quadratic interactions. The resultant 6 by 27 matrix of coefficients is normalized with
respect to the corresponding full scale loads of each component and a standard format print-out and
standard format electronic data file is made and stored for the users of force balances at LaRC. The
calibration data reduction computations are performed on personal computers.
Balance Accuracy Reporting Method
The calibration of wind tunnel balances at LaRC is a lengthy and labor-intensive process requiring
fixture leveling, cable alignment, and dead weight application at each of 738 loading steps. The first
description of strain gage balance calibration methods at LaRC was reported in 1956, followed by a
refinement of these methods reported in 1964. These two reports described the rationale for including
all first and second order interaction coefficients for accurate balance characterization and devised a
comprehensive calibration procedure to individually estimate each of the coefficients. This calibration
procedure was also valuable in identifying error sources in balance design, strain gage installation, and
inaccurate calibration load application. The 1964 reference also presents a scalar iterative data reduction
method, which was upgraded by a more efficient muitivariable iterative matrix technique in 1972.
The concept of proof loadings in which multiple loads are simultaneously applied was reported in the
1956 report as a means to verify balance accuracy. The overall accuracy of the balance was cited in the
1964 reference as the worst-case error among all components from the proof loadings. In 1993 an
alternative method for reporting balance accuracy was developed which cites the accuracy of each of
the six balance components. Each accuracy term is computed as two standard deviations of the residuals
of all the 738 loading obtained during the calibration, expressed as a percentage of the full-scale load
of the corresponding component. A sample error plot is included in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Error Plot
An effort is underway at LaRC to develop a new technique to ascertain the uncertainties of the
forces and moments measured by the balance. This technique is an enhanced improvement over the
existing procedure in which accuracies were cited as percentages of the full scale loads. It allows
error bands to be quoted for each computed force and moment as functions of the actual
measurands. The new method has been verified using data obtained from calibration.
LaRC maintains an active balance inventory of over 250 internal strain-gage balances. A two-year
calibration update is recommended by the force measurement group. However, complete calibrations
are lengthy and labor intensive, and it is not feasible to recalibrate each balance every two years. The
frequency of calibration at LaRC is based on the balance usage rate and the needs of the researchers.
Frequently used balances are recalibrated on a two-year calibration update cycle. Other balances are
recalibrated at user request. Balances are also be recalibrated at the discretion of the .staff of the force
measurement group as the calibration schedule permits. All new balances receive full calibration. A full
calibration consists of the application of 738 dead weight loads in two categories: primary and
secondary loadings over all six components to establish the balance sensitivity and interaction
coefficients. The calibration coefficients are next validated by application of 123 proof loadings with
three to six components loaded simultaneously at 50% and FS levels. Users are furnished a calibration
report detailing the balance specifications, wiring codes, calibration coefficients, accuracies, deflections,
and other pertinent data. Update recalibrations, which include primary component loadings only, are
conducted routinely following the complete calibration.
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CODE
Table 1
PRECISION DEADWEIGHT CALIBRATION LOADING SCHEDULE
(LOADING ORDER IS TYPICAL BUT NOT REQUIRED)
LOADING AT EACH CODE IS IN 1/4 FULL SCALE INCREMENTS
TO FULL SCALE AND BACK DOWN TO ZERO LOAD
PRIMARY LOAD AUXILIARY AUXILIARY AUXILIARY
#1 #2 #3
I0 AXIAL
20 NORMAL
30 PITCH NORMAL
1030 - PITCH NORMAL
1040 - ROLL NORMAL
40 ROLL NORMAL
50 -NORMAL
1060 - PITCH -NORMAL
60 PITCH -NORMAL
70 ROLL -NORMAL
1070 - ROLL -NORMAL
80 SIDE
90 YAW SIDE
1090 - YAW SIDE
i00 - SIDE
IIi0 - YAW - SIDE
II0 YAW - SIDE
120 ROLL - SIDE
1120 - ROLL - SIDE
130 ROLL - SIDE
1130 - ROLL - SIDE
1140 - YAW ROLL
140 YAW ROLL
1150 - YAW - ROLL
150 YAW - ROLL
1160 - YAW - SIDE
160 YAW - SIDE
170 YAW SIDE
1170 - YAW SIDE
1180 - ROLL SIDE
180 ROLL SIDE
1190 - ROLL SIDE
190 ROLL SIDE
200 YAW ROLL
1200 - YAW ROLL
210 YAW - ROLL
1210 - YAW - ROLL
220 PITCH NORMAL
1220 - PITCH NORMAL
1230 - ROLL NORMAL
230 ROLL NORMAL
240 PITCH ROLL
1240 - PITCH ROLL
250 PITCH - ROLL
1250 - PITCH - ROLL
1260 - PITCH -NORMAL
- SIDE
- SIDE
- SIDE
- SIDE
SIDE
SIDE
SIDE
SIDE
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
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Table 1 (Cont)
60 PITCH -NORMAL
270 ROLL -NORMAL
1270 - ROLL -NORMAL
1280 - PITCH ROLL -NORMAL
280 PITCH ROLL -NORMAL
1290 - PITCH - ROLL -NORMAL
290 PITCH - ROLL -NORMAL
1300 - PITCH AXIAL -NORMAL
300 PITCH AXIAL -NORMAL
310 ROLL AXIAL -NORMAL
1310 - ROLL AXIAL -NORMAL
320 -NORMAL AXIAL
330 NORMAL AXIAL
340 PITCH AXIAL NORMAL
1340 - PITCH AXIAL NORMAL
1350 - ROLL AXIAL NORMAL
350 ROLL AXIAL NORMAL
360 SIDE AXIAL
370 YAW AXIAL SIDE
1370 - YAW AXIAL SIDE
1380 - YAW AXIAL - SIDE
380 YAW AXIAL - SIDE
390 - SIDE AXIAL
400 NORMAL SIDE
420 NORMAL YAW SIDE
430 PITCH SIDE NORMAL
1430 - PITCH SIDE NORMAL
440 PITCH YAW SIDE
1440 - PITCH YAW SIDE
460 -NORMAL SIDE
470 -NORMAL YAW SIDE
1490 - PITCH SIDE -NORMAL
490 PITCH SIDE -NORMAL
1510 - PITCH YAW SIDE
510 PITCH YAW SIDE
i010 - AXIAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
-NORMAL
-NORMAL
Table 1. Calibration Loading Schedule
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AN INVESTIGATION ON TEMPERATURE EFFECTS OF STRAIN GAUGE BALANCES FOR
CONVENTIONAL HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Liu Wei
China Aerodynamics Research and Development Center
Mianyang, shichuan, P.R of China
ABSTRACT
In hypersonic wind tunnels, it is needed to heat the air in the upstream of the nozzle so as to
avoid air condensation. When Mach number increases,the heated air temperature increases rapidly. In
the (0.5m hypersonic wind tunnel, the stagnation temperature in the settling chamber is up to 800
"(2 at Mach number 10. Therefore, the temperature effects of balance on test results can't be
ignoredduring 60 - 200 seconds' running time.
This paper gave a brief introduction to the performance of balances in hypersonic wind tunnels.
It mainly analyzed the factors causing temperature effects of balances in the (0.5m hypersonic wind
tunnel and introduced the temperature characteristics calibration equipment, temperature
compensation methods and the relevant results.
INTRODUCTION
In the factors affecting static and dynamic performance index of balances, the balance
temperature effect is an important factor. Since the settling chamber temperature is up to 800 "12 at
Mach number 5,6,7,8,9,10 in the ( 0.5m conventional hypersonic wind tunnel of CARDC, if we don't
take effective heat-prevention measures and good temperature compensation to balances, the
temperature effects of balances will be several or more than ten times static calibration errors, even do
damage to the strain gauges.
To the characteristics of the hypersonic wind tunnel, we relief temperature effects of balances
mainly from two sides. One is to take effective heat-prevention measure and choose the strain gauge
with good temperature characteristics; the other is to make compensation for balance measurement
electric bridges so as to make performance of balances meet requirements of the hypersonic wind
tunnel testing.
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HEAT-PREVENTION OF THE BALANCE
In the ( 0.5m hypersonic wind tunnel, according to heat-prevention ways, we can divide balances
into two types, water cooled internal balances and medium temperature internal balances.
The water cooled internal balance makes water cooling and heat insulation to balance
components using water cooling and heat insulation devices. Its structural drawing and components
are shown in Fig. 1.
Alter water cooling and heat insulation is taken to the balance by the device, we can control the
temperature on balance components within 60 "C. Therefore, we may use normal temperature strain
gauge for this kind of balance.
The medium temperature internal balance chooses the medium temperature strain gauge with the
working temperature range reaching 150 _. In the meantime, we use fine insulating material to make
a nearly closed heat insulation system on balance components so as to make the balance measurement
bridge keep in a working condition with relatively stable and well-distributed temperature field.
consequently, when Math number is 10, the total temperature of settling chamber is 800 "C, and the
running time is nearly 100 seconds, the temperature on balance components is
kept in the range of working temperature of strain gauges. The medium temperature balance
structural drawing is shown in Fig.2.
Although above two types of balances take different heat insulation to balance components,
there will be still some changes on temperature of balance components. The former type may be
changed tens of degrees, while the latter may be changed even one hundred degrees. If we don't take
the measures such as temperature compensation etc. the measurement bridge will still produce bigger
temperature effects.
FACTORS CAUSING BALANCE TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
According to the result analysis of ground tests and wind tunnel tests, there are many reasons
causing balance temperature effects. Its main factors are shown in Fig.3. Several measure reducing
balance temperature effects:
E) Shorten the running time of test. As we know, the longer the running time of test is, the
higher the temperature of balance becomes. Consequently, projection mechanism and test techniques
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in continuos angle-of-attack changing are used in many hypersonic wind tunnels to shorten the
running time of test effectively and reduce temperature effects of balance.
O Design the balance rationally, eliminate heat structure deformation, and reduce temperature
gradient of balance.
O Choose high-quality strain gauges. Choose foil of strain gauge rationally, coefficient ot g
and dispersing degree need to be small, I_ g and I_ s should be close, meanwhile, choose basis
material, binding agents and wire reasonably, use correct parameter of paste treatment technology.
® Strengthen cooling (heat insulation) effect. Use different forms to make cooling and heat
insulation to balance components, let balance measuring system be in a working condition with
relatively small temperature variation and relatively well-distributed temperature field.
E) Make temperature compensation. Use computer or series "Critesistor" with bigger
resistance temperature coefficient in the measuring line to reduce or eliminate temperature effects of
balances.
TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS CALIBRATION
AND TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION
Temperature Characteristics Calibration
Since the temperature characteristics of balance for hypersonic wind tunnel is one of the
important indexes of this kind of balances, it is an important work content how to make the balance
have good temperature characteristics, make them be calibrated correctly, and have reliablesupports
for temperature compensation and aerodynamic tests.
In (0.5m hypersonic wind tunnel, we developed special high and low temperature calibration
device of wind tunnel balance. The temperature range of the device is from -40 "(2 to+25 "C
temperature fluctuation is equal to or less than 1 'I2. Meanwhile, we install multi-component loading
system in the test chamber to make loading calibration to balance components on any temperature
point in the range of temperature. As this device can increase or decrease temperature rapidly in a
wide range, and simulate temperature variation and force-acting in the wind tunnel test as soon as
possible, it is possible to correctly measure temperature characteristics of balance components under
different temperature conditions, and give curves or function relationship between thermal output and
temperature so that we can make more correct compensation or correction for balance components.
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Temperature Compensation
There are two general ways of temperature compensation. One way is to input the temperature
characteristics of balance to computer. In wind tunnel testing, revise output signal of balance
according to temperature variation ofthermocouples on the balance. The second way is to use
"thermosensitive resistor" to make temperature compensation. The second one is widely used in
many wind tunnels because it is effective, simple and convenient. The following is mainly to introduce
ways and results of using "thermosensitive resistor" to make temperature compensation
in (0.5m hypersonic wind tunnel..
Compensation for Variation Resistance Value in Measuring Circuit
Suppose that temperature variation of former electric bridge is (T _, thermal output of electric
bridge is (U. It is possible to determine the position of compensation resistance in the bridge circuit
according to positive or negative sign of output signals. The functional relationship of compensation
resistance Rp with thermal output:
Rp = 4Rg • AU (1)
ctp oUeAT
Actually Rp is a little different from evaluation. This is mainly because of dispersing degree and
nonlinearity of resistance temperature coefficient and welding, which often needs microadjustment.
Use adjustable minitype temperature compensation wires and paste them on nonforce-acting
surface near strain gauge, and make compensation wire temperature and strain gauge temperature the
same. It is possible to make one-way graded microadjustment to resistance value RP of compensation
wire according to test results in the ground test.
Table 1 lists maximum thermal output of each component around the ground temperature
compensation when the bridges of a medium temperature balance are in actual bridge voltage. The air
temperature in calibrated chamber is from room temperature to 150 "C,while the temperature of
balance elements is from room temperature to 130 "C. Table 2 lists maximum dynamic temperature
effect deviation of each bridge of another medium temperature balance.
Compensation for Variation of Sensitivity Coefficient of Measurement Bridge
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As we known, elastic modules E of component material of strain gauge balance in general wind
tunnel decreases as the temperature increases, making output signal of balance increase while the load
is the same. Nevertheless, sensitivity coefficient K of strain gauge also decreases slightly as the
temperature increases, making output signal decrease a little. In most circumstances, (EJE-(K/K>0. A
simple but common method is taken in (0.5m hypersonic wind tunnel, which is that
eries"thermosensitive resistor" in the charging line of measurement bridge can make actual power
supply of electric bridge change with the different variations of temperature to keep the output signal
unchangeable.
The compensated "thermosensitive resistor" can be calculated by the following formula:
Rg o (AE / E- &K / K)
Rm= [aM + (AE / E - AK / K)] (2)
where: R=-compensated resistance value;
tx= --temperature coefficient of compensate resistance;
&E/E--variation per degree of balance material E;
AK/K--variation per degree of sensitivity K of strain gauges.
During the actual operation, compensated resistance is divided into two parts, which were
compensated symmetrically at the voltage input ends of the electric bridge. They were made into
structure in the form of strain gauge, and pasted on non-measurement surface near the elastic
elements, keeping them in the same temperature with the strain gauge.
Table 3 lists sensitivity variation of longitudinal components of two balances vs temperature
variation, in which, 5N6-24A balance does not make elastic modules compensation, but C-5N6-24A1
balance does.
CONCLUSION
Balance temperature effect in hypersonic wind tunnel is an important factor affecting accuracy of
force-measuring test. There were many reasons causing balance temperature effects. Therefore, to
relief the balance temperature effects needs multiple routes. Only by this can we keep its effects
lowest. However, on the ground, we can't completely simulate the thermal effects of balance and
there existed uncertain factors in the wind tunnel test, so balance temperature effects can't be
eliminated completely. Some work is still in research. For example, compensation of temperature
gradient effects for small-scale balance at large temperature gradient is still more difficult. Therefore,
the further development of balances of hypersonic wind tunnel is still an important task of ours in the
future.
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Table 1. Maximum thermal out mt of D-5N6-20A balance
Bridge Name MI M2 M3 M4 Xt X2 Mxl Mx2
Before Compensation 0.110 0.148 0.024 0.066 0.170 0.116 0.042 0.031
After Compensation 0.005 0.017 0.009 0.008 0.024 0.025 0.018 0.007
Table 2. Maximum Dynamic Temperature Deviations
of C-5N6-24A1 Balance
Mach Number and Stagnation Y Mz X Mx Z My
temperature
M=7, To=330 "C 0.01 0.17 0.04 0.10 0.03 0.19
M=8, To=480 "C 0.19 0.17 0.16 0.10 0.05 0.12
M=9, To=590 "C 0.01 0.03 0 0 0.05 0.04
M=10, To=800 "C 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.10 0 0.04
Table 3. Coefficients Variation with Temperature
Unit : N or N.m/mV/V
Name of Balance
5N6-24A
(not ompensated)
C-6N6-24A1
(compensated)
Components
T=20 "C
Coeffici
ent
Relative
Deviation
Y 511.8 -
Mz 38.76 -
Mx 9.630
503.5
38.15
219.6
R.D
(%)
-1.62
9.633
T=120 '12
Coe.
498.6
-1.57 37.75 -2.61
R-D
(%)
-2.58
+0.03 9.649
Y 219.2 +0.18 219.3 +0.05
Mz 5.543 - 5.540 -0.05 5.538 -0.09
X1 556.5 - 555.6 -0.16 555.4 -0.20
X.2 1111.6 - 1110.3 -0.12 1111.2 -0.04
+0.20
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1. water cooling/insulation cover; 2. balance component;
3. bellows; 4. cooling/insulation adapter;
5. sting 6. cooling water tube.
Figure 1. Structural Drawing of Water Cooled Internal Balance.
1. Insulation pad; 2. component insulation cover;
3. balance component; 4. Insulation ring;
5. sting; 6. sting insulation cover;
7. cooling cover; 8. cooling water tube.
Figure 2. Structural Drawing of Medium Temperature Balance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The quality of most wind tunnel tests depends directly on the
quality of the balances and other experimental dynamometric
elements. In this paper, there is not enough room to review in
detml all the techniques and know-how acquired at ONERA over
the years, not only in its research laboratory, but also throughout
a long expenence, sanctioned by a mass of test data using many
different balances. The most important principles we have
developed are now general knowledge, and can be found in many
published papers. The authors he_ have placed their emphasis
on synthesizing this knowledge, sometimes in a somewhat
didactic form, especially as far as the structural and mastery of
the thermal effects are concerned. As manufacturers" requests
for accuracy are always increasing [I ], especially as concerns
the drag count (I x 10-_), the balance definition and the
manufacturing techniques have changed, drawing from benefits
of powerful design optimization systems (CAD and finite
elements), of the quality of commercially available components.
and of the development of methods for selecting and associating
these components.
The mastery of thermal effects, which already appeared to be a
major quality factor for conventional wind tunnels, is now an
unavoidable one for cryogenic wind runnels, for certain tests
involving hot jet simulations or requiring supply of hot
compressed air to the model, and to some extent it is unavoidable
for hot hypersonic blowdown wind tunnel tests as well. For
balances subjected to dynarmc forces, the latest developments
concern the use of semiconductor gages and inertial effect
correction techniques.
The major progress made in wind tunnel model powerplant
simulations, with nacelles to wing integration for civil aircraft
and afierbody optimization for military aircraft, and so forth,
has required the use of compressed air decoupling devices with
the balances, along with the corresponding exhaust devices for
turboprop simulators. These devices are placed in a balance
bypass configuration, and must induce no mechanical nor
thermomechanical effects that would deteriorate the precision
of the instruments. This is a new technology that had to he
developed and fully managed.
Many other parameters, which may just crop up from time to
time in the discussion, have an effect on the measurement quality
and user's satisfaction with the wind tunnel balances. These are
the moisture protection; balance locking devices so that work
can be done safely on the model and for transport purposes; the
determination of stress levels under the gages to minimize creep
and hysteresis effects, and safety coefficients, including dynamic
stresses and monitoring methods. Calibration methods (which
are changing now with the emergence of automatic calibration
machines) and checking methods are also essential success
factors, as are the associated instrumentation (bridge supply
stability, amplification, filtering, and so forth), without
underestimating the importance of the test control methodology
itself.
2. DIFFERENT TYPES OF BALANCES
Force balances and transducers, which differ in their dimensions
and capacities and by the structure and/or extensometric
equipment, are commordy used in Onera's wind tunnels [2].
There is a total investment of some 100 instruments, including
the balances and their replacement units, available for the various
wind runnels and types of tests. Nearly all of them have been
designed and manufactured by ONERA, and ONERA also
provides balances for test facilities outside the organization.
The balances are generally considered in the following groups
and subgroups:
2.1. Sting Balances
These are mainly single piece structures, the central portion of
which is used for the drag measurement, and is finely machined
by electxo-erosion for the six-component balances (Fig. l, 2).
Exceptionally, the balance may consist of several parts, but which
are welded together by electronic beam welding (192 mm
balance, with a central passage for the compressed air supply,
Fig. 3).
Our own experience also includes a design with removable
dynaraoters (Able-Task type) for two balances, one of them being
230 mm in diameter (Fig. 4), for the SIMA tunnel. In our
opinion, this type of design is limited to _ large _ sting balances
because, when high acuracy is called for, the manufacturing
tolerances entailed at the level of the internal fittings are tight to
avoid zero pass-through and hysteresis effects, and because of
the difficulties in compensating the thermomechanical effects.
But this solution to the problem does have advantages, even for
small balances, for certain tests on missiles with highly elongated
fuselage, where the drag accuracy is not the main criterion. The
advantage it has over monoblock balances is its peripheral
attachment, which helps stiffen the model, and the fact that, for
a similar angular deformation at a given load, it reduces the risk
of contact at the bottom. This is because the deformations of
the non metric part are essentially internal to the balance.
For certainraremonoblock typebalances,thecentralportionis
removable,so that hedragcapacitycan be changed ifnccessary.
Thiswas initiallytriedasa means ofrepair(Fig.5).The results
wcrc satisfactory,and thecoming sharpdecreaseincalibration
costsindicatesthattheremay he some futureforthistype of
concept.
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The sting balances used for dynamic measurements (dynamic
stability studies) may bc of conventmnal design (forced
osc_llatlon_,}, or they may use crossed blades _for free
oscillations) The extensomemc equipment used for these may
be very sensmvc semiconductor gages reqmnng special bonding
procedures, wzth a silica deposit as base layer or a thin insulator,
and special glues These gages arc very sensitive to thermal
effects, but these effects do not disturb the dynamic
measurements (for slow temperature variations). This type of
gage can be used for the bnef, steady measurements in hypersonic
wind tunnels, because the intense thermal effects do not have
time to affect the balance. The balance equipment then includes
accelerometers for compensating the inertial effects that arise
during startup (F4 balance and results [3]).
ONERA's balances range in diameter from 8 to 250 mm: in lift
measurement capacity from 60 to 90.000 N; and in drag from
I00 to 17,000 N.
2.2. Plateau Balances
These are mostly balances consisting" of six dynamometers
assembled between two rind plates, ond of which is weighed
and the other not. Depending on how the dynamometers are
arranged, the interactions between the various force components
are variable; but the nonlinear interaction terms are small.
compared with the monobleck sting balances. The fact that the
decoupling between the dynamometers is good is also a factor
that lowers the thermal gradient sensitivity between the metric
and non metric parts.
The balance capacities are adapted by simply changing the
dynamometers. This change calls only for a calibration check
for the main interactions. For very large balances (F! wall), a
balance component is equipped with two different sensitivity
dynamometers, the most sensitive one being locked in the high-
capacity range (Fig. 6-7).
This type of balance is used for rests on wall-mounted half-
models, but also for tests on large-scale rotary wings, propellers
and helicopter rotors. In this latter ease, the balance is fixed and
provided with an engine shaft passage and roll bearings. The
torque is measured on the shaft with a separate rotary transducer,
placed between two flcctors.
The combination of sting and plateau balances can be found in
the form of a plateau-monoblock balance inside a model mounted
on a vertical mast, as in combat aircraft balance used at the SIMA
(Fig. 8).
ONERA balances of plateau type range in diameter from 280 to
2,000 mm, with lift capacities from 8,000 to 145.000 N, and
drag from 350 to 25,000 N.
2.3. Special Balances
These are generally monoblock balances adapted for weighing
different model elements, such as air intakes, fuselage boattail,
propeller torque and thrust, lifting surface hinge moments, and
so forth.
,?..4. Dynanmmeters
These are single-component measurement instruments with
tapered, crossed tips, to decouple the component being measured
from the other forces.
They arc of variable sizes and capacities, and are used m
removable dynamometer balances (Fig. 9L
ONERA has provided the French national metrology laboratory
(BNM) with standard dynamometers ranging from 50 to 300 KN
m capacity, tbr use in companson among European calibration
benches. Their precision is better than I x 10-' their capacity
(Fig. 10L
3. DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF A SIX-COMPONENT
MONOBLOC STING BALANCE
Many different approaches are possible for designing a balance,
and many different architectures for the central portion, which
is the most delicate pan with its decoupling blades and the
dynamometric element itself. The blades and drag dynamometer
could form a single unit in some commercially available balances.
These are generally for small balances or when the desired
accuracy makes it necessary to do away with a more complex
central portion.
The first approach we adopt, because it is the most effective at
the time, is to apply geometry similarity rules to the capacities
and strain configuration of an existing balance [4], whenever
possible. This is satisfactory, and we are thus able to create
,, homothetic ,, balances. When extrapolating to a larger balance,
though, we must be careful not to amplify any thermomechanical
problems resulting from thermal gradient effects.
To meet special specifications, or to upgrade an existing
,, family ,,. a new design has to be addressed.
The initial sizing, before the finite element approach is used.
concerns the characteristics of the central portion where the
longitudinal (drag) component will be measured. Attention to
thermomechanical properties of the device is essential in this
design phase.
3.1. Decoupling Ratio
The decoupling longitudinal ratio, Rd = RD/Rt, i.e. the
dynamometer over the decoupling blade rigidities, has to be
adapted to the intended use of the balance. In practice, this ratio
ranges from 0.2 to 9.
For fine drag measurements, such as when civil aircraft are
weighed without consideration of butteting or stall phenomena,
high values of Rd are desired.
For a stiff balance that has to take large and sometimes sudden
force variations, we want the lowest values of Rd so that the
dynamometer will react to only a small part of the force. The
low-Rd balances are used for fighter planes and missiles up to
very high angles of attack, and for civil aircraft in stall testing.
Historically speaking, we have tried to cover as broad a domain
as possible with the same balance, for economic reasons, and of
course we have also tried not to have to change balances in the
course of the same test, which is often still an economic
requirement. The best compromise is found at about Rd = 1.
But as soon as the customers called for improved repeatibility
we saw that the balances were subjected to thermal effects and
we had to recognize it was necessary to overcome
thermomechanical effects. This thermal sensitivity increases with
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the size of the balance (,t.e, the thermal inertJas do increa_;e very.
quickly with size).
Our first step '+,'asto tma+_ne a method lot corrccung these effects,
which consists of gaging the blades with additional Xt. bndges
[81. This method will be recalled in the section on thermal
corrections. Our analysis of the thermomechanical behaviour
and experience with many different arrangements over the last
ten years has now told us that. except for particular applications.
decoupltng ratios between Rd = 0.4 and 3 should be avoided.
Though we have not come up with a concrete realization as yet.
our feeling is that there is no way of entirely compensating the
thermal gradient effects in this range around Rd = I, even by
adopting a push-pull dynamometer, the theory and advantages
of which will also be described below, because of small
manufacturing defects.
3.2. Decoupling Blades
For a given transverse force strength and a given longitudinal
rigidity ratio, the number and po_sition of the blades used affects
the thermomechanical and stru_ural properties of the central
portion.
The optimum depends on the performance sought, and especially
on the ratio between the transverse and longitudinal forces. A
moderate increase in the number of blades with respect to the
necessary minimum, defined by a quick material strength
computation, seems to improve the thermomechanical properties;
but in practice, this also quickly reaches a limit because of the
stiffness of the main beams supporting the blades, and for
economic reasons too. (Figure I I shows a balance with
56 blades).
Once the dynamometer is chosen the finite element method is
used to optimize the height, width, and thickness of the various
blades to reach as uniform as possible a stress level in each of
them.
3..3. Drag Dynamometer
There is no absolute principle for guiding the designer in
choosing the dynamometer type, except for general geometric
considerations concermng the central portion, and the stress level
resulting from the desired decoupling ratio. But it should be
remembered that, when looking for the optimum tradeoff
between sensitivity, on the one hand, and creep and hysteresis
on the other (Fig. 12), we should avoid ranging beyond
1 x 10"3Al/l (20 hbar under the gages).
The various types of drag dynamometers are (Fig. 13):
-"'frog's legs", which operate in semicircular bending mode,
and which are going out of style nowadays;
- bending beams, which are tapered at the loading point;
- tensile-compressive beams, also tapered at the ends;
- shear-mode "'membranes", also decoupled.
The push-pull arrangement, which can be used whenever the
balance dimension so justify, and which raises no cost obstacles,
offers a mechanical self-compensation for the thermal gradient
effects. Here (Fig. 14), the thermomechanical effects impart
stresses of the same sign to each of the two dynamometers, while
stresses of opposite sign are imparted by the force to be measured.
The gage bridge signals can therefore be subtracted in order to
get the data ,,Jgnal we ",,.ant. v, lth the ,,ame _,ensmvtty as with a
,,ingle dynamometer
Here again, the final architecture, whether Jt be a single push-
pull m the center or a push-pull m the lateral faces, depends on
the designer'.,, experience and also on the difficulties involved
tn manufactunng and gaging the device. But we are in all cases
looking for the greatest symmetry in the central portion of the
balance, and as much compactness as possible, too (Fig. 15).
3.4. Transverse Force Measurements and Attaching Parts
The dynamometers designed for lift and pitch and for lateral
force and sideslip, consist of of simple flat-faced portions of the
structure, sometimes with openings. Their initial dimensioning
is determined by a simple materials strength computation. The
bridge gages are combined between the two ends of the balance
(Fig. 16) in such a way as to make the thermal compensation
easier. The output signals will be processed somewhat
differently, depending on the half-bridges of a gaven orientation
are combined at M z, M:, (L = M_+M:; P = M_ - M, in the signal
computation) or directly in lift L and pitch P (the same being
true for lateral force and moment).
The definitions of the flanges, cylindrical or conical recesses
(and, for the last. of the gradual extraction devices to avoid shocks
during disassembly), depends on the model to be fitted.
Whatever type of attachment design is used, it is absolutely
necessary to locate them and the transverse force measurement
gages sufficiently away from each other, to avoid "'clamping"
effects. A specific computation is also made for the tightening
conditions. Lastly. the balance section variations are checked
to ensure a proper routing of thermal fluxes.
3.5. Finite Elements Computations
After the balance has been appropriately modeled, finite element
computations are performed to check the balance behavior in
the main loading configurations, for single and combined loads.
This verification process has been developed since 1975 for many
ONERA balances, and only the smallest balances still get by the
process. These simulation results concern primarily the stresses
and strains, and are used to optimize and validate the design
(Fig. 17-18). They are also used to determine influence
coefficients for various critical points on the balance. Once
confirmed by calibration, these coefficients will be used in the
real-time calculation of the combined stresses (static and
weighted rms dynamic) at these points, at which the balance is
monitored during the test. The person responsible for the test
has a gradual alarm system and a monitor showing the
instantaneous loading ratio, displayed as a point in a stress-strain
diagram with the authorized operation envelope.
Except for cryogenic balance studies, finite element simulation
of thermal loads was never really used intensively at ON'ERA
before 1992, when the SAMCEF f.e. code was introduced. This
code checks more easily the thermomechanical stress levels
corresponding to given thermal gradients. The experimental
data for the balance delivered to ETW shows (Fig. 19) that this
balance, which was specially optimized, is insensitive to the
effects of gradients of up to 10 K in the central portion (the
calculation check was for 15 K).
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Since rel [-_1 was produced, data obtained m E'rw gave the
conlirmatton that drag cro_,_, checkmgs better than 1.10-' are
possible even wtthuut waiting, often for more than hall an hour.
the thermal equilibrium Inside the balance alter a change of the
tunnel temperature.
Time and energy consumption could then significantly decrease.
4. GAGING AND THERMAL COMPENSATIONS [6]
(Fig. 20)
It ts important to keep a number of well-known dynamometric
principles in mind:
In a metal beam of cross-sectional area S. Hooke's law applies:
E = AIII = qtE = F/S.E,
where _ is the relative strain, q the stress. E the metal's Young's
modulus, and F the applied force.
A Wheatstone bridge consists of four gage resistors. R, such
that:
ARIR = k x Alll with gage factor k,-
AV/U = Y.AR/4R, where AV is the output voltage variation, U the
bridge supply voltage, and AR the resistor variation due to the
measured phenomenon.
The sensitivity d = AV/F, and the rigidity F/A/characterize the
transducer at a given temperature.
Considering a temperature variation Dq, the metal substrate
expands linearly by A/= ct. l. A0. and its Young's modulus
varies by AE = C_ E A0. where a is the substrate expansion
coefficient. CTz is its thermoelastic coefficient, while
AR= C.m.R A0 and Ak = C.rK k A0 for the gages, where Cra is
the gage' s thermal sensitivity coefficient, and C_ the gage factor
thermal coefficient.
-The zero variations (Le. the bridge output when F = 0) with
global temperature changes in the balance are evidenced by small
difference in the gage C. m due either to intrinsic homogeneity
defects (even after carefully combining the gages) or to
unsymmetries caused by the bonding and wiring. Preferably.
they are compensated on each half of the bridge (Fig. 21 ). This
is because the two half-bridges are generally far away from each
other and may thus be at different temperature levels. The balance
is done by introducing additional resistors with high and/or low
Cra. This process involves iterative measurements in a thermal
chamber with dedicated instrumentation for determining the
values of the resistors to be introduced in the circuit. It also
includes a linearization process, to improve the result for very
large temperature variations (cryogenic balances). Thermal
characteristics of compensation resistors have been measured in
the range 100-300 K (Fig. 22). Copper and platinium have linear
variations which allow slope correction but without any effect
on curvature. Mangamn, Balco, and Nickel, with different C. m.
have non linear behaviour (f of opposite sign) which make
possible curvature corrections. The resistor types and values to
be inserted inside each half-bridge to correct slope 5 and curvature
f are computed from the three equations of the figure 22. The
residual variation of the zero after compensation currently reach
0. I 10 + AR/R/K (Kelvin) within the temperature domain
considered.
Figure 23 shows the results, obtained for the TO_ 24 mm balance
and the 100 mm balance delivered for ETW, in the range 100-
300 K from the beginning to the end of the zero compensation
proce,,_, liar a drag bridge. As the lterative process ts long and
co,,lly, it wa_ interrupted as soon as the specifications were
reached, without trying to reach perlection.
- The sensitivity may vary with temperature level, because of a
difference between the thermoelasttc coefficient of the substrate
and the gage thermal sensitivity coefficient.
From CTU = Ad/d/A0 and d = AV/F = kV/S.E:
CTD = C.rK - 2 CC- CTE + AU/U. and for a constant voltage supply,
as 2 ct could be neglected comparauvely to C,rK or C_:
CTo = C.rK - C_.
The C_ of a metal is often negative, except for certain Fe-Ni
alloys, while the C,rx of the gage may be negative or positive,
depending on the type of gage. One way of getting good
sensitivity compensation is to minimize the CTO by choosing an
appropriate gage type for the substrate material selected [7].
Many experiments have been performed to determine the strength
and elastic characteristics of different materials in a wide
temperature range, in order to select the material, and then try
various associations of substrate and gages to find the best
combination for the targeted temperature domain with the
selected material (Fig. 24).
However, this best possible initial compensation absolutely must
be improved by introducing thermal resistors in the bridge supply
circuit. This is to compensate any remaining sensitivity variation
by an automatic supply voltage variation at the bridge level
entailing a slight loss with respect to the initial sensitivity. This
result calls for another iterative process, including linearization,
if a wide temperature variation is expected.
Figure 25 shows the final result obtained on the same bridge as
in the previous figure 23.
- The temperature gradient effect, mainly concerning the drag
element, can be overcome by additional bridges in the elastic
blade parallelogram. The differential expansions within the
general structure generate internal forces in opposite directions
in the figure 26, which balance each other in the dynamometer
and in the parallelogram, while a drag force induces forces in
the same direction. An X L bridge is formed by bonding gages
on the symmetrical front and rear blades on each side. The
calibration shows (Fig. 27) that a relation of XD + k X, can be
established independtly of a temperature gradient, to yield the
correct drag. k is a constant that depends on the rigidity ratio
and the number of blades [8].
5. COMPRESSED AIR SUPPLY [9]
The following three examples illustrate how compressed air
decoupling systems for engine simulations are added to the
balance (for pressures from 35 bar to 100 bar and flow rates up
to 16 kg/s).
5.1. Sting Balance
In the first example, we consider a complete model setup on a
mast, where the monoblock sting balance (diameter 192 ram,
length 620 mm) was specially designed with a compressed air
inlet. The balance (see Fig. 3) consists of two concentric tubes
interconnected by six dynamometric elements cut into the solid
material of the inner cylinder, which is the unweighed part. The
weighed outer cylinder was initially made of two half-shells,
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welded together and to the lateral dynamometers by electron
beam weldmg
The air supply passes through the center of the balance, and the
decoupling ts provided by a double series or four transverse
bellows operating in opposmon (radial arrangement) (Fig. 28).
The air flow passage ts improved at the level of the bellows by
an internal jacket. The annular decoupling enclosure is weighed.
The bellows have an axial ngidity of 60 N/mm (260 N/mm
transversely), which is small compared with the longitudinal
rigidity of the balance itself (650 N/ram).
The pressure forces cancel out at the level of the bellows by
matching pairs, to ensure equivalent cross-section. The flow
adjustment and measurement system, consisting of sonic throats.
provides a separate supply for two nacelles (Fig. 29).
5.2. Donahue System and Improvements
Many setups (both sting and wall mounts) use an existing balance
with symmetrical lateral air sup#ms or a central supply. The
decou#ing is provided by inserting a ,( Donahue ,, [ 10] device
in the circuit. This eliminates nearly all the background effects
and makes it possible not to pre-load the balance with a large
pressure effect, which varies in accordance with test conditions.
In practice, devices like these can also be used on air supplies at
the level of the unweighed portions because, by minimizing the
internal stresses, this avoids the small structural deformations
that might affect the neighboring dynamometric elements.
Donahue devices use bellows having the smallest possible
rigidity. The idea is based on a demonstration that proves that
an enclosure subjected to a given pressure generates no
background effect if its internal volume does not vary during its
deformation. By combining three bellows in an appropriate
interconnecting design, with one of the bellows having an
effective cross section twice that of the other two, this result is
successfully achieved with appropriate rigidities and sections
(Fig. 30). The same result can be obtained with four identical
bellows.
In the latest devices of ONERA patent, buckling safety is ensured
with minimum bellows stiffness by applying the pressure to the
outside of the bellows. A reduced diameter assembly can also
be achieved this way, using a concentric arrangement of bellows
and a somewhat complex architecture for connecting them.
These decouplers are used both on the air flow supply and
exhaust lines (turboprop simulation) with both sting and plateau
balances. For a given flow rate, their size increases inversely
"with the pressure.
The axial and transverse stiffness of the decoupling devices are
of the order of a few tenths of the sting balance stiffness at most,
in the setup with two supplies and two exhausts.
5.3. Plateau Balance
Wall balance (plateau) design makes possible a central air
passage.
To do this, we can also use Donahue type decouplers to eliminate
the background effect, with a long, transversely flexible supply
line that contributes to the low parasitic rigidity of the balance.
An other possibility presented Figure 31 shows that an external
supply hnc follow.ng two opposmg paths wdl cancel out both
the background effect and the momentum effects, as in the first
case above.
The natural flexibility of the resulting banjo design is enhanced
by inserting bellows in the line perpendicular to the drag axis.
For a balance drag capacity of 3,500 N and a stiffness of
110.000 N/mm. the decoupling has a stiffness of 400 N/ram
using two supply systems in parallel to control four different
channels.
5.4. Calibration
Because of the parallel rigidities of these decoupling devices
(the stiffness of which vanes a little with the pressure), additional
force and pressure calibration is needed, mainly to check the
quality of the manufactured elements and proper decoupling
device alignments.
Six simple loading configurations and a few representative force
combinations to be expected during the test are applied to correct
the coefficients [ 11 ] initially generated in the full calibration of
the balance alone. Experience shows that. especially for the
three examples above, the main linear coefficients vary only by
0.1 to 0.4 percent, and the variation in the quadratic and cross-
product coefficients are null. except for the pressure effects.
Any residual pressure effects (due to manufacturing defects)
are evaluated throughout the pressure domain and in all the
expected test combinations. Correction laws are then established.
These corrections never exceed 0.5 %. The momentum effects
on the drag, which depend on the mass flow rate, are evaluated
by analogous procedures. They are zero for those balances
having perpendicularly placed bellows (as in the wall balance
above).
For the sake of precision in those tests that require compressed
air simulator supply, special procedures are also called for.
Ordinarily, the operation of the complete setup is checked in
the test section, under no-wiod conditions. The nacelles in these
tests are replaced by standard nozzles. This test also provides a
way of qualifying the transposition of the calibrations of the
motorized nacelle and even of the same standard nozzles, which
is done on a specific stand sometimes equipped with its own
balance and different decoupling devices.
Reference [9] gives the results obtained for different balances
in different process phases. Figure 33 shows the repeatability
of the results obtained at S1MA on a wall balance for a half-
model including two jet simulators. The drag measurement
scatter comes to about l x 10-'.
6. CONCLUSION
The methods and means ONERA uses in designing, constructing,
and operating its wind tunnel balances offer users a drag
measurement accuracy of 1 x l0 a. even under very difficult
cryogenic wind tunnel conditions, and for measurements
requiring a supply of compressed air to the model.
The instrument process complexity and the high level of
precaution needed for constructing it may seem frightening, but
the cost of taking these precautions is quickly amortized by the
gains in testing time and the quality of results.
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF A NASA NATIONAL
TRANSONIC FACILITY WIND TUNNEL BALANCE
Michael C. Lindell
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA
SI.RVlMARY
This paper presents the results of finite element analyses and correlation studies performed on a
NASA National Transonic Facility (NTF) Wind Tunnel balance. In the past NASA has relied primarily
on classical hand analyses, coupled with relatively large safety factors, for predicting maximum stresses
in wind tunnel balances. Now, with the significant advancements in computer technology and
sophistication of general purpose analysis codes, it is more reasonable to pursue finite element analyses
of these balances. The correlation studies of the present analyses show very good agreement between
the analyses and data mea.sured with strain gages and therefore the studies give higher confidence for
using finite element analyses to analyze and optimize balance designs in the future.
INTRODUCTION
Until recent years computer soft'ware and hardware limitations have hindered the detailed analysis of
strain-gage balances by finite element methods. Due to the intricate design features of balances
conventional h-element finite element codes were not practical because extremely fine meshes would be
required to adequately capture stress gradients within the intricate geometric regions. If such models
were produced the hardware required to run a solution (memory and disk space) would typically be
unavailable. Even if the hardware was available to run the solution, several runs with varying mesh size
would be required for each load case to gain confidence that stress gradients were reasonably captured.
Such a process would be very time-consuming. The emergence of p-element finite element codes
coupled with advances in computer technology has brought the detailed analysis of strain-gage balances
within the reach of desk'top workstations.
The balance under investigation is shown in Figure 1 as a Parametric Technology Corporation (PTC)
Pro/Engineer part model. The design is an actual balance used in the NTF (balance number NTF- 101A)
and is also representative of the kind of intricate features found in other types of balances. The balance
is fabricated from a single piece of 200 CVM maraging steel. Room temperature material properties for
this steel are shown in Table 1. Some key dimensions of the balance are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Pro/Engineer geometry model of NTF balance 101A.
Table 1. Room Temperature Material Properties for 200 CVM Maraging Steel
Modulus o£ Elasticity (psi) 26.2 x 106
Density (lb/in s) 0.289
Yield Strength (psi) 206,000
Ultimate Strength (psi) 212,000
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Figure 2. General balance dimensions for NTF 101A.
ANALYSIS AND CORRELATION
The analysis code used in these analyses was PTC Pro/Mechanica, an adaptive p-element technology
code. The finite element model created for the balance is shown in Figure 3. The model consists of
8,630 high-order tetrahedral solid elements. The boundary condition on the model, to reflect the test
setup, has the outer surface of the tapered end completely restrained. The loads were applied, also
reflecting the test setup, by distributing the loads on the surface of the non-tapered end such that the
desired resultant load through the balance center was achieved. A total of seven load cases were
analyzed, the first six of which were correlated with test data. The seventh load case was a combination
of the first six load cases and had no test data with which to correlate. The various load cases applied to
the model are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Applied Load Cases
LOAD CASE LOAD
1. Axial Force 700 lbs -X
2. Normal Force 5,000 lbs -Y
3. Side Force 4,000 Ibs -Z
4. Roll Moment 8,989 in-lbs RX
5. Yaw Moment 6,480 in-lbs RY
6. Pitch Moment 13,000 in-lbs -RZ
7. Combined Above loads simultaneously
AXIS & DIRECTION
Above axes simultaneously
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Load Case 1
The first load case consists ofan axial force of 700 pounds applied as a compressive load on the end
of the balance. Figure 4 shows a stress (cyv) fringe plot (see Report Availability section of this report
for information on obtaining color versions of these plots) with exaggerated deformation for this load
case. Also shown in Figure 4 is the location of the strain gage used for correlation.
Strain Gage Location
+2. 556E*03
-3. 626E+03
-I. 599E+04
_. 217E-04
Figure 4. Axial load case stress and deformation.
The measured strain at the gage location for the axial force load condition was 499.5 microstrain (_t_)
(13,090 psi). The strain at the same location from the finite element analysis was 489.3 _te (12,820 psi),
a difference of-2.0%. There were no excessively high stress regions for this load case.
Load Case 2
The second load case consists of a normal force of 5,000 lbs applied in the -Y axis through the
balance center. Figure 5 shows a stress (Cxx) fringe plot with exaggerated deformation for this load case
and shows the location of the strain gage used for correlation and also areas of relatively high stress.
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Figure 5. Normal load case stress and deformation.
The measured strain at the gage location for the normal force load condition was 720.4 _te (18, 875
psi). The strain at the same location from the finite element analysis was 719.0 p,e (18,840 psi), a
difference of-0.2%. The maximum stress (Crxx stress component) in the high stress area on the right of
Figure 5 was between 70,000 and 90,000 psi.
Load Case 3
The third load case consists of a side force of 4,000 lbs applied in the -Z axis through the balance
center. Figure 6 shows a stress (C_xx) fringe plot with exaggerated deformation for this load case. Also
shown in Figure 6 is the location of the strain gage used for correlation.
The measured strain at the gage location for the side load condition was 767.0 _te (20,095 psi). The
strain at the same location from the finite element analysis was 774.1 _ts (20,280 psi), a difference of
0.9%. There were no excessively high stress areas for this load case.
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Figure 6. Side load case stress and deformation.
Load Case 4
The fourth load case consists of a roll moment of 8,989 in-lbs applied about the X axis through the
balance center. Figure 7 shows a stress (C_xx) fringe plot with exaggerated deformation for this load case
and shows the location of the strain gage used for correlation. Also shown in Figure 7 is an area of
relatively high stress.
The measured strain at the gage location for the roll moment load condition was 433.3 p.8 (11,350
psi). The strain at the same location from the finite element analysis was 402.3 p.z (10,540 psi), a
difference of-7.2%. The maximum stress (c_ stress component) in the high stress area was about
-70,000 psi.
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Figure 7. Roll load casestressand deformation.
Load Case 5
The fifth load case consists of a yaw moment of 6,480 in-lbs applied about the Y axis through the
balance center. Figure 8 shows a stress (6xx) fringe plot with exaggerated deformation for this load case.
Also shown in Figure 8 are the location of the strain gage used for correlation along with an area of
relatively high stress.
The measured strain at the gage location for the yaw moment load condition was 436.1 kte (11,425
psi). The strain at the same location from the finite element analysis was 483.1 lae (12,660 psi), a
difference of 10.8%. The maximum stress (O'xx stress component) in the high stress area was about
55,000 psi.
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Figure 8. Yaw load case stress and deformation.
Load Case 6
The sixth load case consists of a pitch moment of 13,000 in-lbs applied about the Z axis through the
balance center. Figure 9 shows a stress (¢_xx) fringe plot with exaggerated deformation for this load
case. Also shown in Figure 9 are the location of the strain gage used for correlation along with an area
of relatively high stress.
The measured strain at the gage location for the pitch moment load condition was 641.6/.re (I 6,810
psi). The strain at the same location from the finite element analysis was 644.7 p.8 (16,890 psi), a
difference of 0.5%. The maximum stress (Crxx stress component) in the high stress area was between
85,000 and 105,000 psi.
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Load Case 7
The seventh load case is a combination of the first six load cases (-700 lbs X, -5000 lbs Y, -4000 Ibs
Z, 8989 in-lbs RX, 6480 in-lbs R.Y, -13000 in-lbs RZ). Figure 10 shows a stress (Von Mises) fringe plot
with exaggerated deformation for this load case. Also shown in Figure 10 are a few areas of high stress.
The maximum stresses (Von Mises) in the high stress areas for the combined load case were in excess
of 180,000 psi and approaching yield in some localized areas. A future test is planned with a strain gage
in one of these high stress areas to validate this finding.
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iFigure 10. Combined load case stress and deformation.
SummarT of Test/A nalFsis Correlation
Table 3 gives a summary of the degree of correlation between the measured strain and the strain
computed from the finite element analyses.
LOAD CASE
Table 3. Summary of Test/Analysis Correlation
APPLIED LOAD MEASURED STRAIN ANALYSIS STRAIN % DIFFERENCE
Axial Force 700 lbs
Normal Force 5,000 Ibs
Side Force 4,000 lbs
Roll Moment
Yaw Moment
Pitch Moment
8,989 in-lbs
6.480 in-lbs
13,000 in-lbs
499.5 489.3 -2.0
720.4 719.0 -0.2
767.0 774.1 0.9
433.3 402.3
436.1 483.1
641.6 644.7
-7.2
I0.8
0.5
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CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study have shown that finite element analyses of strain-gage balances can
accurately predict stress levels in the hardware. The results also showed the existence of areas within
the balance where stress levels are higher than had previously been anticipated. In the future, results
from such finite element analyses can be used to optimize balance designs for higher loads, reduced
stress concentrations, lower weight, and reduced safety factors.
FUTURE WORK
Another balance similar tot_e one analyzed in this report but with more extensive strain gage
instrumentation will soon be tested. An analysis and correlation study will also be performed in support
of that test and the results will be documented.
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OPTIMIZATION OF INTERNAL STRAIN-GAGE
WINDTUNNEL BALANCES WITH FINITE ELEMENTS COMPUTATION
M.Sc. Junnai Zhai
Dr.-Ing. K. Hufnagel
Technical University of Darmstadt, Germany
1. Abstract
The internal strain gage balance is one of the most
important instrumentation in the wind tunnel. The
more and more intensive competition in the airplane
industry hat set higher demands on the balance. To
design and construct such a balance that can meet
those demands all aspects of the balance technology
must be investigated. In this paper only the structure
of the internal strain gage balance is considered.
From the point of view of structure these high
demands on the balance can be expressed as:
• Lower interference
• Higher stiffness
• Lower stress level at the strain gage positions and
the related parts
• Capability of tolerating errors from the temperature
gradients.
Among these demands the interference and stiffness
are most important for a transport balance, thus only
these two properties are studied in this paper.
For this study the Finite Elements Method (FEM) is
best suitable. With this method the various influence
factors can be systematically analyzed. Based on the
analysis the structure of the balance can be optimized
in three levels. At first the balance structure is
optimized by choosing the key geometric parameters.
Then various shapes for the parts of an internal
balance are discussed. Finally different configurations
for the internal strain gage balance are studied.
Through a parameter optimization the total linear
interference on the drag can be reduced from 6.1% to
3.8% of the F.S. signal. By using the configurations
with two symmetrical planes the interference can be
reduced to 2.5% of the F.S. signal. By using the point
symmetrical configuration the interference on the drag
can be reduced to 0.5% of the F.S. signal. This is
almost interference-free.
The stiffness in axial direction is mainly affected by
the parallelograms. By choosing proper dimensions
for the drag measuring beam, the stiffness of the
balance in X-axis can be doubled. But the stiffness in
other directions is hardly changed.
The stiffness in normal and side direction is mainly
affected by the main beams and the moment
measuring elements. By using the new main beams,
the combined main beams, the stiffness of the
balance in Z-axis can be 21% than that of the dove-
tail matched form. An further improvement of the
stiffness can be achieved by using the shear spring
as moment measuring element. A new moment
measuring element of this kind is therefore put
forward. The FEM computation shows that alone with
this element the stiffness in Z-axis can be raised by
65%
It is to recognize from this study that at the present
level of technology there is no structure for a balance
that is optimal in all respects. The best solution may
be a requirement-oriented design, i.e., to design a
balance structure according to the concrete
requirements.
2. Introduction
The success of a commercial airplane development is
heavily influenced by the accuracy of force
measurements during the aerodynamic development
in the wind tunnel. One limiting factor of accuracy is
the internal strain gage wind tunnel balance.
In order to improve the accuracy all phases in the
construction of a balance should be investigated. The
phases during the construction of a balance can be
summarized as: design, material preparation,
manufacturing and strain gage application, signal
collection and processing and calibration.
For the purpose of improving the accuracy, large
theoretical and experimental work was done in the
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past. The elastic characteristic of materials, the
performance of strain gages, the method of
manufacturing and calibration have been successfully
studied. Thus the accuracy of the balance increased
continuously. Even in the cryogenic wind tunnel the
accuracy of balances arrived at a satisfactory level.
But for further improvements of accuracy the phase of
design should also be investigated.
The structural factors, which affect the accuracy, can
be summarized as interference, stiffness, stress level
and the ability to tolerate the temperature gradients in
the balance.
The ability to tolerate the temperature gradients is
very important for a cryogenic balance, because the
formation of temperature gradients is unavoidable
during the measurement. This problem has been
successfully solved by Prof. Ewald with the concept,
to place the drag measuring beams tandem in the
parallelogram. It has been proved that under any
temperature gradients no error signal for the drag is
produced.
The stress level in the balance, especially at the stain
gage positions and related positions, should be kept
low, since the elastic errors of the balance material
increase with the stress. Unlike combat balance, the
transport balance is not so heavily loaded. The stress
in the transport balance is usually low.
Therefore we have concentrated in this paper on the
problem, to reduce the interference and to raise the
stiffness of transport balances from the view point of
structure.
In order to solve such problems the balance structure
is analyzed with FEM. From the result of the analysis
the balance structure is optimized in two steps. First,
the balance structure is optimized by choosing
suitable geometrical dimensions. The configuration
stays unchanged. Then various new forms for the
balance structure are suggested, and they are
checked with FEM.
The most successfully used configuration up to now
for the transport balance is shown in Fig. 1. It consists
of four parts: two parallelograms and two main
beams. The drag measuring elements are arranged
tandem in the parallelograms, so that the effects from
temperature gradients can be compensated. The two
main beams are dove-tail matched. This structure is
very stiff, and it is taken as a starting point for this
study.
Fig. 1 Components of a transport balance
3 Interference of the Internal Balance
Unlike an external balance the internal balance
separates the six components through a symmetrical
layout of the structure and flexures. This separation is
therefore in practice not complete. The signal caused
by components other than the one to be measured is
called interference.
The interference can be treated by a careful
calibration, but large interference worsens the
measuring accuracy. This is because during the
measurement all the signals contain errors. The
interference signal brings an additional error to the
signal to be measured. In addition, the calibration
process is also not free of errors, and the algorithm
now used in the calibration hat difficulty in treating
large interference. Therefore foe an accurate balance
the interference must be reduced.
From the calibration practice the relationship between
the signal and loads can be described as:
6 6 6 (1)
S, =SO, + _'_ K_F 2+ __,__, Lu, Fj_F, + _, M,F_3
.t=] j=l k=j j=l
The nondiagonal elements in the above matrix
describe the interference.
From this description one can divide the interference
into linear and nonlinear parts. The nonlinear
interference can be further divided into cubical (M i in
Eq. 1), product (Lijk , j_ ) and square (Lijk , j=k ).
The nonlinear interference is caused mainly by the
deformation of the balance structure and the elastic
errors of the material. It can be reduced by a stiffer
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construction of the balance and proper heat treatment
of the material.
The linear Interference is caused by the asymmetry.
This asymmetry comes from the balance structure
self, manufacturing errors and strain gages. The
Asymmetry from the manufacturing is usually very
small and can be neglected. The asymmetry from the
strain gages is caused by the k-factor deviation,
position and direction errors by the application.
In this paper only the linear interference is discussed,
and especially the interference on the drag, because
the accuracy requirement on it is very high. All the
reasons for the linear interference can be simulated
with FEM. By the calculation of the interference the k-
factor deviation is taken as 1%, the position and
direction error is taken as 0.1 mm and 0.1 rad
separately. The calculated interference is then the
maximal possible interference.
3.1 Parameter Investigation
At first we tried to reduce the interference on the drag
by choosing suitable dimensions of the internal
balance. The dimensions which have a great
influence on the influence is the dimensions of the
drag measuring beam (the thickness d, width b and
height h), the spacing (/) between the two drag
beams and the slope of the main beams (a).
After a detailed study it is found out that the
interference on the drag can be reduced through:
• Reducing the stiffness of drag measuring beam.
This can be achieved by using a thinner, wider and
longer beam as measuring element.
• Reducing the spacing between the measuring
beams
• Increasing the slope of the main beams, so that
the deformation of the main beams can be
reduced.
With these measures the balance is optimized. A
comparison of the interference on the drag between
the initial and the optimized design is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the linear interference on the
drag [% F.S. signal]
It is clear from this figure, that the total linear
interference on the drag is reduced from 6.6.1% to
3.8% of the F.S. axial signal.
3.2 Investigation of New Shapes
For further reduction of the interference, various
shapes for the parts of an internal balance are put
forward. The parts, of which the shape has an
influence on the interference are drag measuring
element and main beams.
During the development of internal balances various
drag measuring elements are used. The first used
drag measuring element is the decoupled form. In
order to reduce the influence from other components
on the drag, the drag measuring element is
connected by a relative thin beam to the main beam
that works like an elastic joint, so that it can only be
loaded by an axial force.
Later it was found that the decoupling is somewhat
unnecessary, especially in the case of tandem
arrangement of drag elements, because the influence
from other components can be compensated by
suitable arrangement of drag bridges. In addition this
type of measuring elements is difficult to manufacture
and has a big heat resistance. Thus it is simplified as
a beam with constant cross-section. It is connected
directly with the two main beams. Because this
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measuring element can be loaded under components
other than the drag, it is called the coupled element.
In order to reduce the sensibility to the position errors
of strain gages, we have used the concept, to form a
constant stress distribution in the area of the
application. So a double-trapeze beam was
developed. A further refinement of this concept leads
to a beam shown in Fig. 3. It is clear that the stress in
the application area is very constant.
Because these elements have different stiffness and
different sensibility to the position errors of strain
gages, it is clear that balances using them have
different interference on the drag. Under the
condition, that the ratio of stiffness between the
measuring beam and parallelogram beams and the
signal level stay unchanged, a comparison of the
interference on the drag among these balances is
shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the linear interference on the
drag [% F.S. signal
It can be seen from this figure that the decoupled
beam has the smallest interference and the beam
with constant cross-section has the greatest
interference. Considering the other properties, it can
be said that the beam with constant bending stress it
the best.
3.3 Investigation of New Configurations
All the balances which were constructed till now have
only one symmetrical plane. Because the symmetry is
very important for the internal balance in separating
components, it can be speculated that there would no
interference, if the balance structure is more
symmetrical.
In order to check this supposition, we have at first
designed an internal balance which has two
symmetrical planes, plane XZ and XY. The schematic
description of this balance is shown in Fig. 5. This
balance consists of four parts: two parallelograms and
two main beams. The two main beams are similar to
that of balance W617, dove-tail matched, only rotated
by 90 °. The parallelogram has two rows of thin
beams. The measuring beam is located in the middle.
With this arrangement the measuring beam can be
loaded symmetrically.
/,
Fig. 5 schematic description of an internal with two
symmetrical planes
Fig. 6 the improved main beam
Because the stiffness of the main beams is relative
low, the measuring beam is highly loaded under the
normal force and pitching moment. The structure of
the main beams is improved. The new structure for
the forked main beam is shown is Fig. 6. The two
tenons are strengthened with four plates are placed in
the gaps between the parallelogram beam and the
measuring beam. With this design the stiffness of the
main beams can be enhanced, and the measuring
beam is less loaded.
The result of the computation with FEM shows that
this balance had no structural interference. The
interference from the errors of strain gages is small
too. As shown in Fig. 8, the total interference on the
drag is reduced to 2.5% of the F.S. signal.
A further development of this idea is then the concept
of the point symmetrical balance. One constructive
realization of this concept is shown in Fig. 7. This
balance consists of four parts: inner and outer main
beam, connecting spring and measuring spring. The
connecting is ,,L"-shaped. It has very high load
capability in Y- and Z-direction, but flexible in X-
direction. This characteristic is very important for this
type of balances, since the loads on these springs are
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very high. The measuring element is a shear spring. It
has a great stiffness.
J:i ;'sli_//;'
Fig. 7 a balance with point-symmetrical configuration
The computation with FEM shows that the maximal
interference on the drag comes only to 0.5% of the
F.S. signal. This is almost interference-free.
point-symm, mm
W2S
W617
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Interfene_ce[%F.S.}
Fig. 8 Comparison of the linear interference on the
drag
4 Stiffness of the Internal Balance
The internal balance measures the aerodynamic
loads based on the strain caused in the balance body.
Thus a deformation of the balance structure is
unavoidable. This results in a deviation of the angle of
attack of the model during the measurement. A stiffer
balance can reduce errors associated with it.
In addition a stiffer balance can raise the nature
frequency of the model, balance and sting system,
thus the possible vibration of the whole system can
be effectively suppressed.
Previous study has shown that the deformation of an
internal balance is a direct reason for the nonlinear
interference. So a stiffer balance will reduce nonlinear
interference too.
From the above discussion it is known that a stiff
balance is very desirable. But due to the compact
structure of the internal balance there exists often a
conflict between the stiffness and other requirements
such as sensibility, interference and sensitivity to
thermal effect etc. For example, a high sensitivity is of
course expected, in order to raise the resolution and
suppress the noise signal in the measuring chain.
However, a high sensitivity means at the same time
for the current balance configuration also a low
stiffness. For the requirements on the linear
interference and the sensitivity to the temperature
gradients it is the same. Previous study shows that a
less stiff parallelogram results in a smaller linear
interference on the drag component and smaller error
signal due to temperature gradients.
4.1 Parameter Investigation
A direct method to raise the stiffness of a balance is
to choose suitable dimensions by design. For this
purpose the influence of each parameter on the
stiffness should be identified.
From Fig. 1 is to see that there are many dimensions
needed to define the structure of a balance. These
dimensions can be divided into three groups.
The first group defines the geometry of the
parallelograms. It includes the thickness (d), width (b)
and height (h) of the drag measuring beam and the
spacing (/) between the two drag beams. The other
parameters such as the dimensions of the struts are
determined by the signal level.
The second group defines the geometry of the main
beams. Most of the dimensions of the main beams
are dependent on that of the parallelograms. The only
free parameter is the slope of the beams (a).
The third group defines the geometry of the bending
moment measuring sections. There are many forms
for this section. By different form, the parameters
needed are different too.
Due to the complexity of the balance structure the
influence of these parameters on the stiffness of the
internal balance can only be effectively studied with
FEM. For a meaningful comparison the sensitivity
stays always constant by variation of the parameters.
4. 1.1 The Parallelograms
The dimensions that define the geometry of the
parallelograms influence mainly the stiffness in axial
direction. The influence on the stiffness in other
direction is very small.
A typical result of this study is shown in Fig. 9. In this
figure the change of deformation of an internal
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balance over the thickness of the drag measuring
beam (d) is illustrated. It can be seen that the
deformation in axial direction sinks with the thickness.
But the stiffness in Y- and Z-direction is almost
unchanged.
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Fig. 9 Deformation of balance over the thickness of
drag measuring spring
As a summary it can be said, that the stiffness in axial
direction can be raised by using a thicker but shorter
and narrower beam as drag measuring element. The
spacing between the two drag elements has little
influence on the stiffness.
It is worth of noting that with these steps one can
raise the stiffness of a balance in the axial direction,
but one must put up with the fact, that the interference
on the axial component increases, too.
4.1.2 The Main Beams
The geometry of the main beams affects mainly the
stiffness in Y- and Z-direction.
The result of FEM analysis is somewhat contrary to
our intuition. The influence of the slope of the main
beams (a) on the stiffness is very small. Only a small
increment in the stiffness in Y-direction with this
parameter can be observed.
An analysis of the deformations of each main beam
shows, that this is caused by the bending of the
tongued beam in transverse direction, as shown in
Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10 Deformation of the tongued beam in
transverse direction
With the increase of the slope the stiffness of each
beam is raised, but the deformation shown in Fig. 3
increases, too. Thus the stiffness of the whole
balance is almost unchanged.
4.1.3 The Moment Measuring Element
All the components except the drag are measured at
this section. In order to get enough signal for the
measurement, this section is weakened. But the
deflection of this section has a great influence on the
stiffness of the whole balance, because a small slope
at this section would cause great deformations at the
model flange due to leverage.
In the development of internal wind tunnel balances
various forms are used. For the measurement of the
bending moment octagon, cross and cage etc. are
created. These forms have different sensitivity and
stiffness.
Assume that the bending stress is distributed linearly
in the cross-section, according to the linear bending
theory in mechanics, one can get the relationship
between the slope (zt_ and the maximal stress ((_)
which is proportional to the signal. This relationship
can be written as:
A0 2L (2)
Eh
Where L is the length of this section, h is the height of
the cross-section and E elastic module.
It can be seen from this equation (1) that under the
condition of a constant signal the slope depends only
on the length (L) and height (h) of the cross-section.
In order to raise the stiffness one can reduce the
length or enlarge the height.
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The first possibility, to reduce the length, is limited by
the fact that there should exist enough place for the
application of strain gages. In addition, if this section
is too short, the strain gages may be affected by the
notch stress. This would cause nonlinearity in the
signal.
For the second possibility, if one enlarges the height,
the moment of inertia increases and the signal
decreases. To maintain a constant signal the other
dimensions of the cross-section must be reduced.
Therefore the cross-section which has more
possibility in adjusting the moment of inertia can be
dimensioned to its maximal height, and thus be stiffer.
From this point one can design a stiffer balance by
using a cage than using a cross.
A simple shear spring is designed to measure the
drag (Fig. 11). It looks like a coupled beam, only in
the middle where the strain gages are to be applied, it
is dimensioned very thin, so that in this section there
is enough shear stress.
Y _
.......
Fig. 11 Shear spring used to measure drag
4.2 Investigation of New Shapes
It can be seen that with the above steps it is possible
to raise the stiffness of an internal balance, but these
steps have some disadvantages. First the
improvement is relatively small. Second the
improvement is achieved at the sacrifice of other
important qualities such as interference. Therefore we
should investigate new shapes for the internal wind
tunnel balance. These shapes may have a bigger
influence on stiffness than the dimensions of the
common one's.
4.2. 1 Drag Measuring Element
Many drag measuring elements have been invented
during the development of internal wind tunnel
balances. Mostly used are beams of various shapes.
According to the interference of other loads they can
be divided into coupled and decoupled elements.
Because the coupled element can be loaded by force
or moment in all directions, a balance using coupled
beam as drag measuring element is stiffer than using
decoupled beams.
In order to identify the effect of the shear spring two
balances are designed. They have the same
dimensions except for the drag measuring elements.
One uses a coupled beam and the other uses the
shear spring as drag measuring element. The signal
stays of course constant.
The two balances are computed with FEM. The
calculated stiffness is compared in Fig. 12.
It can be clearly seen from this figure, that by using
shear spring as drag element the deformation in axial
direction is reduced by 60% The deformation in Z-
direction is almost unchanged. The deformation in Y-
direction is slightly greater (1.5%). This is caused by
the small load capability of the shear spring in Y-
direction.
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Fig. 12 A comparison of the stiffness of the balance
by using beam and shear spring as drag measuring
element
All these elements have one in common, i.e., the drag
is measured through bending stress. The
disadvantage of these elements is the low stiffness.
Compared with the bending spring, the shear spring
is much stiffer. Therefore a reasonable solution for
high stiffness would be to design a shear spring as
drag measuring element.
Besides high stiffness a balance with shear spring as
drag element has a small linear interference too. This
is because the shear spring is only sensitive to the
force in axial direction, while the bending beam is
sensitive to both the force in axial direction and the
bending moment in Y-direction. In addition, there are
shear strain gages where two strain gages are
manufactured side by side in one piece of base film.
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By application of such strain gages the influence of
the position errors is small, and consequently the
linear interference from this source is small.
4.2.2 The Main Beams
The shape of the main beams has a great influence
on the stiffness. The first form of the main beams was
a constant cross-section. Though this is simple to
manufacture, the stiffness is very low. Later this form
was replaced by the triangular form. In this form the
change of cross-section matches the change of
moment better, and the stiffness is consequently high.
Due to the invention of electron beam welded balance
concept by Ewald, there is more freedom in the
design of the main beam forms. Thus a form, so-
called dovetail matched (Fig. 1) was invented. In this
form the cross-section of each beam has the maximal
height, so the stiffness of such balances are very
high. A computation with FEM has shown that by the
same condition the stiffness in Z-direction with the
dove-tail matched form is 8.8% higher than the
triangular form, if only the active part of a balance
(Fig. 13) is considered.
The dovetail matched form has high moment of
inertia, while the triangular form matches the change
of moment good. It seems that a combination of the
two forms would result in a stiffer form.
A realization of this idea is shown in Fig. 14. The
tongued main beam is formed to look like a triangle,
so that the moment of inertia at its root can be raised.
The forked main beam can be strengthened at its root
correspondingly.
the Iorked main beam
/
Fig. 14 Balance with main beams of
the combined form
In order to prove this idea a balance with main beams
of the combined form is designed and computed with
FEM. The calculated deformations are shown in Fig.
15. A balance with main beams of the dovetail
matched form is used as reference.
It is evident that by using the combined form the
stiffness in Z-direction is raised by 21%. The stiffness
in Y-direction is raised by 3%. The stiffness in X-
direction is unchanged.
The linear interference of this balance is the same as
the referenced balance. But the nonlinear interference
is smaller due to the higher stiffness.
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Fig. 15 A comparison of the stiffness of the balance
by using dove-tail matched form and the combined
form as the main beams
The distribution of von Mises stress in this balance is
shown in Fig. 16. Due to the higher stiffness the
stress is reduced at the same time. The maximal von
Mises stress is 24% smaller than in the reference
balance (480 N/mm=).
Fig. 13 Balance with main beams of the dove-tail
matched is designed for comparison
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Fig. 16 Von Mises stress in the balance [N/mm 2]
4.2.3 The Moment Measuring Element
As stated above this section has a great influence on
the stiffness of the whole balance. Up to now there
are many forms which can be used to measure the
bending moment. But all these forms use the same
principle: the moment is measured by bending stress.
It is well known that by an equal signal the shear
spring is much stiffer than the bending spring. Thus
the stiffness of this section can be raised by using a
shear element.
A realization of this idea is shown in Fig. 17. It looks
like a cage. The inner part is a solid polygon which
undertakes the most bending moment and shear
force. The outer part consists of four shear stress
measuring elements which are arranged around the
solid polygon.
Of the two opposite positioned measuring elements,
one will be stretched and the other will be
compressed under the load of a bending moment.
This tension or compression causes a shear stress
field. By measuring the shear stress with strain gages
one can get the moment to be measured.
Fig. 17 A moment measuring element
using shear springs
A balance using this new bending moment measuring
element is designed (Fig. 18). The FEM computation
of this balance shows that this balance is very stiff.
Under the condition of equal signal the stiffness of this
balance in Z-direction is 65% higher than that of a
balance using a cross as moment measuring
element. The stiffness in Y-direction is even 88%
higher. The stiffness in X-direction is almost
unchanged. (Fig. 19)
the forked main beam
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Fig. 18 Balance with shear elements
(Detail shown in Fig. 10)
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Fig. 19 A comparison of the stiffness of the balance
by using cross and shear spring as bending moment
measuring element
The von Mises stress in this balance under all loads is
shown in Fig. 20. The maximal stress is reduced to
286 N/mm 2, almost the half of the stress in the
reference balance (480 N/mm=).
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Fig. 20 Von Mises stress in the balance [N/mm =]
5. Conclusions
The stiffness of an internal wind tunnel balance is a
decisive factor for quality. In order to get a high
stiffness we have tried first choosing the suitable
dimensions under the scope of the current balance
configuration. With this method the stiffness can be
increased, but the improvement is small and it is often
achieved by sacrificing accuracy of other properties.
Thus we have tried various forms for the balance.
By using shear spring as the drag measuring element
the stiffness in X-direction can be increased
considerably.
By using the form combined from the triangular and
dovetail matched form for the main beams the
stiffness in Y- and Z-direction can be increased
significantly.
Finally, by using the shear elements to measure the
bending moment the stiffness of the whole balance
can be improved dramatically.
At least it is worth mentioning, that by these new
forms the other qualities of a balance such as
interference and stress level are at least unchanged,
in some cases they are even improved.
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NEW DESIGN OF TUBULAR TYPE STRAIN-GAGE BALANCES.
Vyacheslav I. Lagutin
(TSNIIMASI-I, Russia)
SUMMARY
Widely world used type of strain-gage balances (like the symbol of the Symposium) possesses
some imperfections caused mainly by nonsymmetry of the balance structure and difficulties of their
fabrication.
Last years new type of the balances based on combination of ring and tubular type dynamometers
is successfully used in aerogasdynamic tests provided by TSNIIMASH.
In the article several designs-of such types dynamometers and typical designs of tubular aerody-
namic strain-gage balances for various application are presented. The balances have a symmetrical
structure of springy bodies. As a result it is possible to decrease of loading components interaction and
to improve fabrication properties.
INTRODUCTION
At present lime a type of six-component strain-gage balance like the Symbol of the Symposium is
widely world used in practice of aerogasdynamic tests. Layout of _ balance used in TSNIIMASH
is shown on Figure 1 together with Table of general performances of the balance family. Some peculi-
arities of the balance design concern sensing element of axial (X-force) dynamometer which presents as
half of full frame with constant mechanical tension along fxame springy plates carryin"g strain-gages.
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Figure 1. Layout of conventional strain-gage balance
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An advantage of the balance design is large carrying capacity m relation to tra,_sverse load while
cross section diameter is small. It is a reason for wide usage of the balance in testing of models with
wings or complex models with strap-on blocks when lift force is large (ref. I).
One of the disadvantages of the design is fabrication difficulty caused by the balance structure hav-
ing a lot of tmthrough cavities and slits with difficulties of accuracy control when manufacttu'ing. Al_-
other disadvantage caused by nonsymmetry of X-force dynamometer in relation to axial [brcc is essen-
tial influence of bending and rolling moments on the dynamometer output signal.
There are some tubular type balance design with X-force dynamometer elements symmetr3. in re-
lation to axial force and small non-linear interaction due to the balance structure peculiarities. The
floating-flame balance type "TASK'(ref 2) consists of two coaxial tubes joined by six measuring ele-
ments. The screw joints cause a certain hysteresis. Another tubular type balance (ref 3) is two-shell
floating frame balance consists of an external tube which ends are soldered (by special method :'fused
gold alloy bond") to an internal tube. Measuring elements are formed by several beams milled near ends
of the external tube. The measuring elements have mixed functions and linear interaction takes place.
Tubular balances can be used as conventional in the most cases. Internal channel of the balance al-
lows to e_end their application for testing tasks concern jet simulation, testing in "hot" wind tunnels and
so on because gas or liquid supply, pipes for sources of jets or balance cooling, or an in-model mecha-
insm can be mounted inside the channel.
These advantages of tubular Balances and considered imperfections of existed tubular balances were
the reasons for search of new designs of tubular type dynamometers and complex dynamometrical sys-
tems.
Thus the task of new tubular balance creation includes design of one-piece, short extend balance
with small hysteresis and component interaction and good fabrication properties.
The creation of new such complex dynamometrical systems was preceeded by development of
separate dynamometers.
Figure 2 shows a X-force dynamometer design based on usage of springy parallelograms conjunct
in a ring body with springy beams of varying cross section formed by cylindrical undercuts of the
beams. Strain-gages are placed opposite the undercuts. Figure 3 shows a construction with half-frame
sensing dements built .in springy parallelograms.
2 4
3 5
Figure 2. Ring-bodY X-force dynamometer
1 - ring-body of spnngy parallelograms; 2 - cylindrical undercut
of springy beam_ 3.4 - rigid longitudinal beams: 5 - strain-gage
'4 3
5 2
6
1
t
Figure 3. X-force dynamometer with half-
frame sensing element.
[, 2 - rigid longitudinal beams; 3 - arch-shaped elmnems
of springy parallelogram; 4 - springy plates of sensing: ._,
6 - firm cross-pieces: 7 - strain-gage
Strain-gages are placed on walls of the frames. Figure 4 shows the similar design with frame type sens-
ing elements. The ring body of the dynamometers may consist of 4; 6; 8 etc. number of springy paral-
lelo_ams (i.e. more than 2. as it takes place in the designs discussed above). As a result for ring or tubu-
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lar type dynamometers it is possible to realize principles of symmetry and integration, which help to
provide higher level of selectivity (the influence of bending and rolling moments was found one or two
orders less than this one for traditional scheme). In additional the dynamometer design appears more
suitable for manufacturing by contemporary machines with numerical control because all slots are
through and symmetrical.
I 3
4 2
4 2
" 5
_ 6
1
Figure 4. X-force dynamometer with frame sensing element.
1, 2 - rigid longitudinal beams; 3 - arch-_aped elements of springy parallelogram; 4- springy plates of sensinK, 5, 6 - firm cross-
pieces; 7 - strain-gage
First type construction (Figure 2) is preferable for dynamometers of large loads and sizes. Second
type construction (Figures 3, 4) is preferable for dynamometers of relatively small loads and cross sizes
which provided by longitudinal orientation of strain-gages.
Measuring load range may be increased using a shear deformed plate as a sensing element.
Figure 5 presents a design of two-component transwerse forces CY, Z) dynamometer based on com-
pact folding of two springy parallelograms with springy beams of varying cross section and strain-gages
placed opposite undercuts of the beams. The design provides good combination of rigidity and sensitiv-
ity and independence of output signals on varying of input load point position. The dynamometer con-
struction is good entered into ring cross section.
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Figure 5. Transverse forces two-component dynamometer
1 - intermediate base; 2, 3 - longitudinal beam of springy parallelogram of Y-force dynamometer; 4 - main base; 5 - longitudinal
beam of springy parallelogram of Z-force dynamometer; 6, 7 - strain-gages; 8 - cylindrical undercuts
For designs of moment measuring dynamometer longitudinal beams subjected to bending or twist-
tug were used. Peculiarity of a dynamometer design (intended for measuring of Mx, My, Mz moments)
shown on Figure 6 is compact arrangement of all springy elements in one ring cross section.
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Figure 6. Dynamometer for My,, My, Mz moment components measuring
l, 2 - mare bases; 3, 4 - iongitu_aal springy beams of My, Mz dynamometers, respectively; 5 - longitudinal springy plates of Mx
dynamometer, 6, 7 - intermediate bases; $ - sWain-gages.
In this case it is possible to coincide all electric centers of measuring bridges in one section or even in
one point. It is very suitable for special measurements and for provision of required sensitivity for each
measuring component. It seems important that compressing load acting on Mx dynamometer (it is a
characteristic case for aerodynamic balances) transforms in stretching load for it's springy plates.
Application of a system of springy parallelograms allows to modify the Mx dynamometer design as
it shown in Figure 7 and provides posm'bil_es to realize wide opportunities rigidity, sensitivity and selec-
tivity combinations.
4
35 _6
1
6
Figure 7. Dynamometer for Mx moment measuring
1, 2 - bases; 3, 4 - longitudinal springy beams; 5 - slot; 6 - cylindrical undercuts, gl ... RI6 - strata-gages.
The dynamometers of considered design are easy combined with each other. It makes possible of
various mulficomponent strain-gage balances for measuring of transverse forces Y, Z and moment
Mx, My, Mz and Figure 8 presents a five-component tubular balance.
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Figure 8. Five-component tubular type dynamometer
1, 2 - main bases; 3 - longitudinal beam of_gy parallelogram of Y, My - a_umometet; 4 - longitudinal beams of springy paral-
lelogram of Z, Mz - dynamomet_, 5 - springy plates of Mx dynamometer, 6 - cylindrical tmdercuts of springy beams; 7-12 - rigid
elemmt of intermediai bases; 13 - inner channel R1 ... R24 - strain-gages
Layout and general performances of tubular type six-component balances realized m TSNIIMASH
are given in Table on Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Layout and general performances oftubuhr type six-component balance
The tubular balance which have individual springy measuring element for each load component can
provide a high level of sensi_ty, selectivity and accuracy which level is about 0.1 ... 0.25. Owing to
short extent of the balancesa rather small level of load component interaction can be realized. An addi-
tional advantage of the considered balances is good manufacturing properties.
In many cases the tubular balances can be used instead of conventional balances. At the same lime
testing tasks connected with usage of internal central channel of the balances can be provided. In general
balances of short extent are very suitable for many balance testing task provision (e.g. aerodynamic
loading measuring of small aspect ratio bodies, control surfaces and model elements, etc. - see re£ 4).
View of a family of tubular balance for various testing tasks is given on figure 10.
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Figure 10. Family of tubular balances
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Abstract
The ever rising accuracy requirements in wind tunnel testing for aeroplane development
enforce continuos improvement of force testing technology. The introduction of the cryogenic
tunnel is an additional challenge for the force balance, since now even better or at least the
same balance accuracy is requested over an operational temperature range of 200 Kelvin.
In more than 12 years of research at the Technical University of Darmstadt all aspects of
force testing technology have been dealt with and developed to new standards by the
authors in co-operation with Deutsche Aerospace, Airbus GmbH, Bremen. Most of the work
was financed by the German Ministry for Research and Technology as a preparation for the
ETW Technology..
Basic research on the aspects of metallic spring materials resulted in new understandings
about material selection and material treatment for optimum results.
Principal balance design optimisations are done with finite element analysis. For the routine
balance design an interactive computer programme was developed.
The very successful technique of the Electron Beam Welded Balance, which offers new
structural design possibilities, was developed. The balance structure is fabricated from parts,
which are welded together by electron beam welding.
For cryogenic balances the main problems are zero shift and sensitivity shift over the large
temperature range and false signals especially in the axial force element due to temperature
gradients. The problems were overcome by a very careful strain gage matching process, by
use of special gages, by application of numerical corrections and by a special design of the
axial force system with tandem measuring elements in the flexure groups.
For the calibration of the balance a new third order numerical algorithm was developed. The
algorithm works with arbitrary load combinations. This was a requirement for the develop-
ment of a fully automatic balance calibration machine. The machine (the first specimen is al-
ready operational at the ETW) performs a six component calibration including all single loads
and all combinations of two loads in one working shift.
So all components of the wind tunnel force testing technology have been developed to new
standards with the result of considerable accuracy improvements of the wind tunnel results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The successful design and development of commercial transport aircraft depends (among
many other problems !) on excellent aerodynamics. Especially the flight performance reacts
very sensitively on aerodynamics. Since flight performance must be guaranteed to potential
future customer long before the first flight of the prototype, the success of the aircraft depends
heavily on wind tunnel tests with the utmost accuracy. This ever rising requirement for accuracy
in wind tunnel testing and especially the challenge of precise force testing in cryogenic wind
tunnels gave a strong impetus for strain gage balance research in the recent past. Since accu-
racy limits for conventional strain gage balances are set mainly by thermal effects, the target to
achieve at least the same or possibly even better accuracy with cryogenic balances in
cryogenic tunnels is an extremely difficult task. For the research work on cryogenic balances
the ambitious target of one drag count repeatability for transonic transport performance testing
was set.
To achieve considerable improvements compared to balances known and used today, a single
clever balance design idea respectively a single successful detail improvement is not sufficient.
A systematic search through all parts and aspects of balance technology and the improvement
of all details of this technology to the limits of the available technology is necessary. The
important parts of the technology are :
Design philosophy
- Design computation and optimisation
Selection of spring material for the balance body
- Material heat treatment
Balance fabrication methods
Strain gage selection and wiring method
- Moisture proofing respectively cryogenic environment proofing
- Data acquisition electronics
- Mathematical calibration algorithm
- Calibration equipment
Strategy of balance use in the wind tunnel
More than twelve years ago we convinced the German Ministry for Research and Technology,
that the force measurement technology is perhaps the most important key technology for the
success of the new European Transonic Wind Tunnel (ETW), which was in the early planning
and design phase at that time. We were happy enough to get a long term funding for the
development of the Cryogenic Balance. This put us in a position to do concentrated balance
research and development. The aim of this research at the Technical University of Darmstadt
was to improve each of these partial aspects of balance technology to the scientific limits
available today. Due to this research in Cryogenic Balances many improvements also for
balances for conventional wind tunnels resulted. Part of the work was done in close co-
operation with the Deutsche Aerospace Airbus GmbH at Bremen with some contributions of the
DLR.
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2. BALANCE DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
For a successful balance design some essentials must be fulfilled :
1. Choose the balance ranges as close as possible to the actual measuring task. In
defining the ranges include the consideration, that ranges of the balances can be
overloaded, ff other ranges are not fully used in the tests. This overload capacity of a
balance normally is defined by the 'load rhombus'.
2. Choose the geometric dimensions of the balance as large as allowed by the available
space in the model
3. Design the balance structure for maximum stiffness.
The first essential requires the design of dedicated and tailored balances for the different tasks
of a wind tunnel. As an example for a typical transport configuration model matched in scale to
the test section dimensions in a transonic wind tunnel at least three different balances are
required for high accuracy ti_sting :
,, Very sensitive balance for cruise condition L/D optimisation work.
• Less sensitive balance for cruise condition work including buffet tests, maximum lift tests and
MD_VEtests.
• Envelope balance for stability and control tests up to MNE including full control surface deflec-
tions and large angles of attack and yaw.
This requirement results in a numerous and expensive numerous balance equipment of a wind
tunnel but improves tunnel accuracy very much.
The maximum load capacity of a balance design within a fixed diameter is limited even if an
ultra high tensile strength steel (High Grade Maraging Steel) is used. In our balance design
method we introduced a balance load capacity parameter S, which is defined as
Z.I" +M r
S - D3 [N / cm 2
The characteristic length I* of the balance is defined as the distance from the reference centre
to the end of the active part of the balance, see Figure 1. So this ,Balance Capacity Parameter"
is a simplified measure of the bending stress in the balance body close to the balance
connection to model or sting, which may be a cone or a flange. In most balance designs this is
the critical position with respect to stress.
r---]l ,_j_-_l- --1...... , L :f: ........ _"----}r-'] t [:7-]
--_¢, ........... , ::_ .!i_ r _ ._ ..-........ .._.,.;,.:
Figure 1 Characteristic Length
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Figure 2 shows a load characteristics diagram for a range of balances with diameters between
40 and 110 mm. A group of curves of constant load capacity parameter S is plotted in the
diagram. The messages of this figure are :
• Beyond a value of S = 2000 N/cm 2 the design of a precise balance including an
axial force system is not possible.
• For a transport performance high precision balance the load capacity parameter should
not exceed S = 500 N/cm 2.
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Figure 2 Load Capacity Parameter S
Even lower load capacity parameters are recom-
mended for optimum precision in drag measure-
ment, if the space in the model allows for the
larger diameter.
The third essential mentioned above - high
stiffness of the balance body - is difficult to
achieve with the conventional balance fabrication
process by EDM (Electric Discharge Machining).
With this method all internal cuts in the balance
body must be accessible for the electrode from
the outer side of the balance body. This
compromises the stiffness requirement. So the
fulfilment of the stiffness requirement is mainly a
question of the fabrication method.
The ultimate solution of this problem is the
Electron Beam Welded Balance concept, which
was developed by the author at VFW (now Deut-
sche Airbus) fifteen years ago. The balance is
fabricated from four pieces, which are prefabri-
cated to the final dimensions of all internal sur-
faces and welded together by electron beam
welding. All external machining including opening
of the flexure systems is done after welding. The
Figure 3a. Prepared Balance Parts Figure 3b. Welded Balance Body
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Figure 3c. FinishedBalanceBody
production steps are clarified by the
Fugures 3.
Provided that a proper material is
selected and a sophisticated heat
treatment after the welding process is
done, full material strength is restored
in the welding zone and the finished
balance is a one piece balance and -
with respect to strength and hysteresis -
definitively behaves like a one piece
balance. In a polished cut of the welding seam the welding zone is hardly visibly.
The concept of the Electron Beam Welded Balance turned out to be highly successful and was
used since the invention for all balances constructed by the Deutsche Airbus GmbH and by the
Technical University of Darmstadt. This fabrication method gives complete freedom in the
internal design of the balance structure and allows a much stiffer design of the balance.
3. BALANCE DESIGN COMPUTATION AND OPTIMISATION
A strain gage balance is a complicated piece of structure with a very large number of
dimensions. So the balance design can not be achieved as a closed solution from the external
dimensions and the required component ranges.
At the Technical University of Darmstadt the design computation is done with the interactive
computer programme ,,SEKOWA". With each step this programme completely computes the
stress situation at all critical positions of the balance body and some additional characteristic
parameters. All results are printed. The user checks the results and according to his experience
with the design process he modifies one or several geometric dimensions. Each step is
designated as a "RUN". An experienced balance designer needs about 40 to 60 runs for a final
satisfying result or for the understanding, that a voo=,,e,
good balance with the specified ranges can not _ _e0._l_|_} 440.8SS
400.791
be designed within given dimensions. This work _ _0.1_7I I 0.GG3 '
can easily be done in 2 or g hours. The I_8:I_1 200.430
I 150.406
computation is based on basic stress and strain , _12n3_I }- B0.21_
I _ 40.2144
formula for short bending beams and short ,-_D._o3_
torsion beams. Provision is made in the
programme for notch stress concentration. The
computer programme also creates overload
diagrams similar to the conventional overload
rhombus.
The use of finite element analysis for routine
balance design is not possible, since the dis-
cretization of the complicated structure with
many modifications for the optimised design is
Figure 4. Balance W617, FE Computation
to laborious. Nevertheless for principal
optimisation of strain gage balance designs finite element analysis proved to be an extremely
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valuable tool, this was demonstrated by the work of Junnai Zhai [22] at the Technical University
of Darmstadt. Work on balance optimisation with the instrument of finite element analysis is
continued at the Technical University of Darmstadt. Figure 4 shows the stress distribution of the
balance W 617 under full combined loads computed by finite element analysis.
The analysis of balance structures by the Finite Element Method demonstrated, that the
computation and the minimisation of linear and non-linear interference effects is possible by this
method. For more details on this work see the paper given by Zhai and Dr. Hufnagel given in
this conference.
4. MATERIAL SELECTION
The conventional material for strain gage balances is either maraging steel or precipitation
hardening steel like PH 13.8 Mo (1.4534) or 17.4 PH (1.4548). For the welded balance concept
we use Maraging 300 (1.6554) for conventional balances resp. Maraging 250 (1.6359) for
cryogenic balances. Maraging steel is excellent for electron beam welding; the precipitation
hardening steels should be good for welding as well, but no experience was gathered up to now
with welded balances from precipitation hardening steels.
A very comprehensive study on force sensor spring materials was performed at the Technical
University of Darmstadt. One important result of this study was a general trend of increasing
hysteresis with increasing nickel component in the alloy. So the hysteresis quality of the
maraging steels is not the best one. With maraging steel hysteresis may be considerably
reduced by three provisions :
,, Multiple heat treatment for grain refinement as described in [17].
Q By deep cooling (77 K, 20 hours) before the ageing treatment the hysteresis is reduced
considerably.
,, If a lower ultimate strength can be tolerated, underageing reduces the hysteresis of mara-
ging steel considerably.
Additionally at the Technical University of Darmstadt a successful method for numerical correc-
tion of force sensor hysteresis was developed. Nevertheless this method was not applied to
strain gage balances up to now.
An e.xcellent material for force sensors may be the titanium alloy Ti AI Mg 4 (3.7164). Hysteresis
is almost non existing with this material. Nevertheless more experience especially in electron
beam welding and in gage application must be gathered before application of titanium as a
strain gage balance material.
A very promising material for conventional and cryogenic balances is Copper Beryllium (2 %
Beryllium), if the load capacity factor allows for the lower tensile strength of this material compa-
red to maraging steel. Hysteresis is extremely low and electron beam weldability is good. The
excellent heat conductivity of copper beryllium will considerably reduce the temperature
gradient problems with cryogenic balances. A cryogenic balance for the ETW from copper
beryllium was designed and constructed at the Technical University of Darmstadt.
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The low corrosion resistance of maraging steel is troublesome for balances especially in the
case of cryogenic balances. Nickel plating proved to be an efficient counter-measure. In this
case the strain gage positions are covered with a protecting lacquer before the nickel plating
process. So the gages are bonded on the uncovered maraging steel.
5. STRAIN GAUGING AND WIRING METHODS.
Up to now we used strain gages exclusively from Micro Measurement (Vishay). From the
available range of gages types can be selected, which are very well suited for the cryogenic
range and as well for conventional tunnel conditions. For the extreme temperature range of
cryogenic balances misadaption of the STC-Factor is recommended. We use SCT-Factors of
11 or 13 for balances constructed from maraging steel.
A more complicated problem is the primary correction of Young's modulus over the extreme
temperature range of cryogenic balances. Normal KARMA-alloy is not satisfactory. For a
special cryogenic balance-production MM has demonstrated, that a special tuning of KARMA
gages for extreme temperature range compensation of Young's modulus is possible. Gages of
this special type were used for the ETW balance constructed by the Technical University of
Darmstadt and Deutsche Airbus.
For a very low zero drift over the temperature range of cryogenic balances misadaption of STC-
factor, close coupled arrangement of the gages of one bridge etc. is not sufficient. Even the
gages from one pack of five show considerable scatter in thermal behaviour. Gage matching
improves this situation very much and was first proposed by Judy Ferris (NASA Langley). Since
the thermal behaviour of gages can be evaluated only from the applicated gage, each individual
gage is applicated to a common maraging steel sample by cyano cryalate bond. After a
measurement of the zero drift of each gage in the cryogenic chamber the arrangement is
heated beyond the stability of the cyano cryalate bond and the gages are carefully cleaned.
From the results of this process the gages for each bridge are individually selected for minimum
bridge zero drift. This procedure is time consuming but reduces bridge zero drift very much.
For final gage application on strain gage balances epoxy hot bonding is used exclusively.
Preparing the surfaces, preparing the gages and the bonding procedure must be done with the
utmost care, patience and perfect observance of the manufacturers instructions. Even the ut-
most care is not sufficient, it must be combined with years of experience in the art of strain gage
application.
For conventional balances temperature correction copper wires are integrated in the bridge
wiring. For cryogenic balances this procedure is not very successful, since the strong non-linear
behaviour of the apparent strain can not be compensated by the copper behaviour with a dif-
ferent non-linearity. If for special temperature correction methods the measurement of
temperatures on the balance is necessary, a number of temperature sensors (6-10) is installed
on the balance. PT 100 sensors are used for the temperature measurement. For very high
precision the PT 100 sensors are individually calibrated.
The internal wiring of the bridge circuits is carefully designed for symmetric length and
symmetric temperature on all internal bridge wire connections. All bridges are wired separately
for excitation lines, excitation voltage sensing lines and signal lines. All circuits are connected to
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the tunnel data system via a high quality miniature connector mounted at the sting end of the
balance. Normally 80 pin connectors are used.
Very often in wind tunnel testing practice it is necessary to bridge the balance with other electri-
cal signal and power lines as well as pneumatic lines. These lines may deteriorate the balance
accuracy due to their stiffness to an extent, that force testing and testing with the use of
balance bridging lines must be done separately, So the wind tunnel productivity is reduced very
much. At the Technical University of Darmstadt a concept was developed to integrate these
bridging lines into the design of the balance. With such an integrated electric or pneumatic line
bridging the balance has connectors at the sting and the model end for the lines. Thus any
hysteresis due to the bridging is avoided.
6. MOISTURE PROOFING RESP. PROOFING FOR CRYOGENIC ENVIRONMENT
To achieve excellent zero point stability, moisture proofing is most important. For conventional
balances a careful observance of strain gage manufacturers instructions may be sufficient. For
cryogenic balances moisture proofing is perhaps the most difficult detail of balance
construction. Strain gage manufacturers give no sufficient instructions and offer no sufficient
materials for these environmental conditions. A very careful application of multiple thin layers of
nitril rubber is the best conventional moisture proofing method we found up to now.
7. DATA ACQUISITION EQUIPMENT
It stands to reason, that for balance signal acquisition top quality equipment is used only.
Nevertheless between wind tunnel instrumentation experts there is a certain disagreement on
the basic type of equipment. In most tunnels DC measuring techniques are used in form of
specially designed signal conditioning and digitising units or in form of high quality digital
multimeters.
In recent years some commercial developments, especially the DMC data acquisition unit (600
Hz carrier frequency) of the German company Hottinger has brought the AC measuring
technique back into the field again. This AC equipment is equivalent and in some cases even
superior to the best of DC equipment and has the big advantage of blocking any thermal
voltage signals. In the case of cryogenic tunnels with their large temperature differences in the
test region this may be essential. The disadvantage of the AC measuring method is the limited
frequency range, which may cause concern, if dynamic balance stresses shall be monitored.
Nevertheless dynamic signals up to 200 Hz can be monitored with this equipment satisfactorily.
The Hottinger measuring system DMC 9012 resp. its successor DMCplus is used successfully
in theAerodynamics Lab and the Wind Tunnel of the Technical University of Darmstadt, the
Aerodynamic Department and Wind Tunnel Department of Deutsche Airbus, the Cologne
Cryogenic Tunnel (KKK) and the ETW Calibration Machine. The system can be equipped with
up to 28 data channels. The maximum speed of this system is 100 000 measurements per
second and the resolution is up to 300 000 parts. The system is fully computer controlled;
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several systems may be managed in parallel by one PC. The system provides also the
excitation for the strain gage bridges.
As a general rule identical electronic measurement hardware or even better the same
equipment should be used for balance calibration and for balance use in the wind tunnel.
8. MATHEMATICAL METHOD OF CALIBRATION
The field of calibration perhaps includes the largest improvement potential of the balance tech-
nology. The first item in this field is the mathematical description of the balance behaviour. The
generally used method is the so called second order calibration. Since many years we exten-
ded this to a third order apl_[oximation of the balance behaviour :
6 6 6 6
= + Z AuFj + Z Z Bo,FjFk + Z CuF/
j=l j=l k=j j=l
In this description for the direct component calibration terms a third order term is taken into
account. The advantage of this description compared to the conventional second order
calibration was often questioned by other experts, nevertheless the use of the third order
approximation is simply logical.
Certainly there are physical reasons for a non-linearity of the characteristic line of one com-
ponent of a strain gage balance (or other Force Sensor) as shown in the positive quadrant of
Figure 7. Since a strain gage balance is a symmetrical structure, almost certainly in the third
quadrant the non-linearity of the characteristic line should be mirror inverted to the line in the
positive quadrant as shown in Figure 7 by the continuous line. There is no reason to expect a
monotonic curvature like shown by the dotted line.
The non-linearity of the continuous line in Figure 7
can be described in a polynom by the third order
term only. This is the only reason why we use the
third order description of the balance behaviour.
Applied to actual calibration data the comparison
of second and third order calibrations shows that
in the case of the third order approximation the
third order coefficient have a considerable size
and the second order terms come out smaller
than in the case of a second order approximation.
Nevertheless the quadratic terms should not be
neglected. Very often a strain gage force sensor
has a slightly different sensitivity in the positive
/
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Figure 7. Second/Third Order Approx.
and the negative quadrant. This behaviour is approximated by the quadratic term. Since all the
work is done very fast by the computer, the higher mathematical complexity of the third order
approximation is no argument against this algorithm.
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The conventional evaluation of the calibration data is based on the method to apply pure single
loads stepwise to the balance plus combinations of two pure single loads. In the latter case one
load is constant and the other load is applied stepwise. So a simple evaluation of each loading
sequence in the sense of a least square error second or third order polynom approximation is
possible. The complete coefficient matrix is successively compiled from such evaluations of
loading sequences.
This results in an system of equations
Component Signal = Function (Loads)
which must be converted to a different set of equations
Loads = Function (Signals)
for the use in the wind tunnel. This conversion is not possible in a mathematical sense since a
conversion matrix only exists for a linear matrix. So more or less accurate or questionable
approximate solutions must be used for the conversion.
The automatic calibration machine invented at the University of Darmstadt produces calibration
data, where the desired loads (normally a single component or a combination of two single
components) are superimposed by small interfering loads in the other balance components.
Though the interfering loads are known precisely since they are measured by the calibration
machine, the evaluation of a calibration matrix from such "mixed" loading data sets is not
possibly with the conventional evaluation methods. So at the University of Darmstadt we use a
different mathematical algorithm, where a system of equations
Loads = Function (Signals)
is extracted in one step from the complete calibration data set (approximately 1000 different
loading conditions) as a closed solution in the sense of least square errors. So the questionable
conversion of the matrix is no longer necessary and the result is the absolutely best evaluation
of the calibration data in a mathematical sense. For more details see [18], [19] and [20].
9. CALIBRATION EQUIPMENT
For information's on modern calibration equipment please see the Paper ,Development and
Construction of Full Automatic Calibration Machines for Internal Balances" by Ewald, Dr.
Hufnagel, Polansky and Badet and the Paper ,,The Development of a Modern Manual
Calibration System and Measuring System for Internal Balances" by Quade and Dr. Hufnagel
given in this conference.
10. CRYOGENIC BALANCE DESIGN
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A standard design philosophy for cryogenic balances has not yet been established, among the
cryogenic community there is even no agreement if unheated or heated balances are to be pre-
ferred. The majority of cryogenic balance designs is unheated up to now but the promoters of
heated balances argue, that this type will not develop spatial temperature gradients in the body
and will not require stabilisation times if tunnel temperature is changed. This is a strong
argument, since a necessary stabilisation time will deteriorate the productivity of the tunnel.
Nevertheless the author is pessimistic with respect to the heated balance. The massive joints
on model and sting end of the balance will cause considerably large heat flows, so a lot of local
heating power will be required to condition the balance to ambient room temperature with no
spatial temperature gradients. The result most probably will be even worse temperature gradi-
ents in some regions of the balance body. From the authors point of view the more promising
solution is a special balance design which tolerates temperature gradients without unacceptable
deterioration of the accuracy especially in the axial force measurement.
This was achieved successfully with the concept of the tandem axial force elements, which are
integrated in the front and-aft flexure groups of the axial force system (see Figure 12 for
example). The predominant part of temperature gradient generated axial force errors is
proportional to the mean temperature difference in the upper and lower cantilever beams of the
axial force system. With the conventional central position of the axial force bending beam the
error signals are a function of the arbitrary temperature distribution in the cantilever beams.
With the tandem axial force system
the error signals due to temperature
gradients in the front and in the aft
bending beam element have the
same magnitude but opposite signs.
By adding the signals of the front
and the aft sensor the signals due to
temperature gradients are
cancelled. The unavoidable
Figure 12. Cryogenic Balance W 612 (KKK) with tolerances in bending beam
tandem axial force elements dimensions and gage position result
in a small residual error signal due
to temperature gradients. Nevertheless these residual errors may be removed by a simple
numerical correction.
The concept of the tandem axial force elements is very successful. For temperature gradients
of 5 degrees centigrade along the balance length the gradient induced error of the axial force
signal without additional numerical correction is less than 1 IJVNolt in the case of the ETW
balance W 618.
The advantage of using copper beryllium as a material for cryogenic balances was mentioned
already in chapter 4.
11. THE BLACK BOX BALANCE PRINCIPLE
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A distinguished balance expert well known to the author once said : "You should never hand
out a good strain gage balance to the wind tunnel people, they make everything wrong and they
will demolish this delicate instrument". Obviously this aphorism is not quite correct since also a
lot of good measurements have been performed by the "wind tunnel people" using strain gage
balances !
Nevertheless there is some truth in it. The use of a balance in the tunnel, that means
connecting it to the data acquisition system, adjusting amplifiers, adjusting excitation voltage,
programming the signal evaluation (evaluation matrix, numerical corrections etc.), programming
axis system transformation etc. offers so many opportunities for human errors, that an actually
acting aerodynamic positive yawing moment may well be printed out by the computer as a
negative rolling moment multiplied by xx plus a constant yy. To avoid these sources of human
errors we propose the 'Black Box Balance' concept.
With this concept a standard electronic hardware for the balance signal conditioning, signal
read out and force evaluation for the calibration of the balance and for the use of the balance in
the tunnel is specified between client and balance manufacturer or is even delivered by the
balance manufacturer. The operating parameters of this balance data acquisition hardware
must be fully computer controllable. The balance is delivered by the manufacturer together with
a diskette, which contains the standard balance evaluation programme, which sets all
parameters of the signal acquisition electronics and converts the balance signals into inter-
ference free and corrected forces and moments in physical dimensions.
In the balance itself a miniature memory chip is integrated. This memory chip contains a
balance identification code, special corrections to be used with this individual balance and the
calibration matrix of this individual balance.
For the use of the balance in the wind tunnel simply the disk is fed into the balance
measurement controller (Standard PC) of the wind tunnel computer system and the balance
itself is plugged to the measurement system. So always the standard evaluation software is
used without the possibility of introducing errors. The balance controller automatically checks
the balance identification code and compares it with the identification code of the calibration
data. With today's miniature memory chips the calibration data are an integrated part of the
balance body at least for conventional tunnel balances. So the balance itself tells the wind tun-
nels balance computer her calibration data and special corrections to be applied to her results
without any additional error source. The calibration data are automatically burned into the
memory chip (EPROM) on the balance by the data evaluation system of the Automatic Balance
Calibration Machine. The data are refreshed by each recalibration. In the case of a recalibration
the calibration software checks for substantial differences between the old calibration matrix
and the new one. Such differences may indicate a faulty balance.
Unless the Black Box Balance Concept will simplify the use of internal balances very much and
will exclude nearly all possible human errors, it was not realised so far. The main argument of
poss_le clients against the concept was, that a wind tunnel operator is bound to one balance
manufacturer with this concept. Nevertheless, if the balance manufacturer is well qualified, this
commitment may be not to bad.
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12. HALF MODEL BALANCES
For informations on a Half Model balance see the Paper ,,The Half Model Balance for the
Cologne Cryogenic Tunnel (KKK)" presented by Ewald, Dr. Viehweger and Rebstock at this
conference.
13. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Some plans for future developments of the balance technology were already indicated in the
previous pages. Our most important plans for future developments are :
• Black Box Balance Concept
• Further evaluation of Copper-Beryllium Balance Concept
• Evaluation of Titanium Ba_lance Concept
• Integrated Balance Bridge for signal lines, power lines and pneumatic lines
• On Board Measurement for pressure distribution or other data with light transmission of data
into the earth system
• Further optimisation of balance design by finite element analysis
• Further development of the Automatic Calibration Machine
14. SUMMARY
The extensive research on strain gage balances done at the University of Darmstadt in co-
operation with Deutsche Airbus demonstrated, that a substantial improvement of the wind
tunnel force testing technology requires engineering progresses in any detail of balance design
concepts, actual balance designs, material selection, balance fabrication method, gauging
methods and calibration equipment and calibration algorithms. So all these details where
included into our balance research efforts and any detail was improved to the technological
limits available today. The outcome is a balance technology, which leads to much improved
balances for conventional tunnels and to cryogenic balances which up to now (this develop-
ment is not jet finally finished) bring the target of less than one drag count repeatability for
transport configuration performance measurements within reach.
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Annex I. Examples of Balances
Some of the six component balances designed and manufactured by the University of
Darmstadt and Deutsche Airbus are illustrated here. For a complete overview and for the load
ranges see Table 1 in the annex.
Figure 16. Balance W 608 (DNW-Balance,
3 ton Normal Force Capacity)
Figure 15. Balance W 605 (DNW-Balance,
3 ton Normal Force Capacity).
(Above: Parts before welding.)
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Figure 17a " Balance W 607, Prepared Parts
%:
Figure 17b • Balance W 607, Welded Body
Figure 20 " Cryogenic Balance W 612
Figure 21 " Copper-Beryllium Balance W 617
Figure 17c " Balance W 607 ready for gaging
-_ Figure 22 " ETW Balance W 618, Ready for
Figure 18 • Cryogenic Balance W 609 gaging
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Figure 23 • ETW-Balance W 618, ready for
Calibration Figure 24 • ETW Combat Balance W 621
Annex 2, Table of Existing Balances
Balance Name and Purpose
W 64
Spin and Roll Balance
Constructed for DLR
W 605
General Purpose Balance
fabricated for DNW
W 6O6
First Cryogenic Balance
fabricated for KKK
W 607
Missile Balance
fabricated for AEDC
w 6o8
General Purpose Balance
fabricated for DNW
W 609
Second Cryogenic Balance
fabricated for KKK
W 610
Darmstadt University Low
X
[N]
Simultaneous Component Ranges
12 500
200
700
20 000
1 400
800
Y
[N]
200
12 500
500
2300
6 250
1 700
1 000
z
[N]
1 500
30 000
2 000
2300
50 000
4 000
2 700
Mx
[Nm]
80
9 000
120
7O
4 500
400
400
My
[Nm]
150
11 500
160
460
15 000
500
450
Mz
[Nm]
100
9 000
140
460
4 500
400
300
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Speed Tunnel. Gen. Purpose
W 611
Tech. Univ. of Braunschweig 120 100 500 10 30 10
Low Speed Tunnel
W 612
Third Cryogenic Balance 900 400 3 000 200 240 70
fabricated for KKK
Simultaneous Component Ranges
X Y Z Mx My Mz
Balance Name and Purpose IN] [N] [N] [Nrn] [Nm] [Nm]
W614
Cryogenic KKK - Balance 1 400 1 700 4 000 400 400 300
Contract of DLR__
W 615
2-
Life Dummy Balance for ETW 3 000 20 000 2 000 1 200 1 000
Calibration Machine
W 616
Transport Performance Balance for 6 500 10 000 20 000 4 500 7 500 3 000
DNW
W617
ETW advanced Research Balance. 2 000 1 500 20 000 350 1 250 180
Copper-Beryllium
W 618
ETW Transport Performance 1 000 1 000 12 000 100 700 80
Balance. Contract ETW
W 519
KKK Half Model Balance 650 3 500 2850 350 515
Contract from DLR
W 620
Project for Deutsche Airbus 700 700 2 000 200 200 200
Low Speed IMnd Tunnel
W 621
ETW High Capacity Balance. 3 500 5 500 30 000 800 2 500 800
ETW Contract
File BALLIST.doc , Stand 01.07.1996
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A NEW BALANCE CALIBRATION METHODOLOGY FOR LONG SLENDER
BODIES IN A BLOWDOWN TUNNEl.
G. Rajendra, H. Sundara Murthy, and G. Vijaya Kumar
NATIONAL AEROSPACE LABORATORIES, BANGALORE, INDIA
SUMMARY
Accurate measurement of forces and moments on long slender models in
blowdown wind tunnels poses certain special problems at supersonic speeds. While
the balances are required to be of high capacity to withstand large starting and
stopping loads, the steady loads on the model are usually small fractions of the
balance capacity, resulting in reduced measurement accuracies. A large reduction of
start and stoploads would permit the use of a sensitive low range balance tailored to
the small loads on models. Alleviation methods developed so far have not met with
much success to enable this option. The floating frame balances built by ABLE
Corporation, USA are able to overcome this problem to some extent due to their
inherent ability to provide high accuracy even at very low loads. However there is a
strong need to _:eassess the balance calibration methodologies to be able to achieve
acceptable accuracies for measurement of low loads using these high range balances.
This paper presents a brief description of the problems faced in obtaining accurate
data on long slender models and a new balance calibration method to overcome some
of these problems.
INTRODUCTION
Before discussing the new calibration method, it will be useful to briefly
indicate the nature of problems encountered due to the use of conventional balance
calibration method.
Conventional Calibration
Conventional single component loading (Fig. l)using standard second order
calibration constants gives rise to 144 constants. A typical equation is as shown below
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AF
M
N2
$I
8ctonce Element Notations
Fig. 1
N1
N
Only N1 loaded
Single Component Loading
=ZR jFj+E b,jFj:{-+}
where i = 1 to 6 (no. of elements)
0 i = OUtpUtS from each bridge
Fj = 5 loads(N I, N 2, Sl, S2, A) and
(1 to 6) 1 moment (RM)
The table(l) gives typical
standard deviations when several check
loads were applied at element stations N_,
N2, S,, and S 2.
TABLE 1
TYPICAL STANDARD DERIVATIONS OF WORKED BACK LOADS USING
CONVENTIONAL CALIBRATION
Loading method AN, AN, AS t AS2
lbs Ibs lbs lbs
Single component loading 0.48 0.24 0.52 0.26
0. 1% of balance capacity 2.0 2.0 0.75 0.75
h is seen that the standard deviations are well vdthin 0.1% of the balance
capaci_'. This fact encouraged us to use such balances for force measurements on
launch vehicle models which require very high accuracies to determine their
performance characteristics, especially the stability margin and controllability.
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Fig. 2 A typical result using calibration
data from single component loading
The results obtained using such
a high range balance were not as good
as expected. As an example, Figure 2
shows the yawing moment coefficient
obtained on a launch vehicle model for
a roll orientation of -53 °. There exists
some asymmetry with respect to [3=0°
which is not expected from a symmetric
configuration. Balance calibration was
thought to be the prime source of this
discrepancy, especially since the
maximum measured load on the model
was only 12% of balance capacity.
Hence a detailed examination of various
aspects of balance calibration and
related factors was made.
Differences between Calibration and Test Environment
Major differences between the balance calibration environment and actual
conditions under which loads were measured in wind tunnel are:
a) While the model loads act at large distances (upto 20 inches) ahead of
balance centre, the balance was loaded at the element stations (Fig.l)
during calibration.
b) The model was subjected to a combined loading while single component
loading was adopted during calibration.
Both the above factors could have contributed to the observed discrepancy. It
was considered necessary, to evolve new balance calibration and data reduction
procedures to bring down errors due to the above differences. A discussion on two
methods tried at NAL is given.
Offset Loadin_ : For calibration of the balance, it would be necessary to load the
balance at locations where the loads are expected to act on the model instead of
loading only at element stations. This would necessitate inclusion of additional terms
such as product terms N_ x N.,, S_ x S, etc.. in the calibration equations.
Before undertaking the offset load calibration on the balance where the loads
would be applied atleast 20 inches ahead of balance centre, it was considered
worthwhile to car'r3' out a validation exercise to determine the optimum number of
loading stations and their locations and other factors. In this exercise appropriate
values of all the balance constants including nonlinear terms were initially assumed
and the outputs from the balance elements NI and N 2 were computed for a series of
loadings at selected stations. For a more realistic simulation, random disturbances
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were superposed on the computed outputs and the net outputs along with the applied
loads were utilized to determine the balance constants using least squares method.
From a careful assessment of the standard deviations in the worked back loads it
emerged that a minimum of three loading stations ahead of balance centre should be
adequate tbr a satisfactory evaluation of balance constants.
N
_.__ :_ -_-_- - s Subsequent to the validation
, exercise a detailed calibration using
_2 L------x- I offset loading in the normal force and
NI and N2 loaded the side force plane was undertaken
where the loads were applied at a
Fig. 3 Offset Loading number of stations coveting an offset
distance of 20 inches (Fig.3). The
calibration equations were cast as shown below. The major difference in the e.quation
is the inclusion of product terms N_xN: and S#S:.
ON_ = a_:N_ + al2Ni 2 + al3N2 + a_4N:2+ azsN;xN2 + bll S: + bl2 Sl2 + b13 $2 + bt4 S22 +
b:_ S,xS,. + cllA + cl2A 2+ dtl (R-M)2+ d_.,(RM) 2
Such equations are formed for four combinations ofN_ x N, (+Nt & +N v +N: & -N:,
-N_ & -N:, -Nt & -Nz) and four similar combinations of SjxS:.
Table(2)_lists the standard deviations in the worked back loads obtained from
two calibration methodologies i.e single component loading and offset loading. One
can see a marked improvement in the accuracies using offset loading as compared to
single component loading method of calibration.
TABLE-2
TYPICAL STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF WORKED BACK LOADS USING
OFF-SET LOADINGS
Method of Loading ,_N l AN,. ASt AS2
lbs lbs lbs lbs
Single Component Loading 1.35 0.90 1.60 0.14
Off-set Loading 0.24 0.27 0.08 0.11
0.1% of balance capacity 2.0 2.0 0.75 0.75
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Fig. 4 : Comparison of data from offset
loading and single component loading
measurements (Ref 1).
Combined Loading : Although the
offset loading discussed above gives
lower standard deviations, it still
suffers from insufficient accuracy
when combined loads (i.e loads in
both normal force and side force
planes) act on the model. This is
illustrated in riga in which the
discrepancy in data shown in fig(2)
still exists. A new technique based
on local linearization is proposed to
handle the cases where loads act
simultaneously in normal and side
force planes at large distances from
balance centre. This technique
termed the Local Linearization
Technique (LLT) had earlier been
successfully adapted for wing load
In this method the output-toad characteristics of the balance is divided into
several linear segments. Axial distance of the load from the balance centre line and
also the azimuthal direction of the applied load are segmented.
i
_X_
N1 e I $I[- ../++..., ,,
p •
S2 N2
NI, N2, $I & $2 loaded
Fig. 5 Combined Loading
Let us say the balance is
calibrated by applying loads (F)
at various axial distances(x) and
also at different orientations (0)
with_respect to an identified
plane (say normal force plane).
From these outputs generated at
kno_ values of F, x, O, additional outputs are evaluated by a robust interpolation
scheme at several intermediate grid points in x and 0 plane using the following
equations.
The interpolated output at x distance is given by
Fi,x - Fi,x.i Fi,x+l -Fi, x
Oi,x = Oi.x+ 1 + Oi,x. I (i=t.4)
Fi,x+l - Fi.x-I Fi.x+l- Fi.x-I
Where F, are the loads in the N_, N> S_, S, elements
and x is the interpolated location of loads for which outputs are desired for a
given load and 0
Similarly the interpolated output at a desired 0 derived from outputs
available from loading at n number of 0 stations is given by
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sin(e-
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Oi.e= E k=O,_j Oi, j
n
j:o z sin(ej - ok)
k=O,_j
Where 0 is the interpolated angle for which outputs are desired at a given load
and x distance,
n = number of 0 stations for which outputs are acquired.
The calibration equations are now written in the following way
0_ = a,N_ + a_2N: + aijS 1+ ai4S2
(i = 1,4)
The ai matrix (4 x 4) is determined for each cuboid as shown in Fig. 5 (F, x, 0
space), using only the outputs from loadings applied at 8 comers on the cuboid.
_, (x, .e,')
Fig. 6 F,x,O cuboid
Several such local calibration
matrices (amounting to nf x n_ x no)
are evaluated. Using the initial
estimate of the load vector (F, x, 0)
obtained from the global calibration
matrix, further refined load vector is
determined iteratively by the use of
the local calibration matrices.
Table 3 shows a typical
standard deviation of worked back
loads when loads were applied in the range of 0 to 20 kg, 0 to 20 inches offset
distance and eight 0' stations. It is seen that the LLT method yields the lowest value of
standard deviation among the three techniques discussed abo_,e
TABLE-3
TYPICAL STANDARD DEVIATION OF WORK BACK LOADS
RELATIVE ASSESSMENT
Methodology Standard deviation in total force (lbs)
1) Single component loading
2) Offset loading
3) Combined loading (LLT)
1.59
1.45
0.62
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Fig. 7 : Improved data from LLT
Fig (7) illustrates the
improvement in the quality of
processed data. The asymmetr3' in
CyM noticed when processed using
144 constants (Fig. 1) and offset
loading (Fig. 4) is completely
eliminated and a symmetric data as
expected is obtained using LLT.
Conclusions "
Calibration using offset loading would considerably improve the accuracies as
compared to that with single component loading. However, when the model
experiences loads in both the normal force and side force planes, combined loading
calibration using single component loading rig adapting local linearization technique
is tbund to improve the accuracy further. Based on the above encouraging results.
efforts are underway to implement this new technique for routine measurements on
long slender models at NAL.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A 5-COMPONENT BALANCE
FOR WATER TUNNEL APPLICATIONS"
Carlos J. Su_rez, Brian R. Kmmer and Brooke C. Smith
EIDETICS CORPORATION
SUMMARY
The principal objective of this research/development effort was to develop a multi-
component swain gage balance to measure both static and dynamic forces and moments on models
tested in flow visualization water tunnels. A balance was designed that allows measuring normal
and side forces, and pitching, yawing and rolling moments (no axial force). The balance mounts
internally in the model and is used in a manner typical of wind tunnel balances. The key
differences between a water tunnel balance and a wind tunnel balance are the requirement for very
high sensitivity since th_loads are very low (typical normal force is 90 grams or 0.2 lbs), the need
for water proofing the gage elements, and the small size required to fit into typical water tunnel
models. The five-component balance was calibrated and demonstrated lineadty in the responses of
the primary components to applied loads, very low interactions between the sections and no
hysteresis. Smile experiments were conducted in the Eidetics water tunnel with delta wings and
F/A-18 models. The data were compared to forces and moments from wind tunnel tests of the
same or similar configurations. The comparison showed very good agreement, providing
confidence that loads can be measured accurately in the water tunnel with a relatively simple multi-
component internal balance. The succe_ of the smile experiments encouraged the use of the
balance for dynamic experiments. Among the advantages of conducting dynamic tests in a water
tunnel are less demanding motion and data acquisition rates than in a wind tunnel test (because of
the low-speed flow) and the capability of performing flow visualization and force/moment (F/M)
measurements sirnultaneonsly with relative simplicity. This capability of simultaneous flow
visualization and for F/M measurements proved extremely useful to explain the results obtained
during these dynamic tests. In general, the development of this balance should encourage the use
of water tunnels for a wider range of quantitative and qualitative experiments, especially during the
preliminary phase of aircraft design.
NOMENCLATURE
YMI
PMI
RM
Q**
M
CN
Cm
Yawing moment section #1 YM2
Pitching moment section #1 PM2
Rolling moment section Co
Mean aerodynamic chord b
Angle of attack, deg Cto
Sideslip angle, deg _b
Free stream dynamic pressure V_
Mach number Re
Normal force coefficient f
Pitching moment coefficient (body axis) a
Yawing moment section #2
Pitching moment section #2
Root chord
Wing Span
Mean angle of attack, deg
Roll angle, deg
Free stream velocity
Reynolds number
Oscillation frequency, Hz
Acceleration, deg/sec 2
"Work done at EIDETICS under SBIR Contract NAS2-13571
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Cy Side force coefficient (body axis) q Pitch rate, deg/sec
Ca Yawing moment coefficient (body axis) to Angular velocity, deg/sec
xf_
CI Roiling moment coefficient (body axis) k Reduced frequency, v"_
q_
O._rnax Max. angular velocity, deg/sec qo Non-dim. pitch rate, 2 v--_
Non-dimensional rotation rate, co[tad /sec] b
2V.
f_
INTRODUCTION
Water tunnels have been utilized in one form or another to explore fluid mechanics and
aerodynamics phenomena-since the days of Leonardo da Vinci. Many studies 0Refs. 1-6) have
shown that the flow fmlds and the hydrodynamic forces in water tunnels are equivalent to the
aerodynamic flow fields and forces for models in wind runnels for the incompressible flow regime
(i.e., Mach numbers less than 0.3). Only in recent years, however, have water tunnels been
recognized as highly useful facilities for critical evaluation of complex flow fields on many modem
vehicles such as high performance aircraft. In particular, water tunnels have filled a unique role as
research facilities for understanding the complex flows dominated by vortices and vortex
interactions. Flow visualization in water tunnels provides an excellent means for detailed
observation of the flow around a wide variety of configurations. The free stream flow and the
flow field dynamics are low-speed, allowing real-time visual assessment of the flow patterns using
a number of techniques including dye injection, hydrogen bubbles, laser sheet illumination, etc.
Water tunnel testing is attractive because of the relatively low cost and quick turn-around
time to perform experiments and evaluate the results. Models are relatively inexpensive (compared
to wind tunnel models) and can be built and modified as needed in a relatively short time period.
The response of the flow field to changes in model geometry can be directly assessed in water
tunnel experiments with flow visualization. One of the principal limitations of a water tunnel,
however, is that the low flow speed, which provides for detailed visualization, also results in very
small hydrodynamic (aerodynamic) forces on the model, which, in the past, have proven to be
difficult to measure accurately. In most cases where force and moment information is es._ntial,
wind tunnel tests (usually with a different model) eventually have to be performed. The advent of
semi-conductor strain gage technology and devices associated with data acquisition such as low-
noise amplifiers, electronic filters, and digital recording has made accurate measurements of very
low strain levels feasible. The development of a system to measure the small forces and moments
generated in a water ttmnel would increase the usefulness of this type of research facility
significantly. If the water tunnel could determine forces and moments to some level of accuracy
simultaneously with the flow visualization, the interpretation of results would be greatly simplified.
Also, it would he possible to quantify the changes produced by configuration modifications,
conventional and unconventional control techniques, etc.
In addition to static F/M measurements, the water tunnel balance can also provide a
capability for dynamic experiments. The high flow speed typical of wind tunnel tests requires
rapid movement of the model in order to simulate a properly scaled dynamic maneuver and the
motions are mechanically difficult to implement. The fast model movement also places demanding
requirements on the response of the data acquisition system to acquire data at high sample rates. In
contrast, the flow speed of water tunnel tests is typically much lower (2 orders of magnitude or
more), and consequently, the model motion required to simulate a dynamic maneuver is also very
slow. Thus, the response rates for data acquisition required for force and moment measurements
during transient and dynamic situations are less demanding than in a wind tunnel.
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The specific technical objectives of this research/development project are listed below:
1) Design and fabricate a five-component balance to measure forces and moments in a
water tunnel.
2) Calibrate the balance and determine component sensitivities and interactions, i.e.,
determine the calibration output matrix.
3) Perform static and dynamic experiments on delta wings and F/A-18 models, and
compare the results with available wind tunnel or numerical data to assess the performance of the
balance.
BALANCE DESCRIFI'ION
Mechanical Design
Basically, the balance is similar to the sting balances used in wind tunnel tests and is
located inside the model (Fig. 1). h consists of a rolling moment section, two pitching moment
sections and two yawing moment sections, all 1.91 cm (3/4") in diameter. Five components will
provide for the simultaneous measurement of pitching, yawing and rolling moments and normal
and side forces. The moment of inertia of each section was carefully calculated in order to obtain
the required stress levels that produce the desired sensitivity and resolution when the balance is
loaded in the plane of interest and maximum stiffness in the other planes. Each component is
attached to the next by means of two screws, and two location pins ensure the perfect alignment
between components.
Strain Gages
Semi-conductor swain gages are used to get the desired output, since they are widely
acknowledged as being outstanding transduction devices. The change in resistance per unit applied
strain results in an output of 50 to 100 times that of either wire or foil strain gages. The gages used
have a resistance of 1000 f_ and a gage factor (GF) of 145. They are very small in size, only 0.08
cm (0.03") wide by 0.4 cm (0.16") long. Each section is composed of four gages, connected
using a full Wheatstone bridge and of some standard resistors added externally. These resistors
are used to compensate for differences in the strain gage resistance and to compensate for
temperature changes. The values of the resistors vary for each of the sections and are specified by
the gaging company after extensive tests. Temperature compensation for this application is not
very critical since the temperature changes during a typical water tunnel test are almost negligible.
A I00 _ potentiometer is used to balance each bridge externally when the internal potentiometer of
the signal conditioner is not enough to produce a zero reading under specific loading conditions.
Water Proofing
The fact that the balance has to operate under water complicates the problem significantly,
and different water proofing techniques had to be tested until the optimum was found. After the
gages, terminals and wires were in place, a layer of silicon rubber was applied over the entire area
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where the gages and terminals are located. The balance was later coated with Parylene TM, a thin
plastic film applied in a vacuum chamber. A rubber sleeve was utilized as a ternary protection, as
seen in Fig. 1.
DATA ACQUISITION/REDUCTION SYSTEM
A multi-channel system was used to provide excitation voltage (5 Volts) to the bridges, and
to amplify and condition the output signals. The output lines for each channel were routed both to
the digital display of the signal conditioner and to an analog-to-digital (A/D) board inside a
Macintosh Quadra 700 computer.
The data acquisition/reduction software was developed specifically for this application
using National Instrument's LabView, a graphical programming language. The software provides
an interface that is user friendly and is versatile in its ability to reduce and display the balance and
tunnel condition data eff_ienfly. The basic methodology for the data reduction system, particularly
the ue.atment of the balance equations, is based on the same approach used for typical wind tunnel
data reduction schemes. The data acquisition/reduction software allows to perform a full balance
calibration, as well as to acquire and reduce data during static and dynamic experiments. It allows
the user to display "on-line" signals, acquire data at specified sampling rates and to reduce the data
to coefficient form. Fries with raw and coefficient data are created and saved to a disk for lamr
plotting or reproce, ssing.
BALANCE CALIBRATION
A key to accurately acquiring data from an internal balance is a precise and repeatable
calibration. For a multi-component balance, it is important to determine the response of each
section to a load in its primary plane of action (sensitivity) and also to loads in other planes
(interactions). For example, the output from a pitching moment gage will depend not only on the
direct application of a pitching moment (or a normal force) but will also respond to a rolling
moment or a yawing moment input. The objective is to minimize these interactive load/response
characteristics, but the expense of manufacturing a balance to the tolerance levels to approach zero
interactions is not warranted since the interactions can now be accounted for quite easily on modem
computers. Therefore, appropriate calibration hardware, software and procedures are essential to
obtain the correct sensitivities and interactions.
Calibration Rig
A simple calibration apparatus, shown in Fig. 2, was designed and built to calibrate the
five-component balance. Basically, the rig consist of a main aluminum support where the sting
mount and balance are attached. Pulleys on each side of the balance can be used to obtain accurate
side forces and rolling moments. The pulley system permits the application of a pure rolling
moment provided that low friction pulleys are used and the cables are perfectly aligned. Each
pulley is mounted on a shaft between two bases that slide along a side rail. The bases can also be
moved up and down, so the pulley can be accurately positioned to obtain the desired load. A
loading fixture attached to the balance end is used to apply the weights at the desired load points.
The loading fixture can be rotated to get the proper configuration according to the desired type of
loading. The balance can also be rotated; therefore, the required loading can be obtained either by
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rotating the balance or the loading fixture. Levels and stainless steel pins ensure the perfect
alignment of the balance and the rig throughout the calibration process.
Calibration Results
A full calibration was performed using the calibration fig and standard procedures typical of
wind tunnel sting balances. The balance was loaded at five load points with positive and negative
normal and side forces, and at the balance reference center (Load Point 3, LP3) with positive and
negative roiling moments. The software developed acquires and graphs the data for the different
loading cases, applying a linear curve fit. After all the graphs are created, it automatically builds
the calibration input matrix. By inverting the input matrix, the calibration output matrix is
obtained. This matrix allows to obtain engineering units from the voltages at each section,
applying all the correct sensitivities and interactions.
Figure 3 presents_an example of a loading case, i.e., the response of the five channels to a
normal force applied at EP4. As expected, the largest response is seen in Channel 1 (CH1), which
corresponds to the most forward pitching moment section. Since the load is applied exactly at the
location of the second pitching moment section (CH3), this channel does not react to this particular
loading. Interactions with the rolling moment and yawing moment sections (CH0, CH2, CH4) are
very small
After all the loading cases were completed, the slopes of the output of each channel at the
different load points were plotted versus the distance to said load points. Figure 4 shows one of
these plots, in this case, the response of the pitching moment gauges to an applied pitching
moment. The slopes of the lines (approximately 0.009 Volts/in-lb) are the sensitivity to pitching
moment, while the y-intercepts are the sensitivity of these channels to a normal force. Figure 5
presents, in a similar manner, the sensitivity of the yawing moment gages to an applied yawing
moment (0.026 Volts/in-lb).
The rolling moment calibration is presented in Fig. 6. Pure positive and negative rolling
moments were applied at LP3, and the output at the gages in Volts is plotted versus moment for the
five channels. The response of the rolling moment component (CH2) is linear, both for the
positive and negative cases. The slope of this line represents the sensitivity of the section to roiling
moment, i.e., -0.0097 Volts/in-lb (average of the slopes of the positive and negative loading
cases). Interactions with the other sections are negligible.
Hysteresis was also investigated to complete the calibration. The balance was loaded and
then urtloaded using the same weight increments. All possible loading cases were investigated,
i.e., positive and negative side and normal forces, and positive and negative roiling moments. The
balance showed no hysteresis on any of the channels under primary loads.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Water Ttmnel
All experiments were conducted in the Eidetics Model 2436 Flow Visualization Water
Tunnel. The facility is a continuous horizontal flow tunnel with a test section 0.91 m (3 ft) high x
0.61 m (2 ft) wide x 1.83 m (6 ft) long. The model is mounted inverted, and it is possible to test
at angles of attack between 0 ° and 65 °, and at sideslip angles between -25 ° and 25 °.
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Models
A 70 ° flat plate delta wing and F/A- 18 models were used for these experiments. The
aluminum delta wing (Fig. 7) has a root chord of 15 inches and a double-beveled leading edge.
The balance is located at the model centerline and two fiberglass fairings (top and bottom) covered
the entire balance. The 1/32nd-scale F/A-18 model is shown in Fig. 8. The reason for choosing
the F/A-18 was the availability of data from several wind tunnel tests on this configuration that
could be used for direct comparison to evaluate the performance of the balance. The plastic model
is equipped with dye ports for flow visualization and the balance is attached to an internal
aluminum plate. Control surfaces were fixed at 0 ° throughout the entire test (leading edge flaps
were fixed at 34°). The rotary balance experiments were performed on a 1/48th-seale F/A-18 due
to size constraints in the water tunnel. The width of the test section (24 inches) did not allow the
use of the 1/32rid-scale F/A-18 model utilized for the other dynamic experiments. The smaller
plastic model has a span of 10 inches and a total length of 14 inches. Moments are referenced to
the 50% _ on the delta wing and to the 25% _ on the F/A-18 models, except when indicated.
STATIC WATER TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS
Methodology And Boundary Corrections
The static tests were performed following standard "wind tunnel procedures". The gages
were zeroed at the beginning of each run with the model at at = [3 = ¢ = 0 °. A static tare (or weight
tare) was performed before the actual run. This consists of an angle of attack sweep with the
tunnel off (Qo, = 0) to account for gravity effects. After that, the model is always returned to
at = 0 °, a zero point is taken and the tunnel is started.
The water tunnel data were corrected only at high angles of attack. This correction is
required as a result of a significant expansion of the wake when the wing stalls and it was
developed by Cunningham (Ref. 5). It is a semi-empirical relationship based only on planform
blockage and angle of attack. Equations in Ref. 5 are given only for CN; however, since this is
actually _iQ** correction, it was also applied to the other components in a similar manner. The
correction is applied starting at ot = 38 ° for the delta wings and at at = 40 ° for the F/A-18
(approximate stall angles for each configuration). Figure 9 shows uncorrected and corrected data
for the 70 ° delta wing at zero sideslip, with the largest changes occurring in the normal and side
forces.
Examples of Static Test Results
Most of the static experiments were conducted at velocities ranging from 12.7 cm/sec (0.42
ft/sec) to 17.8 era/see (0.58 ft/sec). This range of velocities corresponds to Reynolds numbers
from 34,000 to 47,000 per foot. Data were acquired at 100 samplesdsec for 25 seconds and were
not filtered. The large number of samples acquired permitted to obtain a mean value that represents
the average gage reading at that particular loading condition.
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The longitudinalcharacteristicsof the70° deltawing duringstaticonditionsarepresented
and compared towind tunneldatainFig.10. The water tunneldata(obtainedatVoo - 0.58 ft/sec)
arccompared tosimilardataobtainedinanotherwater tunnel('Ref.5),and in theKU 3x4'wind
tunnel(Rcf.7),theWSU 7x10' wind tunnel(Ref.8) and theLangley 12'wind tunnel(Ref.9).
The normal forcecoefficientagreesvery wellwithmost ofthedata,exceptfortheLangley data.
The differencesbetween thesedataand theotherwind tunneldataarequitesignificantand are
probablydue tothetype ofcorrectionsapplied,mounting system,flow quality,etc.Since the
softwareprovided themoments referencedtothc50% _, theappropriatetransformationshad tobc
appliedtoobtainCm atotherlocations.The pitchingmoment at30% _ iscompared to two setsof
wind tunneldataand theagreement issatisfactory.
Figure IIshows a comparison between thewater tunneltestand otherwind tunneltestsfor
thebaselineF/A-Ig. Angle ofattacksweeps at13- 0°were performed and theagreement in CN is
verygood, bothinslopeand absolutemagnitude. The dataobtainedinthewater tunnelmatch not
only othersmall-scalewind tunneltests(Refs.I0-12),but thefull-scaletestatthcNASA Ames
80x120' (Ref.13)and th_F/A-18 Aero Model usedinsimulationaswell. Only one dataset
(Langley 12',Ref. 12)has much lower valuesthanthoseobtainedinthistest.The pitching
moment measurements alsoagreewell withotherdata;smalldifferencesareseen between 45 °and
55°angle ofattack,but trendsand slopesarevery shnilar.Lateral/directionalcharacteristicswere
compared todatafrom Rcf. II,as sccn inFig.12,and similaritiesintheCy and Cl curves during
13sweeps atcz= 30°arcevident Itshould be notedthatcorrectionsdue towallproximityduring
sideslipsweeps were not introducedinthe datareductionscheme, and therefore,small
discrepanciescan be expected.These comparisonsshow thatthe balancecan be used effectivelyto
measure fivecomponents oftheforcesand moments experiencedby a "real"configuration(as
opposed to"generic",asinthecaseof thedeltawing) inthisflow regime. For more information
and examples on water tunnelstatictests,pleasesee References 14 and 15.
DYNAMIC WATER TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS
Methodology And Boundary Corrections
The motion rates selected for the dynamic tests conducted in the water tunnel should, of
course, be scaled properly to represent the correct relationship between rotation rate, scale, and frec
stream velocity. During the dynamic experiments, the data are corw_ted at high angles of attack
with the same technique utilized during the static water tunnel experiments (Refs. 5, 14 and 15). A
weight tare (V** = 0) is performed to account for gravity effects as in the smile tests. The software
handles the entire data acquisition and reduction procx..sses, as well as the model motion. In order
to correlate the F/M measurements with the model position, the software takes an encoder reading,
then acquires the balance data, takes a second encoder reading and assigns the balance values to the
average of the two encoder readings. The number of balance samples acquired between each
encoder reading can be varied, and the final value for each channel is the arithmetic average of the
samples taken. As expected, the larger the number of samples acquired, the better the quality of
the data. It was found that by acquiring 800/1,000 per channel, the data obtained ate very smooth
and repeatable, requiring no post-processing or curve-fitting and clearly indicating the value of the
force/moment at the particular model location. Since the A/D board used allows acquiring data
very fast (10,000 samples per second), it was possible to take a large number of samples per
channel and still obtain an adequate density of points (again, the low motion rates required in the
water tunnel facilitate these experiments). For the rotary balance tests, data were acquired and
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averaged over two revolutions to avoid excessive twisting of the cables (no slip-ring was used). A
weight tare (Voo = 0), also averaged over exactly two revolutions, was performed at each angle of
attack and subtracted from the "tunnel on" data.
Effect Of Inertial Tares
One of the unknowns in dynamic water tunnel experiments was the model inertia effects on
the data, i.e., the effect of the resistance to motion due to the model mass moment of inertia.
Before actually performing the experiments, it was calculated that the inertia contribution to the
aerodynamic values to be measured would be small, because of the low motion rates used in the
water tunnel. The inertia effects are determined by measuring the time-variant moment recorded by
the balance with the model in motion with the tunnel velocity at zero. This motion must be
identical to the motion generated with the tunnel on (V** > 0). The aerodynamic contribution is
determined by subtracting the measured moment at Vo. = 0 from the moment measured at V** > 0.
Results indicate that the inertial contribution is, indeed, very small. Figure 13a shows the
measured normal force on the 70 ° delta wing during a ramp-hold maneuver from 15 ° to 60 ° angle of
aaacL The value of the normal force N fibs) measured during the pitch-up motion when the water
tunnel is off (V** = 0) is almost negligible, approximately 1% of the value measured with tunnel
speed. Also included in Fig. 13a is the value of the normal force measured during the specified
motion with no water in the tunnel The value of N throughout the dynamic maneuver under the
"no water" condition is very similar to the V** = 0 case, indicating that there are no major "virtual
mass effects" (resistance of the surrounding water to being displaced by the moving model).
Similar results were obtained during pitch oscillations with the F/A-18 models (Fig. 13b), and
during the other dynamic experiments (yaw and roll oscillations, rotary balance tests). Therefore,
depending on the quality of the data required, the inertia effects can be ignored, facilitating the
testing and the data reduction process.
Examples of Dynamic Test Results
Pitch Oscillations (70 ° Delta Wing Model)
The first set of dynamic experiments consisted of large-amplitude pitch oscillations about a
mean angle of attack ¢Zo. The purpose of these tests was to directly compare the water tunnel data
to results from wind tunnel tests conducted at NASA Langley by Brandon and Shaw, where a 70 °
wing was investigated for forces and moments produced by these large-amplitude pitch motions
(Ref. 16). Figure 14 presents changes in the normal force coefficient produced by oscillating the
delta wing +18 ° about different O.o'S with a reduced frequency k = 0.0376. This k value
corresponds to a maximum full-scale pitch rate of approximately 60 deg/sec for a typical fighter
aircraft at altitude and at V_ = 200 ft/sec. The hysteresis loops are evident in the force
measurements, with all the cases producing similar values of CN overshoot. Results from the
wind tunnel tests in Ref. 16 are shown in the same figure and the similarities in the two data sets
can be clearly identified. The level of CN is slightly lower in the wind tunnel test, especially above
25 ° , but the shape of the dynamic loops and the relative increments are very similar in both tests.
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Pitch-Up/DownAnd Hold Maneuvers (F/A-18 Model)
Experiments on the 1/32nd-scale F/A-18 model included pitch-up/down and hold
maneuvers. The model rotates about the 25% _ , and the motions are basically constant rate
ramps. Figure 15 presents results for pitch-up and hold motions from 15 ° to 65 ° angle of attack for
different non-dimensional pitch rates qo- The normal force and pitching moment data show a
dependency on pitch rate, as reported by Brandon and Shaw in Ref. 17. This set of experiraents
was completed with pitch-down and hold maneuvers at different rates. The maneuver consisted of
pitching down the F/A-18 model from 65 ° to 15 ° angle of attack. The motion profiles for the pitch-
up and hold maneuvers, along with the variation of the normal force coefficient with time, are
illustrated in Fig. 16. The "persistence" in normal force, def'med as the time it takes the force to
reach its steady or static value from the moment the motion stopped, is clearly observed. Figure 17
shows the motion profiles and the change in the normal force coefficient versus time for the pitch-
down and hold maneuver. It is very interesting to notice that, contrary to the behavior observed
during the pitch-up maneuvers in terms of persistence, by the time the model stops after the pitch-
down, the value of the normal force is almost the same as the static value, denoting a very small or
almost zero persistence. The persistence in CN, in terms of convective time units, is compared to
data from the wind tunnel experiments (Ref. 17) in Fig. 18. A convective time unit is the time it
takes one particle in the free stream to travel a distance equal to the mean aerodynamic chord on the
model. The similarities between the results from the two experiments are quite evident, indicating
similar flows and dynamic force/moment responses.
Rotary-Balance Experiments (F/A-18 Model)
Another important maneuver for present and future aircraft is the "loaded roll" or rolling
around the velocity vector at medium to high angles of attack In the wind tunnel, rotary-balances
are used to acquire force and moment data from an internal balance with the model rotating around
the velocity vector at varying rotation rates. With the balance, the water tunnel can provide a
simplified version of the same type of test capability with the added benefit of being able to observe
the behavior of the flow at the same time. The fig consists of an aluminum C-strut that attaches to
the roll mechanism and the water tunnel main C-strut (Fig. 19). The angle of attack is changed
manually by sliding the arm along the C-strut, allowing testing at angles of attack between 0 ° and
60 °. Once the desired tz is obtained, the arm is fixed in position. Sideslip can be varied by rotating
the sting in the adapter located at the end of the arm.
As in the other dynamic experiments, it was found that the inertial effects on the data were
negligible, and thus, the rotary tare can be performed at any rotation speed. These particular
rotary-balance experiments were performed for non-rotational rates f_ up to _+0.15 and the rotary
tares were always conducted at rates corresponding to f] = 0.10. Data from the water tunnel
rotary-balance tests correspond to runs at 0.42 ft/sec and 0.58 ft/sec (Reynolds number of 8,200
and 11,500, respectively). These data are compared to results from a rotary-balance test performed
by Eidetics on a 6%-scale F/A-18 in the NASA Ames 7x10' wind tunnel (Ref. 18), and from a test
of a 1/10-scale F-18 model at the Langley Spin Tunnel (Ref. 19). Results of F/M measurement at
a = 50 °, presented in Fig. 20, reveal that the normal force coefficient has a similar behavior in all
the tests, Le., a slight increase with rotation rate. The agreement in the lateral/directional
coefficients is quite acceptable. Evidently, the forebody vortex flow fields in the water and wind
tunnel experiments present opposite asymmetries, as indicated by the side force value at g) = O, but
the anti-spin slope is similar in both tests. The yawing moment coefficient obtained in the water
tunnel presents a smaller slope than that revealed by the wind tunnel results, especially for negative
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rotations,denotingagaina possibleslight shift in the center of pressure. The anti-spin behavior,
however, is still present. For more information and examples of water tunnel dynamic
experiments, see Ref. 20.
CONCLUSIONS
A five-component balance was designed, built and tested in the Eidetics' water tunnel. The
balance was calibrated and showed good linearity and low interactions. Results of static
experiments were quite satisfactory, showing good correlation with wind tunnel data of similar
configurations (delta wings and F/A-18 models). This research/development project also explored
the use of the balance to perform dynamic experiments in the water tunnel. Among the advantages
of conducting dynamic tests in a water tunnel are less demanding motion and data ac.a:luisition rates
than in a wiad tunnel test (because of the low-speed flow) and the capability of performing flow
visualization and force/moment measurements simultaneously with relative simplicity. Dynamic
experiments included pith, yaw and roll oscillations, pitch-up/down and hold maneuvers and
rotary-balance tests. Results obtained in these tests also compared wen with wind tunneldata.
In general, results obtained in this msem_h/development project show conclusively that
water manels can be used effectively for quantitative and qualitative measurements and emphasizes
the importance of having the capability of performing simultaneous flow visualization and F/M
measurements.
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FIGURES
Figure 1 - Water Tunnel Balance Shown in Figure 2 -
the 1/32nd Scale F/A-18 Model
Calibration Rig
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF MICROBALANCE
IN HYPERSONIC LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNEL
Tang Zhigong Yang Yianguang
China Aerodynamics Research & Development Center
ABSTRACT
This paper summarized the study of aerodynamic measuring technique in Hypersonic Low
Density Wind Tunnel (HLDWT) of C,MLDC, and described the development and application
of microbalance, and discussed the directions of development of microbalance in HLDWT.
INTRODUCTION
HLDWT is a effective land facility in simulating the flight status and condition of space
vehicle at high altitude and speed. It's mainly use for aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic
and testing for space vehicle.
HLDWT in CARDC is the largest of this kind in China, which has a nozzle with it's exit
diameter is 300mm. It's applied to simulate the fight statue of vehicle at altitude of 60 -94
km, Much number ranges from 5 to 24, and the total temperature of front stream may reach
1700K.
There are some kinds of balances and techniques used in HLDWT aerodynamic testing:
strain-gauge balance, deferential transfer balance, electric microbalance, free-flight
aerodynamic force testing technique and suspension balance assembly.
CHARACTERS OF AERODYNAMIC MEASUREMENT IN HLDWT
The characters of aerodynamic testing in HLDWT are as follows: Small models and small
force load, interference of shake, temperature and pressure to the balances are serious. It's
requirements to microbalance in test are almost the same in some respects as to that in
ordinary hypersonic tunnel and transonic tunnel, such as good characters of linearity,
accuracy and repeatability, low hysteresis and low draft and low interference among the
components of balance. And especially, it must be more sensitive to aerodynamic load, and
have better suppression to various kinds of interference. In this case some special technique
must be adapted in the design and calibration of this kinds of microbalances.
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HighSensitivity
Becauseof thelow aerodynamicload,smallmodelsandwiderangeof attackangle,the
balanceusedin HLDWT musthavehighsensitivity.Forexample,theaerodynamicloadin
this testof simulatingthealtitudeof 90kmonablunt-nosedconicalmodelwith reardiameter
of 6mmis only 0.2g. It's dueto thesmallsizeof themodel,low flowingdensityandlow
dynamicpressure.
Effectsof Interference
Manyfactorseffecttheresultaccuracyof aerodynamictestingin HLDWT: Shakeof the
tunnel,modelsupportinterferenceandtheownweightof themodel.To highsensitivity
balance,thecomponentshouldbeveryflexible to sensetheaerodynamic.At thesametime,
it maybedisturbedby samefactorsof interferencealso.It's harmfultothe improvingof
accuracy.
Effectsof AmbientParameters
Therearemainly temperature ffectsandpressure ffectsin aerodynamic testing. On one
hand, the range of total temperature of the free stream in HLDWT of CARDC is 600-900K
usually, and maybe as high as 1700K in some testing. On the other hand, the pressure in the
test section is below 10"2mmHg usually. Temperature effect and pressure must be considered
in the designing of microbalance.
In a word, the following factors must be considered in the designing of microbalance: High
sensitivity, accuracy and capability of interference resistance, as well as simple structure,
easy to work, calibrate and use.
DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF MICROBALANCE
The two and three component balance in HLDWT of CARDC are all external balances at
present. There are two model supporting methods for two component balance: Standing
support and rear support (Fig.2), and the can be changed to each other while all components
of balance rotate a certain angle at the same time. It's mainly standing support for three
component microbalance (Fig.4). The advantages of standing support method is that the
elements of balance are beyond the flow field. It's easy to suppress the effect of temperature,
and applicable to aerodynamic testing range of attack angle (0°-180°).
High sensitivity may be achieved by mains of enlarging the strains of microbalance
elements. The elements of balance may be more sensitive to aerodynamic load when they get
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thinner enough. But it's sensitive to the signal of tunnel shake also and difficult to work.
Another method is using semiconductor strain-gauges to improve the sensitivity of balance,
but it's hard get rid for the interference of shaking, effects of temperature and pressure.
The two and three components microbalance in HLDWT of CARDC get high sensitivity
by adopting lever-multiplied torsion elements which are made of aluminum. The two
component balance is made up of two torsion elements by combining them together
perpendicularly (Fig.3). The balance measures the aerodynamic load by the force to multiply
the actuating arm of the lever. The torsion elements used in this type of balance are typical
fore-measuring elements and we can simplify the formula by just considering the
displacement strain but ignoring the others:
3NLI
_m_" ( I )
4Ebhr
where: E .... Elastic modules of aluminum;
N .... Value of aerodynamic load;
r .... Distance between the beams and the center of element;
L .... Distance between the model and the center of element;
1 .... Length of the elastic beam;
b .... Thickness of the elastic beam;
h .... Width of the elastic beam.
The strain of elements which caused by the action of certain load will be enlarged when L
be enlarged and b, h reduced properly, then the sensitivity of balance will be improved. There
is less temperature effect because of putting the elements of balance protected by a shell out
the flowing field. There are more room on the elastic beams of elements for more strain-
gauges. It's convenient to get high output signal and easy to work. There are two mains to
prevent the balance being disturbed by the shake of the tunnel: (1)Reduce the moment to the
centroid of torsion element which caused by the weight on the ends of the support sting to
zero by adjust the additional weight on one end of the sting; (2)Reduce the weight of the
balance and models as possible. The three component microbalance is made by adding a
torsion element onto the axis and lift elements of a two components balance. The principle is
similar to two component balance.
There are some differences in the calibration between microbalance and normal balance.
In the calibration of microbalance, the balance be calibrated with model. Model is amounted
on the balance, and the loading device is connected to the model directly. It's a friction-free
fiber suspension system. In static calibration we get coefficients of the balance by single-
component calibration method; And testify the result by the multicomponent loading test to
acquired the sensitivity, accuracy of the balance. In dynamic calibration, models of ball,
blunt-nosed conical and conical have been used. Table 1 give out the calibration results of
two microbalance.
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High sensitivity microbalances of CARDC have simple structure, and suitable to testing
of wide ranges of attack angle. Fig.5 and Fig .6 give out the testing results for models of
ball and sharp conical.
DIRECTIONS OF DEVELOPMENT
The method of standing support is advanced to high sensitivity microbalance in improving
sensitivity and resist interference, and it's more convenient to aerodynamic testing of high
attack angle. But on the other hand, there are many factors affecting correctness of data
acquired in testing. The model support interference is disadvantageous to the aerodynamic
testing at low attack angle, and the test result of load must be adjusted by the results of model
support interference testing and aerodynamic testing of support sting. For example of drag
A:
A = 2A_ - A2- A3 (2)
where: A .... Adjusted value of drag;
Al--- Value of drag before adjustment;
A2--- Value of drag acquired from testing which have a couple of mirroring-
stings;
A3--- Drag of sting.
The certainty of the results acquired from standing-support balance is not so good as from
rear-support balance. The result of a series of comparing test in which the same model be
used shows that the system error is about 2%. The directions of development of microbalance
in HLDWT are high sensitivity, high accuracy and rear-support. Another direction is to
develop magnetic suspension balance system.
There are less model support interference when rear-support balance be used. But the
structure of balance must be temperature-resisted. There are two methods mainly being used:
Water-cooled and heat-insulated, and there are still some problems to be solved.
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I'ablc. I Parameter of Balance
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IFig.4 There-components microbalance
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NOVEL OIL FILLED BELLOW TYPE INTERNAL STRAIN GAUGE BALANCE
FOR WATER TUNNEL APPLICATIONS
B. Vasudevan ÷ & M.A. Ramaswamy"
Department of Aerospace Engineering
Indian Institute of Science
Bangaiore 560 012, INDIA
INTRODUCTION
The balance described in this paper was developed in response to a particular need that arose in the
measurement of forces and moments over models placed in a return circuit water tunnel facility at the
Department of Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. Conventional balances were first
tried with several types of water-proofing compounds applied over the foil type strain gages by following
the procedures suggested by the manufacturer but over a short period of use, the strain gages failed
repeatedly It was felt that one of the major causes of failure could be due to delamination of the strain
gages and the water-proofing coatings due to successive cyclical operations wherein the static pressure in
the tunnel was varied in the range -13 psi to + 13 psi with reference to ambient. Large negative pressures
were required to simulate the cavitating conditions at different flow velocities and these cyclic operations
had presumably caused a rapid deterioration in the functioning of the strain gage sensors resulting in the
insulation resistances to drop to alarmingly low values. Over a period of testing, it was realized that no
useful result could be obtained even after trying to improve the quality of water proofing as suggested by
the international suppliers of strain gages such as Micromeasurements, USA. It was therefore decided to
isolate the strain gage sensors from the medium of flow, in this case, water, by the introduction of a
suitable bellow. Initially experiments were planned with the sensors being kept in air at ambient pressure
inside the bellow with suitable PVC ducting for carrying the electrical lead wires from the strain gauge
bridges at the rear end of the balance. However, a simple calculation revealed that such an arrangement
would result in large axial loads appearing as balance output even in the absence of any flow at large
negative/positive static pressure in the test section Infact, for the 25 mm dia balance in use, a one
atmosphere difference in pressure would give an axial load of about 5 kgs whereas the axial load expected
at the maximum flow velocity and angles of incidence was less than 50% of this value. Since this axial
load appeared because of the pressure difference between the inside and outside of the bellow, it was
decided to introduce an electrically neutral incompressible oil medium inside the bellow and the bellow be
made of reasonably thin rubber material such that differential pressure cannot be sustained across it as the
tunnel pressure varied from large negative to positive pressures. Also, for the pressure equalization to
automatically take place very little volume change of oil is needed for the pressure range under discussion
Thus, the conceptually new, oil filled bellow type balance was expected to give very little output due to a
change in tunnel static pressure while completely protecting and giving the same life for the strain
" Principal Research Scientist
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gage sensors as that obtained with "air' as the flow medium. An additional advantage noticed was that the
output of the balance kept in an oil bath inside the bellow was extremely steady without any drift unlike in
a regular balance where a small drift could be noticed due to ambient temperature changes. This paper
describes the Indian Institute of Science water tunnel facility, the experience of using conventional sting
type balances in the facility, details of the test rig built to duplicate the absolute pressures obtained in the
water tunnel, design details and the performance of the oil filled balance under varying absolute pressures
both above and below ambient conditions in this test rig and finally conclusions.
DESCRIPTION OF THE HSC WATER TUNNEL FACILITY
The High Speed Water Tunnel (HSWT) facility at the Department of Civil Engineering, IISc, is a closed
circuit type and is equipped with a horizontal resorber. A schematic diagram of the water tunnel is given in
Figure 1. Two separate test sections are available, one of which is a closed jet type with a constant inner
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the High Speed Water Tunnel facility.
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diameter of 381 mm with an overall length of 1520 mm and is shown in the figure. The other test section
is an open-jet with a diameter of 460 mm having a length of 690 mm Both the test sections are provided
with plexiglass windows on all four sides for photographic and observational purpose. Table I summarizes
the operating parameters of the tunnel and these compare quite favourably with some of the large water
tunnel facilities existing in other countries. Mote details of the facility are given elsewhere _'2.
Table 1. Operating Parameters of Indian Institute of Science Water Tunnel Facility
Parameters Closed jet Open jet
I. Test section size
2. Contraction ratio
3. Maximum velocity
4. Turbulence level
5. Maximum test section pressure (Abs)
6. Minimum test section pressure (Abs)
7. Capacity of the motor
381 mm 460 mm
16:1 11:1
30.3 m/s 20.8 m/s
0.2 - 0.3 % ......
2.5 bar ......
0.33 bar ......
447.4 KW ......
USE OF CONVENTIONAL STRAIN GAUGE BALANCE
It is very common to use sting mounted multi component strain gage balances to measure various loads
appearing on any model in a wind tunnel. However, the use of such balances for water tunnel applications
has not been reported in literature. The major difficulty in the use of such balances in water medium would
be the likelihood of electrical shorting of input and output terminals arising from inadequate water-
proofing of the strain gage leads. The major producers of high quality strain gages do manufacture fully
encapsulated strain gages for under water use but the sizes of these are rather large and cannot be fitted
into the flexures of small balances (25 mm nominal dia). Hence the need for proper sealants for protecting
the strain gage terminals under the harsh environments faced in the water tunnel. Initially, several types of
water-proofing compunds were used, the most promising one being the application of a black coloured
rubber type agent called Hematia R 923T. While some of these lasted only a few cycles of use, the best of
them, water-proofed by an expen from a well known international company survived only for a few days
leading to a major problem in the measurement of forces in the water tunnel. It was felt that the lower
vacuum pressure conditions in the tunnel caused the rapid detoriation of the water proofing of the strain
gages. But, the results indicated, that the balance performed reasonably well during the short time the
water proofing remained unaffected. It was therefore decided to isolate the strain gauge elements from
the medium of flow (water) by introducing a suitable bellow. To test these balances with bellows under
simulated conditions, an experimental rig was built.
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EXPERIMENTAL TESTRIG
It was felt that a small test rig wherein the balances could be tested under the same pressure conditions
existing in the large high speed water facility would greatly facilitate the testing of any new concept.
Figure 2 shows the schematic view of the test rig built exclusively for the study. The rig consists of a
cylindrical pipe of internal diameter 160 mm and length 1200 mm. The ends are closed with appropriate
flanges. Provisions have been made to mount the balance inside the pipe and bring out electrical leads
through appropriate leak-proof connectors. The cylindrical pipe could be filled with water so that the
balance is kept under water. A transparent tube just outside the pipe shows the level of water inside. The
pressure inside the pipe could be varied from -13psi to + 15 psi with respect to the ambient by the use of a
portable vacuum pump and a compressor unit. A U-tube mercury manometer was used to measure the
pressure inside the rig as it went through from high vacuum to positive pressures. A scanivalve type
transducer (PDCR 23) was also used at later stages to measure the pressure inside the water chamber and
n
I II1111 I -I
1. Compressor, 2. Vacuum pump, 3. U-Tube manometer
4. Water-Filled rig, 5. Oil-Filled balance, 6. Signal conditioners
7. Intel 486 computer, 8. Scanivalve transducer, 9. Electrical connector.
Figure 2. Schematic view of the test rig and instrumentation.
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record the same in an Intel 486 based computer. A standard 12 bit, 16 channel Analog to Digital
conversion card with a 10 lasec sampling time was used. The balance was fitted with a differential pressure
transducer (Scanivalve PDCR 23, 2.5 PSID) to measure the pressure difference across the bellow
(pressure of oil inside the bellow minus water chamber pressure). The electrical lead wires from the
balance and the transducers were brought out of the test chamber through leak-proof electrical connectors
and taken into the computer through appropriate signal conditioning equipment. The test rig is also
provided with appropriate isolation valves to perform either the compressed air experiment or the
evacuation experiment or to release air either into the test rig or out of it to the atmosphere to change
pressure conditions in the test chamber.
INITIAL EXPERIMENTS WITH METALLIC BELLOW
Figure 3 shows the schematic view of the balance used in the initial stages of this study. This balance is
a regular sting type balance with the load rating shown in Table 2. A metallic bellow made of stainless
Table 2 Specification of the 38 mm six-component balance
Normal Force (max) ...................... 120 kgs
Side Force (max) ....................... 40 kgs
Axial Force (max) ....................... 40 kgs
Pitching Moment (max) ....................... 12.0 kg m
Yawing Moment (max) ....................... 4.0 kg m
Rolling Moment (max) ........................ 2.0 kg m
Expected output in each bridge _ 2 mv/V
o
150
Figure 3. A view of the 38 mm balance with metallic bellow.
to
otmosphere
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steel of thickness 0.3 mm and extremely flexible was used for isolating the strain gages. Initially, the air
inside the bellow was kept open to the ambient pressure while being placed in the test rig. This was done
by allowing the air from outside to communicate with the inside of the bellow through the tube carrying
the electrical leads from the balance to the signal processing equipment placed outside. The pressure in the
test rig was then varied from -13 psi to +15 psi (with reference to the ambient pressure) by operating the
vacuum pump and the compressor one after the other. The differential pressure introduced across the
bellow gives a net resultant force in the axial direction. All the other bridges give very little or negligible
output. Figure 4 gives the axial output as a function of the differential pressure applied. The measured
axial force agrees very well with the theoretical estimate which is obtained by multiplying the pressure
difference by the area across which this pressure acts. It was observed that the actual axial load on the
balance due to the pressure change of I arm.in the test rig was 20 kgs. This is quite large as compared to
the actual hydrodynamic load expected at the maximum flow velocity and angles of incidence for the
models which are to be tested with this type of balance. Even if smaller balances and metallic bellows are
used, the drag load due to pressure difference across the bellow in the tunnel would exceed the
hydrodynamic loads. Hence it was proposed that the balance must use a bellow which is made of thin
flexible material and the pressure inside the bellow must follow the outside water pressure as the same is
changed in the water tunnel facility. If air is used as the medium inside the bellow, this will call for large
volume changes (as air is compressible) for the range of pressure to which the water tunnel will be
subjected to. For example, when the water pressure is taken to -13 psi, the flexible bellow material will
have to expand to a very large volume (several times its original volume'), and the model around the
balance will prevent this from happneing and the pressure can never equalize in a practical sense. As the
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vacuum pressure approaches zero, the volume required will approach infinity. Also, when the bellow
starts making contact with the model, proper measurement of loads become impossible. Hence it was
decided that the bellow be filled with an electrically neutral incompressible oil medium which will allow
pressure equalization to take place with very little change in the bellow volume during the entire range of
operational pressures in the water tunnel facility. Modifications were carried out in this balance to fill in oil
and remove trapped air by drilling two holes as shown in figure 3 A thin rubber bellow was placed over
the balance and two stainless steel cylinders were introduced from either end of the balance to support the
lmm thick rubber bellow from sagging. (not shown in figure 3). A small gap of 1 mm was maintained
between these cylinders so that the balance flexures were free to flex and transmit the loads onto the strain
gages sensors. Fresh stock of transformer oil normally used in welding transformers was poured into the
bellow and after ensuring that no air was trapped inside, the ports were sealed by appropriate allen type
screws. Prior to this testing, the balance was immersed in the transformer oil bath for several weeks and
the strain gage sensors were kept energized to study any deterioration in the gage bonding as well to
observe any drift in the output of the bridges. This study showed practically no change in the output of the
balance even after being put in the oil bath for over 1000 hours. This balance was now introduced into
the test rig and pressures inside the rig was once again varied from -13 psi to +15 psi. The axial output
measured is also shown in figure 4 All the other bridges gave insignificant outputs. The maximum axial
output was 800 gms corresponding to the maximum vacuum pressure of-13 psi. This is an order of
magnitude less than that obtained with metallic bellows which was 20 kgs as shown in the same figure. It
was also found that the axial output for a maximum possible positive water pressure of 15 psi was only
140 gms. This experiment suggested the feasibility of this novel technique and prompted us to build a
suitable smaller balance for detailed investigations.
The size of the model restricted the maximum balance size to around 25 mm nominal diameter. Taking
into cosideration rigidity and unknown loads that may occur under cavitating conditions, it was decided to
design and build a new 24 mm balance, the details of which are given in the next section.
DESIGN DETAILS OF 24 MM DIA SIX-COMPONENT OIL FILLED BALANCE
Table 3 gives the specifications of the six-component balance that is designed and built for the present
detailed study. It is observed that the rolling moment is quite low when compared to the other loads which
Table 3 Specification of 24 mm dia Six-Component Balance
Normal Force (max) ...................... 50 kgs
Side Force (max) ....................... 25 kgs
Axial Force (max) ....................... 20 kgs
Pitching Moment (max) ....................... 5.0 kg m
Yawing Moment (max) ....................... 2.5 kg m
Rolling Moment (max) ........................ 0.1 kg m
Expected output in each bridge _ 2 mv/V
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resulted in a multi-element rolling cage design. Figure 5 gives the overall view of the 24 mm balance. The
model and the sting ends have a taper of 30 included angle. The diameter of the balance at the flexure
location is 24 mm. Both the upstream and downstream sides of the balance have a diameter of 27 mm,
Rubber bellow Metolic support cover
Gland pockin 9
Two channels for filling all 0;I Sting end
Model end
Figure 5. Details of 24 mm six-component oil-filled bellow type balance.
caving a gap of 3mm between the rubber bellow and the oil-filled balance flexures. Some small gap is
required to allow the rubber bellow to bend inwards while trying to equalize the pressure inside with that
outside while the chamber pressure in the test rig is increased to +15 psi. The actual volume change
required is extremely small for this pressure equalisation to take place. The present design allows a lot
more gap than that required to accomodate this volume change, so that the rubber bellow does not
interfere with the flexures at the highest positive tunnel pressures. Two, stainless steel cylindrical covers
are introduced from either end of the balance to give support and shape to the bellow alter it is filled fully
with oil. Two 2 mm holes are drilled at the model end of the balance for filling the rubber bellow
completely with oil. While oil is poured through one of the holes, the displaced air is driven out through
the other. Special care need to be exercised to ensure that the last bubble of air is driven out of the bellow.
Two allen type of bolts with teflon washers completely seal the oil filled balance at the model end. At the
sting end, an 8 mm stainless steel tube is inserted all the way to the rolling cage. All the teflon coated
electrical lead wires are taken out through this tube with a small loop formed near the rolling cage. The
entire tube consisting of all these wires is filled with epoxy (Araldite) and sealed preventing any oil leak
through the tube. The tube itself could be moved back and forth by about 5 to 10 mm To prevent the oil
from escaping through the gap between the balance and the stainless steel tube as the oil gets pressurized,
a gland packing made of asbestos and grease is provided with a suitable gland nut. The same gland
packing prevents any water from entering the balance as the water pressure in the tunnel is increased above
ambient conditions.
EXPERIMENTS WITH 24 MM BELLOW TYPE BALANCE
The oil-filled and sealed balance is mounted inside the test rig and the electrical leads from the balance
are taken out and connected to the signal conditioners and power supply units. The rig is filled with water
as shown in figure 2. so that the balance is completely immersed in water. The active bridges of the
balance are energised with 3 volts DC and kept for 3 hours before the experiments are started. The test rig
was connected to the compressor and the pressure inside was varied from ambient to +15 psi in small
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steps. At each step, the output from all the bridges of the balances was noted down. Readings were also
taken while the pressure in the chamber was reduced back to ambient conditions. The vacuum pump was
switched on after isolating the compressor, the experiment was repeated in the pressure range 0 to -13 psi
and then back to ambient conditions. Figure 6 gives the axial output obtained as a function of the applied
pressure (case 1). It is seen that the axial bridge gives a maximum output of about 30 gms at a chamber
pressure of+13 psi and about 225 gms when the chamber pressure was -13 psi. Change in all the other
bridges was negligible. It is obvious that the pressure equalization was much better when the rubber
collapses due to increased chamber pressure than when the bellow expanded during the vacuum cycle. It
was suggested that expansion of small amounts of water vapour saturated in the oil was resulting in
relatively large axial output. In order to remove the saturated water vapour in the oil, the oil was poured
into a glass beaker and connected to the vacuum pump. Periodically the beaker was well shaken while the
vacuum pump was on to make the process more effective. Initially, one could see large scale bubbling of
this saturated water vapour. The maximum vacuum that could be obtained in the present pump was
around 30 microns. (0.03 mm Hg). The bubbling completely stopped after about 90 minutes of
evacuation. The degassed oil was then poured into the balance and the experiment repeated. The
performance dramatically improved as seen in figure 6 (case 2). The experiment was repeated several
times to check the repeatability of the results. The repeatability was excellent and the axial bridge gave an
output of about 85 gms for -13 psi and about 13 gms for +13 psi. As compared to the design axial load of
20 kgs, this represents 0.425% and 0.065% respectively. If one were to measure the full axial load of 20
kgs in the water tunnel, the output due to the tunnel pressure changes could even be neglected. However,
this could result in an error of 4 to 5% if one were to measure an axial load of say, 2 kg Since the
repeatability of the results obtained with varying tunnel pressures was very good, corrections could be
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applied from figure.6, in the actual experiments conducted in the high speed water tunnel facility
improving the overall accuracy of measurements. Figure 7 shows the results of the same experiment with
the balance filled and sealed with oil as well as with air inside the bellow and connected to ambient
conditions. In the air filled case, as the chamber pressure was varied, the output of the axial bridge gave a
very large output which is shown. The axial output of about 5000 gms for a maximum pressure of 14.7 psi
corresponds to the theoretically estimatd value (Differential pressure X cross sectional area of the bellow).
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Figure 7. Variation of axial output as a function of test chamber
pressure for 24 mm balance for oil filled and air-filled cases.
To further understand the small axial outputs obtained in the oil filled case it was decided to measure the
inside oil pressure also, along with the balance outputs, during the experiments. A scanivalve differential
transducer (Type PDCR 23) with a range 0 to 2.5 psi was mounted on one of the ports which was earlier
used to fill oil ito the balance. Positive pressure port was connected to the oil side and the reference
pressure port measured the chamber pressure. The electrical leads from the differential pressure transducer
was connected to the signal conditioning equipment and to the ADC of the computer. The experiment was
again repeated from -13 psi to + 15 psi in the chamber with reference to ambients and now both the
differential pressure output and the axial bridge output were noted. Figure. 8 gives the result. The y-axis
gives the differential pressure output in psi as well as an equivalent load in grams when this pressure was
multiplied by cross sectional area over which the differential pressure acted (5 cm 2 or 0.8in 2 in the present
case). The results in the figure give a clear picture of the events. For a chamber vacuum pressure of say -
13 psi, the differential pressure transducer gives 225 gms whereas the axial output is only 85 gms. Since
the oil filled bellow changes its shape only marginally during the entire cycle, it is seen that the rubber
bellow itself is taking 67% load while passing only 33% of load to the balance. The reason for the bellow
taking a large portion of the load due to differential pressure is qalitatively understood from theoritical
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considerations that poisons ratio for rubber is close to 0.5. However to get a quantitative
confirmation further study is necessary. However, the results beig highly repeatable,allows the oil-filled
balance to be used just like any other balance with almost the same accuracy by giving necessary
corrections from the figure.6 discussed earlier.
CONCLUSIONS
Inspite of the best efforts, the conventional sting type balances with different water-proofing
compounds failed to perform in the harsh environments of the high speed water tunnel facility. Perhaps the
cyclic operations under high pressures and vacuum caused the breakdown of the water-proofing coatings
and delamination of strain gages resulting in failure of the balance within a short time. Provision of a
metallic bellow to completely isolate the conventional strain gages solved the problem of gage failure but
gave very large axial outputs as compared to the hydrodynamic outputs expected in the water tunnel. As
this was not acceptable, a thin flexible rubber bellow was introduced and the volume inside the bellow was
filled with an incompressible electrically neutral transformer oil. A compact new test rig simulating the
various pressure regimes obtained in the actual water tunnel was built as part of this study. The results
obtained with the novel oil-filled bellow type balance were very encouraging and the axial outputs due to
the pressure changes was reduced to low values (30 gms at a positive chamber pressure of+13 psi and
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220 gms at a negative chamber pressure of-13 psi). Degassing of the transformer oil by evacuation and
periodic stirring greatly improved the performance. The use of degassed oil in the balance resulted in the
pressure equalization to be near perfect as the chamber pressure was varied. Except the axial bridge, the
output of all the other bridges was negligible. After degassing, the axial outputs came down to about 85
gms at -13 psi chamber pressure (which is 0.425% of the full scale output) and was only 13 gms at a
chamber pressure of +13 psi (0.065%). Even these induced outputs are highly repeatable and can be
corrected in the final computation of hydrodynamic loads which will ensure high accuracy of measurement.
Finally, measurement of oil pressures inside the bellow gave additional interesting information. The rubber
bellow itself was taking a good part of the load (two thirds) arising from differential pressure between the
oil and water outside and letting the balance take only the remaining part (one-third). Further studies are
being planned to understand this. We conclude that a novel oil filled balance was successfully designed
and built and is expected to be the major equipment for accurate study of forces and moments in the high
speed water tunnel facility at Indian Institute of Science.
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SUMMARY
A unique approach to measurement of six degree of freedom (DOF) aero-proputsion
loads was successfully used at the Boeing Hover Test Facility (BHTF) during hover testing of a
full-scale, Advanced Short Take-Off Vertical Landing (ASTOVL) powered model. The force
measurement approach was based on the use of three custom designed strain gage balances to
measure the six components of force and moment at each of three model attachment points.
Details of facility operational features, model/facility interface, balance design & calibration, and
force measurement system (FMS) performance issues are discussed. Basic principles and
attributes of the shear cell flexure (SCF) for balance design and associated design parameters are
covered with reference to previous SCF applications of multi-component balance systems at the
Boeing Defense & Space Group.
INTRODUCTION
Complete characterization of the aerodynamic forces resulting from operation of an
ASTOVL aircraft in ground effect is a significant concern during design of lightweight,
advanced aircraft which utilize new propulsion technologies. Every effort is taken to minimize
aircraft weight by reducing the number and/or size of the aircraft engines, with the understanding
that this will improve operating performance and minimize cost & complexity. In order to
*Work done on contract at Boeing Defense & Space Group. MDA972-94-2-0011
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realize the full potential of the engine and aircraft performance, installed effects on thrust and
aerodynamics need to be completely understood.
/f
/
Figure 1. Description of Suckdown and Fountain Effects for A Direct
Lift ASTOVL Aircraft
Two types of aero-
propulsion forces which can
occur when landing an
ASTOVL aircraft vertically are
aerodynamic suckdown and
fountain effects (Figure I). The
suckdown effect is created by
the hot exhaust gases from the
engine impinging on the landing
surface, being redirected parallel
to the landing surface, and
accelerating toward the wing
tips. The high gas velocity
reduces the pressure on the
lower surface of the wing
causing a reduction in lift at a crucial moment. An aerodynamic fountain effect can offset this
reduction in lift. The fountain is the component of the exhaust gases that are redirected parallel
to the landing surface and accelerated toward the centerline of the aircraft. When the exhaust
gases from both nozzles intersect at the aircraft centerline the flow is re-directed upward which
increases pressure on the underside of the fuselage.
These competing aero-propulsion effects produce a complex flowfield that is difficult to
model mathematically and sensitive to scale effects that occur during aero-propulsion testing.
Sub-scale testing, although an efficient method of determining the aero-propulsion
phenomenology, results in force and moment data that is questionable when applied to full-scale
aircraft performance. This results from the difficulty of matching Reynolds number, exhaust gas
temperature, and flowfield mixing with the ambient air. Since the knowledge of the aero-
propulsion forces during landing is critical to nozzle design and engine selection, the alternative
is to do a near full-scale powered model test where the model height above ground and the model
angle of attack can be varied.
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The Boeing Hover Test Facility (BHTF) is located at the Tulalip Test Site approximately
40 miles North of Seattle, Washington. This unique test facility was designed and built over an 8
month period in 1995 to accommodate ground effects testing of a Large Scale Powered Model
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(LSPM). Both the BHTF and the LSPM were designed and fabricated by the BD&SG Aero-
Propulsion & Test Support Laboratory located at the Kent Space Center.
The purpose of the BHTF was to provide for remote positioning of the LSPM at specified
heights above a smooth ground plane surface without interfering with engine inlet performance
or exhaust nozzle flowfields. The basic structure of the BHTF tower, shown in Figure 2, consists
of four braced, structural steel columns which support four large steel trusses. The four trusses
form an overhead structure from which the model and all its support systems are suspended. The
overall structure is 88 feet tall.
F'i_urc 2. Bocin_ Hovcr Test Facilily and Large Scalc Powered Model
To meet the requirements of the LSPM test program, the facility included a rigid platform
immediately above the model for required engine support equipment and reacting of the LSPM
thrust loads. The LSPM was suspended from the service platform at three points by five turn
barrels and a single gimbaled remotely actuated hydraulic cylinder as shown in Figure 3. Three
of the turn barrels were attached to the left wing of the model to position it at a fixed point in
space. The other two mrn barrels were attached to the right wing in such a way that the model
was allowed to expand in the span direction due to any thermal effects during test. The five turn
barrels and nose actuator react out the forward, vertical, and lateral thrust. The remote hydraulic
actuator was attached to the model on the centerline of the cockpit region and used to set the
model pitch attitude using a servoaccelerometer for pitch angle measurement. A spherical
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bearing assembly was located at each of the three model attachment points to minimize any local
moments. A 6-component balance was rigidly attached to the model below the spherical bearing
at each attachment point.
The service platform was suspended from the overhead truss structure by six remotely
controlled hydraulic actuators as shown in Figure 2. Simultaneous extension and retraction of
these actuators resulted in vertical translation of the service platform, model support equipment
and the LSPM. The weight of the equipment raised and lowered by the actuator system was on
the order of 80,000 lb.
All the standard utilities and services required to operate a high performance gas turbine
on an engine thrust stand were also required at the BHTF. High pressure air for starting the
engine and cooling of the engine bay & propulsion components was provided by a diesel
compressor system. JP-8 fuel was provided from a fixed tank via boost pump at the tank, no fuel
was stored on-board the model. Cooling water for instrumentation, heat exchangers and an
emergency water deluge system was also pumped to the service platform above the model.
Instrumentation and engine control lines were routed to the model separately from AC power
lines to minimize noise in low level instrumentation and control lines. The lines for all the
support services were required to translate vertically with the service platform. From the service
platform, the utility lines were routed to the centerline of the LSPM and, as a result, bridged
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across the three balances forming an altemate load path, with the potential to influence overall
thrust measurement. The effects of the utility lines on the force measurement system (FMS) data
was shown to be negligible during checkout. Prior to each test, balance zeros were taken with all
lines pressurized to remove pressure tares from the thrust data.
An important underlying component of the BHTF was the ground plane. The ground
plane was required to withstand direct impingement of high temperature, high pressure jet engine
exhaust gases while the model remained at a wheels-on-ground condition for several minutes
during acquisition of data. A challenging requirement was that the ground plane not spall or
otherwise fragment and pose a foreign object damage (FOD) hazard to the engine. Following a
series of component tests on various candidates a wire-reinforced, silica based refractory
concrete was selected for the 8 ft x 8 ft ground plane panels. The panels were fabricated off-site
and fired to over 1000 °F for removal of water and to minimize spalling. This design proved to
function satisfactorily with the exception of the ceramic filler material used to fill joints between
the panels.
FORCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Shear Cell Flexure (SCF) Balance Background
Applications at BD&SG
The Aero-Propulsion & Test Support Laboratories began developing techniques in 1985
to utilize the SCF in multi-component force measurement applications. The first project
consisted of a 6-component aluminum balance with 10 SCFs and was designed for low overall
deflection. This single piece balance was used to measure forces and moments on a scale model
of the Hard Mobile Launcher in a supersonic wind tunnel. Standard wind tunnel balances had
previously been used to support this test but they were found unsatisfactory due to insufficient
stiffness and the resultant fouling of the model on the simulated ground plane.
Our next 6-component balance design was based on the requirement to measure high
frequency thrust pulses for a Sagittar kinetic energy weapon propulsion system that required
1,000 psi nitrogen at 2 lbrn/s to operate. The inherent stiffness of the SCF and integration into a
steel, single piece design proved a good choice for the Sagittar balance. Measurement of the
high frequency thrust pulses required a resonant frequency of the mechanical system on the order
of 5 times greater than the frequency of interest in order to have adequate resolution of the pulse
leading edge detail.
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Other programs on which SCF balances were utilized include the Starstreak-On-Avenger
program to measure blast diffuser impulse loads during first stage booster firing of the shoulder
launched Short Brothers Starstreak missile, Royal Ordnance for measuring short duration pulses
(pulse width of 10 ms) of their liquid bi-propellant rocket motors, and Hard Mobile Launcher for
measurement of the uni-directional shear forces associated with dust laden supersonic flow.
Our experience with SCFs confirms they are reasonably inexpensive to machine and
instrument, provide good linear output and result in a low deflection system well suited to high
frequency or high load applications. They can be easily arranged in a variety of configurations
for measuring various combinations of forces and moments, as is often required by unique tests
in the aerospace industry.
Shear Cell Flexure (SCF) Design Principles
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Figure 4. Shear Cell Flexure Description
A simple shear cell is shown in
Figure 4. It consists of a milled pocket in a
rectangular bar with strain gages oriented
at 45 ° and located about the neutral axis of
the cell cross section. Strain gage pairs,
located front and back on the shear cell
web, are connected into a four arm
Wheatstone bridge to provide for
temperature compensation and cancellation
of interaction loads. The web of the
pocket is very thin (-0.030 in) to minimize
web load carrying capability and to ensure
that the gages are located in an isothermal
environment. This minimizes the bridge
output due to thermal gradients in the
flexure.
Since the gages are mounted on the neutral axis and oriented +45 ° to the horizontal
centerline, only strains due to shear forces are measured. Figure 4 illustrates the characteristics
of the SCF. The force P1 applied in the I-beam direction at different stations (STA. 1, 2, & 3 in
Figure 4), will produce nominally the same bridge output since bending strains on the neutral
axis are zero. The finite size of the gage does result in some bending moments appearing in the
bridge output but the effect is usually less than 2% of shear load and linear with respect to the
load. Likewise, with torsion applied to the rectangular bar as shown in Figure 4, very little signal
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is produced from the Wheatstone bridge. Most of the torsion is reacted by the section flanges
and the small shear strains present on the neutral axis produce no bridge output due to the
canceling effects of the bridge arrangement.
Forces applied parallel to the beam are primarily reacted by the significantly thicker
flanges of the flexure cross section. The compatible strains at the gage locations are canceled
due to the bridge arrangement, since all gages are strained the same amount and in the same
direction. Forces applied in the H-beam direction (perpendicular to the plane of the paper in
Figure 4) do not effect bridge output significantly. Shear forces perpendicular to the flexure
section, in the H-beam direction, are reacted by the thick flange sections and, since the strain
gages are located on the neutral axis, the strains due to bending are quite small. Moments do not
effect bridge output significantly since the flange sections carry all of the bending moment and
the gages are located on the neutral axis.
To summarize, the shear cell is a flexure that is sensitive to loads (not moments) in a
single axis only. Interaction forces or moments do not significantly effect bridge output (effects
are usually less than 2% of applied force or moment and the effects are linear with load). The
flexure exhibits the properties of a good transducer. The question, for most of our applications,
is: Can it be made sufficiently stiff and still provide adequate signal levels?
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The SCF does produce good signal levels due to the large shear factor ( V ) in the
short flexure element, with excellent stiffness characteristics due to the compact element design.
The relatively constant shear stress on the flexure web allows gages to be used that are large
enough to carry high bridge excitation levels (-10 V for foil gages). This results in a large
bridge output signal level for a relatively small strain level without adverse gage heating effects
and without adversely impacting the overall flexure stiffness. The flexure stiffness is large
because the pocket width can be small (essentially, the width of the strain gage). Thus, the
displacement is small across the pocket width, and since the stiffness is inversely proportional to
displacement, the SCF is characteristically very stiff.
LSPM Balance Design Overview
A force measurement uncertainty goal for normal force was established based on
previous experience with shear cell balances and the anticipated complexity of full-scale testing.
Normal force measurement was the most critical for the test program due to small force values
expected for suckdown and fountain effects. Our design goal of uncertainty for normal force was
+0.5% of the full scale normal force calibration load with a 95% confidence.
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The configuration used for each of the three LSPM 6-component balances (Figure 5) was
based on experience with our previous designs. Key differences are the significantly higher load
range and the use of a geometry which is tailored to the specific needs of the LSPM test program.
For each balance, a total of 12 SCFs were machined into 4 flexure assemblies in a single piece of
17-4 PH plate. The load range was high enough that standard foil strain gages were suitable.
The requirement was to measure steady state thrust so there was no frequency response
requirement for the hover test program; although balance stiffness was an issue since a relatively
high natural frequency of the model-balance system was desired. These balances were required
to support the hover test program as well as a potential wind tunnel test in the NASA Ames 80 x
120 foot Low Speed Tunnel.
Figure 5. LSPM Wing Balance Configuration
In the case of the hover test program, the model is suspended from the overhead turn
barrel system and the interface to the test facility is on the top surface of the balance ground
attachment section. For testing in the wind tunnel, the model is supported from below by three
struts which are mounted to the turntable in the floor of the wind tunnel test section. Each wind
tunnel strut has a spherical bearing assembly which attaches to the lower surface of the balance
ground attachment section. This arrangement permits the wing balances to remain installed for
both major test programs. The nose balance must be relocated from the top of the canopy to the
underside of the cockpit while still remaining in the upright orientation.
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Since the balances were going to be used in the wind tunnel, another requirement was to
have the balances located completely within the wing cross section at the balance location, with
no balance material breaking through the model skin. This required a balance having a low
profile (approximately 5.5"). The wing balances ended up protruding slightly outside the loft
lines but were judged aerodynamically acceptable to the project engineering staff providing
simple fairings over the balances were used.
LSPM Force Measurement System Design Loads
The size of the LSPM presented unique problems when designing the force measurement
system. Model weight was a significant design load and represented the largest force applied to
the model. The LSPM weight was expected to be approximately 50,000 lb and the maximum
estimated force from the engine in the vertical direction was approximately 20,000 lb. Thus, the
maximum expected vertical force was approximately 40% of the weight - and the vertical force
was the most important measurement for the hover and wind tunnel tests. The balances had to be
designed to carry the model weight and be sensitive enough to provide good accuracy and
resolution for determining fountain and suckdown forces. A classic "range versus resolution"
problem.
Loads were determined for the force measurement system using a finite element model of
the LSPM primary structure along with a spreadsheet analysis. The FEM included all stringers,
frames, bulkheads, spars, ribs, and skins, as well as representative balance structure. The
purpose of the model was twofold: 1) Determine the internal loads for LSPM structural design
and 2) Determine balance reaction loads for the overconstrained cases (wind tunnel attachments).
The FEM was used to determine influence coefficients that allowed for calculation of balance
reaction loads based on external forces and moments as parameters. The influence coefficients
were put into a spreadsheet and used to quickly calculate balance reaction loads based on
changes in the LSPM external loads.
Twelve test conditions were run to determine the worst case hover and wind tunnel test
loading for the balances. Between the hover test and the wind tunnel test, the worst case normal
force loading condition would be expected to occur during an inadvertent 1.1G shock loading
when translating the service platform and model to a new test position. The worst case loading
for axial force occurred during hover test with the lift nozzles oriented 45 ° to horizontal and the
engine operating at maximum test power. Maximum side force exerted on the balances occurred
during yawed conditions in the 80'x120' wind tunnel.
Late in the test design program a decision was made to forego the 80'x120' wind tunnel
test and to design the LSPM and balances for the loads that would occur only during hover
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testing. This decision effected the balance design very little since the worst case loads, except
for side force, occurred during hover testing. The design loads for the balance forces are shown
in Table 1. Note the wing balance design load that results in the peak stress for the balance
occurs with wings-on, lift nozzles at 45 ° to horizontal, cruise nozzle at 0 °, engine at full test
power, and 0 ° model pitch. The nose balance design load that results in the peak stress for the
balance occurs with wings-off (uninstalled thrust testing), engine-off, and 7.5 ° model pitch.
Also, note that thrust in our coordinate system was negative axial force and weight was
considered negative normal force.
Table 1. Balance Design Loads
Axial Force Side Force Normal Condition
{lb) (ib) Force (lb)
i Nose Balance T -1,516
[ Wing Balance ]
[
0
-12,437 Wings-on weight
-758 0 -19,556 Wings-on weight
! Nose Balance 4,084 0 -15,790 Wings-offmax
i Wing Balance i_ -8,113 5,449 -16,379 I Wings-on max
LSPM Balance Flexure Sizing
The detail design consisted of sizing the flexures to produce maximum signal levels and
minimum stress in peak stress regions. Maximum von Mises stress was limited to three times
the material yield stress to conform to lab policy for dynamic tests. The effects of
instrumentation cable line noise on data quality, due to the long cable runs (400-500 ft) at the
BHTF, was minimized by designing the axial force and normal force balance bridges to produce
signal levels of ~ 10 mV per bridge, maximizing the signal to noise ratio for the bridges.
The requirements for minimum stress and maximum signal level made sizing the flexures
more difficult. The expected signal levels are difficult to estimate using simple beam theories
since shear deflection predominates the flexure analysis. Peak stress values and their locations
were difficult to assess for this low profile, high capacity balance. The design requirements
amounted to designing a balance that could take the distributed dead weight of the model (50,000
lb) while maintaining a factor of safety of 3 on material yield stress and measuring a maximum
20,000 lb distributed normal force while producing ~10 mV per bridge for the 20,000 lb
increment. In order to meet these requirements a series of finite element models were created to
size the flexures.
The first FEM was mentioned previously for determining balance reaction loads. It
consisted of the LSPM primary structure as well as a stiffness representation of the balances.
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This model was used for determining the shear and moment in each flexure, in addition to
determining balance reaction loads. The second model was used to determine flexure sizes for
given unit loads. It consisted of a single flexure assembly of the balance (4 flexure assemblies
per balance) with three SCFs per flexure assembly (Figure 6); one to measure normal force, one
to measure axial force, and one for side force. The single flexure assembly model was
appropriate for sizing the flexures since it was small enough to obtain results quickly, modify the
flexure, and rerun the model. Boundary conditions were chosen to be conservative. Once the
design was optimized a third detailed FEM of the entire balance was created to verify the design.
Figure 6. Balance Flexure Assembly Detail
Through the use of this iterative design process the balance goals were met. The peak
von Mises stress goal was satisfied with 3.4 factors of safety on material yield stress and the
signal levels for normal force and axial force were estimated to be 10 mV. These values were
subsequently verified during proof testing and calibration.
LSPM Balance Construction
The hover test at the BHTF required us to use a high strength precipitation hardened steel
for the SCF balances. These materials resist corrosion due to moisture, have high strength
properties, machine relatively easy, and distort very little after solution heat treating. Their
spring material properties are excellent; exhibiting low hysteresis, low creep, and excellent
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linearity. Due to availability, 17-4PH was chosen with a H900 solution heat treat, for SCF
balance construction.
Magnetic particle inspection, per Boeing specification, was called out for the balances to
ensure that no subsurface defects were present in the machined balance material. Unfortunately,
the balances failed inspection due to a serious metallurgical problem known as phase
segregation. This phenomenon, indicated by the appearance ofdelta-Ferrite stringers, is
described by bands of phase segregated iron particles that are distributed through the plate
thickness. Iron has poor crack initiation and fracture toughness properties, which makes it a bad
choice to use in any loading application where there are a large number of cycles (>3000)
Due to the compressed test schedule, we had to determine a disposition of the rejected
balances that would allow us to use them safely during hover testing at the BHTF. The first
requirement of the disposition was that the balances would only be used for the hover test and the
number of load cycles would be limited to less than 3000. The second requirement was to proof-
load each balance to a minimum of two times the worst case operating load.
All the balances were proof-loaded while measuring the strains at the critical stress
location to a factor of 3 times the worst case operating load. All the balances passed the proof-
load test and showed no signs of yielding. A consensus decision was reached among laboratory
and program personnel to use the balances for the hover test under these limiting conditions.
After completing the proof test, the balances were instrumented with JP
TECHNOLOGIES transducer class shear strain rosettes (P/N JK06-062TA-500 L). The rosettes
were an etched Karma/Evanohm foil grid with a nominal 500f2 resistance and laminated Kapton
backing. The balances were moisture proofed using The Measurements Group M-COAT C, a
solvent-thinned RTV silicone rubber.
We experienced problems with the moisture proofing system; water intruded into the
gage lead wires prior to FMS checkout which caused spurious readings. There was a significant
amount of rain during the test setup and FMS checkout and the LSPM was not covered during
these times. The moisture was able to penetrate the coating due to an improper installation of the
moisture proofing system. The gage lead wires were laid directly on the metal surfaces of the
balance and then covered with the M-COAT C. Recommended procedure at our laboratory is to
lay down some of the M-COAT C on the bare metal and then lay the lead wires into the coating.
Once the moisture proofing has cured slightly, an additional coating is laid over the lead wire
assembly so that the entire wire is encapsulated with the moisture proofing material.
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To correcttheproblem,thecoatingwasremovedfrom theleadwiresof all thebalances
andtheleadwiresandgageinstallationsweredriedusingheatedair for approximatelytwo days.
Thebridgeoutputs were monitored during this time and the FMS performance returned to
normal. The gages were recoated with M-COAT C using the above recommended procedure and
an additional coating of M-COAT B was applied to the gage and lead wire installation. After
this, no other moisture related problems occurred.
LSPM Balance Calibration
The 6-component balances were calibrated individually and assembled into the FMS.
The balances were installed on precision ground balance mount blocks in the LSPM and attached
to the spherical bearing assemblies mounted to the BHTF turn barrel assembly. Once the mount
block misalignment angles in roll, pitch, and yaw were determined the external forces applied to
the LSPM could be measured. Using the mount block position information obtained from
computer aided theodolite measurements during assembly of the LSPM, the external moments
applied to the LSPM could be determined.
Our plan to calibrate the balances individually and then assemble them into the FMS, as
opposed to calibrating the overall FMS with the balances installed in the LSPM, required that we
use 6-component balances at each attachment point to cancel out any internal forces or moments
in the system. The cost of adding additional components to the individual balances to allow for
this approach, was more than offset by the cost and schedule reduction of not having to conduct a
large scale calibration with the model installed in the BHTF. Measuring the moments at the
LSPM attachment points, even though the model was mounted to the balances through spherical
bearings, allowed us to determine the level of interaction between moments and forces. The
design of the system allowed all external forces and moments to be measured and all internal
forces or moments, due to thermal expansion or pressure, to be canceled out.
The calibration block, which had a nine hole pattern on three sides and a center hole on
the other two sides, was mounted to the facility attachment surface (ground attachment section)
of the balance (Figure 7). Loads were applied to the calibration block through a hanger assembly
with an attached spherical bearing. The bearing was used to align the applied load and to ensure
no moments were being applied through the attachment. The loads that were applied during
calibration, shown in Table 2, were large which required the use of hydraulic actuators and
reference load cells. Air driven pumps were used to pressurize the hydraulic oil in the actuators.
The hydraulic lines to and from the actuator were then valved off and a calibration load point was
taken. This ensured that a steady load was applied to the balance. Reference load cells, used for
balance calibration, were calibrated, traceable to NIST, with an overall uncertainty of+0.13% of
the full scale calibration range based on a 95% confidence level.
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Table 2. Calibration Range for LSPM 6-Component Balances
_;ald)ratlon Ranges tor A_ I UVL L:_PMWlnOlunnel MOael Balances
E_-B alan c e C_Ed'rtJon
Axial Force -500, to 4,bO0 II0
o]qo_-aI-F_ - 16_-0-0-0 to 0 Ib--
STae- o_ -1.4-00 to 1.4-0-0-- Ib
Ro_WIS_ent -1.333 to 1.3-3-3_ ft-lb--
_e_f -1,3-33- to 1_,333-- ft-lb--
'_7_l'o_-e fit_ _50, to __-
Wings off. engine o_eg-pitch
__o_, 0-_c_
Wings Off. engine off, +/- 5 deg mtl
_b"m-ated maximum
E_timated maximum
E_-tima_ ax=_G_
Wing Balances --Co_
Ax_arForoe -9,000, to 9,000 ID
No_r'm-_- o_Fo_-_ -_EO-O_ to
Side Force -4,0"0"0" to 4.0-0-0 Ib
Roll Moment _2- _-0-0-0 to 2._-0-0- --_Ib-'--
Pitch Moment - 2_00-0, to 2_00-0 ft-lb
Yaw Moment -1,500 to 11500 ft-lb
v_n_--df/on, nozzles @4-_. f_l_0-_--
_gs on, _o_r_. 0 deg pitch
Wings on, engine on, +/- 5 deg roll +/- addl 2.000 Ib-SF
-_'_b'_d max=mum
'Estimated max=mum
;Esbmated max=mum ,
Figure 7. Balance Calibration Block
Structural steel was used
to construct a stiff external
frame that could securely hold
the actuator adjustment
hardware. Loads were applied
to the balance through steel
chain attached to the end of the
actuator and hanger assembly.
The distance between the end of
the actuator and the calibration
block was approximately 12 ft
for the normal force loads and 6
ft for axial and side force loads.
This large distance was used to
minimize the error associated
with angular alignment. The
actuator end points and centers of the calibration block were lined up using a computer aided
theodolite. Positions were known with an uncertainty of+0.010" based on a 95% confidence
level which resulted in very small angular biases propagated into the balance calibration of 30
arcseconds for normal force and 60 arcseconds for axial and side force.
After all the data was taken 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order polynomials were fit through the data
which included all interactions through 2nd order. The confidence interval was determined using
the approach outlined in Reference 1 for each order of polynomial, which consisted of
determining the standard error of estimate for the curve as an approximation of the precision
index. The differences between 1st and 2nd order residuals are shown for a representative
balance (right wing balance) in Figures 8 through 11. The best mathematical model for the SCF
balance behavior can be seen by comparing Figures 10 and 11. Figure 11, the 2nd order
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polynomial fit, shows a uniform distribution of the residual force over the entire range of applied
normal force. Figure 1O, the 1st order fit, reveals that the second order effect has not been taken
into account and there is a small but significant error associated with this order of curve fit.
Thus, for normal force it is clear that the 2nd order polynomial curve fit better models the
physical behavior of the balance. Figures 8 and 9 show that the effect of polynomial order is not
as significant for axial force as for normal force due to the lower full scale strain levels of the
axial force flexures.
Even though the 2nd order polynomials provided a better mathematical model to the
balance behavior, the 1st order fits still provided good accuracy and offered additional simplicity
during data acquisition and reduction checkout. Thus, linear curve fits with linear interactions
were used to reduce the force and moment data during testing. Use of the linear equations
simplified the handling of weight tare offsets by using a voltage tare rather than engineering
units. This made it more convenient to detect anomalies in bridge operation and was more
efficient for data checkout. The use of linear curve fits also allowed us to conservatively and
simply determine overall FMS normal force uncertainty - since linear curve fits are insensitive to
_+direction - through the use of free weight check loads applied to the model as opposed to the
more difficult task of accurately applying a normal force in the upward direction.
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Figure 8. Axial Force Residual - Ist Order
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Figure 10. Normal Force Residual * 1st Order
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Figure 9. Axial Force Residual - 2nd Order
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Figure 11. Normal Force Residual - 2nd Order
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The calibration curve fit errors and 95% confidence intervals lbr axial force and normal tbrce are
shown for all three balances in Figures 12-17 below. Note that the residuals are plotted versus
calibration load point. The normal force data shows small residuals in the beginning of the
calibration since only pure normal force or normal force with moment interactions are applied in
the beginning of the load schedule. This information will be used to explain why the check load
errors are small when applying normal force loads during FMS checkout.
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Figure 12. Nose Balance Axial Force Residual
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Figure 13. Nose Balance Normal Force Residual
Figure 14. Left Wing Balance Axial Force
Residual
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Figure 16. Left Wing Balance Axial Force Residual
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Figure 15. Left Wing Balance Normal Force
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Figure 17. Right Wing Balance Normal Force
Residual
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LSPM Force Measurement System Performance
FMS performance was determined by performing a detailed elemental uncertainty
analysis according to Reference 1 and Reference 2 and comparing the results to those obtained
from check loading the system.
Check loading of the FMS was accomplished by applying dead weights to an attachment
point on one of the model bulkheads. The weights were certified with a 95% confidence interval
uncertainty of+0.12%. The two check weights (2,576 lb and 6,442 lb) were applied individually
through a spherical bearing so no moments would be induced in the model structure. This
technique gave us an accurate indication of FMS performance over a limited range.
The technique used for checking the axial force uncertainty (other than the detailed
uncertainty estimate) was to pitch the model to a full scale angle of attack of 7.5 ° and then hang
the check weights on the model; which provided a component of the check load in the axial force
direction of the aircraft coordinate system.
These techniques for applying check loads were not sufficient for determining full scale
uncertainty values. However, these check loads, coupled with the detailed elemental uncertainty
analysis described below, allowed us to bound the total expected uncertainty of the FMS with
regard to axial force and normal force.
For the detailed uncertainty analysis, the primary contributors to the overall uncertainty in
the FMS were the balance calibration errors, correlated biases, and error in the pitch angle
measuring device. The correlated biases were due to the same calibration setup and reference
load cells being used for each of the three individual balance calibrations.
Errors due to the pitch angle measurement system propagated into the overall FMS
uncertainty through the simplified version of the data reduction equations shown below.
AF=(AF,, + AFz + AFR) cos0 +(NF x + NF z + NFR) sin0 (1)
NF=(NF, v + NF L + NFR) cos0 -(AF N + AF L + AFR) sin0 (2)
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where:
AF =-
NF=_ -
AFt. -
AFt. =
AF R -
NF_, -
NF L =
NF R =--
Angular uncertainty of pitch angle measurement (deg or rad)
Axial Force (lb)
Normal Force (lb)
Nose Balance Axial Force (lb)
Left Wing Balance Axial Force (lb)
Right Wing Balance Axial Force (lb)
Nose Balance Normal Force (lb)
Left Wing Balance Normal Force (lb)
Right Wing Balance Normal Force (lb)
After applying the uncertainty analysis expression, in accordance with Reference 1, to
equations (1) and (2) above, it was determined that the error is not independent of the load
applied. The normal force is affected by the presence of axial force and the axial force is affected
by the normal force as shown below.
(3)
where:
B AF
B 0
Total Axial Force Bias (lb)
Calibration Bias Limit for Axial Force (lb)
Correlated Bias Limit for Axial Force (lb)
Bias Limit for Pitch Measurement System (rad)
where:
SAF = _/NF2S_ +(SAF),,, (4)
SAF
(sAAoo,=-
so-
Total Axial Force Precision Index (lb)
Calibration Precision Index for Axial Force (lb)
Precision Index for Pitch Measurement System (rad)
BNr = _]AFZB: +( B_'F)_o, +( B_,'_')_o,_ (5)
where:
BNF --
BNF ) ca/ m
( B UF ) co,. =-
Total Normal Force Bias (lb)
Calibration Bias Limit for Normal Force (lb)
Correlated Bias Limit for Normal Force (lb)
where:
SXF = x/AF2S_ +(SuF)ca,
SNF =-
S NF ) cat -_
Total Normal Force Precision Index (lb)
Calibration Precision Index for Normal Force (lb)
(6)
The elemental uncertainty terms, corresponding to a 95% confidence level, that were used
to determine the overall calibration uncertainty and the correlated biases for the axial force and
normal force components of the FMS, along with the bias limits and precision index for the pitch
angle measuring system, are listed in Tables 2 and 3 below.
Table 3. Elemental Uncertainty Terms for Axial Force Component
Reference Load Cell 10.0 lb 0.0 lb
Alignment Error 3.5 lb 0.0 lb 2
Deflection Error Negl 0.0 lb 2
Nose Balance Curve Fit 1.0 Ib 3.8 Ib 2
Left Balance Curve Fit 1.8 Ib 10.2 lb 2
Right Balance Curve Fit 1.3 lb 6.7 lb 2
i Model Mount Block Angle 0.01 deg 0.0 deg 2
Pitch Angle Measuring System 0.1 deg 0.02 deg 2
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Table 4. Elemental Uncertainty Terms for Normal F0rce_C0mponent
Reference Load Cell t 30.0 lb
Alignment Error 2.5 lb
Deflection Error 7.1 lb
Nose Balance Curve Fit
Left Balance Curve Fit
Right Balance Curve Fit
Model Mount Block Angle
4.9 lb
0.5 lb
Servoaccelerometer
3.1 lb
I 0.01 deg
I
t 0.1 deg
0.0 lb
19.9 lb
25.4 lb i
27.3 lb i
0.0 deg i
2
2
2
2
2
0.02 deg. 2
Using Tables 2 and 3, the fixed calibration uncertainties can be determined. The fixed
terms do not vary with either applied normal force or axial force; they consist of the bias and
precision errors due to the individual balance calibrations and correlated biases. The last two
items in Tables 2 and 3 are used to determine the bias limits and precision index for the pitch
angle measuring system used in measurement uncertainty equations (3) - (6).
The overall axial force and normal force uncertainty consists of fixed bias errors due to
balance calibration, correlated bias errors due to the reference load cells, alignment error,
deflection error, and variable bias & precision limits that are a function of load. The overall
uncertainty for the FMS in axial force and normal force are shown in Figures 18 and 19. The
results of the dead weight check load test, described below, are included in Figures 18 and 19, as
discrete points, to determine the quality of the detailed elemental uncertainty estimate.
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Figure 18. Force Measurement System Axial Force Uncertainty
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Figure 19. Force Measurement System Normal Force Uncertainty
The quality of the axial force measurement is sensitive to errors in the pitch angle, unlike
the normal force which exhibits very little sensitivity to pitch angle error. However, the goal of
measuring normal force to within _+0.5% was achieved according to the detailed uncertainty
analysis. Note that the check load data points shown in Figure 19 have a 95% confidence
precision interval much less than that predicted by the detailed elemental uncertainty analysis.
As described earlier in the calibration section and seen in Figures 13, 15, and 17, the individual
balance calibrations show small residuals when only the normal force and normal force with
moment interactions are considered. Since no large interaction force is applied in the presence of
the normal force during the check loads, the larger scatter due to the individual balance
interactions is not seen in the normal force check load data.
SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
A force measurement system was designed, developed, and fabricated within aggressive
schedule and cost constraints for the full-scale LSPM hover test. Shear cell flexure elements
have been successfully demonstrated to be an effective element for obtaining balances with high
stiffness in a compact design with good force resolution characteristics. Calibration of individual
6-component balances (as opposed to in-situ calibration of the FMS and LSPM) is an effective
method for reducing FMS cost and overall calibration time and achieving realistic uncertainty
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goals. A detailed uncertainty analysis, along with a limited set of check load data, were used to
validate the performance of the BHTF FMS. The goal for the measurement of normal force was
an uncertainty of +0.5% of the full scale calibration range based on a 95% confidence interval.
The actual uncertainty limit, based on a 95% confidence level, was better than +0.25% of the full
scale normal force calibration range. The uncertainty limit for the axial force, based on a full
scale calibration range and 95% confidence interval, was better than +0.38%.
Shear cells represent a flexible and cost effective flexure for the design and fabrication of
aero-propulsion balances. Excellent linearity, low level interactions, and insensitivity of the
flexure to temperature gradients are distinct advantages of this type of flexure over more
traditional bending elements. Extensive testing and use over a 10 yr period have validated design
techniques for the use of SCFs in propulsion balances. Current efforts are under way to adapt the
SCF technique to the design of internal balances for wind tunnel testing. An IR&D effort is
providing the means to determine whether or not the stiff SCFs can be integrated to yield an
internal balance design that provides for increases in the angle of attack test range for modem
wind tunnel fighter models.
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Abstract
The 15cm × 15cm Magnetic Suspension and Balance System (MSBS) is developed in
1995 on the base of research work of MSBS technology since 1987 under the economic
support of China CARDC.
The mathematic representations of control model and the principle of the system
position control are derived, using the method of the dynamic circuit theory in electro-
magnetic system for the MSBS.
The "H" PWM power amplifier, the electro-optical position detector and the 5
component calibration model are introduced tentatively in this paper.
Key words: Magnetic Suspension and Balance System, wind tunnel balance system,
PWM power amplifier, electro-optical position sensor, wind tunnel balance system
calibration.
Electro-magnetic structure of the 15cm x 15cm MSBS
Since the initiation of the MSBS technology research work in 1987, in our Institute,
the 3cm x 3cm and 6cm x 6cm MSBS used for MSBS Principle study are successively
developed, investigating some feasible variants of electro-magnetic structures and model
position detection, the final 15cm x 15cm MSBS electro-magnetic structure is formed
according to the results, obtained in the preceding stages of this research. The MSBS
design work is initiated since 1994 and the MSBS is developped in october 1995 after its
processing and installation work. Furthermore, some testing results have been obtained
now in the preliminary aero-dynamic tests.
The 15cm x 15cm MSBS is equipped with 10 electro-magnetic coils, arranged
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symmetrically. The x-directional drag coils are of air cored structure. The z.<lirectiomd lift
coils and the y-directional side force coils are the iron cored coils.
They are divided in two groups: front group and rear group, used to raise the
magnetic field intensi_ in the testing section and to collect the magnetic flux relatively. The
arrangement of coils is shown in figure 1.1 (Scheme oftwosidcviewing of MSBS).
--dm
m
R
(a)
Fig 1-I: Scheme of two side viewing of MSBS
The coil numbers are shown in figure 1.2
J
Co)
Fig 1-2: Arrangement structure of MSBS coils.
The coils No. 0 and 9, used to generate the x-directional electro-magnetic force
Fx are the inversely connected in series coils, represented by Wx. The coils No. 1 and 3,
used to generate the z-directional electro-magnetic force F, tand the directly connected in
series coils, represented by Wzl. Similary, the coils No.5 and 70vV,,), the coils No. 2 and 4
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(Wyx) and the coils No.6 and 8(Wy2) are used to generate the electro-magnetic forces F,.2,
Fy! arid Fy2 respectively.
The Nd-Fe-B permanent magnet are selected as inner iron cores of the aero-dynamic
testing model. Thus, a very strong secondary magnetic field is obtained and the controlled
clectro-magnetic force of this model is raisd. Furthermore it is possible to reduce the total
control power.
the parameters of the MSBS electro-magnetic coils are listed in table 1.1.
Table 1.1
Coils
No.
0.9
diameter of
enamel-insulated wire
(mm)
square wire
4×2
tun'Is
288
DC
resistance
f/
1.29
Self-inductance
fir)
0.061
1,3 cb 2.26 546 1.69 0.206
2,4 cb 2.26 295 0.90 0.05
5,7 4 2.26 546 1.70 0.207
6,8 6 2.26 295 0.86 0.051
The iron core of the model is 15ram in diameter and 120mm in length. The Nd-Fe-B
material is magnetized in axial dircetion.
Analysis of the dynamic circuit theory of 5 electro-magnetic force
components
The 10 electro-magnetic coils of the 15cm × 15cm MSBS constitute the 5 control
channels of 5 electro-magnetic forces: Fx, Fyl, Fzl,Fy2, F,_.The figure 1-2 shows, that the
channel Wy_, constituted by two connected in seris coils., should generate the electro-
magnetic force Fy]. The channel Wzl should generate the electro-magnetic force FzI. The
Fyx and F_] are the front-end y-and z-directional control forces, applied to the model. The
iron cores in the coils Wy_ and W_ share an external magnetic yoke in order to reduce the
reluctance of the magnetic circuit. Similarly, the Wy2 and Wa also share an iron cored
magnetic circuit, generating the control forces Fy2 and Fa in y-and z-directions of the
model rear end respectively. The 5 force components beating on this model are shown
schematically in the figure 2-1 (a).
According to the situation of mechanical motion the 5 force compronents can apply
the constraint to the 5 degree of freedom of the model besides the rolling one.
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Fig 2- I: Scheme of the force components, bearing on the model iron core and
magnetic coupling vAth control coils.
According to the situation of mechanical motion the 5 force compronents can apply
the constraint to the 5 degree of freedom of the model besides the roiling one.
The figure 2-I(b) schematically shows the parameters of MSBS, used to derivate the
electro-magnetic forces, bearing on this model by means of the examples of the x-
directional control coil channels and of the z-directional front and rear control coil channels.
The y-directional coils are not shown in this figure, but the action principle is similary.
Since the selected Nd-Fe-B permanent magnetic material for the model iron core has
a very large intensity of its coercive residual magnetism, it is possible to consider that the
reluctance in the bar magnet is very large and that the helical coil which make it equivalent
surface current I, generate the distribution of magnetic field similar to the permanent bar
magnet. Thus, the control coil current of various channels acting with I, generate the
electro-maguetic force, therefore it is possible to its analysis according to unified theory of
dynamic circuh.
When the control voltage Uq applies to one channel coil, it is possible to generate the
current iq, the balance equation of which can be written as following.
1% = Rqiq +dWq/art or uq = Rqiq +d(Ljq )ldt
Taking the preceding group z-directional channel as an example, the magnetic
linkage through the coil can be written as:
W:ll = L:lli-I + M:l'lI_ ,_:l', = L:_=i:l - M:l ,.I,
Let L__ = 0.5L.. I = L:_,,
M:_ t _. 0.5M.. I _ M:I 2
All this is led to the nearby balance position. Since the reluctance in the magnetic
circuit is larger, the q-' _, W ,_2 is related to iz_ only, the M,I_ is related to the model space
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.. __R.,,.,+L.d'., (
= Rzji,, + L,, di'----L_+2a__'JI, • It,, (2-1)
art
The first term of the equation right side is t.he resistance voltage drop, the second
one is the electric potential of transformer, the third one is the model's kinematic electric
potential.
Multiplying the two sides of the equation (2-1) by izt, it is possible to acquire the
relationship of the power balance in this channel as following
P,, = u,,i,,
" v,,
d t ¢7Z--_" I " "1"1"
= PR + Pz + F,, • V,, (2 - 2 )
There:PR is the thermal loss of resistance;
Pt. is the magnetic ener_ storage in magnetic circuit;
Fzt V,_ is the power of mechanical motion, generated in this channel.
According to the equations (2-1) and (2-2) it is possible to obtain the kinematic
electric potential
ev = 2 'ffdz----!'• I, • V,, = C,,, ° V,,
and the electro-magnetic force:
F,. = 2 8M:l * I, ° i,z = C_l * i,z
o'Z I
and there is Czl = Cc,._ = Cr,.t
It is identical to electro-magnetic relationship of the permanent magnetic DC motor,
and it is a linear relationship. Similarly, according to the principle of the electric machine,
the Cz_ can be obtained by experiment.
Synthesizing the principles described above for the 5 channel electro-magnetic
system it is necessary to consider all relationships of the inductance and the mutual
inductance:
"L., -]
L),!
L= Lzl =
L.,,'. I
_L,2J
"L.,o + M,. M,. I M,_, M,..: M_,:
M.,,. I L,.lo + M.,.1 M.,.., M.,.1, M.,,12
M,,._ M_..I L:, o + M:, M:,.,: M,:.
M.,_ M:,21 M.,,,: L:. o + My: M::.
A4",,. 2 Mo.21 M:21 M.,., L,, o + M,,
(2-3)
In the linkage magnetic structure the electro-magnetic relationship will became
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very complex. In order to reduce the coupling we use a common ironcored magnetic
cricuit only for the front and rear y-dircetional and z-directional channels, furthcrmore
the coils are orthogonal. The front and rear y-and z-directional homologous coils have no
common magnetic circuit, thus there is a very large air gap, therefore the linkage is very
small. The x-directional coil and other coils are orthogonal. All experimental data in the
inductance matrix L are listed in table 2.1
table 2.
Lq(H) Wx W,,i W.,,i W:,2 W_2
W._ 6.1 × 10 -2 1.62 x 10 .4 4.78 x 10 "a 1.58 x 10 .5 3.99 x 10 .4
Wyl 1.62x 10.4 5.1 x 10.2 8.08x 10.5 9.34x 10.4 8.16x lO "_
Wzl 4.78 x 10 .4
10-5
8.08 x 10.5 2.06x lO "l 8.08x 10 .5 6.87x 10 .4
8.08 x 10 .5 5.1 x 10 "_ 6.65 x" 10 .5W:.2 1.58 x 9.34 x ]0 .4
W,_ 3.99x 10 .4 8.16x 10"s 6.87x 10 "_ 6.65x 10 .5 2.09x 1"0"1
It is clear that the value of the mutual inductance between coils is far smaller than
the value of in principal channel,
time the inductanceAt thi
J Zx
yl
L = L,z
i L.,.,
. LZ2 .
['].r
FJVt,,
[Jrv2
[']z2
therefore, this value can be neglected
matrix L can be written as following:
"[Lxo + M._ 0 0 0 0
0 Ly_o + M_ 0 0 0
0 0 L, to + M, Z 0 0
0 0 0 L:.:o+ M,,: 0
0 0 0 0 L,._o + M.:
The voltage balance matrix
0
,R.,,_+ pLy_o
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
C,, 0
0 C,.:
0 0
U can be written as following:
0 0 0
0 0 0
R,t + pL, io 0 0
0 R,.,. + pL,.,.o 0
0 0 t?,,. + PL:2o
V.,¢
0 Vy I
0 Vzt
0 "Vy2
Cz2 JLV:., :
-R.,, + pL,, o
0
= 0
0
0
-C x 0
0 C,
+ 0 0
0 0
0 0
The control electio-magnetic force: F=(F.,,_,Fy_,F,_,F:o,F,.2) can be expressed as
(2-4)
/x
, °
!lyl
,:,1÷
lY2 I
_i,2 J
(2-5)
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"C_ 0
0 C,,,
F= 0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
C,, 0 0
0 C,,, 0
.-
0 0 C::
F ]
i.,.lI
I
• lzl
iv2 I
.i:. J
(2-6)
According to the above describing, it is very important to design a reasonable and
rational MSBS electro-magnetic structure, permitting change the relationship of electro-
mechanical energy conversion of 5 control channels from coupling system to independent
relationship.
Principle of the detetion of aero-dynamic model space position
The CCD linear array, used to measure tile position of 5 degree of freedom is
considered at one tirne for 15cm × 15 cm MSBS, but for insufficient budget, the matured
photo-cell technology is selected for the position detection (see figure 3-1) after testing
the monochannel.
siliean photocell
sensor body axis _']Ca _1C4 4
_ +:.C ,-,
mode, body axis_ _ sf/J_ tadow
P model
Fig 3-1: Tile scheme of principle of the silicon photocell position sensor.
These 5 silicon photocells are installed on the connector J. The photocells C_ and C3
are used to acquire the pitching and yawing attitudes of the model front end. The
photocells C4 and C_ are used to acquire the pitching and yawing attitudes of the model
rear end. The photocell cz is used to acquise the attitude of the x-directional rnotion, there
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aretwo tungseniodidelamps,usedto generateashadowof thernodelon thesensors.The
areaof thesilicon photocellilluminationis vet?'closelyrelatedto ils output voltage
strength. In this MSBS the model space position attitude is taking the zero level of the
sensor signal as object of control, therefore, the control of attack angle can be carried out
by the connector rotation along the y direction. It means that the sensor body axis is
coincide with the model body axis on the xz plane projection.
When the model's one end is pitching, the shadow of the model on the two corres-
ponding silicon photocells ,,,,'ill move vertically and change differentially, thus the
differential changes U__+ ,4 U and Uo.T- A U are realized on the two photocells as shown
on the figure 3-2(a). When this end of the model is yavdng, the models shadow on these
two photocells will broading and narrowing in form of the conjugate change, causing the
change, similar to Uo __.di U on photocells as shown in figure 3-2(b). With the two-way
processing circuit of the differential amplifier it is possible to separate these two various
model motion attitudes. There is a similar principle on the pitching and yawing attitude
delection on another end of the model. The processing circuit is shown on figure 3-2(c).
Fig 3-2:The method of the pilching and yawing allimdes and llleir processing circuit.
If the voltage si,=,,nal U,_+ d_U is generated on the photocells C2 and C3, the T3 and
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The design of the 5 channel position control system
There are 5 aero-dynamic components FAx,FA>.,FA_,MA:.,MA_ bearing on the model
at the time ofaero-dynamic testing with the MSBS.
In order to maintain the predetermined prosition of this nlodel , tile control
channels of the 5 magnets of the MSBS shall generate tile 5 force components Fx, F:.l,Fz),
F:.2, Fn and the dynamic equilibrium, permitting change the control current ix, i:._, izt, i:2,
in in every channel• the value of the aero=dynamic component changes can be acquired
indirectly only in case of measuring the 5 changing current value.
By substitution in equation (2-6) the 5 electro=magnetic components corresponding to
aero-dynamic corn )onents are:
r, -c, o o o 0 i,. l
r, o C,., o c,.: 0 ,,..
F, = 0 0 C,, 0 C,2 x _,,I (4-I)
My 0 0 C, tl-* 0 -C J-* i>.2I]
.M, 0 -C_,l-' 0 C,21-' 0 ._,_j
The equation of model motion is •
X c
Yc
Z c
0
W
"C_ 0
m
'l
0
/11
= 0 0
0
0
There:m =
0 0 0
0 C,: 0
m
C,___L,0 C,____
m m
C,l C,20 _ 0
4.1 s 
C,., C>,2
• 0 n 0
Jzl J_l
the model mass ;
". "1
lx ]
I.vl
X lzl
ly2
.Iz2
[ F._.,
m
F h
17l
F 4A.
_ .-.+g
m
MA>,
Ax
J,
(4 -2)
Jq = the rolating inertia of the model along its centre of mass.
According to this situation we can build the independent system for control of tile
position of the 5 electro-magnetic force components and the isochronous first order
position control system, placed in space position and used to realize the control object: let
the 6 x, _ yl, 6 zl, 6 y2, A Z2 tend to zero. Taking the channel F_las an example
the block diagram of the closed loop system is shown in figure 4-1
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• . [ calibration I [calibration [ _ _ __
P°2';'u°n-_(g_'_,_ net work of _ network ot' HPa_nW_rH"'_o_:_ '
Fig 4-1: The block diagram of the monochannel closed loop system
"H" bidirectional power amplifier used in 5 channel control system
Tile position of the 15cm x 15cm MSBS dynamic model must be carried out by
controlling the individual electro-magnetic force ill tile 5 independent channel. The force
direction or the control current polarity must be adjusted rapidly and the certain linearity
must be ensured. In this case the "H" GTR bidirectional power amplifier is selected and
the PWM control method is used. The principle of this cricuit is shov,'n schematicaly in
figure 5-1.
The control current in all channels of the MSBS is larger. The x-directional coils
are the air cored coils, in which the current is more than 30 A. In order to avoid the
impact current from the power supply and to unify the chopped wave frequency the signal
m
source of the concentrated c_'stale oscillator and the 3-position torsion circle distributor
are used to generate the 6 constant width square `'`',ave signals with 60 " phase difference,
to make the 5 triangle waves after its processing and to generate the PWM control signals
after the comparation of various channel circuits. The block diagram of the power
amplifier is shown in figure 5-1(b). Considering that the current of the x-directional coils
is the maximum,the phase difference of the triangle wave signal in this channel must be
120 ". -.
If the upper two square wave voltages, shown in the figure 5-2(a) are used to drive
the transistors of "H" bridge T_, T4 and T2, T3, when they alternate the on and the off, the
voltage on the magnet winding ,,','ill change its polarity, (see the third vollage ",,,,ave form
in the figure 5-2(a)). When the on time of the tiansistors Tj, T4 and T2, T3 are equal to
each other under the control of the PWM, The positive and negative voltage, applied to
the magnet are equal, thus the work current is zero. The lChopper frequeney which we
selected is 2 KH,.. The relationship of the current and the n time in one cycle t_ can he
written as:
/,, =/,,m (2-_-1) (5-1)
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&
x--control s[gna! ___
6l) Yl--control signal "
lo
6a
zz--control signal
z:--control signal
(b)
Fig5-l: "H" power amplifier and ils block diagram.
In order to avoid the bridge short circuiting in moment of the alternative work of the
transistors T], T4 and T2, T3, the dead space of 20 /ts is set-up in their predriving voltage.
Since the large inductance of the magnet coil,the on time of the transistors Tz, T4,tI>0.5T
(T is the wave cycle). When the other transistor is powered on, the continuous flow will
be generated, an the released energy of this magnetic field permit raise the output
efficience of the powcr amplifier. The wave form of the magnet work current and the
i'nput current frorn DC side are shown in the figure 5-2(b),(c).
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F-I
Fig 5-2:Input and output wave foma of the "H" amplifier.
According to our practical measurement, the output efficience is more than
85%,and the linear relationship between the control voltage of the magnet and the current
is satisfied.
There is a spike with cycle of 0.5T in the current wave form acquired from the ma-
gnet coil, therefore, the analog filter and digital filter are used at the time of the current
feedback and the sampling by computer.
Static calibration of the MSBS
The particular nlethod of calibration is used for the MSBS with structure and work
principle different from the conventional balance system. Because the calibration device
must be installed in magnet field, it is necessasy to avoid the use of the ferromagnetic
materials in its construction, the scheme of the calibration method is shown in the figure
6-1.
The relationship between the ten weights applied to the MSBS and the 5 compo-
nents of the MSBS can be written as.
F_. = G: - G,
F,. = F.,., + F.,.., = ( G 7 - G_ )+ ( G 9 + O,o )
F, = F,, + F,,. = (G., -G3)+(G , -G,) (6-1)
.
1_4"z --
F_,-F,2 (G4 -G3)-(G6-Gs)
F,,,- F,,; (0, - O,)- (O_- 0,o)
l I " 1,.
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Fig 6-1: Scheme of the MSBS calibration method.
There: / 1= naornentnl arm ]enth of the magnetic force action on the model.
/ 2 = momental arm length of the loading weight action on tile model.
It is clear from the equation 4-I that the 5 magnetic components on the MSBS
model are corresponding to the 5 channel currents: i,,, i:_, i,),i:2,i,:2, thus tile purpose of the
calibration in fact is the measurement of the coefficent of the magnetic force : C,,C:t,C,_,
C;::,C,.2, used to calculate the parameters at the time of tile aero-dynamic test.
The Hall current.transformer is used in the 15cm x 15cm MSBS. The one of the 5
channel current signals is taking part in the system current feedback, the another one is
used to carry-out the A/D conversion in computer. In order to eliminate the interference,
the digital filter technology is adopted in the soft, rare.
According to national conference of the wind tunnel balance system, we repeated
seven times the three loading points: 30%, 50% and 70% of the designed load of the
MSBS and obtained the mean value:
the deviation:
the mean squar error :
and the relative error:
7
EF,'
F, = _'' (6-2)
7
6F/ = F/-F (6-3)
(6-4)
723
= ---- (6-5)
F,
The 20%,40%,60% and 90% of the designed load are taken as the degree of
preciseness of tile calibration. They are matched correspondingly and divided in 16
groups. In the case of every loading the error of the magnetic force FJ. and the loading
weight is:
cYF/= F/- G/ ( 6 - 6)
relative error is :
8[ = 6F/ (6-7)
F/
The mean square root difference of every component is:
8i = (6- 8)
The 8j may be represented as the degree of preciseness of the balance system.
The relationship of the magnetic force Fq and the channel current lq, obtained after
the static calibration may be drawn up by the least square method as a power series
polynomial expression and can be processed rapidly at the time of the dynamic tests and
became a curve or a data table.
Conclusion
The 15cm x 15cm MSBS is developed by the research group of MSBS in the
department of automatic control of changsha Institute oftechnolog) , working intensively
for 8 years with the preliminary success in the experimentation and testing and with the
principle characteristics as following:
I. Model mass: 380 g.;
2. Axial maximam load: + 1.5N;
3. Maximum load along the suspension direction: -4 - +dN;
4. Side maximum load: +2N ;
5. Maximum pitching moment: _. 0.2353Nm.
6. Maximum yawing moment: + 0.1176N.m;
7. Maximum attack angle of model: + 18 " "
8. Maxirnum yawing angle of model: +20 ° "
9. Model calibration precision: 0.5%-4.5%;
10.Model calibral.ion degree ofprecisenecs: 7%;
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l l.Maxinlum power constimption of the system: less than I KW(output power).
This Magnetic Suspension and Balance System can be used now for some aero-
dynamic tests. But in order to make it a practical installation,it is necessar 3, to do much
research work and to carry-out a great deal of trouble tasks vdth great force, for example,
to use the CCD position sensor of the 5 degree of freedom to realize the precise
positioning, to use the rolling control coil to carry-out the active control of the 6 degree of
freedom and to design a practical MSBS calibration device and so on and so forth.
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1. SUMMARY
The first International Symposium on Strain Gauge Balances
was sponsored under the auspices of the NASA Langley Re-
search Center (LaRC), Hampton, Virginia during October 22-
25, 1996. Held at the LaRC Reid Conference Center, the
Symposium provided an open international forum for pres-
entation, discussion, and exchange of technical information
among wind tunnel test technique specialists and strain gauge
balance designers. The Symposium also served to initiate
organized professional activities among the participating and
relevant international technical communities.
The program included a panel discussion, technical paper
sessions, tours of local facilities, and vendor exhibits. Over
130 delegates were in attendance from 15 countries. A
steering committee was formed to plan a second international
balance symposium tentatively scheduled to be hosted in the
United Kingdom in 1998 or 1999.
The Balance Symposium was followed by the half-day Work-
shop on Angle of Attack and Model Deformation on the af-
ternoon of October 25. The thrust of the Workshop was to
assess the state of the art in angle of attack (AoA) and model
deformation measurement techniques and to discuss future
developments.
balance fabrication facility, and the LaRC balance calibration
laboratory. Vendor exhibits were also available.
The opening panel discussion addressed "Future Trends in
Balance Development and Applications." The nine panel
members included eminent balance users and designers rep-
resenting eight organizations and five countries. Formal
presentation of papers in technical sessions followed the
panel discussion. Forty-six technical papers were presented
in I i technical sessions covering the following areas: cali-
bration, automatic calibration, data reduction, facility reports,
design, accuracy and uncertainty analysis, strain gauges, in-
strumentation, balance design, thermal effects, finite element
analysis, applications, and special balances. A general over-
view of the past several years' activities of the AIAA/GTTC
(Ground Testing Techniques Committee) Internal Balance
Technology Working Group was presented. The group's
activities has prompted sufficient interest among the foreign
Symposium attendees, that a separate Euro-A_sian Inter-
Nation Internal Balance Working Group was contemplated.
At the conclusion of the Symposium, a steering committee
representing most of the nations and several US organiza-
tions attending the Symposium was established to initiate
planning for a second international balance symposium, to be
held within 2 or 3 years in the UK.
2. INTRODUCTION
The concept of an international strain gauge balance sympo-
sium was advocated in a technology assessment entitled "A
White Paper on Internal Strain Gauge Balances." This inter-
hal document, published by LaRC staff members in March
1995, was based on an international survey of internal strain
gauge balances conducted under contract in 1994-1995 (ref.
I). The conclusions of the white paper were presented to a
peer review panel on wind tunnel testing technology, com-
posed of selected leaders from major commercial and gov-
ernment aeronautical facilities, held in July 1995 at LaRC.
The panel strongly endorsed the proposed international strain
gauge balance symposium, which is the first of its kind.
Over 130 delegates from 15 countries were in attendance,
including Australia, Canada, China, Finland, France, Ger-
many, India, Indonesia, Israel, the Netherlands, Russia, South
Africa, Sweden, United Kingdom, and the United States.
The program opened with a panel discussion, followed by
technical paper sessions, and guided tours of the National
Transonic Facility (NTF) wind tunnel, a local commercial
The Workshop on Angle of Attack and Model Deformation
Measurement Techniques was held immediately following
the Symposium for assessment of the state of the art in AOA
and model deformation measurement techniques and to dis-
cuss future developments. Twelve presentations from indus-
try and government in the United States, Europe, and Asia
covered various AOA and model deformation measurement
techniques, applications, and concerns. The Workshop con-
eluded with an open panel discussion.
The following summaries of the panel discussion and se-
lected technical papers were obtained orally and from video
tape recordings of the presentations. The authors of this
report disclaim responsibility for accuracy of the transcribed
notes and regret any misinterpretations of the panelists' and
symposium authors' intentions. Panelists and symposium
authors should be contacted directly for further elaboration;
contact information is available from NASA LaRC represen-
tatives.
Co-Chairs of the International Balance Symposium
Authors of comments on Workshop on AoA/Model Deformation Measurement Techniques
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3. PANEL DISCUSSION
The Symposium opened with a panel discussion entitled
"'Future Trends in Balance Development and Applications."
The panel consisted of the following members:
Ron D. Law, Defense Research Agency (DRA), Bedford,
UK, Panel Chair
Maurice Bazin, Office National D'I_tudes et de Recherches
Aerospatiales (ONERA), France
David M. Cahill, Sverdrup Technology lnc./AEDC Group,
USA
Prof. Bemd Ewald, Technische Hochschule Darmstadt
(TUD), Germany
Pieter H. Fuykschot, Nationaal Lucht-En Ruimtevaartlabo-
ratorium (NLR), the Netherlands
Steven Harten, Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, USA
James G. Mitchell,Microcrafl,Inc.,USA
Lawrence E. Pumam, NASA Langley Research Center
(LaRC), USA
Paul W. Roberts, NASA Langley Research Center, USA.
Each panelist briefly presented his views regarding future
trends in balance development and applications. Important
areas covered included materials, temperature compensation,
gauging, analysis methods, and calibration efficiency. The
panel members agreed that the existing balance technology
will continue to prevail in the foreseeable future, with only
evolutionary improvements possible. No radically new basic
technologies such as fiber optics techniques are expected to
offer any competition in terms of accuracy and reliability. It
was agreed that international standards for nomenclature,
calibration procedures, accuracy reporting methods, etc.
should be adopted in the future following the precedent of
the North American Internal Balance Working Group, al-
though agreement is not presently feasible. However, this
Symposium is an important first step in establishing formal
international discussions about these concerns, especially in
regard to agreement on terminology. After the individual
presentations a group discussion followed.
Selected observations from the panel discussion follow.
Ron D. Law, DRA Bedford, UK, Panel Chair
Stiffer balances are needed for tests at high angles of inci-
dence under unstable flow conditions. Since the balance
forms part of the springsystem of the model and its support-
ing structure, unwanted dynamic oscillations within the bal-
ance itself will corrupt test data. Although an infinitely stiff
balance would eliminate this problem, it is unrealizable.
Stiffer balances are especially needed for half-models and for
heavy models. Replacement of strain-gauged flexures with
sensitive piezoelectric cells provides greatly increased stiff-
ness with good signal output. The use of high-output plati-
num strain gauges provides high sensitivity for stiff designs
although temperature sensitivity is greater. Composite mate-
rials, such as carbon-fiber layered flexures, have been sue-
cesslhlly tes'ted in lighter weight balances used tor low speed
testing. Improved semiconductor strain gauges also offer
increased sensitivity. Finite element analysis can be em-
ployed during design to predict balance dynamic behavior.
Maurice Bazin. ONERA, France
ONERA has developed balances which provide good drag-
count resolution for all wind tunnel applications including
cryogenic testing. Future trends are difficult to predict at
present. Advanced technology may offer better ways of
measuring strain, such as the use of doped materials or mi-
cro-laser techniques
David M. Cahill, Sverdrup Technology Inc./AEDC Group.
Analysis of elastic and anelastic hysteresis, and study of fab-
rication and heat treatment techniques for metallic and non-
metallic materials are areas where additional emphasis is
needed. Development of alternative techniques for strain
measurement would be beneficial. Hardware as well as soft-
ware compensation techniques for temperature effects are
recommended. Calibration techniques need to be examined,
including: the number of loadings required for calibration,
application of combination loadings including third order and
above, and the inclusion of calibration uncertainty analysis.
Standardization is needed in the following areas: terminology
for forces and moments, and the axis systems; the calibration
matrix and the matrix format; treatment of calibration tares;
data reduction to forces and moments by the non-iterative
mathematical model and the iterative mathematical model;
and inclusion of model weight as part of the tares during data
reduction.
Prof. Bernd Ewald, TUD, Germany.
TUD has developed a new single-piece balance from copper-
beryllium alloy for the European Wind Tunnel (ETW). Al-
though copper-beryllium imposes some inconvenient manu-
facturing requirements, it is an excellent spring material, has
very low hysteresis, and has very high heat conductivity.
Tests of titanium alloy at TUD disclosed no detectable hys-
teresis indicating that it is a promising material for future
balance fabrication. Machine calibration is seen as becoming
mandatory because of its accuracy and reliability, and be-
cause of the excessive manpower requirements for manual
calibration. The maximum resolution of the converttional
strain gauge is on the order of 25 × 10 .9 mm or approximately
1/20000 of the wavelength of visible light. It is unlikely that
potential strain measurement alternatives can match this
resolution at present. Electric and pneumatic lines bridging
the balance in the test model produce measurement bias er-
rors due to unknown residual forces. TUD has considered
integrating these lines into the balance structure. The result-
ing effects of residual forces would then be removed by cali-
bration.
Pieter H. Fuykschot, NLR, the Netherlands.
No major revolution, rather evolution, is seen in balance
technology. Two major problem areas ate interactions and
temperature effects. Balances should be designed for mini-
mum interactions and maximum linearity, rather than using
calibration to remove their effects. Nonlinearity can cause
bias errors due to rectification effects during dynamic test
conditions, which cannot be corrected by calibration. Mate-
rials with a low coefficient of thermal expansion, such as
titanium, should be considered. Compensation for tempera-
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ture gradients is important. Balance convection screens can
be installed within the model to reduce heat transfer within
the flexures. Dynamic modeling should be done during the
design phase to minimize resonant vibrations during tests.
Standardized model-to-balance couplings should be adopted
tbr inter-laboratory compatibility. Automatic calibration is
an important future trend. The balance should be calibrated
through zero load to attain positive and negative loadings
rather than by mechanical inversion as usually done during
manual calibration. The balance should be calibrated with
couplings identical to those used during tests.
Steven Hatten, Boeing Commercial Airplane Group.
Corporate concerns have resulted in an emphasis on reducing
the development cycle times for both production aircraft and
for test models. Simplified designs and procedures are em-
phasized, such as parametric spreadsheet design tools.
Parametric finite element models are employed to analyze
stiffness and dynamic behavior. Older balances in the in-
ventory are being recycled for new testing. External balance
calibration is being automated. Balance users at Boeing are
demanding improved balance measurement accuracy, espe-
cially in drag. Ways to increase drag accuracy are being
investigated. Uncertainty due to mechanical hysteresis is
being reduced via a redesigned model attachment interface.
Effort is also being applied to thermal gradient correction
methods for improved accuracy.
James G. Mitchell, MicrocralL Inc.
Progress in strain gauge balances has been slow, with 40-50
year-old swain gauge and design methodology still in use.
The strain gauge balance design community should exploit
new technology in related fields such as optics, micro-
electronics, and smart structures. Balance customers, i.e, test
facilities and test engineers, are asking for "better, faster, and
cheaper." The response is as follows: Better: Uncertainties
can be reduced through study of calibration practices, in-
creased load per unit diameter, increased stiffness, improved
math models, and calibration using combined loadings.
Faster: While balance design, fabrication, and gauging can
be accelerated, the large opportunity is in the area of calibra-
tion with automated machines. Balance calibration times are
reduced from days and weeks to a few hours. Cheaper: Re-
duced cycle times result in lower costs.
Lawrence E. Putnam, NASA LaRC, USA.
Comments were made from a wind tunnel user's point of
view. LaRC balances must function over test environments
ranging from cryogenic conditions at the NTF wind tunnel to
high temperatures at the eight-foot high temperature struc-
tures tunnel. Drag uncertainty provided by LaRC balances,
based on calibration laboratory data, is on the order of 0.6
drag counts, which is adequate for customer requirements.
However, operational accuracy in the wind tunnel is worse.
Temperature gradients during tests are a major source of
uncertainty. Multiple calibrations are needed to estimate
precision uncertainties which are not currently done with
manual calibration. This is feasible only with automated
calibration equipment. Improved balance robustness is
needed to reduce down time during tests. Problem areas
include strain gauges, cement, and moisture proofing.
Paul W. Roberts, NASA LaR.C, USA.
Future improvements in balance design and performance can
be expected in a number of areas. Areas in calibration in-
clude the experimental design, estimation of separate preci-
sion and bias uncertainties, and custom calibration for spe-
cific wind tunnel tests. The mathematical model will be ex-
tended to include higher order interactions. Although inter-
actions and nonlinearities should be minimized, balance
physical size constraints dictated by the test facility may pre-
clude this. More complete uncertainty analysis than is now
provided will be available. Real-time compensation for
thermal gradients and other effects are being developed.
More sensitive strain measurement sensors, although not
presently feasible, can be expected over the long term. New
fabrication methods with shortened production time are pos-
sible. Finally, automatic balance calibration systems are an
essential need for the future.
4. OVERVIEW OF TECHNICAL PRESENTATIONS
The majority of the three-and-one-half-day symposium was
devoted to 46 papers delivered in I 1 technical sessions. A list
of the scheduled paper presentations and authors is given in
the Appendix. Several papers were not presented due to the
authors' inability to attend the Symposium. Brief summaries
of selected topics representing important areas of the balance
technology are now presented.
4.1 Balance Design
Nearly half of the technical papers presented described
unique balance design techniques. Several innovative axial
section designs for improved sensitivity and reduced thermal
effects were discussed. Finite element analysis methods have
disclosed unexpected local stress concentrations, approaching
yield limits of the material in some cases, which could not be
readily predicted by conventional design methods. Varied
techniques for thermal gradient characterization and compen-
sation were described. State-of-the-art methods in strain
gauge manufacturing and application were described. Other
papers were given on conventional and unique balance appli-
cations, including unusual balance designs for special appli-
cations.
4.1.1 J. Zhai, TUD, Germany, discussed optimization of
internal strain gauge balance design using finite element
computation. The aim of the TUD study was to improve
accuracy by reducing interferences (interactions) and by in-
creasing stiffness. Sources of linear interactions include the
structure, strain gauges, and manufacturing tolerance errors.
Strain gauge effects include gauge factor, position, and di-
rection. Product interactions result primarily from deforma-
tion of the material. Quadratic and cubic interferences arise
from nonlinearity of the material. These effects can be re-
duced by structural redesign. The linear interaction on drag
can be reduced by decreasing the stiffness of the measuring
spring, decreasing spacing between measuring beams, and
increasing the slope of the main beam. The shape of the drag
sensing element can be changed to provide additional decou-
piing. TUD attained a 38% reduction in drag interaction by
choosing suitable dimensions and a 92% reduction in drag
interaction by use of a point-symmetrical configuration. Low
stiffness causes large nonlinear interactions and a lower natu-
ral frequency of the model-balance-sting system which, in
turn, increases measurement errors during dynamic test con-
ditions.Stiffness in the X direction was increased 60% by
changing the drag-sensing element from a bending beam to a
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shear spring. Similarly. stillness in the Z direction was in-
creased 65% by changing the bending moment measuring
system from a bending beam to a shear spring. Additionally,
stiffness in the Z direction was increased 21% through the
use of combined main beams.
4.1.2 Prof. Bernd Evald, TUD, Germany. discussed ad-
vanced internal balances for cryogenic and conventional
wind tunnels. Only gradual improvements based on careful
research and development are anticipated. Three general
rules for balance users and designers include the following:
selection of the load range to match the test requirements as
closely as possible; employment of geometric dimensions as
large as possible; and design of the balance structure to be as
stiff as possible. Three types of balances are generally
needed for industrial aircraft development: very sensitive
balances for cruise optimization; less sensitive balances for
buffet, maximum lift, and dive testing; and an envelope bal-
ance for stability and control, control surface deflection, and
large AoA and yaw angle tests. Balances with high stiffness
are difficult to fabricate with conventional electric-discharge
machining techniques. Now, electron beam welding technol-
ogy gives the balance designer complete freedom to fabricate
any desired internal structure. TUD employs an interactive
software package for design via fundamental stress and strain
analysis methods. Research and optimiration are done via
FEA software. Maraging steels, which are good for electron
beam welding, are used for cryogenic and conventional bal-
ances. Special heat treatment methods are applied to reduce
hysteresis. Although some authorities advocate the use of
heated balances for cryogenic use, Prof. Evald prefers bal-
ance designs which tolerate thermal gradients by mechanical
cancellation methods and by electrical compensation. He
proposes future development of a "black box" plug-and-play
balance concept in which all necessary parameters would be
stored in a memory chip integrated into the balance structure.
The balance identification, calibration matrix, and electrical
connection information would be stored on-board. The
proper electrical connections and data reduction would be
automatically configured by wind tunnel data systems. Fu-
ture developments would also provide an optical telemetry
link from the balance to the wind tunnel data acquisition
system to eliminate mechanical bridging caused by strain
gauge conductors.
4.1.3 The design philosophy of a high-quality balance at
NASA LaRC is briefly presented. All LaRC balances are
custom designed to meet the load ranges, physical size, ther-
mal environment, and accuracy requirements for given re-
search projects. Single-piece construction techniques using
high-quality maraging steel are employed whenever possible.
Most LaRC balances are of the direct-reading type; moment-
type balances are typically used in extreme thermal condi-
tions such as the cryogenic environment at the National Tran-
sonic Facility (NTF). All LaRC balances employ modulus
compensated transducer quality strain gauges. Where ex-
treme thermal environments are anticipated, a patented ap-
parent-strain gauge-matching technique is used. Thermal
compensation is provided by pure nickel wire placed in the
Wheatstone bridge circuit to reduce temperature effects on
the bridge output to less than 0.005 percent full scale per
degree Fahrenheit. Balance temperatures and gradients are
measured by means of resistance temperature detectors
(RTD). These temperature measurements allow linear cor-
rections to be applied Ibr thermal sensitivity shifts and sec-
ond-order corrections tbr apparent strain.
4.2 Automatic Balance Calibration
Presentations were given describing four different automatic
calibration machines at DRA-Bedford, CARDC, IAI, and
TUD. Significant advantages of automatic calibration in-
clude manpower savings, decreased calibration time, ex-
panded experimental loading schedules, the ability to apply
multiple Ioadings, and improved calibration accuracy. How-
ever, differing results with respect to loading accuracy and
repeatability were reported. Primary sources of calibration
inaccuracy are load vector misalignmant, force measurement
sensor inaccuracy, and precise repeatability of the balance
mechanical position within test fixtures. Highlights of re-
ported experience with automatic calibration are summarized
4.2.1 China Aerodynamics Research and Development
Center (CARDC)
CARDC reports the best calibration accuracy although verifi-
cation data were not available. It is possible that the cited
Chinese calibration accuracy is estimated based on the accu-
racy of the load cells used and the assumption that the system
is perfectly realigned after each load application.
4.22 Israel Aircraft Industries (IAI)
Michael Levkovitch, IAI, gave an unscheduled presentation
describing the IAl automatic calibration machine. He indi-
cated that a new machine with a larger load capacity is under
development. The presentation indicated that the IAI ma-
chine does not repnsition to correct loading deflections, but
rather measures deflections. Thus, inaccuracies in measure-
ment of angular alignment may dominate the total machine
uncertainty. The authors note that since the machine is not
designed to function as a repositioning servomechanism,
machine accuracy could be improved with better displace-
ment measurement sensors. Without improved positioning
measurement accuracy, the use of expensive highly accurate
load cells would produce only marginal improvements in
overall calibration machine accuracy at present.
4.2.3 Technische Hochschule Darmst_lt (TUD)
A first generation automatic calibration machine was de-
signed by TUD and manufactured by Schenk for the Euro-
pean Wind Tunnel (ETW.) A second generation protot_/pe is
being developed at TUD. The needs for machine calibration
include manpower costs, reduced calibration time, avoidance
of human errors, and convenient inclusion of temperature as
a calibration parameter. The machine is able to generate
loadings in any order in all possible component combinations
up to sixth order, thus allowing estimation of third and higher
order coefficients. Zero readings are obtained automatically.
Loads are generated by actuators and measured independ-
ently by load cells, such that the actual applied loads are
determined. The balance may be enclosed in a temperature-
controlled chamber for cryogenic calibration. The design
avoids thermal gradients during temperature-controlled cali-
bration.
4.2.4 DRA Bedford
DRA recently developed a six-component precision auto-
matic balance calibration machine for in-house use. Forces
are applied using pneumatic actuators and are measured using
sensors. Forces are applied such that the need for reposi-
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tioning is avoided. An example was given of calibration of a
balance to be installed away from its virtual center, Since the
measured outputs depend on the moment arm length in this
configuration, the balance must be calibrated at two positions
to permit correction for positioning at any displacement from
center during tests. The automatic machine facilitates the
multiple calibrations necessary for this application. A second
example illustrated static calibration of a dynamic balance by
automatic machine where loads must be applied and removed
quickly.
4.2.5 IAI Balance Calibration Consortium
In 1995 Microcrat_ established a consortium to calibrate se-
lected balances using the IAI automatic calibration machine
at the San Diego, California facility. Two papers related to
this effort were given. A paper containing some of the cali-
bration results is summarized in Section 4.3. A summary of
the other paper is now presented.
4.2.6 IAI Machine Calibration of NASA LaRC Balance
Ping Tcheng, NASA LaRC, presented a comparison of ma-
chine calibration accuracy versus manually loaded calibration
accuracy. The paper contained a general discussion covering
primarily data reduction and uncertainty analysis. Uncer-
tainty analyses of eight sets of machine calibration data indi-
cated that its calibration accuracy is adequate for many appli-
cations, providing better than 0.5 percent full-scale accuracy.
The authors believe that manual calibration, albeit time con-
suming and labor intensive, is necessary to attain the best
calibration accuracy at present. The IAI machine was user-
friendly, easy to operate, with sophisticated supporting soft-
ware providing immediate data reduction following calibra-
tion.
Inconsistencies noted among the eight calibration data sets
were traced to poor repeatability of the balance center posi-
tion caused by slack in the balance-to-test-fixture attachments
following removal and re-installation of the balance. It was
of interest to note that comments were received describing
"spatial relocation error" problems with the Schenk auto-
matic calibration machine at ETW similar to those observed
by La_RC during IAI automatic machine calibrations at San
Diego.
4.2.7 Comments by Participants in 1,41Calibration
Consortium
Additional comments were received from other Consortium
participants regarding the consistencies of the automatic cali-
bration machine. It was agreed by all participants that further
improvements would be desirable. Boeing indicated that, in
hindsight, a balance with larger interactions should have been
selected for test calibration on the IAI machine. This would
have better discriminated between the performance of the
machine calibration and that of manual calibration. Moreo-
ver, the performance of higher order mathematical models
and expanded loading schedules could have been better in-
vestigated and evaluated. In addition, during the consortium
tests, LaRC engineers attempted to evaluate an enhanced
calibration experimental design and mathematical model
intended for balances experiencing significant third order
interactions. Inasmuch as the test balance possessed only
second order interaction effects with no apparent third order
effects at all, the test of the enhanced calibration design and
expanded mathematical model was not well-posed. There-
tbre, the results were inconclusive.
4.3 Mathematical Modeling
Several presentations covered the interdependent areas of
mathematical modeling, calibration experimental design, and
calibration uncertainty analysis. It is clear that potentially
significant improvements in balance accuracy lie in improved
mathematical modeling and in the calibration experimental
design. Additional resources may be profitably allocated to
further development effort in this area.
4.3.1 Richard S. Crooks, Microcrafl San Diego, presented a
paper on the limitations of balance calibration mathematical
models. This paper, of a general philosophical nature, was
illustrated by comparative studies of the robustness, or pre-
dictive accuracy, of various polynomial-based mathematical
models for three differently sized calibration experimental
designs. The calibration data sets were obtained using the
IAI automatic machine to calibrate a single balance. It was
seen that the largest and most comprehensive experimental
design (1322 points) produced the lowest calibration residu-
als and, consequently, the least overall standard error.
In order to investigate balance model robustness Crooks has
taken advantage of the "proof-load" technique. He found
that proof-load residuals were significantly reduced by the
addition of a single third-order cross-interaction (non-cubic)
term to the standard second=order polynomial model. The
particular third-order term was selected by trial and error
balance coefficient estimation with proof-load test data ap-
pended to the normal calibration data set. However repli-
cated calibrations had not yet been conducted to estimate the
uncertainty of the significant third-order term and to verify
that it is not merely a spurious effect due to random errors,
i.e., fitting data to measurement noise.
4.3.2 The authors believe that the practice of attaching
proof-load data to calibration data prior to coefficient esti-
mation invalidates subsequent tests for calibration design and
model robustness based on proof-load data. Indeed, predic-
tive validation of the model should be based on independent
proof-load data acquired at loading combinations and levels
absent from the calibration experimental design.
4.4 Uncertainty Analysis
Frank L. Wright, Boeing, discussed how balance accuracy
requirements are specified by balance designers and users. In
the past accuracy has been imprecisely defined in widely
varying ways. Now AGARD Standard 304 is coming into
use wherein bias and precision uncertainties, and their com-
bined uncertainty are specified at a given confidence level.
The user must clearly state the factors such as test conditions,
the coordinate system being used, units, etc. at which the
accuracy is being quoted. In the commercial aircraft industry
the most important wind tunnel quantity is drag coefficient.
Customers now ask for % drag count uncertainty at a 95 per-
cent confidence level. Computations for a typical wind tun-
nel test show that uncertainties of -4"0.002° in angle-of attack.
+_2.5 Ib in normal force, and ±0.8 Ib in axial force are neces-
sary to attain this requirement, which is probably not cur-
rently possible. Normal force and axial force precision un-
certainties during tunnel tests may be estimated from balance
calibration data by the following rules of thumb: tunnel re-
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peat-point uncertainty is estimated from repeated back-to-
back component calibrations; uncertainty within a Mach
number run is estimated from multiple component calibra-
tions interspersed over a five-day calibration; uncertainty
over a complete test is estimated from the overall calibration
standard error at the desired confidence level; and long term
balance bias shift is estimated from zero shifts observed over
a four-year period.
John S. Tripp, NASA LaRC, presented an overview of strain
gauge balance uncertainty analysis techniques developed at
LaRC. A second-order multivariate polynomial direct model
is employed; i.e., balance voltage outputs are represented as
functions of the applied input loads in accordance with the
physical process being modeled. A Newton-Raphson itera-
tire inversion method is employed for data reduction. The
uncertainty analysis employs a global regression technique
for least-squares estimation of the polynomial coefficient
matrix. Equations are obtained therefrom for computation of
calibration confidence intervals and prediction intervals as
functions of the applied loadings. This is an extension of the
previous method of reporting balance uncertainty as simple
percentages of the full scale per component. It is noted that
the calibration confidence intervals become fossilized bias
errors subsequent to calibration. Additional sources of cali-
bration bias uncertainties include calibration standard errors
and mathematical modeling errors. Concepts for selection of
calibration experimental design based on analytic methods
developed by G. E. P. Box were presented for minimization
of overall precision uncertainty and overall bias uncertainty.
Statistical techniques for detection and estimation of calibra-
tion bias errors have been developed. It was pointed out that
present procedures of lumping calibration bias and precision
errors together in a single computation may significantly
underestimate total calibration uncertainty. If the contribu-
tions of highly--correlated systematic errors are additive, then
for the large calibration experimental designs typically used
for balance calibration the usual RMS standard error under-
estimates the total uncertainty. Methods for separate estima-
tion of bias and precision uncertainties are being developed.
Mark E. Kammeyer, formerly of the Naval Surface Weapons
Center, Dahlgren Division, Silver Spring, MD presented an
uncertainty analysis for force testing in production wind tun-
nels. It is an overview of a complete uncertainty analysis to
provide bias and precision limits for computed model attitude
and force coefficients inferred from measurements in Hyper-
velocity Wind Tunnel 9 at Dahlgren. Calibration and meas-
urement uncertainties were propagated through the data re-
duction equations in accordance with the standard procedures
specified by ASME, AIAA, and lOS. A jitter approach using
computer software rather than analytical computation was
used to propagate the bias and precision limits into the in-
ferred reduced data in order to keep the computational re-
quirements manageable. Results using actual test data show
that balance load uncertainties are by far the dominant con-
tributors to overall uncertainties in the reduced parameters. It
was also found that precision errors in balance axial force
measurements are dominant, whereas bias errors in the other
balance components are dominant. These results are helpful
in pinpointing areas wherein balance measurement accuracy
improvements are needed.
"l-he Dahlgrcn approach is similar to that reported in an un-
certainty study conducted by Batill of Notre Dame (ref. 2) for
the NTF wind tunnel in 1993. However, Dahlgren's analysis
was more manageable because of the lower complexity of the
Dahlgren facility compared to NTF.
4.5 Finite Element Analysis
Three agencies reported activities in finite element analysis
(FEA): LaRC, NLR, and TUD. Notable progress in the ap-
plication of FEA to balance stress analysis has been made
recently. The technique is especially suited to determination
of stress concentrations, to which conventional stress analysis
techniques are not generally applicable. TUD reported using
the technique for optimizing stress beam design as described
above in Section 4.1. I. The consensus seems to be, however,
that FEA is not yet sufficient to replace conventional stress
analysis techniques. None of the above agencies report tem-
perature effect analysis using FEA techniques. However,
papers have previously been published at ONERA, France,
on this topic by Bazin, et at. (ref3).
Michael C. Lindell, NASA LaRC, presented an FEA study of
an existing LaRC cryogenic balance. The purpose was to
correlate FEA predicted strain levels with experimental val-
ues obtained from loadings, and to identify high-stress con-
centrations within the balance structure. The FEA software,
which is adaptive, does not require prior knowledge of stress
concentrations. Strain levels for a single full-scale load in
each of the six components were computed and compared
with measured values. Differences varied from 0.2% in pre-
dicted normal force to ! I% in yawing moment. Maximum
predicted stress was as large as 40*,4 of yield under a full-
scale normal force load, and 50*,6 of yield under a full-scale
pitching moment load. The analysis predicted maximum
stress on the order of 100% of yield under simultaneous full-
scale six-component loading. It was planned to verify this
result experimentally. The study concluded that stress levels
are predicted accurately by FEA and that stress concentra-
tions can be predicted. Thus, FEA can improve the balance
design cycle, and can be used to optimize the design to ac-
commodate higher loads with lower weight and higher safety
factors.
4.6 Thermal Gradient Compensation
Maurice Bazin, ONERA, France, discussed methods for bal-
ance thermal compensation. ON'ERA follows multiple ap-
proaches, namely bridge resistive compensation, mechanical
design to minimize thermal effects, and numerical correction.
Mechanical design methods to minimize thermal gradient
effects are emphasized since error correction is very difficult
compared to error prevention. Design methods to reduce
temperature gradient effects include a traction-compression
push-pull arrangement and a bending push-pull arrangement.
Conventional gauging methods are used.
4.7 Facility Reports
Several presentations provided general descriptions of inter-
nal balance development and applications at major facilities.
Henk-Jan Alons, NLR, the Netherlands, gave a presentation
co-authored with H. B. Vos describing balance development
at NLR. NLR has investigated the performance of model-to-
balance and balance-to-sting attachments. A hysteresis angle
of 0.01 ° produces a 0.17°,6 FS error in normal force, which is
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excessive. In an ell'on to minimize attachment hysteresis
NLR investigated taper joint, cylindrical tap, and end face
flange attachments. The hysteresis angle of each of these
attachments was measured under load by means of a preci-
sion inclinometer. The advantage of the taper joint is its
small dimension in comparison to its high bending moment
capacity. Its disadvantage is hysteresis under bending due to
the unavoidable mating between the sting and the attachment
socket. Typical taper joint angle hysteresis of +0.05" was
measured. The cylindrical tap, previously thought to exhibit
lower hysteresis, was found to be comparable to the taper
joint. The tests disclosed, however, that the end face flange
exhibits minimal hysteresis. Currently NLR employs the end
face flange on the model end of the balance. Integral Wheat-
stone bridge strain gauges are provided to insure correct in-
stallation pro-stress levels. A taper joint is still employed on
the balance sting end to maintain compatibility with existing
wind tunnel stings.
5. STATUS REPORT ON NORTH AMERICAN
INTERNAL BALANCE USERS WORKING GROUP
David M. Cahill, Sverdrup/AEDC, presented a general over-
view of the past several years' activities of the AIAA/G'I-i'C
Internal Balance Technology Working Group. Numerous
areas of progress were cited: an increased willingness to
exchange information freely among the participants; a survey
of members' balance usage and methods of engineering prac-
tice; preliminary agreement on definitions of technical terms;
and a 6 x 96 generalized matrix representation of balance
calibration parameters. It was noted that a standardized
method of computing and reporting balance measurement
uncertainties will be developed and accepted soon.
6. FUTURE ACTIVITIES OF THE STRAIN GAUGE
BALANCE COMMUNITY
6.1 Second International Symposium on Strain Gauge
Balances
A steering committee representing most of the nations and
several US organizations attending the Symposium was es-
tablished to initiate planning for a second international bal-
ance symposium. R.on D. Law, DRA-Bedford, announced
that DRA might be able to host a second symposium within 3
years. It was agreed that steering committee meetings in the
interim should be scheduled in conjunction with other inter-
national aerospace conferences to enable as many members
as possible to participate. Such an opportunity will arise at
the Supersonic Tunnel Association (STA) meeting scheduled
to be hosted by ARA and DRA in 1999. It was agreed that
Japan should be invited to participate in future symposia.
Additional discussion is needed to select a theme for the
second Symposium.
6.2 International Round-Robin Balance Calibration
R. W. Galway, National Research Council, Canada, dis-
cussed the inter-facility balance calibration project proposed
within STA in the fall of 1992. A round-robin test of a single
balance by participating facilities had been suggested to pro-
vide an opportunity for comparison of different calibration
techniques, experimental loading procedures, equipment,
data reduction methods, and accuracy reporting methods. It
would also provide some insight into the contribution of
balance calibration uncertainty in tunnel-to-tunnel compari-
sons. The round-robin test results would be assembled into a
data set to allow investigation of the effects of the various
calibration experimental loading designs used by the partici-
pants. This data set would be closely controlled in ternls of
what was measured and how.
STA contains approximately 45 participating organizations of
whom about 25 were interested in the round-robin test, and
of those about 15 were definitely interested. The Boeing
#661 balance had been selected for testing. The STA pro-
posal has remained inactive since the inception of the
AIAA/G'I-rC North American Balance Working Group, the
1995 IAI automatic balance calibration consortium at Micro-
crate, San Diego, and this Symposium. Galway inquired
whether the Symposium delegates considered a round-robin
calibration of a single balance to be a "useful exercise." He
volunteered to serve as the point of contact through which
interested parties may register their interest in participation.
6.3 Euro-Asian Internal Balance Working Group
David M. Cahill proposed the establishment of a separate
Euro-Asian Inter-Nation Balance Working Group as a result
of interest indicated by several European Symposium at-
tendees in participating in the North American Internal Bal-
ance Working Group. He also proposed that the Euro-Asian
group should be established under the auspices of AIAA. He
suggested that the solidarity of the new group should become
established before its eventual merge with the North Ameri-
can Internal Balance Working Group. The feasibility of es-
tablishing a Euro-Asian group would depend upon its recep-
tion by the proposed membership.
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS ON STRAIN GAUGE
BALANCES
The Symposium was very successful in the free open ex-
change of information, in establishing an international com-
munity for future communication on balance usage and tech-
nology, and in setting a precedent for future Symposia. It is
expected that the professional relationships established dur-
ing the Symposium pave the way for future international
cooperation in the strain gauge balance field. The Sympo-
sium provided a previously unavailable technical forum for
the exchange of information for users, designers, and manu-
facturers of strain gauge balances.
The Symposium augmented and extended the results gleaned
from the international balance users survey conducted by
LaRC in 1995. It is clear that no aerospace agency holds a
commanding lead in all technical areas. NASA LaRC is the
world's major strain gauge balance user in terms of existing
inventory, the number of units used in tests annually, and the
number of new balances fabricated annually. Automatic
calibration machines, although not yet equivalent to manual
calibration with respect to loading accuracy, are an increas-
ingly significant factor in realizing time and manpower sav-
ings. They are also an important tool for developing im-
proved mathematical models and calibration experimental
designs, and for establishing balance calibration and meas-
urement uncertainties.
Publication of the symposium proceedings is pending.
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9. WORKSHOP ON ANGLE OF ATTACK AND
MODEL DEFORMATION
A workshop on angle of attack (AoA) and model deformation
measurement techniques was held on the afternoon of the last
day of the Symposium. Short review papers were requested
covering AoA and model deformation requirements and
needs, thoughts for the future, and problem areas, in addition
to papers covering actual applications and developments.
The thrust of the workshop was to assess the state of the art
in AoA and model deformation measurement techniques and
discuss future developments in an informal but informative
atmosphere. A panel discussion on AoA and model defor-
mation was held in conjunction with the Workshop. Co-
chairs of the Workshop were Tom D. Finley and Alpheus W.
Burner, NASA LaRC.
9.1 Presentations
Twelve presentations were made at the Workshop. The pre-
senters, affiliation, country, and presentation titles are listed
below.
Tom D. Finley, NASA LaRC, USA: "AoA Overview"
Alpheus W. Burner, NASA LaRC, USA: "Model Deforma-
tion Overview"
Frank L. Wright, Boeing, USA: "Comparison of Model At-
titude systems: Active Target Photogrammetry, Precision
Accelerometer, and Laser Interferometry"
Maurice Bazin, ONERA, France: "AoA and Model Defor-
mation at ONERA"
Peter Bauman, DLR, Germany: " DLR Model Deformation
Measurement System"
Peiter H. Fuyksehot, NLR, the Netherlands: "Vibration
Compensation of Gravity Sensing Inclinometers in Wind
Tunnels"
J. R. Hooker, McDonnell Douglas, USA: "Static Aeroelastic
Analysis of Transonic Wind Tunnel Models Using Finite
Element Methods"
YuFu Liu, CARDC, China: "The Model Real Time Angle of
Attitude Measurement in 4m X 3m Low Speed wind Tunnel"
Sergi Fonov. TsAGI. Russia: "'Model De/brmation Measure-
ments in TsAGI's T-128 Wind Tunnel by Videogrammetry
System"
Gregory M. Buck. NASA LaRC. USA: "'ln-Situ Calibration
of Sting Bending Using Optical Measurements"
Anton R. Gorbushin, TsAGI, Russia: "Angular, Linear
Model Displacements, and Model Deformation During Wind
Tunnel Tests"
Ralph D. Buehrle, NASA LaRC, USA: "Summary of Inertial
Model Attitude Correction Techniques"
9.2 Panelists
The panel included the following members:
Frank L. Wright, Boeing, USA, Moderator
Pieter Fuyschot, NLR, the Netherlands
Tom D. Finley, NASA LaRC, USA
Richard A. Wahls, NASA LaRC, USA
Alpheus W. Burner, NASA LaRC, USA
John S. Tripp, NASA LaRC, USA
9.3 Summary of Presentations
Tom D. Finley, NASA LaRC, USA, opened the Workshop
with an overview of angle of attack (AoA) measurement. He
described the history of AoA measurement at LaRC, which
has been based primarily on the use of precision accolerome-
ters. He described the current state of the art of LaRC inertial
AoA measurement systems including components and im-
plementation. Specially selected high performance sensors
are obtained from the manufacturer. Each unit is packaged
with special output temperature compensation circuitry and
mechanical isolation pads to reduce the effects of high fre-
quency vibration.
Alpheus W. Burner, NASA LaRC, USA, presented an over-
view of the development of model deformation measurement
capability at the Langley Research Center. Aeroelastic model
deformation in wind tunnels was defined. Some fundamental
questions and concerns about model deformation measure-
ments in general were presented. The approach, described as
a single camera, single view video photogrammetric tech-
nique, used to make model deformation measurements at
three NASA LaRC facilities, was described. An example of
the change in wing twist induced by aerodynamic loading as
a function of angle-of-attack at the National Transonic Facil-
ity at various dynamic pressures was presented as a typical
data example.
Frank L. Wright, Boeing, USA, presented a wind-on com-
parison among three independent model attitude measure-
ment systems: the traditional inertial accelerometer meas-
urement system, a Boeing designed and built laser interfer-
ometer system, and a commercially available photogrammet-
ric system. Test data for the three systems, obtained at vari-
ous Mach numbers, showed prediction intervals lying be-
tween 0.005 and 0.01 degrees. Two other applications of the
photogrammetric system were described: flap position meas-
urement during an aircraft flight test, and wing twist meas-
urement of a wind tunnel model
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Mauricc Bazin, ONERA, France, described developments at
ONERA in AoA and model delormation measurement tech-
niques. Precision accelerometers are used tbr AoA as well as
the MAMS system due to Benin (AGARD VK1-1996) which
is somewhat similar to the Boeing Laser Angle of Attack
(LAM) system. Potentiometers and encoders are used as
well. Model deformation measurements have been made
with stereo observation with the RADAC (ONERA T.P. n °
1990-57) and ROHR (ONERA Activities 1996). The
RADAC system uses special cameras that contain crossed
linear arrays. The ROHR system employs two conventional
cameras. The uses of optical fibers and quadrant light de-
tectors and a polarization torsionometer for model attitude
and deformation measurements are described in ONERA T.P.
n° 1982-91.
Peter Bauman, DLR, Germany, discussed the use of moir6
interferometry for the measurement of model deformation
and hinge moments. DLR selected moir6 interferometry as
the technique with greatest potential over others such as
coded light, holographic interferometry, and speckle interfer-
ometry. The technique currently requires diffusely reflecting
surfaces that may necessitate the painting of highly polished
models. Bending and twist measurements have been made in
wind tunnels. Expected accuracies are 0.01 ° for flap angles,
0.03 ° for twist, and 0. I mm for bending. Future applications
in the automotive industry and for laboratory measurements
on helicopter rotor blades are anticipated.
Peiter H. Fuykschot, NLR, the Netherlands, described a cor-
rection technique given in a paper presented at an Instrument
Society of America conference in May 1996. The technique
reduces bias errors in model AoA measurements due to cen-
trifugal forces developed during high tunnel dynamic test
conditions. He showed that this inertial error, termed a "sting
whip" error, is corrected by measuring the model's linear and
angular velocities and multiplying them together. The tech-
nique, which requires multiple sensors for correction in both
pitch and yaw planes, provides a real-time correction without
knowledge of the vibrational modes of the model. He in-
strumented a model and demonstrated the ability of the tech-
nique at two single frequency modes and one multi-frequency
mode.
J. R. Hooker, McDonneI-Douglas, USA, discussed the use of
experimental measurements to calibrate computational meth-
ods used to predict wind tunnel model aeroelastic deforma-
tions. A wind-off static loading experiment conducted in the
National Transonic Facility (NTF) test section was used to
calibrate both the optical technique and the finite element
analysis (FEA) technique. Optical wing twist data from the
NIT were presented, which were used to calibrate the FEA
results with wind on. It was found that one-dimensional FEA
analyses are sufficient to generate wind tunnel model jig
wing definition, but that advanced three-dimensional solid
FEA analyses may be required to generate wing definition
suitable for computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analyses.
Hooker recommended utilization of CFD methods to define
the required accuracy of model deformation measurements
for a given configuration and noted that the required accuracy
may vary from configuration to configuration. Generally a
5% variation in wing twist is expected to result in acceptable
accuracy for low wing transport configurations.
YuFu Liu. CARDC. China, described real-time attitude
measurement and side-slip angle measurement systems used
in the CARDC 4 by 3 meter low-speed wind tunnel. The
pitch measurement system employs a QFtex accelerometer
with an added temperature sensor which corrects the acceler-
ometer output as a function of temperature. This system,
used over a range from -30 degrees to ! !0 degrees by offset-
ting the accelerometer, a provides a measurement precision of
0.005 degrees. The side-slip system employs a laser and dual
CCD linear scanning camera to measure yaw from -2.5 de-
grees to 2.5 degrees with a measurement precision of 0.005
degrees.
Sergi Fonov, TsAGI, Russia, presented examples of wing
twist and bending measurements as functions of lift force and
AoA at the T-128 wind tunnel using a CCD camera and ref-
erence targets with the single camera, single view videomet-
ric technique. He also presented results of flap torsion and
displacement for which fluorescent strips were illuminated
with a nitrogen laser. A prototype deformation measurement
system was described for a full-scale helicopter rotor blade
using a camera in the rotating hub with connection to the
recording system by slip rings. Deformation measurements
using projection moir6 were also mentioned.
Gregory M. Buck, NASA LaR.C, USA, presented results of
tests conducted to study sting bending and model injection
during wind-on and wind-offconditions at the 20-Inch Mach
6 CF4 Tunnel. Angle and displacement measurements were
made on a small section of the model that was in the field of
view of a camera when the model is fully injected into the
test section. A back illuminated ground glass view screen
was placed in the field of view of the camera to yield a very
high contrast edge from which the slope angle and intercept
can be found by least squares estimation.
Amon R. Gorbushin, TsAGI, Russia, briefly discussed angle
measurements using accelerometers that are manufactured in
Russia. He also described a research and development proj-
ect based on the development of a magnetic system to meas-
ure angular and linear model displacements and model de-
formations during wind tunnel tests. The purpose is to de-
velop a prototype system for the simultaneous measurements
of full angular orientation, coordinates, and deformations of a
model, including wings, control surfaces, etc., during wind
tunnel testing. High-sensitivity three-axis magnetometers on
one-domain film structures will serve as transducers for navi-
gation and orientation in an artificial low-frequency electro-
magnetic field.
Ralph D. Buehrle, NASA LaRC, USA, summarized several
sting whip correction techniques proposed over the last few
years. Time-.domain and frequency-domain methods were
not successful in extracting the small signals necessary to
determine error. A modal correction technique was tested
with limited success. This method requires measurement of
all model vibration modes in pitch and yaw prior to wind
tunnel testing. The model must be excited in both vertical
and lateral directions; modal analysis of the acquired vibra-
tion data provides corrective information. During tests cor-
rections at each mode are summed to provide a total correc-
tion. This technique requires considerable pre-test and post-
test computation. The linear-angular technique of Pieter H.
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Fuykschot described above has the ability to provide real
time corrections without modal analysis.
9.4 Panel Discussion
Frank L. Wright, Boeing, USA, served as panel moderator.
He opened the discussion with comments on the need to
properly define AoA measurement accuracy requirements.
Force measurement using internal strain gauge balances re-
quires accurate AoA measurement to properly resolve normal
and axial force to obtain lift and drag forces. However,
Wright stressed that AoA measurement accuracy require-
ments vary depending on the test configuration. For instance
AoA accuracy requirements are better defined at cruise con-
ditions and are more stringent for climb-out than for ap-
proach conditions. The AoA accuracy requirements at
maximum lift are also not well defined. Although :L--0.01°
AoA accuracy may not be required for every test, better than
-+0.1 ° accuracy is probably always necessary. A comment
from the audience noted that the wind tunnel user oRen re-
quests "the best accuracy you can give me". Wright also
stressed that repeatability is of the greatest importance during
increment testing at a fixed AoA,. The point was made that
the confidence level is often not specified when stating a
numerical accuracy requirement.
The topic turned to aeroelastic model deformation. Meas-
urement of aerodynamic twist is needed for comparison with
CFD results. As model size increases, wall interference ef-
fects become more significant while deformations may in-
crease as well. Both effects must be accounted for. It was
asked when _-_-k,0.05° experimental wing twist measurement
accuracy would be available in wind tunnels. It was pointed
out that such measurement accuracies are now possible at the
LaRC Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel and are also possible at the
NTF' wind tunnel at somewhat reduced accuracy. The re-
quired accuracy for measurement of the change in wing twist
induced by aerodynamic loading is still an open question.
Uncertainty issues in general were then discussed. The un-
certainty of CFD results is needed along with the uncertainty
of experimental results. The CFD community is just starting
to assess uncertainty.
The discussion then returned to AoA where it was stated that
AoA should be separated from angle of incidence. To obtain
drag, the AoA is needed, not angle of incidence. This led to
the question of how well flow angularity can be measured. It
was recommended that uncertainty analyses be conducted on
the computation of flow angularity from upright and inverted
tests. A question was then asked about the Optotrak system
in use at Boeing and several other aeronautical establish-
merits. Wright stated that the number of and position of opti-
cal markers required for wind tunnel testing with the Op-
totrak system had not been optimized.
The effect of high-pressure tunnel operation on testing was
raised. Wright stated that drag data taken at 4 atm in the NTF
wind tunnel was as accurate as data taken at I atm in the
Boeing wind tunnel; in addition, the 4 atm drag data was as
useful for predicting flight behavior as the Iatm data.
The fragility of precision quartz flexure accelerometers was
discussed. Tom D. Finley stated that the typical lifetime of
quartz accelerometers is five years. Most problems with
accelerometers are due to mishandling rather than excessive
model vibration during tests. It was also stated that the
quartz flexure is not subject to loss of response as with metal
flexures. It was recommended from the audience that accel-
erometers be powered during transit for protection. Finley
pointed out that such protection would occur only in the axial
direction. Several people commented that accelerometer
manufacturer's specifications are reliable and that they
therefore perform no additional calibration. Frank L. Wright
stated that accelerometer output data corrected for tempera-
ture using manufacturer-furnished data agrees well with tem-
perature-controlled acceterometer output data, as commonly
used at the NTF. Pieter H. Fuysehot recommended the use of
precision wedges to spot-check angle measurement accura-
cies. The importance of the use of the local value of the
gravitational constant was mentioned.
The discussion turned to the problem of setting the model to
zero angle in the facility. Leveling fixtures and tooling balls
combined with a bubble level may possibly be used to level
horizontal models; however, fundamental leveling problems
exist with floor-mounted half models. The importance of the
reference surface on which the accelerometer is mounted was
also mentioned.
An AGARD uncertainty document published in 1982 was
mentioned as an excellent reference. However, Wright cau-
tioned that the individual uncertainty values cited in that
reference, which are associated with one drag-count uncer-
tainty, account for the entire one drag-count error. If all of
the component uncertainties are combined, approximately 2.8
drag-count uncertainty results as opposed to one drag count.
A member of the audience suspected that load resistor varia-
tion caused accelerometer output drift. Finley noted that
LaRC employs precision load resistors located in the AoA
signal conditioning electronics package rather than resistors
installed in the accelerometer package. With this arrange-
ment no significant output drift has been observed.
The panel discussion ended with a brief discussion on the
problem of measuring yaw. There appears no clear solution.
However, the Optotrak system offers promise in solving the
yaw measurement problem.
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